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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION
Investigation No. 701-TA-293 (Final) and
Investigations Nos. 731-TA-412 through 419 (Final)
INDUSTRIAL BELTS FROM ISRAEL, ITALY, JAPAN, SINGAPORE,
SOUTH KOREA, TAIWAN, THE UNITED KINGDOM, AND WEST GERMANY
Determinations
On the basis of the record l/ developed in its countervailing duty
investigation, the Commission determines,

21

pursuant to section 705(b) of the

Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. § 167ld(b)) (the act), that an industry in the
United States is not materially injured or threatened with material injury, and
the establishment of an industry in the United States is not materially
retarded, by reason of imports from Israel of industrial belts l/ that have
been found by the Department of Conunerce to be subsidized by the Government of
Israel.
On the basis of the record developed in its antidumping investigations,
the Commission has made its determinations with respect to industrial belts,
pursuant to section 735(b) of the Act (19 U.S.C •. § 1673d(b)).

In the

tabulation of the Conunission's determinations which follows, a determination of
•affirmative• indicates that the Commission determines that an industry in the
United States is materially injured, or threatened with material injury, by

l/ The record is defined in sec. 207.2(h) of the Commission's Rules ·of Practice
and Procedure (19 CFR § 207.2(h)).
Connnissioners Eckes and Newquist dissenting.
l/ The products covered by these investigations are industrial belts and
components and parts thereof, whether cured or uncured, currently classifiable
under Harmonized Tariff Schedule (HTS) subheadings 3926.90.55, 3926.90.56,
3926.90.57, 3926.90.59, 3926.90.60, 4010.10.10, 4010.10.50, 4010.91.11,
4010.91.15, 4010.91.19, 4010.91.50, 4010.99.11, 4010.99.15, 4010.99.19,
4010.99.50, 5910.00.10, 5910.00.90, and 7326.20.00 (formerly provided for under
Tariff Schedules of the United States Annotated (TSUSA) items 358.0210,
358.0290, 358.0610, 358.6090, 358.0800, 358.0900, 358.1100, 358.1400, 358.1600,·
657.2520, 773.3510, and 773.3520).
The merchandise covered by these investigations includes certain
industrial belts for power transmission. These include V-belts,· synchronous
belts, round belts, and flat belts, in part or wholly of rubber or plastic, and
containing textile fiber (including glass fiber) or steel wire, cord or strand·,
and whether in endless (i.e., closed loop) belts, or in belting in lengths or
links. These investigations exclude conveyor belts and automotive belts as
well as front engine drive belts found on equipment powered by internal
combustion engines, including trucks, tractors, buses, and lift trucks.

21
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reason of imports of the following products which have been found by the
Department of Commerce to be sold in the United States at less than fair value
(LTFV): l/
Country

Investigation No.

Product

Determination

Israel

731-TA-412 (Final)

V-belts 2/
Synchronous
belts !/
Other belts 2/

Negative l/
Negative ll
Negative 1/

l/ A determination of "negative" indicates that the Commission determines that
an industry in the United States is not materially injured, nor threatened with
material injury, nor is the establishment of an industry in the United States
materially retarded, by reason of imports of such products.
ZI For purposes of these investigations, V-belts are defined as industrial Vbelts and components and parts thereof, whether cured or uncured, for use in
power transmission, in part or wholly of rubber or plastic, and containing
textile fiber (including glass fiber) or steel wire, cord or strand, and
whether in endless (i.e., closed loop) belts, or in belting in lengths or
links, currently classifiable under HTS subheadings 3926.90.55, 4010.10.10,
4010.10.50, 5910.00.10, 5910.00.90, and 7326.20.00 (formerly provided for under
TSUSA items 358.0210, 358.0290, 657.2520, and 773.3520),
11 Commissioners Eckes and Newquist dissenting.
!/ For purposes of these investigations, synchronous belts are defined as
industrial synchronous belts and components and parts thereof, whether cured or
uncured, for use in power transmission, in part or wholly of rubber or plastic,
and containing textile fiber (including glass fiber) or steel wire, cord or
strand, and whether in endless (i.e., closed loop) belts, or in belting in
lengths or links, currently classifiable under HTS subheadings 3926.90.56,
3926.90.57, 3926.90.59, 3926.90.60, 4010.91.11, 4010.91.15, 4010.91.19,
4010.91.50, 4010.99.11, 4010.99.15, 4010.99.19, 4010.99.50, 5910.00.10,
5910.00.90, and 7326.20.00 (formerly provided for under TSUSA items 358.0610,
358.6090, 358.0800, 358.0900, 358.1100, 358.1400, 358.1600, 657.2520, 773.3510,
and 773.3520).
21 For purposes of these investigations, other belts are defined as industrial
belts and components and parts thereof, other than V-belts and synchronous
belts and components and parts thereof, whether cured or uncured, for use in
power transmission, in part or wholly of rubber or plastic, and containing
textile fiber (including glass fiber) or steel wire, cord or strand, and
whether in endless (i.e., closed loop) belts, or in belting in lengths or
links, currently classifiable under HTS subheadings 3926.90.56, 3926.90.57,
3926.90.59, 3926.90.60,· 4010.91.11, 4010.91.15, 4010.91.19, 4010.91.50,
4010.99.11, 4010.99.15, 4010.99.19, 4010.99.50, 5910.00.10, 5910.00.90, and
7326.20.00 (formerly provided for under TSUSA items 358.0610, 358.6090,
358.0800, 358.0900, 358.1100, 358.1400, 358.1600, 657.2520, 773.3510, and 773.3520).
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Determination

Country

Investigation No.

Product

Italy

731-TA-413 (Final)

V-belts
Synchronous
belts
Other belts

Affirmative 1/2/1/

V-belts
Synchronous
belts
Other belts

Affirmative 1/2/l/

V-belts
Synchronous
belts
Other belts

Affirmative 1/2/1/

V-belts
Synchronous
belts
Other belts

Negative !!/

Japan

Singapore

South Korea

Taiwan

United Kingdom

West Germany

731-TA-414 (Final)

731-TA-415 (Final)

731-TA-416 (Final)

731-TA-417 (Final)

731-TA-418 (Final)

731-TA-419 (Final)

Affirmative 1/2/1/·
Negative !!/

Affirmative 1/2/l/
Affirmative l/Z/1/

Negative !!/
Negative !!/

Negative !!/
Negative !!/

V-belts
Synchronous
belts
Other belts

· Negative !!/

V-belts
Synchronous
belts
Other belts

Negative !!/

V-belts
Synchronous
belts
Other belts

Negative !!/

Negative !!/
Negative !!/

Negative !!/
Negative !!/

Negative !!/
Affirmative 1/2/1/

1/ Chairman Brunsdale, Vice Chairman Cass, and Commissioner Lodwick dissenting.
ZI Commissioners Eckes and Newquist determine that an industry in the United
States is materially injured by reason of the subject imports. Commissioner
Rohr determines that an industry in the United States is threatened with
material injury by reason of the subject imports. Commissioner Rohr further
determines, pursuant to 19 U.S.C. § 1673d(b)(4)(B), that he would not have
found material injury but for the suspension of liquidation of entries of the
merchandise under investigation.
11 Commissioners Eckes, Rohr, and Newquist also determine, pursuant to 19
U.S.C. § 1673d(b)(4)(A), that critical circumstances do not exist such that it
is necessary to impose the duty retroactively.
!!I Commissioners Eckes and Newquist dissenting.
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Background
Following preliminary determinations by the U.S. Department of Commerce
that imports of industrial belts from Israel and South Korea 1121 are being
subsidized by the Governments of Israel and South Korea and that imports of
industrial belts from Israel, Italy, Japan, Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan, the
United Kingdom, and West Germany are being, or are likely to be, sold in the
United States at less than fair value (LTFV), the U.S. International Trade
Commission, effective December 2, 1988, instituted investigations Nos. 701-TA293 and 295 (Final) and, effective February 1, 1989, instituted investigations
Nos. 731-TA-412 through 419 (Final) under sections 705(b) and 735(b) of the
Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. § 1671d(b) and 1673d(b)) to determine whether an
industry in.the United States is materially injured or threatened with material
injury, or the establishment of an industry in the United States is materially
retarded, by reason of imports of such merchandise.

Notice of the institution

of the Commission's final investigations, and of the public hearing to be held
in connection therewith, was given by posting copies of the notice in the
Office of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade Commission, Washington, DC,
and by publishing the notice in the Federal Register of February 15, 1989 (54
FR 6970).

The hearing was held in Washington, DC, on April 27, 1989, and all

persons who requested the opportunity were

permitte~

to appear in person or by

counsel.

ll Commerce's preliminary countervailing duty (CVD) determination with respect
to Singapore was negative, 53 FR 48677, Dec. 2, 1988.

21 Commerce's final CVD and LTFV determinations were published in the Federal
Register of Apr. 18, 1989. Commerce's final CVD determinations with respect to
Singapore and South Korea were negative; therefore, the Commission is only
required to make a CVD injury determination with respect to subsidized imports
from Israel, inv. No .. 701-TA-293 (Final).
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VIEWS OF COMMISSIONERS ECKES AND NEWQUIST
We determine that an industry in the United States is materially injured
by reason of imports of industrial belts from Israel, Italy, Japan, Singapore,
South Korea, Taiwan, the United Kingdom, and West Germany that were sold at
less than fair value (LTFV).

We also determine that an industry in the United

States is materially injured by reason of subsidized imports of industrial
belts from Israel.

Further, we determine that critical circumstances do not

exist as to any of the imports from these countries.

The Commission's threshold inquiry in these investigations is to
determine the relevant domestic industry.

Section 771(4)(A) of the Tariff Act

of 1930 defines the term "domestic industry" as the "domestic producers as a
whole of a like product, or those producers whose collective output of the
like product constitutes a major proportion of the total domestic production
1/
of that product." --

"Like product" is defined as a "product which is like,

or in the absence of like, most similar in characteristics and uses with, the
article subji!ct to an investigation." ?./
The imported articles subject to these investigations are industrial
belts and parts and components thereof, whether cured or uncured, imported
from Israel, Italy, Japan, Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan, the United Kingdom,

·----·-··-·-·---

JI

19 U.S.C. § 1677(4)(A).

?:../

19 u . s . c . § 16 71 ( 10) .

6

and West Germany.

The Department of Commerce (Commerce) defines the imported

articles subject to investigation. ~/
Industrial belts are flexible bands that pass around two or more pulleys,
sprockets, or sheaves and are used to transmit power from the source drive to
a recipient drfve.

ii Industrial bei"ts are used in nearly every type of

industrial ma~hine and are produced in a wide range of sizes and

51
speci. f.ica t'ions. The Commission's like product determinations are based on the facts of
61

t.iga t.
.
eac h inves
·ion. -

In determining which domestically produced products

are like the imports under investigation, the Commission examines a number of

~./
Commerce's Final Determinations of Sales at Less Than Fair Value and
Countervailing Duty describe the scope of the investigation as:
industrial belts . . . currently provided for under Tariff Schedules of
the United States, Annotated (TSUSA) item numbers 358.0210, 358.0290,
358.0610, 358.0690, 358.0800, 358.0900, 358.1100, 358.1400, 358.1600,
657.2520, 773.3510 and 773.3520; and currently classifiable under
Harmonized Tariff Schedule (HTS) subheadings 3926.90.55, 3926.90.56,
3926.90.57, 3926.90.59, 3926.90.60, 4010.10.10, 4010.10.50, 4010.91.11,
4010.91.15, 4010.91.19, 4010.91.50, 4010.99.11, 4010.99.15, 4010.99.19,
4010.99.50, 5910.00.10, 5910.00.90, and 7326.20.00.
The merchandise covered by this investigation includes certain
industrial belts for power transmission. These include V-belts,
synchronous belts, round belts and flat belts, in part or wholly of
rubber or plastic, and containing textile fiber (including glass fiber)
or steel wire, cord or strand, and whether in endless (i.e., closed
loop) belts, or in belting in lengths or links. This investi~ation
excludes conveyor belts and automotive be1ts as well as front engine
drive belts found on equipment powered by internal combustion engines,
including trucks, tractors, buses, and lift trucks.
See, ~. 54 Fed. Reg. 15481 (April 18, 1989).
0

ii

Report of the Commission (Report) at a--·2.

~I

Id. at a-8.

Asociacion Colombiana de Exportadores de Flores v. United Stettes
(hereinafter ASOCOFLORES), 693 F.Supp. 1165, 1168 note 4 {1988).

§.I

7

factors, including: ( 1) physical characteris.tics and uses, (2)
interchangeability, (3) channels of distribution, (4) common manufacturing
employees and production facilities, (5) customer or producer perceptions, and
(6), where appropriate, price.

Z/

No single factor is necessarily

dispositive, and the Commission may consider other factors it deems relevant
based on the facts of an investigation.

The Commission considers minor

variations among products to be an insufficient basis for finding separate
like products,

~/ and instead looks for clear dividing lines among

9/

products. -

In its preliminary determination lO/ the Commission found a single like
product, consisting of all industrial belts and excluding automotive belts.
This determination was based on evidence that, generally, industrial and
automotive belts are produced in the United States on equipment and by workers
dedicated to one or the other product, that industrial and automotive belts
have different channels of distribution, and that industrial and automotive
.
11 y no interc
.
hangea b'l'
ll/
l ity. ··-·be 1 ts have v1rtua

The Commission noted that

it would reconsider the like product issue in its final investigations.

We

Y

See, ~!..9.:._, Certain All-Terrain Vehicles from Japan, Inv. No. 731-TA-388
(Final), USITC Pub. 2163 (March 1989).

~/
See. S. Rep. No. 249, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 90-··91. It is for the
·commission to determine what is a minor difference. ASOCOFLORES at 1168.

'ti

Sony Corporation of America v. United States, slip op. 89--55 {Ct. Int'l
Trade, April 26, 1989) at 6; Certain All-Terrain Vehicles, ~_ra note 7, at
4-5.
10/
Industrial Belts from Israel, Italy, Japan, Singapore, South l<orea,
Taiwan, the United Kingdom, and West Germany, Invs. Nos. 701-TA-293·-295 and
731-TA-412-419 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 2113 {August 1988) .

.!.!/

Id. at 8-9.

8

see no reason, based on the facts of record in these final investigations, to
vary from the definition of like product as all industrial belts.

This

definition does not include automotive belts.
Industrial and automotive belts.have different physical characteristics.
Automotive belts require higher tolerance to heat by virtue of their operating
'
t ·. -12/
env1ronmen

13/

temperatures. ··-

They must be able to function in a wide range of
Generally, automotive belts must provide more flexibility

and function in oily conditions, while industrial belts typically must provide
14/
greater strength and durabi 1 i ty. -

There are fewer recipes to produce automotive belts than there are for
5
industrial belts, .1 / and automotive belts come in a much smaller size range
6
than industrial belts . .1 /

In our view, these differences in composition

reflect the much more varied applications for which industrial belts are
used. l l_/
Each type of belt has a different end use.
fairly narrow application: use in vehicles.

12/

Report at a-·9 .

.13/

Transcript at 23.

14/

Report at a-·9.

Automotive belts have a

Industrial belts, by contrast,

Id. A recipe is the mix of ingredients to produce belts of a particular
specification. ·

15/

16/

Transcript at 22.

17/

See Report at a-8.

9

are used in virtually every other type of machine. ,U!_I

There is almost no

interchangeability between automotive and industrial belts, even belts of the
same size, because of differing construction and composition.

191

Since there is less variation in automotive belts than in industrial
belts and large production runs of automotive belts are typical, the
production of automotive belts is more automated, and therefore less labor
intensive, than the production of industrial belts.

201

In the United

States, production of automotive belts is separated from industrial belt
production and uses different workers. Jll
Industrial belts and automotive belts generally follow different
221
.
. b u t.
·ion c hanne l s. -·d istr1

Distributors of automotive belts do not
3

distribute industrial belts, and vice·-versa. J I

Industrial belts are sold

by the manufacturer directly to major equipment manufacturers and industrial
distributors.

Distributors, in turn, sell to smaller equipment manufacturers,

to other types of industrial consumers, and to industrial plants for their
241

m;;dntenance and replacement needs. --

By

contrast, automotive belts are

sold to auto manufacturers, who use them for original equipment production and
replacement purposes; to oil companies, for subsequent sale to service

.HI

Id. at a·-8.

!2/

Id. at a-···9.

_201

Tr·anscript at 17-18.

V_I

Id. at 15.

.?.~I

Report at

23_/

Id.

~.ii

J:d.. ; transcript at 23--24.

a-n.

10

stations and automobile owners; and to warehouse distributors, who sell to
auto parts stores which, in turn, sell to service stations, repair shops, and
automobile owners. ~ 51
Although there are several different categories of industrial belts, we
find that the similarities among all industrial belts outweigh the
differences.

Each industrial belt, regardless of type or style, has a

261
. 'l ar structure. -. 11 y s1m1
bas1ca

There is some, albeit limited,

interchangeability among different types of industrial belts. 271

Domestic

production of various types of industrial belts takes place in the same
f ac1'l't
i y. -28/

similar ..? 9 /

The distribution process for all types of industrial belts is
Accordingly, although there are differences among various

types of industrial belts, we find that these differences are outweighed by
the similarities and do not warrant a finding that different types of
industrial belts are different like products.

We conclude, therefore, that

there is one like product, consisting of all industrial belts.
Based on this like product finding, we determine that there is one
domestic industry, comprised of producers in the United States of industrial
belts.

25/

Id. at 24-25.

26/

Report at a-3.

27/

Transcript at 25-26.

28/

See petition at 6.

29/

Report at a-21--22.

11

Condition of the domestic

indust~

In assessing the condition of the domestic industry the Commission
considers, among other factors, production, capacity, capacity utilization,
.
.
.
s h ipments,
inventories,
emp 1oymen t , wages, sa 1es, an d pro f.i t·a b.i l'i ty. JO/
--·

No

single factor is determinative, and in each investigation the Commission will
consider the particular nature of the

indu~try

concerned.

We note preliminarily that our determination is based on the period of
the Commission investigation, beginning in 1986.

The Commission has broad

discretion to choose the period that it will investigate. !!/

Petitioner

argued that the Commission should begin its analysis with 1985 data because,
according to petitioner, 1985 marked the beginning of a "business cycle" and
that to get an accurate

understandin~

of the domestic industry's condition,

the Commission should consider the entire business cycle, including 1985.
Petitioner provided no suppor·t for its assertion that the domestic industry is
involved in a business cycle and did not attempt to substantiate thott 1985
marked the beginning of such a cycle.

Indeed, petitioner's economist

testified that an appropriate business cycle analysis would have to begin in
the early 1980s. 321

30/

!!/

19 U.S.C. § 1677{7)(C)(iii.).

Kenda Rubber Industrial Co . v. United States, 630 F.Supp. 354, 359 (Ct.
Int'l Trade 1986); Hercules, Inc. v. United States, 673 F.Supp. 454, 479 (Ct.
Int'l Trade 1987).

.HI

32/

Transcript at 73.

33/
Petitioner had the opportunity to suggest that the Commission seek 1985
data while questionnaires were being prepared, but failed to do so. Instc~ad,
petitioner first raised this argument in its prehearing bdef, long after the
Commission had issued its questionnaires in these investigations.
Consequently, there is insufficient information on the record to include 1985
within the Commission's period of investigation, and we decline to expand the
period of investigation.as requested by petitioner.

12
Apparent U.S. consumption, by quantity, of industrial belts increased by
34/
10.3 percent from 1986 through 1988. -

Reflecting this increase in

demand, the domestic industry increased capacity, production and shipments.
Capacity to produce industrial belts, measured by production capacity in
35
. h er poun d s or units,
.
.
th
. d o f invest1gat1on.
.
.
.
e1t
grew d ur1ng
- e per10
-- 1
Measured by pounds, capacity utilization was lower in 1988 than 1986 while, in
terms of units, capacity utilization was slightly higher.

361

Production,

measured in units, decreased slightly from 1986 to 1987, and then increased in
1988 to a level almost 6 percent higher than in 1986.

~ 71

Domestic producers' total shipments, in units (including exports),
increased over 6 percent from 1986 to 1988.

However, producers' domestic

shipments increased only 3.6 percent from 1986 to 1987, and then decreased
slightly from 1987 to 1988 and also declined in interim 1989 compared with
interim 1988.

3

E!/

U.S. producers' share of total domestic consumption by

quantity showed a marked decline, going from 91 percent in 1986 to· 84.9
percent in 1988.

39

/

Therefore, despite the overall rise in domestic

_3._4/

Report at table 1.

35./

Id. at table 2.

~-~/

Id.

37/

Id.

38/
Id. at table 3. We have considered industry trends both in terms of
units and pounds. However, because there is more complete data reported in
units than in pounds, we rely on unit shipments for our analysis of shipments
and, for consistency, we emphasize the unit data in general. Interim data for
these investigations were collected for January-February 1988 and the same
period in 1989. This interim is a very short time period and ther~fore the
data are not significant except as indicat.i ng an extension of an earlier trend.
~J.I

Id. at table 1.
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producers' production and shipments during the investigation period, the
domestic industry is losing market share.
Employment of production and related workers in the industrial belt
industry fell substantially from 1986 to 1987, before rebounding somewhat in
1988 to a level almost 6 percent below that in 1986.

~O/ Hours worked by

such workers, and the wages and total compensation paid to them, showed a
. · 1ar paltern. -41/
s1m1

Net sales of industrial belts rose 12.9 percent from 1986 to 1988, and
also increased in interim 1989 compared with interim 1988.

421

Although

cash flow rose 3.9 percent from 1986 to 1988, there was a 28 percent decrease
from 1987 to 1988.
income. ~~/

431

A similar pattern occurred for operating

Net income declined absolutely from 1986 to 1988. 451

There was a nearly 20 percent rise in cost of goods sold from 1986 to
1988.

i~/ As a share of net sales, the cost of goods sold increased from

71.4 percent to 75.9 percent, with a concomitant reduction in gross

profitability, from 1986 to 1988.
-·-·-.. -

..----·--------·-

-~QI

Id. at teible 5.

iU

Id.

.~JJ

Id. at table 7.

i3./

Id..

-'-1/

Id.

i~/

Id.

_46/

Id.

i?./

Id.

47
/

As a percent of net sales, operating

14
income rose from 3.3 percent in 1986 to 6.1 percent in 1987 and then dropped
to 3. 0 percent in 1988-···an operating margin less than half that of the
aggregated rubber and mi see llaneous plastic products industry.

481

Despite increases in production and sales, the domestic industrial belt
industry's profitability has declined during the period of investigation.

The

increases in certain performance indicators mask the domestic industry's
inability to recover increases in costs.

In view of the foregoing, we

conclude that the domestic industry is experiencing material injury.
Cumul~!_ion

Section 771(7)(C)(iv) of the Tariff .Act of 1930 directs that:
[T]he Commission shall cumulatively assess the volume and effect of
imports from two·or more countries of like products subject to
investigation if such imports compete with each other and with the
like products of the domestic industry in the United States. 49/
The Commission has interpreted the statute to require cumulation when imports
meet the following three criteria: (1) they must be subject to investigation,
(2) they must compete with other imported products and the domestic like

product, and (3) they must be marketed within a reasonably coincident
.
.
50/
period. In determining whether these criteria are met, the Commission
has considered the following factors:
(1)

the degree of fungibility between imports from different
countries and between imports and the domestic like product,
including consideration of specific customer requirements and
other quality related questions;

--------·-----48/

Id.

49/

19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(c)(iv).

50/
Certain Cast Iron Pipe Fittings from Brazil, the Republic of
Taiwan, Invs. Nos. 731-TA-278-280, USITC Pub. 1845 (May 1986).

Kore~,

and

15
(2)

the presence of sales or offers to sell, in the same
geographical market, of imports from different countries and
the domestic like product;

(3)

the existence of common or similar channels of distribution for
imports from different countries and the domestic like product;

whether the imports are simultaneously present in the
market.
51/
While no single factor is determinative and the list of factors is not
(4)

exclusive, they do provide the Commission with a framework for determining
whether the imports compete with each other and with the domestic like
product.
.

A reasonable overlap of competition is sufficient to apply the
. .

cumu 1a t ·ion prov1s1on.

52/

~

We determine that imports from the countries under investigation compete
with each other and with the domestic like product and, consequently, that
cumulation is mandatory under the statute.

It appears that industrial belts

made to a particular specification and for a particular application,
•
L
bl e. -53/
regardl ess o f source, are f u 11 y intercriangea

Although there appear

to be some quality differences among belts from different sources, for the
most part belts, regardless of source, are perceived to be of the same general
quality, and price is a more important factor in purchasing decisions.

54/

51/
Antifriction Bearings {Other Than Tapered Roller Bearings) and Parts
Thereof from the Federal Republic of Germany, Italy, Romania, Singapore,
Sweden, Thailand, and the United Kingdom, Invs. Nos. 303-·-TA·· 19 and 20 and
Invs. Nos. 731--TA-391·-399 (Final), Views of Commissioners Eckes, Lodwick, Rohr
and Newquist at 63. These criteria have been approved by the Court of
International Trade. Fundicao Tup~~~~ Unit~Q_States, 678 F.Supp. 898,
902 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1988), aff'd, 859 F.2d 915 (Fed. Cir. 1988).
52/
Fundicao Tupy S.A. v. United States, 678 F.Supp. 898, 902, (Ct. Int'l
Trade 1988), ~ff'd, 859 F.2d 915 {Fed. Cir. 1988).
53/

Id. at a-93-102.

54/

Id. at a--83-84, 93-·102.

16
Imported and domestic belts are sold or offered for sale throughout the United
States, so there is an overlap of geographical markets.

55

/

Virtually all

industrial belts are sold through the same channels of distribution,

!..~.

through industrial belt distributors in the replacement market, and directly
or through distributors to producers in the original equipment manufacturer
market ..~JV

Finally, there have been imports from each of the countries

57
. t t o invest19a
.
. t.ion th
·
t igat1ons.
·
·
su b Jee
- roug hou t th ese inves
~I
Miilgam United Rubber Industries, Ltd. (Miilgam), the Israeli producer, urged
the Commission to apply. the provisions of section 1330 of the Omnibus Trade
and Competitiveness Act of 1988, (the 1988 Act or the new Act)

581

which

provides that:
(b)

TREATMENl OF NEGLIGIBLE IMPORTS.-·····Subparagraph (C) of section 771(7)
(19 U.S.C. 1677(7)(C)) is amended by adding at the end thereof the
following new clause:
(v)

TREATMENT OF NEGLIGIBLE IMPORTS.-····The Commission i·s not
required to apply clause (iv) or subparagraph (F)(iv) in any
case in which the Commission determines that imports of the
merchandise subject to investigation are negligible and have no
discernable adverse impact on the domestic industry.

* **
For purposes of this clause, the Commission may treat as
negligible and having no discernable adverse impact on the
domel'tic industry imports that are the product of any country
that is a party to a free trade area agreement with the United
States which entered into force and effect before January l,
1987, if the Commission determines that the domestic industry
is not being materially injured by reason of such imports. ~/

---55/

Id. at a-9, a···-93-102.

56/

Id. at a-.. 21-·-22.

.f?7 I

Id. at table 23.

~~/

Pub. L. 100-·-418.

59/

Pub. L. 100--418, § 1330(b), 102 Stat. 1206-· 1207.

17
Israel is the only country to have entered into such a free trade area
agreement with the United States prior to January 1, 1987.

The legislative

history to the 1988 Act confirn1s that this provision is intended to apply only
to Israel.

601

The effective date provision of the 1988 Act states that:
Except as otherwise provided in this section, the amendments made by this
part [part 2, concerning antidumping and countervailing duty laws] shall
take effect on the date of enactment of this Act. . . The amendments made
by sections 1312, 1315, 1316, 1318, 1325, 1326, 1327, 1329, 1331, and
1332 shall only apply with respect to . ·-·(1) investigations initiated after the date of enactment of this
Act. -~.!/
The 1988 Act was enacted on August 23, 1988.

Under the statute,

therefore, investigations initiated before the effective date of the 1988 Act
are not subject to the new provisions concerning, inter f!lia, cumulation.
These investigations were initiated effective July 26, 1988.

621

Consequently, under the explicit statutory language discussed above, the

60/

H.R. Rep. No. 576, lOOth Cong., 2d Sess. 621 (1988) .

.§.!/

Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988, section 1337.

53 Fed. Reg. 28033, 28042 (1988). The petition was filed on June 30,
1988. An antidumping or countervailing duty investigation is initiated when
Commerce deternd nes that a petition alleges the elements necessary for the
imposition of countervai 1 ing or anti.dumping duties and sets forth infonnation
reasonably available to the petitioner, and publishes notice thereof in the
f~g~r.::.a~ .R~.9..is~-~.!'.:·
19 U.S.C. §§ 1671a(c), 1673a(c); 19 C.F.R. §§ 355.6(b),
355.26, 353.ll(b), 353.36; S.Rep. No. 96····249, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. (1979) at
46-47, 62. The statute provides for only one initiation in the course of an
anti.dumping or countervailing duty investigation, and that by the Commerce
Department; there is no subsequent "initiation" at any other point in either
the Commerce or Comnd ssion proceedings. The Commission is not authorized, by
statute or regulation, to .irritia~_g an investigation. Rather, the Commission
in~tit_y_t~ its preliminary and final investigations.
19 C.F.R. §§ 207.12,
207.20. The statutory scheme, moreover, envisions that both the preliminary
and final stages of countervailing duty and anUdumping investigaU ons are
(Footnote continued)
~~/

18

amendments to the cumulation provisions made by the 1988 Act are inapplicable
.
t.iga t.ions. -63/
to t h ese inves
Magam also claims that the Israeli Government, in negotiating its free
trade agreement with the United States, understood that Israeli products would
not be subject to mandatory cumulation, and subsequently understood that the
1988 Act would exempt Israeli products from the mandatory cumulation
provis:i.ons.

641

The clearly expressed Congressional intent, however, is

that the exceptions to mandatory cumulation are not applicab.le to
investigations, like these, that were initiated before the effective date of
the 1988 Act.
Material injury ~reason of subsidized and LTFV import~
Pursuant to sections 705(b)(l) and 735(b)(l) of the Tariff Act of
1930,

651

the Commission must determine whether an industry in the United

States is materially injured, or threatened with material injury, "by reason

(Footnote continued)
part of one investigation and do not constitute two separate, and separately
initiated, investigations. ~.~~ 19 C. F. R. §§ 353. 12(b), 355. 6(b). "An
'investigation' refers to that time between the publication of a notice of
initiation and the publication of the earliest of (1) a notice of termination;
(2) a negative determination that has the effect of terminating thf~
administrative proceedings; or (3) an [antidumping or countervailing duty]
Order.
~!/
The Court of International Trade has recently concurred in this
conclusion in reviewing an invQstigation initiated before, but completed
after, the effective date of the 1988 Act. LMI-La MetHlli Industriale, S.p.A.
v. United States, slip op. 89·-46 (Ct. Int'l Trade, April 11, 1989). Although
the Court did not discuss the meaning of initiation, it found that 11 [t]he
Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988 amended the cumuldtion statute
. . The changed law does not affect this case because the amendment applies
only to investigations initiated after August 23, 1988." Id. at 30.
64/
See letter from Pinhas Oror, Minister (Econondc Affairs), Embassy of
Israel to the Commission (May 2, 1989).
65/

19 U.S.C. §§

167l~(b)

and 1673d(b).

19
of" imports with respect to which Commerce has made an affirmative subsidy or
LTFV determination.

In making this determination, the Commission may consider

information demonstrating possible alternative causes of injury to the domestic
. d ustry. -66/
in

67/
The Commission may not weigh causes, however. --

To

support an affirmative determination, it is sufficient that the imports under
investigation contribute, even minimally, to the domestic industry's
681

materially injured condition. ·

The volume of industrial belts imported from the countries under
investigation increased 40.1 percent (in units) from 1986 to 1987 and 4.2
percent from 1987 to 1988.

~ 91 Although there was a sharp decline in

imported units in interim 1989 compared with interim 1988, this probably is
attributable to the pendency of the Commerce and Commission
investigations.·

701

Import volume measured by pounds also i.ncreased

substantially from 1986 to 1987, although it fell somewhat from 1987 to

66/
See S. Rep. No. 249, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 58 (1979); H.R. Rep. No. 317,
96th Cong., 1st Sess 46-47 (1979).
67/
S. Rep. No. 249 at 57-··58, 75; Hercules, Inc. v. United States, 973
F.Supp. 454, 481-82 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1987).
68/
Id.; LMI-La Metalli Industdale, S.p.A. v. United States, slip op. 89····-46
(Ct. Int'l Trade, April 11, 1989).
69/
Report at a-61.
Israel.

We note that unit import data were not available for

70/
Se~ Anhydrous Sodium Metasilicate from France, Inv. No. 731-TA·· 25, USITC
Pub. 1118 (1980), aff'd, Rhone-Poulenc, S.A. v. United States, 592 F.Supp.
1318 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1984); Philipp Brothers, Inc. v. United States, 640
F.Supp. 1340, 1346 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1986).

20
1988. _7l/

The value of the subject imports also showed marked increases, of

35.3 percent from 1986 to 1987 and 7 percent from 1987 to 1988.
~ith

Coincident

721

this rise in volume, the subject imports have captured a

growing share of the U.S. market.

Penetration of the subject imports grew

steadily, from less than 9 percent in 1986 to over 12 percent in 1988; import
shipments accounted for nearly half of the growth in U.S. consumption during
. perio
. d . -·
73/
th is
Domestic quarterly price trends were mixed, with prices on four of
fourteen products declining from the first quarter of 1986 through
January-February 1989, and prices on the remaining ten products
.
.
74/
increasing. ·75/
products. -

There were large quarterly fluctuations for most of these
.
. d t -rend s. -761
Import prices
a 1so d.isp 1aye d mixe

Price comparisons between domestic and imported merchandise generally
showed substantial underselling by imports.

77/

We recognize that because

domestic producers provide more extensive services for the domestic product
than importers or distributors provide for the imports and because the
petitioner was unable to quantify the value of rebates provided on its

111

Report at table 22.

72/

Id. at a-··61.

J3/

Id. at a-67.

74/
Id. at table 24. The domestic prices are probably overstated, as
rebates and services which domestic producers sometimes provide reduce actual
prices to purchasers. No producers netted the value of services from their
prices and the petitioner was unable to quantify rebates.
75_/

Id.

76/

Id. at a-80-83.

77_1

Id. at a-··83-·89.
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merchandise, the margins of underselling may be somewhat overstated.

However,

the incidences of underselling are pervasive in the data received.
The Commission verified numerous allegations by domestic producers of
lost revenues due to the subject imports.

These instances illustrate

graphically the tendency of the imports to force price reductions by domestic
78/

producers. -

Similady, there were documented lost sales that demonstrate

the adverse effects of the subject LTFV imports.

I~/

In sum, we find that the imports have had a suppressive effect on
domestic prices.

This, in turn, has prevented domestic producers from

recovering increases in their cost of goods sold, thereby reducing
profitability to an injurious level.
imports~

This price effect, coupled with the

growing market share, demonstrates that the subject imports are a

cause of material injury to the domestic industry.

Accordingly, we reach an

affirmative determination in these investigations.

Petitioner has alleged that "critical circumstances" exist as the result
of massive imports of industrial belts from each of the countries under
investigation.

Commerce made affirmative critical circumstances

determinations, on a company-specific basis, with respect to the

~ubject

merchandise from Magam (Israel), Pirelli (Italy), Bando (Japan), Dongil (South
Korea), Optibelt (United Kingdom), and Optibelt (West Germany). SO/

?_~/

Id. at a--93-··97.

_79/

Id. at a-97-102.

SQ/

Report at a-···14-·15.
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Commerce found that critical circumstances do not exist with respect to.
imports from all other producers, !!/ thereby precluding the Commission frum
.
. 1 circumstances
.
.
d eterm1nat
.
.
.
th ose
ma k ing
cr1. t1ca
ions
concerning

J

proc.~ucers.
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-

Because of the affirmative Commerce critical circumstances determinations
concerning certain companies, the Commission is required to determine "whether
the material injury is by reason of massive imports to

a~

extent that, in

order to prevent such material injury from recurring, it is necessary to
impose [countervailing or antidumping duties] retroactively on these
imports." !~/

An affirmative critical circumstances determin0&tion is a

finding that, absent retroactive

reli~f,

the surge of imports that occurred

after the petition was filed, but before Commerce issued its preliminary
determinations, wi 11 prolong or wi 11 cause a recurrence of material injury to
. in
. d ustry. --84/
th e d omest1c

The purpose of the provision is to provide

relief from the effects of massive imports, and to deter importers from
attempting to circumvent the antidumping laws by making massive shipments
95
.
d.iate 1 y a ft er t he f.l l'ing o f an anti. d umping
.
" .
imme
pet1t1on.
- 1

Also, because

Commerce made its affirmative determinations on a company-··specific basis, we
have gathered information relevant only to those companies subject to the
Commerce affirmative determination.

!!/

Id.

!~/

Nitrile Rubber· from Japan, Inv. No. 731-·TA··384 (Final),
(June 1988).

~~/

usrrc Pub. 2090

19 U.S.C. §§ 1671d(b)(4)(A), 1673d(b)(4)(A) .

.84/
ICC Industries, Inc. v. United States, 632 F.Supp. 36, 40 (Ct. Int'l
Trade 1986), aff'd, 812 F.2d 694 (Fed. Cir. 1987).
85/

Se_~

H.R. Rep. No. 317, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 63 (1979).

23
The Commission's finding on a cdtical circumstances allegation is a
factual determination based on an evaluation of recent import trends and their
effects on the domest1c industry.

In previous investigations the Commission

has examined factors such as importers' inventories, the volume of massive
imports both in relation to domestic demand and to historical import levels,
and the margin of underselling.

861

It is also appropriate to analyze any

other factors which may bear on the ability of the massive imports to postpone
prompt and effective relief to the domestic industry.
Based on our evaluation of the relevant data, we deten1ine that critical
circumstances do not exist as to any of the relevant imports.

Import volume

from each of the named companies has not increased abnormally since the filing
of the petition compared with import volume over comparable periods.

~ 71

The evidence does not demonstrate any attempt to circumvent the effective
88/

working of the antidumping and countervailing duty laws. ··--

86/
Anti friction Bearings (Other Than Tapered Roller Bearings) from the
Federal Republic of Germany, France, Italy, Japan, Romania, Singapore, Sweden,
Thailand, and the United Kingdom, Invs. Nos. 303-·TA-19 and 20 (Final) and
731-TA-391-399 (Final), Views of Commissioners Eckes, Lodwick, Rohr and
Newquist at 78.
~7/

Report at table 22.

88/
Petitioner argues th01t the Commission is required to consider the
factors set for-th under the 1988 Act in making its critical circumstances
determination. This argument is flawed, however, because the changes to the
·critical circumstances provision made by section 1324 of the new Act are
effective only for investigations initiated after that Act's effective date.
Section 1337 of the Act, governing effective dates, states that "[t]he
amendments made by sections 1324 and 1330 shall apply only with respect to
investigations initiated after the date of enactment of this Act.'' Because
these investigations were initiated before the effective date of the new Act,
that Act's critical circumstances provisions are inapplicable. ~~_g text
accompanying notes 61-63, supr~.
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VIEWS OF COMMISSIONER DAVID B. ROHR
Industrial Belts
from
Israel, Italy, Japan, Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan,
the United Kingdom, and the· Federal Republic of Germany
701-T A-293 (Final) and 731-T A-412 through 419 (Final)

I determine that the domestic industry producing V-type power transmission belts (VBelts) is threatened with material injury by reason of imports from Italy, Japan, and Singapore
found by the Department of Commerce (Commerce) to be sold in the United States at less than
fair value (L TFV). 1 I determine that industry is not materially injured nor threatened with
material injury by reason of imports from Israel, South Korea, Taiwan, the United Kingdom,
and the Federal Republic of Germany found by Commerce to be sold in the United States at
L TFV or to be receiving subsidies.
I determine that the domestic industry producing synchronous type power transmission
belts (Synchronous Belts) is threatened with material injury by reason of imports from Italy
and Japan found by Commerce to be sold in the United States at LTFV. 2 I determine that
industry is not materially injured nor is it threatened with material injury by reason of

1

I further determine, pursuant to 705(b)(4)(A) and section 735(b)(4)(A), that critical
circumstances do not exist with respect to this industry. I note that I find that, logically, an
affirmative determination under these provisions would be inconsistent with the finding of
no present material injury which I have made. I also conclude, pursuant to section 705(b)(4)(B)
and section 735(b)(4)(B), that I would not have found material injury by reason of the imports
subject to investigation but for the suspension of liquidation of the entries of the subject
merchandise.
2

I further determine, pursuant to 705(b)(4)(A) and section 735(b)(4)(A), that critical
circumstances do not exist with respect to this industry. I note that I find that, logically, an
affirmative determination under these provisions would be inconsistent with the finding of
no present material injury which I have made. I also conclude, pursuant to section 705(b)(4)(B)
and section 735(b)(4)(B), that I would not have found material injury by reason of the imports
subject to investigation but for the suspension of liquidation of the entries of the subject
merchandise.
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imports from Israel, Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan, the United Kingdom and the Federal
Republic of Germany found by Commerce to be sold at LTFV or to be receiving subsidies.
l determine that the domestic industry producing all other types of power transmission

belts (All Other Belts) is threatened with material injury by reason of imports from Japan and
the Federal Republic of Germany found by Commerce to be sold in the United States at
L TFV. 3 I determine that industry is not materially injured nor threatened with material
injury by reason of imports from Israel, Italy, Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan and the United
Kingdom.
In making this determination, I have concluded that there are three distinct domestic
products that are like the articles within the class or kind of power transmission belts defined
by Commerce to be within the scope of this investigation, and, consequently, that there are
three domestic industries subject to this investigation. Having considered the condition of the
producers of each of these products, I have concluded that none of them are currently
experiencing material injury. 4 Because I do not find these three industries to be materially
injured within the meaning of the antidumping and countervailing duty laws, I do not address
the issues of cumulation and causation.
However, I have also concluded that each of these industries is threatened with material
injury by reason of imports from certain of the countries subject to this investigation. I note
that for some countries import penetration is either declining or very small. In such cases,
given the facts and circumstances of these investigations, I cannot conclude that imports
present a real and imminent threat to the domestic industry. In other cases; where there
.

.

appears to be a significant market presence or increasing market share, I have concluded, in

3

I further determine, pursuant to 705(b)(4)(A) and section 735(b)(4)(A), that critical
circumstances do not exist with respect to this industry. I note that I find that, logically, an
affirmative determination under these provisions would be inconsistent with the finding of
no present material injury which I have made. I also conclude, pursuant to section
705(b)(4)(B) and section 735(b)(4)(B), that I would not have found material injury by reason
of the imports subject to investigation but for the suspension of liquidation of the entries of
the subject merchandise.
4

Material retardation is not at issue in this investigation.
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light of the condition of the domestic industry, continued significant levels of underselling,
and the information obtained by the Commission regarding the circumstances of

th~

foreign

industries, that a real and imminent threat of material injury does exist to the domestic
industries.

Like Product/ Domestic Industry

In order to determine whether there is material injury or threat thereof to a domestic
industry by reason of particular imports, I must first define that domestic industry. The
statutes pursuant to which our determinations are made define the term "industry" as "the
domestic producers as a whole of a like product, or those producers whose collective output
of the like product constitutes a major proportion of that product ..."5 "Like product" is
statutorily defined as "(a) product which is like, or in

t~e

absence of like, most similar in

characteristics and uses with the articles subject to investigation."6
The like pr~duct definition is based on the facts of each case.7 In determining the
appropriate like product(s), I typically consider a number of factors relating to characteristics
and uses of the articles subject to investigation, including: (I) physical appearance, (2)
interchangeability, (3) channels of distribution, (4) customer perception, (5) common
manufacturing facilities and production employees, and (6) where appropriate, price. 8 In
making this determination, I note that I follow three additional guiding principles:
I) No single factor that I consider is necessarily dispositive,

2) I may consider any other factors that I find relevant in the particular circumstances
5

19 U.S.C. § 1677(4)(A).

6

19

u.s.c.

§ 1677(10).

7

See, e.g., Asociacion Colombiana de Exportadores de Flores v. United States 693 F.Supp.
1165 (Ct. lnt'I Trade 1988).
·
8

See, e.g., Antif riction Bearings (Other Than Tapered Roller Bearings) from the Federal
Republic of Germany, France, Italy, Japan, Romania, Singapore, Sweden, Thailand, and the
United Kingdom, Inv. Nos. 303-TA-19 and 20 (Final) and 731-TA-391-399 (Final), Views of
Commissioners Eckes, Lodwick, Rohr and Newquist at IL
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of a particular investigation; and·
3) Minor vari\tions among products provide an insufficient basis for finding separate
like products.

Articles Subject to Investigation.
The starting point for the definition of the like product must always be the scope of
the investigation as defined by Commerce. The imported merchandise covered by these
investigations includes certain industrial belts for power transmission. As further explained
in the Commission's notice of institution of these final investigations, the subject industrial
.: '
power transmission belts
I

}

I

•

~ ,.

'.'

"include V-belts, synchronous belts, round belts and flat belts, in part or wholly
. of rubber ·or plastic; and containing tex.tile fiber (including glass fiber) or steel
wire, cord or strand, and whether in endless (i.e., closed loop) belts, or in belting
in lengths or links. These-.investigations exclude conveyor belts and automotive
belts as well as front engine drive belts found on equipment powered by internal
combustion engines, including trucks, tractors, buses, and lift trucks." 10
This description follows ·verbatim the product description contained in the Commerce's
notices of final determination. of sales at le.ss than fair· value for the products under
investigation, a the "Commerce Notices of· Initiation 12, the Commission's preliminary
determination of injury 13, and the Commerce Notices of Preliminary Determination of Sales
at Less Than Fair Value ..14
The

Co~merce

·, ·

., . ,

Notices of Final Determination of. Sales at Less Than Fair Value and

Countervailing. Duty cladfy ·.the scope. of the ·investigation to specify certain additional
Harmonized Tariff Syst~m (HTS) tariff items u·nder which the imports subject to investigation

Id.; S.Rep. No. 249, 96th~Cong:, .1st Sess. 90-91 (1979); Sony Corporation of America v.
United States, slip op. 89-55 (Ct. Int'l Trade, April 26, 1989) at 6.
9

10

53 Fed. Reg. 52517 ( 1988); 54 Fed. Reg. 6970 ( 1989).

11

See. e.g., Final Determination of Sales at Less Than Fair Value: Industria Belts and
Components and Parts Thereof, Whether Cured or Uncured, From Israel, 54 Fed. Reg. 15481
(1989).
. .
12

See, e.g., 53 Fed. Reg. 28034 (1988)

13

USIT<::; Pub·. 2.113 at

14

.

4. · .,
' .

.

.

See, e.g., 54 Fed. Reg. 5105 0989) ..

. ,·•
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may be classified. 15 Commerce noted that this was a clarification, not an expansion, of the
scope of investigation. I concur with Commerce that the inclusion of additional HTS numbers
is merely a clarification, not an expansion, of the scope of the investigation. Consequently,
the imported merchandise subject to the Commission's investigation includes imports under
all HTS items referenced in the final Commerce determinations.

The Like Product.
While the Commerce defined scope of the investigation is the starting point for the
Commission's determination of the like product and domestic industry, past Commission
decisions have made clear that the like product can contain articles not included within the
scope of the investigation, and that the scope of the investigation may include articles which
correspond to more than one like product. 16 This investigation is somewhat unusual because
I find that definition of the appropriate like product involves both of the above two issues.
On the one hand, the articles subject to investigation include a broad category of products
which can be ref erred to as "power transmission belts," which support the finding of several
like products, and on the other hand, the scope of the investigation has been crafted so as to
exclude certain subcategories of power transmission belts that cannot appropriately be defined
as separate like products. 17

15

To put these issues within the· specific terms of these

See, e.g., 54 Fed. Reg. 15481 (1989).

16

Compare 64K Dynamic Random Access Memory Components from Japan, Inv. No. 731TA-270 (Final), USITC Pub 1862 (June 1986) (Like product includes all DRAM's of whatever
density although imports include only 64K density DRAM's) with Antifriction Bearings (Other
than Tapered Roller Bearings) and Parts Thereof from the Federal Republic of Germany,
France, Italy, Japan, Romania, Singapore, Sweden, Thailand, and the United Kingdom, Inv
Nos. 303-TA-19 and 20 (Final) and 731-TA-391 to 399 (Final), USITC Pub 2185 (May 1989)
(Scope of investigation includes several distinct like products).
17 To

the extent that a product is not included in the scope and is found not to be part of
the "like product," it is simply not a part of the investigation; if included in the scope but a
separate like product, injury and causation must be considered as to the domestic industry
producing it; if not included in the scope of the investigation but found to be a part of the
like product, data from its domestic producers is aggregated with the data from all other
domestic producers of the like product. An additional consequence of this third scenario is
that for purposes of assessing the causal relationship of imports to the condition of the
domestic industry, I will look only at the impact of those specific imports subject to
investigation even though the domestic industry produces a like product which includes other
articles.
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investigations, the issues are whether automotive belts, which are excluded from the articles
subject to investigation, are or are not a separate like product from "Industrial power
transmission belts"; and whether the resulting category of power transmission belts is
appropriately one or more like products.

1. Inclusion of Automotive Belts in the Like Product.

As a preliminary matter I wish to make

it clear that the decision of petitioners or Commerce in defining a class or kind of articles to
include or exclude particular articles has absolutely no bearing on my determination of the
like product which is based solely on the record of the Commission's investigation. 18 There
are several bases for determining that it is inappropriate to distinguish between industrial and
automotive belts for purposes of the like product definition in this investigation. All belts,
whether used in industrial or automotive applications, share the same basic function: to
transmit power between one drive shaft and another.

For the most part, belts for both

automotive and industrial use share the same essential chemical composition, as evidenced by
the fact that the raw material for both automotive and industrial belts are mixed in the same
equipment. 19

Virtually all belts have three main components: a tensile member, a base

material, and adhesion material or gum. Further, the manufacturing process for both types
of belts has far more similarities than differences. 20
One of the principle arguments for distinguishing between these two types of belts is
the lack of interchangeability between them.

While it is true that most automotive and

18

I note that subsequent to the Commission's hearing in this investigation, petitioner
agreed with certain respondents that particular types of imported belts should be defined as
separate like products with negative determinations made to them. I note that such
distinctions would require product diff erentia ti on on an even more narrow basis than I find
is appropriate for this investigation.
19

Report at a-5-6. While the chemical compositions are "essentially" the same, I note that
the exact chemical composition of a belt is determined by the specific use and environment
of each. These vary not by whether the use is automotive or industrial. Petitioner's arguments
about unique factors affecting automotive belts, such as temperature, intermittent use, and
speed also apply to a large number of industrial belts.
·
20

Id. at a-8-9.
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industrial belts are not interchangeable, there is a similar lack of interchangeability among
different types of automotive belts, and among different types of industrial belts. Thus, lack
of interchangeability is a rather unpersuasive factor in these investigations, because it would
tend to make each of thousands of both automotive and industrial belts a separate like
product.
Similarly, petitioner's argument that industrial belts are a different like product than
automotive belts because their sizes vary more than those of automotive belts is not persuasive.
Literally thousands of automotive and industrial belts overlap in size and shape.

Many

automotive and industrial belts have identical sizes; under petitioner's reasoning in this
argument, size rather than belt type would be the like product determinant. Also unpersuasive
is the claim that automotive belts are designed for specific applications while industrial belts
are designed to industry standards.

Many industrial belts are designed for specific

applications and for specific models of particular machines.
The Commission's investigation reveals that although the petitioner in this
investigation has chosen for its own reasons to segregate industrial and automotive belts, there
is nothing inherent in the belts themselves or in their production process that makes such
segregation necessary or necessarily more efficient. Other producers, who are not as large as
petitioner apparently do not segregate their production, suggesting that the petitioner's
segregation is more a matter of efficiency arising from its corporate size than anything to do
with the product.

Automotive belts can be produced on much of the same equipment as

industrial belts. In general, both automotive and industrial belts are designed for a specific
application with a specific machine. Generally, automotive belts are designed for use in
difficult environmental conditions of intermittent use, high speed, and high heat. The same,
however, can be said of many types of industrial belts. In short, the distinctions between
automotive and industrial belts are to a large extent equally, or even to a greater extent,
applicable distinctions between the thousands of industrial belts. I therefore do not find it
appropriate to find automotive belts to constitute a separate product.
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2. V-Belts, Synchronous Belts. and All Other Belts.

In the course of its investigation, the

Commission obtained information about many different types of power transmission belts.
One of the largest (by volume produced) types of power transmission belts produced are VBelts, so-called because of their characteristic trapezoidal shape.

There are also several

distinct subtypes of V-Belts, including light duty, heavy duty, "narrow", "classic", and double
or "hex" V-Belts. 21

A second type of belt is the synchronous, or timing, belt, which are

distinguished by the fact that they transfer power through the teeth on the belt. Among the
distinct subcategories of this belt are single and double sided belts and high torque belts. 22
Other common types of belts include flat belts, both cordless and corded, a further
subcategory of which is nylon core flat belting; and round belts, as well as a variety of single
or limited use belts that may not fit precisely into any of these categories. 23
The principal use of all of these belts is the transmission of power, but each operates
in its own unique way. 24 Each goes through many of the same manufacturing steps but each
has certain characteristics, or involves the use of particular materials that distinguish its
manufacture. While each of these types of belts could be viewed as a separate like product in
accordance with some of the factors traditionally looked at by the Commission, I believe such
separation would be contrary to the Congressional admonition, noted above, not to allow minor
variation between products to lead to separate like product definitions. 25
Nevertheless, I believe that there are certain differences in the characteristics and uses

21

Id. at a-3-4.

22

Id. at a-4.

23

Id. at a-5.

24

The way in which each type of belt transmits power also affects the interchangeability
of different types of belt. For example to change the belt used on a machine from a V-Belt
to a Synchronous belt or to a flat belt or to a round belt would require changing both the belt
and the drive wheel on the shaft to one of the proper type to accept the particular belt. The
total cost of conversion of a machine to accept one type of belt from a different original belt
would generally be far more expensive than the difference in the costs of the belts in almost
any application.
25

See note 9 and accompanying text.
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that define sufficiently disparate groups of belting to qualify these distinct types of belting
as separate like products. The first like product distinction that I believe is appropriate is
between synchronous and nonsynchronous belts. This is principally a use-based distinction.
Synchronous belts are used in particular situations in which it is necessary that the rotation
of the two drive shafts connected by the belt be synchronized. This is accomplished by the
use of teeth on the belt and on the drive shafts. This can be contrasted with nonsynchronous
belts which connect the drive shafts by means of pressure or tension. Such belts are used in
situations in which precise synchronicity is either not needed or unwanted. This use-based
distinction is further supported by the difference in manufacture necessitated by the presence
of teeth on the belts.
The category of synchronous belts appears to be relatively homogenous. The category
of nonsynchronous belts is broader, with greater differences between types of belts.

I

conclude first that it is appropriate to consider V-Belts a distinct like product from other
nonsynchronous belts. V-Belts are the standard, broad use, "commodity-like" belting product.
Other nonsynchronous belting products have narrower, particularized uses, such as flat belts
and round belts. These other types of belting products are often made by different firms, who
tend to specialize in their production, and are recognized in the industry as distinct products. 26
Having identified V-Belts as a distinct product, the remaining question is whether the
various other types of nonsynchronous belting products should be broken out into individual
like products. I have decided not to separate out these belts for several reasons. First, the
types of distinction which would serve to distinguish individual types of the belts within the
product I am calling All Other Belts would further require distinguishing between and
amongst types of V-Belts and types of Synchronous belts. They are of narrower, and more
specifically application oriented nature than the distinction between, for example,
synchronous and nonsynchronous belts. Such distinctions would result in such a multitude of
individual like products that their definition would run afoul of the Congressional

26

Id. at a-20.
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admonition not to so finely divide like products as to make reasonable findings on condition
of the industry and causation impossible.
Further, I believe that there is a balancing which the Commission must make in the
course of an investigation between obtaining all the possible types of information which may
be useful and imposing an unreasonable burden on industries in information gathering
requests. For example, in this investigation, the Commission sent an 80 page questionnaire
to the domestic industry to obtain information. It took firms an average of 144 hours and
almost $7000 to complete this questionnaire.

This questionnaire provides data that can

reasonably be broken out at the three-product level I have chosen to use. It would have been
unreasonable, even if it could have been anticipated at the early stage in the investigation
at which questionnaires are prepared, to require the 150 to 200 page questionnaire that would
have been necessary to obtain information on the specific product level that would permit
individual product application distinctions, such as nylon core flat belting, or cog belting for
textile machines, or round belts for light industrial applications.
In addition, although the Commission did not seek all possible information at the
individual product application level, it did obtain some information that would be applicable
to such finer product divisions .. I find that this information becomes less reliable and less
complete the narrower becomes the like product. The data broken out below the "All Other
Belt" product I find to be very unreliable. I am not sufficiently confident in it to rely on it
for purposes of any determination. Additional questions would therefore merely have resulted
in data that would be unusable. 27 I have therefore chosen not to further separate the like
product below the three divisions set forth above, V-Belts, Synchronous Belts, and All Other
Belts.

27

I note that several domestic producers tried to provide information specific. to more
narrowly defined products, but that such information was found to be unusable for purposes
of this investigation because of allocation and other problems.
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The Domestic Industries
The domestic industries corresponding to the three like products (V-Belts, Synchronous
Belts, and All Other Belts) are, as is always the case, the domestic producers of those particular
products. However, because of the way in which the Commission has collected its data, it is
not possible to segregate the data with respect to the production of automobile belts into the
three like products identified above. However, the Commission's investigation has revealed
that approximately 85 percent of all automotive belts are V-Belts. 28 Therefore, I have
determined to assign the producers of automotive belts, and the data from such producers, to
the V-Belt industry.

I conclude that, while not absolutely precise, this is a reasonable

allocation of the data in the circumstances of this investigation.
With respect to the All Other category, I conclude that even had I found there to be
separate like products, under section 771(4)(0) I would have had to aggregate data to the level
of All Other Belts for purposes of my analysis. While the Commission, it is true, did not seek
to collect complete data on the more refined level, I believe this decision was appropriate.
First, it was not clear until late in the case, long after the questionnaires were prepared and
returned, that the narrower, individual types of belts might be valid separate like products.
Second, to require such information would have been unduly burdensome on the participants
to this investigation. Third, the reliability of such information, based on the information that
we did obtain, decreases substantially with each level of specificity for this industry. Had the
Commission obtained such data, I do not believe I could have reasonably relied upon it. This
is precisely the situation in which Section 771(4)(0) requires aggregation, the next highest
level of which would have been an All Other Belt category.

28

Report at a-30.
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Condition of the Domestic Industry
In assessing the condition of the domestic industry, I consider, among other factors,
apparent domestic consumption, 29 production, capacity, capacity utilization, shipments,
inventories, employment, wages, sales, and profitability. 30 Because I have found there to be
three like products and three domestic industries, V-Belts, Synchronous Belts, and All Other
Belts, I will consider the condition of each of these separate industries. 31

The V-Belt Producing lndustry 32

1. Production related Indicators.

Apparent domestic consumption of V-Belts declined some

1.5 percent from 1986 to 1988, remaining essentially stable in the 2 month interim period

comparison for 1988 and 1989.33 Production declined from 1986 to 1988 with a small rise in
1988 over 1987 and roughly stable interim numbers. 34 Capacity declined also by 2.3 percent

29

I note that consumption figures do not directly reflect how the industry is performing,
but they do provide the context within which it is possible to evaluate the meaning of the
other industry indicators.
30

19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(iii). Much of the information regarding the condition of the
domestic industry is confidential and, therefore, can only be discussed in general terms.
31

The Commission has already released public data in this investigation at the level of all
industrial and automotive belts. It is possible that, were I to release specific performance
numbers of the three industries I have identified, some manipulations of the various categories
would lead to the improper revelation of specific, confidential company data. To avoid
release of confidential data I have chosen to characterize the data in general terms.
32

Data with respect to the V-Belt industry as defined in this opinion has been obtained
by aggregating data with respect to V-Belts in the body of the Commission's Report with the
data with respect to automotive belt producers contained in Appendix C.
33

Consumption declined by approximately 7.5 percent from 1986 to 1988. Production in
1988 was some slightly higher than in 1987. Interim period production was essential stable
from 1988 to 1989. Report at table l on a-16, & table c-1 on c-2.
34

Report at table 2 on a-25 & table c-2 on c-4.
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during 1986-88, with essentially stable interim figures. 35 Capacity utilization decreased by
approximately 10 percentage points from 1986 to 1987, before increasing approximately 3
percentage points· in 1988.

Interim capacity utilization data show a minimal decline. 36

Domestic shipments show a decrease from 1986 to 1988 of 13 percent, with stable interim
figures. 37 Domestic market shares follow an essentially similar pattern, although there is a
pronounced increase in domestic market share in the interim period of over 3 percentage
points. Over the period of investigation, however, the unit value of domestic shipments rose
continually, while inventories declined in relation to shipments. 38
2. Employment Indicat_ors.

With respect to employment figures, the general pattern was of

substantial declines between 1986 and 1987 with substantial increases in 1988, although not
quite back to 1986 levels. The number of workers decreased substantially between 1986 and
1987 but more than half of that loss was regained in 1988, with a further substantial increase
in the interim comparison. 39 Hours worked follow the same basic pattern but with a 2 percent
decline in the interim f igures. 40 Total compensation increased steadily from 1986 to 1988,
remaining essentially flat in the interim. 41 Hourly compensation increased steadily throughout
the period of investigation. 42 Unit labor costs rose steadily while productivity measured as
units per hour declined steadily. 43

35

Id.

36

Capacity utilization figures are derived mathematically from the production and
capacity figures.
37

Id. at table 3 on a-27 & table c-3 on c-5.

38

Id. at a-29, table 4 on a-32.

39

Id. at table 5 on a-34.

40

Id.

41

Id.

42

Id.

43

Both of these figures are derived mathematically as a relationship between production
and compensation a_nd hours worked.
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3. Financial Indicators.

The financial figures tell yet another story about this industry. Net

sales declined by approximately 0.2 percent between 1986 and 1987 before increasing by more
than 7.3 percent in 1988, with a further 7.8 percent rise in the interim comparison. 44 Because
of changes in. the cost of goods sold and general, selling, and administrative expenses,
operating income actually rose in 1987 (during which net sales declined) by some 15 percent,
while declining in 1988 (in which net sales increased) back to 1986 levels. 45 The very telling
operating income to net sales ratios increased some 2 percentage points from 1986 to 1987, and
then fell back 3 percentage points in 1988, with interim data showing a 2 percentage point
increase. 46

Ratios of operating income to assets also reveal a substantially profitable

industry. 47
4. Conclusions as to the Condition of the V-Belt Industry.

The operating indicators of the V-

Belt industry in this investigation are mixed. Production indicators are slightly down, even
taking into consideration the decline in consumption. I would characterize the employment
indicators as also slightly down, but with patterns substantially different from the production
indicators. At the same time, the financial indicators reveal a very profitable industry whose
profits were maximized when production was at its lowest levels.
On balance, however, the conclusion that an industry is, or is not, experiencing material
injury is not a matter of whether any particular indicator(s) or a majority of them are moving
up or down or are at any particular level. As Congress stated, the Commission's determination
is not one that can be reduced to a mathematical formula or a certainty. Looking at the story
told by all of the indicators, I conclude that the V-Belt industry is not currently experiencing
material injury.

44

Report at table 9 on a-42 and table 15 on a-49.

45

Id.

46

Id.

47

Id.
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The Synchronous Belt Producing Industry

J. Production Related Indicators.

Apparent domestic consumption of synchronous belts

increased throughout the period of investigation, by almost 13 percent from 1986 to 1988 with
a further 6 percent increase in the interim period. 48 Production increased by an even more
substantial 17 percent from 1986 to 1988, with a further increase in the interim period of 5
percent. 49

°

Capacity also increased throughout the period with the largest increase in 1987. 5 Capacity
utilization fluctuated up and down 3 percentage points from 1986 to 1988 with a slight
increase in the interim comparison. Domestic shipments show an increase over the period
although 1988 figures are slightly below 1987 highs. 51 The interim 1989 figures are above
those of interim 1988. The unit value of domestic shipments dipped slightly in 1987 but more
than recovered their 1986 level in 1988, with further increases in the interim comparisons. 52
The inventory position of the industry improved over the period by a slight amount although,
again, 1987 performance was not as good as those of either 1986, 1988 or interim 1989. 53

2. Employment Indicators . .

Employment figures for this industry show consistent

improvement throughout the period of investigation.

From 1986 to 1988, the number of

production workers increased 10 percent, the hours worked by these individuals increased 15
percent and the compensation of these workers 26 percent. 54 Hourly compensation, unit labor

48

Report at table l on a-16.

49

Id. at table 2 on a-25.

50

Id.

51

Id. at table 3 on a-27.

52

Id. at a-29.

53

Id. at table 4 on a-32. ·

54

Id. at table 5 on a-34.
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costs

and.'p~o~uctivity also increased, although by smaller amounts: 55 Comparable increases

can be· seen in the interim 1989 figures, although hourly compensation and productivity
declined by 1 percent each, an insignificant amount.

3. FinanCial lndica.iors.'

The financial picture of the industry is somewhat different from

that presented by either the production or employment indicat~rs.
increased

~hr0\18.h~ut

Although net sales

the period, in a manner consistent with the other data for this industry,

operating income dropped precipitously in 1987 with a significant, though only partial, rise
in 1988 and in the interim 1989 comparison. 56

The explanation for this pattern is in the

allocation practices of the parties filling out the Commission questionnaires.

These

questionnaires thus include losses from a product that was not established to be part of this
investigation and the amortization of certain patents, which also lower returns, that are also
not truly reflective of the actual operations of this industry.

I conclude that the data

presented in the report substantially understates the true financial condition of this industry.
A more accurate, although not complete picture of the profitability of this industry is revealed
if these allocations are adjusted for. 57

4. Conclusions as to the Condition of the Synchronous Belt Industry.

The indicators of the

condition of this industry as revealed during this investigation are mixed. Production and
employment indicators reveal an industry operating without any material injury. Financial
indicators are somewhat at odds with this picture, but the relatively poor performance of the
financial indicators is explicable by allocation problems having nothing to do with how this
industry is actually operating. On balance, taking into consideration all of the indicators of
this industry's performance, I conclude that it is not currently experiencing material injury.

55
These figures are also calculated on the basis of the above three figures and production
figures.
56
57

Report at table 11 on a-44.

Such adjustments were calculated by the Commission staff and presented in confidential
footnotes to Table 12 on page a-4~ of the Report.
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The All Other Belts Industry

1. Production-related Indicators.

Apparent domestic consumption of All Other Belts increased

by some 41 percent from 1986 to 1988. 58 Consumption declined in the interim 1989 comparison
by some 6.5 percent. 59 The production indicators for the industry follow these same patterns
increasing substantially from 1986 to 1988 with declines in the interim period consistent with
the decline in consumption. 60 Production increased approximately 36 percent, capacity by
only one percent and capacity utilization, as a consequence of those two facts, rose 9
percentage points from 1986 to 1987 to and more than 17 percent in 1988, with essentially
static interim figures. 61 Shipments by domestic producers increased over 32 percent from 1986
to 1988, with slight declines in the interim f igures. 62 Domestic market share declined modestly
from 94 percent to 89 percent to 88 percent from 1986 to 1988, but in the interim period, even
with declines in shipments, market share increased back to 93 percent. The inventory position
of this industry improved steadily from 1986 to 1988 with a slight decline in the interim
comparison. 63
2. Employment Indicators.

Employment indicators for the All Other Belt producing industry

provide the picture of an uninjured industry. The number of workers, hours worked, total
compensation and hourly compensation increased, respectively, 20 percent, 18 p·ercent, 36
percent and 16 percent. 64 Unit labor costs, on the other hand, increased by less than one

58

Id. at table 1 on a-16.

59

Id.

60

Id. at table 2 on a-25.

61

Id.

62

Id. at table 3 on a-27.

63

Id. at table 4 on a-32.

64

Id. at table 5 on c-34.
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percent from 1986 to 1988, while productivity increased 15 percent. While unit labor costs
increased in the interim and productivity decreased. the employment indicators continue to
reveal an uninjured industry in the interim period.

3. Financial Indicators.

Financial indicators for the All Other Belt industry also reveal an

industry that appears not to be experiencing material injury. Net sales increased throughout
the period. although 1988 levels are below the highs qf 1987.65

The same pattern holds

throughout the financial indicators. The operating margins increased 3 percentage points and
then declined 5 percentage points. 66 The explanation for the volatility of the financial
performance of this industry can be seen in the smaller volumes of these products and most
particularly in an unusually high cost of goods sold in the early part of 1988 which appears
to be an aberration and which lowered the operating indicators for this industry. 67 While the
financial performance of this industry is not as good as those of the other industries in this
investigation. this is to be expected given the small volumes of these products. I cannot
conclude that they are indicative of material injury.
4. Conclusions as to the All Other Belt Industry.

For this industry I conclude that on balance

the production indicators are essentially positive. as are the employment indicators. Financial
indicators are somewhat less positive that the other sets of indicators or indeed of the
financial performance of the other two indicators.

Once again, looking at all of these

indicators as they compose a mosaic of this industry. I conclude that picture is not one of an
industry currently experiencing material injury.

Conclusions on Condition of the Industries
I therefore conclude that neither the V-Belt, nor the Synchronous Belt, nor the All
Other Belt producing industries are currently experiencing material injury within the meaning

65

Id. at table 13 on a-47.

66

Id.

67

Id.
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of Title VII of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended.

I am therefore required to make a

negative determination on the issue of whether these industries are presently materially
injured by reason of the imports subject to investigation. 68

Threat of Material Injury

Having determined that the three domestic industries are not currently being materially
injured by the imports subject to investigation, I must now consider whether any of the three
industries are threatened with material injury by reason of such imports. The statute sets
forth factors that I have traditionally applied in my threat analysis. 69

The Court of

International Trade has recently stated that although the Commission must consider each of

° For

the statutory factors it is not required to discuss each of them in its determination. 7

purposes of this opinion, although I have considered each of the factors, I will discuss only
those factors most significant to my decision. 71 I note that I have not formally cumulated

68

Because I am making a negative determination based on the absence of material injury
I will not in these views address the issue of causation or cumulation in that context.
69

Because the amendments to title VII embodied in the Omnibus Trade and
Competitiveness Act of 1988 are not applicable, the threat factors of Title VII as amended up
to the 1984 Trade Act are applicable to this investigation. These include:: (I) if a subsidy is
involved, information that the Commission has available to it as to the nature of the subsidy;
(2) the ability and likelihood of the foreign producers to increase the level of exports to the
United States due to increased production capacity or unused capacity; (3) any rapid increase
in penetration of the U.S. market by imports and the likelihood that the penetration will
increase to injurious levels; (4) the probability that imports of the merchandise will enter the
United States at prices that will have a depressing or suppressing effect on domestic prices of
the merchandise; (5) any substantial increase in inventories of the merchandise in the United
States; (6) underutilized capacity for producing the merchandise in the exporting country; (7)
any other demonstrable adverse trends that indicate the probability that importation of the
merchandise will be the cause of material injury; (8) the potential for product shifting. A
threat of material injury must be realand imminent, and the Commission's determination may
not be based on mere conjecture or supposition.
70

Id. at 43.

71

Yuasa-General Battery Corp. v. United States, 661 F.Supp. 1214 (Ct. lnt'l Trade_ 1987).
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. imports for purposes of these threat determinations. 72 I have noted, where appropriate, the
impact of other unfairly traded imports on my determination with respect to a particular
country.
Two additional preliminary matters also affect my threat determination set forth
below. First, the data obtained by the Commission about the foreign industry was not broken
out by the three products which I have found to exist.

Import and market share data,

however, has been so divided. Pricing data is limited and was obtained on several different
individual products, most of which fall within my V-Belt like product or Synchronous Belt
like product. No specific pricing was obtained with respect to any belts within my All Other
Belt like product. 73 Finally, most of the data collected about the foreign industry applies to
only one or two firms and is therefore confidential and can be discussed only in the most
general terms. In order to maintain the highest degree of public disclosure possible, while not
revealing confidential information supplied by the parties, I have chosen to characterize the
data in terms of whether I considered the data to support an affirmative or negative
determination.

Israel

Israeli exports to the United States subject to this investigation were found both to be
benefitting from subsidies and to be sold at LTFV. I note that approximately IO percent ad

n I note that the Court of International Trade has stated that cumulation, while not
mandatory in threat cases, is discretionary and feasible. My point in rejecting formal
cumulation in threat cases has always been, and continues to be, that the essence of an
evaluation of threat is looking at the intentions and capabilities of potential exporters. This
part of the analysis tells me what is likely to happen to imports. Even if individually the
impact of each of several countries is projected to be deleterious but small, it may be
appropriate to find affirmatively as to all of them. In this instance, I find that those countries
which I have determined to pose a real and imminent threat to the domestic industries do so
individually. With respect to those countries (and industries), cumulation is not relevant. With
respect to the other countries (and industries) in these investigations, I note that the Court has
stated that cumulation in threat cases is discretionary and the Congress, in it most recent
amendments to title VII, chose not to limit that discretion. I find that the record of this
investigation does not present a basis for the exercise of that discretion to cumulate and I do
not do so.
73

Consequently, I an unable to put much weight on pricing in this investigation.
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valorem of the total 15.42 percent ad valorem subsidy was found to be conferred in the form
of export related subsidies. With respect to the Israeli industry, production and capacity
figures tend to support a negative threat finding. The distribution of Israeli exports among
home, U.S., and third markets.although revealing little,tend also to support the negative.
There does appear to be a consistent pattern of underselling which would support an
affirmative threat finding. 74 Finally, a consideration of relative market shares in the three
industries supports a negative finding. On balance I conclude that Israeli imports do not pose
a threat of material injury to either the V-Belt, Synchronous Belt, or All Other Belt producing
industries.

Italy
Italian industry production and capacity figures tend to provide a moderate amount
of support for an affirmative threat finding.

The same conclusion is supported by an

examination of the relative geographic dispersion of Italian industry shipments. Pricing data
show a consistent pattern of underselling, which, in the circumstances of these investigations,
provides modest support for an affirmative threat finding.

Finally, I note that there is

moderate support for an affirmative threat finding with respect to import market penetration
levels in the V-Belt producing industry, and strong support for an affirmative threat finding
with respect to the Synchronous Belt producing industry. The import penetration figures
provide moderate support for a negative threat finding with respect to the All Other Belt
producing industry. On balance, I conclude that Italian imports present a real and imminent
threat of material injury to the V-Belt and Synchronous Belt producing domestic industries,
but that Italian imports do not present a threat to the All Other Belt producing industry.

74

In looking at underselling, I am looking ultimately at the question of the existence or
likelihood of price suppression and depression. This ultimate question also involves an
examination of all circumstances of price competition and both domestic and imported price
trends. The domestic price trend is a constant for all of these individual threat examinations.
I note that in general the domestic price trend is upwards. This suggests that the price
suppressive or depressive effect is lessened, though not. necessarily eliminated. It does mean
that I would be unwilling to make an affirmative threat finding based simply on the existence
of underselling, unless such a conclusion were supported by other indicators.
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Japan
The production and capacity figures for the Japanese industry provide relatively strong
support for an affirmative threat determination. I note that the capacity utilization figures
suggest that the capacity numbers provided to the Commission do not really pose a significant
restraint on production.

The data on the geographic distribution of Japanese shipments

indicates the importance of the U.S. market and also support an affirmative threat finding.
Pricing data also show underselling and moderate support for the possibility of price
suppression. Import penetration data provides strong support for an affirmative finding of
threat for all three industries. I therefore conclude that Japanese imports pose a real and
imminent threat of material injury to the V-Belt, Synchronous Belt and All Other Belt
producing domestic industries.

Singapore
In assessing the threat posed by imports from Singapore, I note that there is a
connection between the Singaporean industry and the Japanese industry. Production and
capacity data for the industry do not point significantly toward either an affirmative or
negative threat finding.

The same is true for the geographic dispersion of Singaporean

shipments. Pricing data provide modest support for an affirmative finding. Import market
share tends to modestly support an affirmative with respect to V-Belts and strongly support
a negative for Synchronous Belts and All Other Belts. In light of all these factors, I conclude
that Singaporean imports threaten the domestic V-Belt producing industry but do not present
a real and imminent threat of injury to the Synchronous Belt or All Other Belt producing
industries.

South Korea
Neither the Korean production/capacity nor the geographical dispersion of shipments
data point strongly either toward an affirmative or a negative threat finding. As in all of the
other investigations, pricing data point modestly towards an affirmative finding. With respect
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to import market shares, the V-Belt data point moderately toward a negative finding while
the Synchronous Belt and the All Other Belt data point strongly toward the negative.

I

conclude therefore that South Korean imports do not pose a real and imminent threat to any
of the V-Belt, Synchronous Belt, or All Other Belt producing industries.

Taiwan
Neither the Taiwanese production/capacity nor the geographical dispersion of
shipments data point strongly either toward an affirmative or a negative threat finding. As
in all of the other investigations, pricing data point modestly towards an affirmative finding.
With respect to import market shares, the V-Belt data do not point significantly to either an
affirmative or a negative finding while the Synchronous Belt and the All Other Belt data
point strongly toward the negative. I conclude therefore that Taiwanese imports do not pose
a real and imminent threat to any of the V-Belt, Synchronous Belt, or All Other Belt producing
industries.

The United Kingdom
In the absence of reliable production/capacity data for the British industry, I conclude
that the available information points modestly toward an affirmative finding of threat. The
geographic dispersion data point somewhat more strongly in favor of a negative finding of
threat.

Pricing data, as noted before, point moderately toward an affirmative finding.

Market share data point moderately to strongly in favor of a negative on V-Belts, and point
slightly toward a negative on Synchronous Belts and All Other Belts. I therefore conclude that
British imports do not pose a real and imminent threat of material injury to any of the VBelt, Synchronous Belt or All Other Belt producing domestic industries.

The Federal Republic of Germany
The production/capacity data for the German industry point slightly towards a
negative threat finding.

The geographic dispersion data points moderately towards an
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affirmative finding of threat. Pricing is also moderately in support of an affirmative finding.
Market share data for V-Belts and Synchronous Belts do not point strongly either affirmative
or negative, but on balance appear slightly towards a negative finding. The market share data
for All Other belts are moderately in support of an affirmative. I therefore conclude that the
domestic V -Belt and Synchronous Belt producing industries are not threatened with material
injury by reason of German imports of those articles, but that German imports do pose a real
and imminent threat of material injury to the domestic All Other Belt producing industry.

Material Injury "But For" Suspension of Liquidation

Section 735(b)(4)(B) states:
(B) If the final determination of the Commission is that there is no material
injury but that there is a threat of material injury, then its determination shall
also include a finding as to whether material injury by reason of the imports
of the merchandise with respect to which the administering authority
[Commerce] has made an affirmative determination under subsection (a) would
have been found but for any suspension of liquidation of entries of the
merchandise. 75
This determination must be made with respect to each industry and each country for which
I have made an affirmative threat finding.
There are several preliminary matters which must be set forth as a prelude to this
analysis.

First, this section is the only one in· the statute in which Congress specifically

mandated a counterfactual analysis, and specified the exact counterfactual assumption to be
used, that is, the suspension of liquidation. 76 The question posed by the statute is whether the
condition of the industry would have deteriorated to the point of material injury had not the

75

There is an identical provision under the countervailing duty law in section 705(b)(4)(B).
However, the only remaining CVD investigation in this set of investigation involved Israel and
I did not make an affirmative threat finding as to Israel. Section 705(b)(4)(B) is therefore not
at issue.
76

The suspension of liquidation involves the Commerce directive to the Customs Service
to longer tell importers the amount of duty due on particular imports. This action is made in
connection with the Commerce preliminary determinations, which occurred at the end of
January 1989 in these investigatio.ns.
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level and/or price of imports been affected by the uncertainties created by the fact that the
Customs Service would no longer tell importers the exact amount of duty they could
potentially be liable for.n
Second, the data collected by the Commission regarding the condition of the industry
in these investigations included only the months of January and February of 1989. This
means there is only one month worth of data for the period following the suspension of

'

liquidation. Further, I will take notice of the fact that the reliability of interim data is
generally low, particular!)'. when the interim period consists of only two months. There is,
therefore, little factual data on which to base any decision. 78

Thus, in making this

determination the primary factor I consider is how close to being injured was the domestic
industry at the end of the period of investigation, and what would have been required to push
it over the line into material injury.

V-Belt Industry

I made affirmative threat determinations with respect to this industry by reason of
imports from Italy, Japan, and Singapore. I note to begin with that imports from these three
countries were increasing at the end of the period of investigation, although the institution
of these investigations may have had some effect in slowing the increase. 79 On the other hand,
the condition of the industry was not deteriorating at the period in which these increases did
occur. I conclude that there is insufficient evidence on the record for me to find that the V-

n Arguably, Congress was ref erring to consequences of the entire set of actions that occur
in connection with the suspension of liquidation when it ref erred to that event. These other
events include the making of an affirmative preliminary finding, the continuation of the
investigation, and the establishment of provisional duty rates. Analytically it is virtually
impossible to separate the effects of these events. I note that looking at the combined effect
of these events would, nevertheless, result in negative "but for" determinations.
78

I also note that the counterfactual analysis used by some of my colleagues is of no use
to me as it is based on a series of counterfactual assumptions different from the one specified
by Congress for this particular decision.
79

I note that the specific "but for" that I must examine in these investigation involves the
suspension of liquidation, not the institution of these investigations.
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Belt industry would have been injured but for the suspension of liquidation of these imports
from these countries.

Synchronous Belt Industry

I made affirmative threat determinations with respect to this industry by reason of
imports from Italy and Japan. The condition of this industry continued to improve, but at an
increasingly slower rate over the entire course of this investigation. Imports from these two
countries did continue to increase over the period of the investigation as well as during the
interim period. I do not believe that absent the suspension of liquidation the undoubtedly
continuing increase in imports would have had

~uch

an effect as to cause material injury to

the industry.

The All Other Belt Industry

I made affirmative threat determinations with respect to this industry by reason of
imports from Japan and the Federal Republic of Germany. Although not injured during the
course of this investigation, there were several disturbing indicators in the performance of
this industry, particularly in its financial performance. While imports generally increased
from both of these countries, I note that German imports appeared to be stabilizing in 1988.
While this is a somewhat closer case than the other two industries, I conclude that the data for
this industry do not reveal an industry at the end of the investigative period that was so close
to material injury that the potential changes in the imports relevant to this determination
would have pushed it over the line into material injury.

I am therefore making a negative

but for determination with respect to this industry for both countries.
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VllJE OF CllAimmN ANNE E. IHlNSDME

Irx:lustrial Belts frcm Israel, Italy, Japan,
Sin:Japore, South Korea, Taiwan, the United~,

am

West Gennany

Inv. Nos. 701..JI'A-293 {Final)
May

In these

am

731..JI'A-412-419 {Final)

31, 1989

final investigations, I determine that an irrlustry in the United

states is neither materially injured nor threatened with material injury by
reason of dunped or subsidized irrlustrial belts inport.ed frcm eight
CXJUntries.

I also note that these investigations would have been nru.ch less

cx:rcplicated,

am

therefore less costly for the government

am

for the

parties, had petitioner not sought to sweep into the investigation
CXJUntries whose exports of belts to the United states are minuscule arrl
varieties of belts that neither petitioner nor IOOSt other major U.S. belt
manufacturers produce.

Havin':J pursued the investigation the way petitioner

framed it, however, the Ccrnmission is now forced to tackle cx:rcplicated
like-product

am

other issues that would not have been raised in a IrDre

carefully tailored case.

'!hat carefully tailored case

IOOSt

likely would

have provided petitioner with the same relief •.!/

Like Product arrl rnnestic Industry

'lhe Like-Product/D:Jmestic-Industry Provisions.
repeated litany regardin:J like product

am

'1he

Ccrnmission's oft-

domestic irrlustry recites that

the darnestic irrlustry consists of the domestic producers of a like product;

.!/ I join Ccrnmissioner cass' discussions regardin:J cumulation, the
applicability of the Omnibus Trade am Competitive Act of 1988 to these
investigations, arrl the selection of an appropriate base year for
corrluctin':J our investigation.
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that a like product is the danestic product like, or in the absence of like
IOOSt similar to, the inp:>rts urrler investigation;
CcmDeroe

that the Department of

defines the scope of the inp:>rts urrler investigation;

am

that the

ccmnissian defines the like product.y We also recite that the Ccmnission
traditionally looks at six factors to define the like product(s), that the
decision is factual,

am

that it is made on a case-by-case basis •.JJ '!he

final remin:Jer is that the Cclmnission does not look for minor IbYsical
differences, but rather looks for "clear'' dividirg lines between
articles.y
'!his recipe for findirg like products
W'lpredictable results.

awears detailed,

but leads to

We do not rate the factors in any onlinal way, nor

do we necessarily :readl similar like-product detenninations in cases where

the same group of factors points in a similar direction.
we have no no:nnative

Most pointedly,

stamard by whidl to assess the p:rd:>ative impact of

various evidentiai:y points.
thel:efo:re C1I¥>:ropriate,

am

A review of our like-product detenninations is

in fact reveals certain principles about like

product detenninations that are worth highlightlig.

First

am

fo:re:rnst, the like-product

are rules of exclusion.

am

danestic-irrlustty provisions

'!he antidtmplig an:i countei:vaillig duty statutes

do not call on us to evaluate the impact of the subject inp:>rts on the U.S.

eoJl'lClllY, or on upstream, downstream, an:i service in:iustries that are
See Draftlig Machines am Parts '!hereof from Japan, Inv. No. 731-TA-432
(Preliminary) at 3 •
.V Id. at 5. '!he six factors are J;hysical characteristics an:i uses,

Y

i.nterdlargeability' dlannel.s of distribution, customer am producer
perceptions, cuumon manufacturlig facilities am employees, am price.
'1hese factors have been judicially awroved. Asociacion Colanbiana de
Exportado:res de Flores v. United states, 12 CIT_, 693 F. SUpp. 1165,
1169 & n.5 (1988).
y Id.
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We look only to the danestic in:lustry

associated with the inports.
producirg the like product.

'1hese provisions therefore operate

to

segl:eqate the in:lustry that will be the focus of our investigation fran all
other imustries in the United states.

similarly, the like-product definition serves to differentiate the
imustries, if I1Dre than one exist, that might be affected by the ilrports

umer investigation.
define the

SGq)0

If the petitioner ard the Ccmneroe Deparbte1t broadly

of the investigation, then the Ccmnission is likely to

f:in:l that the danestic producers that might be affected by the inports
produce two or IlDre like products, ard therefore cx:mprise two or I1Dre
separate imustries.

If the investigation is narrowly tailored, the

Ccmnission is I1Dre likely to f:in:l only one like product ard one danestic
in:lustry.
In our stamard disa.ission of like products, however,

to mention that our

p.irpose

TNe

often neglect

is not to define separate products, but to

identify separate imustries.

'lhe critical issue, therefore, is not

whether two products are camfortably differentiated, but rather whether
those products are traded in separate markets ocx::upied by separate

imustries.

If an econanic event, like the onset of chmpirg, is likely to

have a simultaneals inpact on production ard sales of two J;ilysically
different articles, then

TNe

can camfortably conclude that the producers in

those markets carprise one in:lustry producirg one like product •.2/

view is evident from the definition of amW.ation, 19 u.s.c. §
1677(7) (C) (iv). 'lhe Ccmnission nrust amW.ate inpor:ts from two or I1Dre
countries if sud1 inpor:ts "caupete with each other ard with like products
of the danestic in:lustry in the United states market." 'lhe empiasis on
~tion between the inports ard the danestic products :in:licates that an
analysis of the markets for the products, rather than of the products
tl>emsel.ves, is the apprq>riate approach.

.21 '!his
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'lbe factors that the Cammission looks at in readtlrq a like-product

detenni.nation infonn this analysis.
~eability

Rlysical characteristics arrl uses,

of products, arrl custaner arrl producer perceptions all

relate to the degree to which

OOl'lS\lilm"

tm:ler investigation is interrelata:l.

de.man:! for each of the articles

'lbe inportant point is not the gap

between the products in any of these categories, since those gap; may be
deemed arbitrarily small or large deperxli.rVJ on the basis

oanparison.

used for

By lookirg at these factors, however, we can develop an

aw:reciation of whether, fran a deman:i perspective, the two products are
part of the same market.

Olannels of distribution arrl the carm:>nality of manufacturin;J
facilities, the remainin;J like-product factors, play a similar role from
the producer's perspective.

Irrlustries whose products are made in

different types of facilities arrl travel through different streams of
cxmnerce to the
unfair .ilrp:>rts.

em. user will

not react the same way to an onslaught of

Once again, our puzpose is not to judge the magnitude of

the distinctions between products, but rather to detennine whether the

in:iustry we define occupies a market that is properly the focus of our

iniuirY

arrl which is separate fran other in:iust.ries that also fall within

the investigation's

scope.

Recitations to the effect that thecanmission "has not drawn
distinctions based on minor physical differences" arrl that the canmission
''has looked for clear dividin;J lines between articles" are not helpful.

We

are not in the business of judgin;J prcxiucts, we are in the business of

exami.nin::J markets. All too often, we

errl our disc:ussion of like product at

the p:>int where products have been differentiated.

We would serve the
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p.lblic W'el.l by goirg one step fUrther

am

explainirg why the differences

in the products warrants the separation of producers into different

in:lustries for the p.n:pose of our irquiry.
Like Product

am

runestic Imustry in 'lhese Investigations.

'!he scope

of these investigations as defined by the Department of cameroe consists
of
certain in:lustrial belts, includirg V-belts, syrx::hronoos belts,
ram belts am flat belts, in part or wholly of ru1:ber or
plastic, am containirg textile fiber (includirg glass fiber) or
steel wire, oo:rd or strarrl, am 'Whether in en:iless (i.e. closed
loop) belts, or in beltirg lengths or links.§/
'!he scope of the investigation specifically excludes autaootive belts

am

conveyor belts.1/

'lhe issues that the Commission must address in definirg the danestic
imustry in these cases are: (1) should the canmission include the

producers of autatotive belts within the danestic imustry?

am

(2) whether

sudl producers are included or not, should the i.n:lustry be divided into

separate like products for analysis? Clearly, any efforts to fin:i neat
divisions between the products un:ier investigation woold be fUtile.

In

addition to the four types of belts listed in the Q:mnerce Department
description of the investigation's scope, one might divide V-belts into
classical, narrow, jointed classical, jointed narrow, classical m::>lded
notdl, hex, fractional horsepower, v-ri.bbed, variable speed, spliced or

link open en::I,

am

special light

duty.y one might sub-divide

them

§/ 54 Fed. Reg. 15505-06 (April 18, 1989).
1/ Id.

y staff Report at A-30. 'lhe same sort of divisions may
three other belt categories.

be made of the
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further based on size, dlemi.cal mcrpusition, perfo:rmal"k:le dlaracteristics,

or a host of other properties that

distin:Juish one belt

fran arother.

Of orurse, at bottan, they are all basically in:lustrial belts.

i.rci.mes autcm:Jtive belts, then they are all basically power belts.
divisiai based an product or production differentiation alone at
particular level of specificity or based
characteristics is likely to be
instead

same

at

raman

on~

If one
'Any

~

particular set of

rather than

:reasoned.V

By focusirg

the irrlustry or in:lustries awropriately viewed as within the

~

as the inp>rts urder investigation, a mre :reasoned argument

can be made.!Q/
V-belts, ram::l belts am flat belts, as their names inply, differ IOOSt
:mai:kedly in shape.

For the IOOSt part they are oot interchan;Jeable, but

that is less because they are different in turx:tion than because those who
designed the madrlnes into which the belts are placed made the decision to

i.rci.me sheaves of a particu1ar type. Within

the

v-, ram::l am flat belts,

operati.rg characteristics can differ markedly deperdinJ an the size,

chemical CXllp::sition, am construction of the belt.

.AutatDtive belts ocme

in the same basic shapes as in:iustrial belts, but are constructed with
their specific errl use in mini.

'!his does oot in itself differentiate

them fran iniustrial belts, which are also made to perform particu1ar

furctians.
p.u:pose is.

v

'1he differentiation itself is

oot wtlque, only the specific errl

'llrus I the issue is l'XJt wilere to draW the line between belts

Counsel for Banjo "differentiated" between "categories" of belts am
"types" of belts. cnmsel 's analysis of the danestic irrlustry issue was
helpful, but the ncmerx:lature merely served to prove how amitrary the
division of products can be.
!Q/ I do oot mean to inply that this reasoninj displaces all need for
judgment. Rather, I mean that one can explain one's judgments in tenns
mre awiopriately tailore:i to the PJLPOSe of the errleavor.
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that all have different functions, shapes, arxi cxxupusitions, rut whether
dlmped arxi subsidized inp:>rts identified by the ODnerce Department have an
inpact

al

all belts, on iniustrial belts, or

al

separate categories of

belts.
'!be camnission has issued determinations in many cases, like this one,

involvirq products that are parts of madrinery arxi equipnent.
rootinel.y arises whether the lack of substitutability

am::>n;J

'!be issue

parts once the

machine is designed segi:egates the market for those parts into separate
like products.

In my view, absent special circumstances, the answer is no.

Clearly the er¥Jineer who designs the equipnent lllJSt make a choice regarcliig
the canponents that qo into the final product, ard that choice limits the

types of canponents that the manufacturers arxi p.irchasers of the equipnent
will demard.

Ho!Never, the designer's decision regarcliig parts arxi

canponents may 'Well be! influenced by the availability arx:i price of parts in
the market.

'!be er¥Jineerirq decision does mt establish a separate market

for the c:x:mponent selected;

rather, the er¥Jineerirq decision is driven by

the market for all of the products that will serve the sane pirpose.
I~

this issue in a 1987 investigation, Certain Q:?pier Toner

fran Japan •.!!/ In that case, petitiener claimed that forml.ations of
oq>ier toner -

the

"ink" in

piotocopy machines -

shrul.d be deemed

separate like products because different types of toner -were unsuitable for
different machines. ·I rejected the argument,

am

awroadled the issue fran

the perspective of the overall market for toners arxi the cq>iers in whidl
they are used:

W

Inv. 731-TA-373 (Preliminary), USI'IC PUb.
(Mardi 1987) (Views of
Chainnan SUsan Li.ebeler arxi Vice Cllainnan Anne E. Brunsdale).
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Petitioner's aigUIDent might be oonvin::in;J if the facts showed
that the technological i.nccnpatibility of the varic:us types of
toner translated into a material limitation on the ability of
toner custaners to d1oose ~ toner alternatives. However, the
record is clear that custaners b1y copyirg systems, not toner,
am that per-copy CXJSt plays a central role in their selection of
a oopyin;J system. one of the prin::ipal elements of per-copy CXJSt
is the on;JOin;J CXJSt of toner. If the price of toner available
for a system is too high, the entire system is UllCCl'l'petitive with
altemative systems. In sud1 a cirannstance, custaners, other
~ bein;J equal, will switch to a different copy system to
gain the per-copy savin;Js resultin;J fran the la.r.ier-prioed toner.
In short, fran the custaners' perspective, varic:us types of toner
are realistic substitutes because the different types of copiers
are realistic substitutes. CUstamers can freely d1oose between
different types of toner because they can easily switch to a
different type of copier.w
'lherefo:re, the market for ccrtp:>nents that perform a similar function, f:ran
both the prcxlucers' an:i consumers' perspective, will often encarrpass all
such products, even though a selection may ultimately be lnade that one

particular type of c:x::rrp:ment will be used over another.
In the market for belts, the criteria for selectin;J a particular type

of belt over another are not CXJSt-based but perfonnanoe-based.

Madtlne

designers am manufacturers will incorporate the particular type of belt
that best suits their prcxiuct's power transmission :requirements.

While an

ezgineer may have a choice between various types of belts when designirg a
machine, evidence on the record suggests that the choice is not basEid in
large measure on the relative prices or availability of different types of
belts.

Unlike copier toners, all of which perfonn exactly the same

function am must be replenished periodically, different belts are
definitely suited for particular purposes.

An ergineer is therefore likely

to select a belt for a particular mechanical design

W

Id. at 28.

based on performance

----------
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characteristics

am

ease. of mai.ntenan=e, rather than redesign a madrlne to

acx:h!aocdate perceived oan::li.tians in the belt market.
'!his reasonirg, of oourse, 'WOlll.d

Sl.JIP)rt

an extremely narrow

definition of danestic irdustry, in which alJoost fNerY belt wa.tld be a
different like product.

'lhe camnission, hatJever, is sanewhat a hostage to

its ability to oollect infonnation.
for :roore

~ted

base its decision.

'lhe Qmnission canoot measure its need

data tmtil it receives the data on which it will

F\Jrthernore,

statutory

deadlines

am

notions of

fairness to questionnaire resporrlents on whan the Ccmnission relies so
heavily oamsel against the oollection of data based on like-product
categories that are too narrowly defined.
startin;J at the clearest delineation, a synchronous belt
type of power belt do not perfonn the same function.

am

another

A synchronous belt is

useful only where the perforinance of two drives nust be precisely
coordinated; other types of power belts will not se:rve that function.

'lhe

enqineer who designs a machine usin;J belts will not nonnally be in a
position to choose another type of power belt where a syndlronous belt is
required.

'lhe price

am

the er¥}ineer's selection;

market,

am

availability of other power belts will not affect
therefore, synchronous belts inhabit a separate

should be treated as a separate like product.

Am:>rg the

non-synchronous belts, there are broad designs of belts that

operate on different principles.

''V'' am

provide power through the side or cm;Jle of the belt.

allows for nore surface oontact
machine sheave,
belts

V-belts are shaped nore or less like a

am

am

less

sli~ge_between the

makin:J V-belts nore efficient at

'!his design

belt

am

power transmission.

the

Flat

roa.m:l belts, on the other harrl, transmit power through friction
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on a machine p.llley.

'Ibey are used mst often in light arrl medium duty

drives, arrl are predaninantly used by particular imustries.]J/
On the

basis of this record, I oorci.u:ie that V-belts arrl other (flat

arrl ram:l) belts oan.stitute separate.like products that are bought

in different markets.

an:l sold

A machine designer that needs efficient ?JWer

transmission on powerful. drives will look for an cq:propriate V-belt.

While

sane particular designs of V-belts may oot be useful for a particular

purpose, the designer will have a dloioe

~

V-belts of different sizes,

oanstnictions, arrl c:uripcsitions fran the united states arrl abroad.
flat or

roum

Most

belts will oot suit that ?JZPOSe·lil

Havin:;J divided belts into different shapes, the next issue is whether
autcmJtive belts with similar shapes shalld be included in each like
product category.

I conclude that they shruld.

AutcmJtive belts are

primarily V-belts arrl synchronous belts • .lW 'Arrj attenpt to divide belts
into separate like p:roducl:s based on their use in autcmn:ive machines or
other types of machines is artificial arrl not justified tmier the facts of

record.

'!he piysical characteristics of different types of belts diSolSSEld

above are fourrl in all such belts, whether or not interded for autcmn:ive
~lications.

'1he dloioe of belt type in an autaoobile, as in other

machines, is the result of the desired perfonnarx:ie dlaracteristics.

Belts

for autc::mJtive uses are subject to the same constraints on

W

Report at a-4 - a-5.
'lhe demarkation between products is not perfect, both in tenns of
markets arrl our data. Rourrl belts, for exanple, are included in a basket
category that includes several types of other belts. However, sane rourxi
belts can be arrl are used in V-belt sheaves. However, the spill over is
JOOSt likely small, arrl even includirg all of the basket category in with vbelts, certainly an overstatement, will not alter my conclusions in this

W

case •

.12J Report at a-9.
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interc:han;Jeability as other machines.

All producers of autarotive belts

are also producers of i.rxiustrial belts, arxi all use at least sane of the
same equipnent for both.

'1he same raw material is used in all belts within

a given prcxluct categoi:y.

'!here are numerous recipes for belts within each

categoi:y, depenjin;J on the perforniarx=e oon:litions of the machine in which
the belt will be used.

Alt:haql belts for autaootive use may typically

have to operate at higher

tenperatures than belts used in many other

machines, there are other non-autarotive machines that must operate in high

tenperature oon:litians.1§/ '1he differences in operatin;J tenperatures is
thus, at best, merely a matter of degree.

In light of the interlcx::kin;J

production facilities arxi the fUrdamenta1 similarity of autarotive

am

i.rxiustrial belts, the deman::i for autaootive belts will have an :inpact on
the i.rxiustrial belt producers.

I therefore oorci.\Xie that they oocupy one

market, arxi oonstitute one i.mustry.

Corrlition of the Domestic Irrlustries
In det:ezminin;J the oon:lition of the danestic i.rxiustries, the camnission

oansiders, am:>rg other factors, danestic oonsurrption of the procluct, U.s.
production, capacity arxi capacity utilization, shipnents, inventories,
enployment, arxi profitability •.!1/

I disruss these factors below.w

Before I begin to analyze the data, a preliminary oanment is in onler.
As I noted when

discussin;J the like-procluct issues, there

'Were

a>nstraints

on the Ccmnission's ability to collect data on various categories of belts •
.!§/

Id. at a-3 •

.!1/ 19 U.S.C. 1677 (7)(C)(iii).

W unless othezwise inlicated, all data are

based on uni.ts of belts rather
than poun1s because f ll:ms respon:iirg to Commission questionnaires 'Were able

to provide ioore cxmplete infonnation on that basis.
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'1he

various categories of belts on which the Ccmnission collected data do

mt con:espam perfectly with arrt reasonable demarkation of like products.
Most particularly, the a:mni.ssion did mt collect separate data on
the various shapes of autcmn:ive belts.

Collection of ·that data, with its

atterrlant costs an:i ccnplications, seemed lllljustified at the outset of
this final investigation because petitioner an:i the

Q:mneroe

DeparbDent

had excluded autarotive belts f:ran the scxpe of the investigation.

-

At the

preliminazy {ilase of the investigation, before we had the benefit of
catplete data an:i extensive arguments .f:ran the parties, we foum that
imustrial belts an:i autaootive belts constituted separate like products.
'1he

Canmission reasonably detennined to

~te

its efforts on

imustrial belts, devotin] only secoOOary efforts to autarotive belts.
Although data correspon:lirg precisely to the danestic irrlustries I

have foum 'NOU!d have been useful, its absence does mt preclude a full an:i
reasoned examination of the inpact of the subject i.nports.

We know that

autcmJtive belts are primarily V-belts an:i synd'lronous belts (in that
order).12/

We also know that domestic production an:i

shipnents of

aut.a\Dtive belts are greater in terms of llllits an:i value than production
an:i shipnents of irrlustrial belts.1Q,/

Because autaootive belts are not

within the scope of the investigation, .llrports of autaootive belts can be
ignored.

We therefore can say that inclusion of producers of autaootive

belts in the domestic irrlustry will only dilute the ilrpact of the subject
.i.rrports assessed vis-a-vis the data on irrlustrial belts.

I therefore

a; saJSS the inpact of the subject i.nports based on the data for the

W

Report at a-8.

2.Q/ Report at C-2.
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iniustrial belt irrlustiy with· the un:ierstan:Un:J that :in::lusion of
autcm:Jtive belts, if -we had the .necessary data to do so, wa.tl.d further
b.lttress my negative detenninations.
Ap;arent

u. s.

consunption

am

D:Destic Shiment;s.

AI=Parent

u. s.

oansunption of all iniustrial belts increased 7.8 percent fran 1986 to
1987

am

2.3

like products,

percent fran 1987 to 1988.W

When broken

into the specific

apparent oonsunptian of V-bel.ts :rose between 1986 ard 1987

ard dropped slightly in 1988.

'1he total apparent oansunption of

syn:ilroJnJs ard other belts besides V-belts also increased over the three

year period of investigation.w

U.S. producers' shipnents of iniustrial belts increased 3.6 percent
fran 1986 to 1987 ard then declined 0.7 percent fram 1987 to 1988.2.J/

Inp:>rters' shipnents of irdustrial belts from all COlD'ltries increased 50.1
percent fram 1986 to 1987
'1he value of

am increased

23.4

percent fram 1987 to 198a.w

apparent u.s ,oonsunptian of all irdustrial belts steadiJy

increased durin;J the period of investigation.

'1he value of apparent

oansunptian of V-belts increased by 11 percent tram 1986 to 1987 ard 1

percent tram 1987 to 1988.12/ 'lhe value of apparent oonsunptian of
syrx:hronoos belts :rose less than 1 percent fram 1986 to 1987

tram 1987 to 1988.2§/

In the category·of other belts, there

am

13 percent

was a 30

percent increase in the value of apparent oansunption fram 1986 to 1987,
ard a 7 percent decrease fram 1987 to 1988.nJ '1hese data thus establish

W
.W
W
~
~
~

W

Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report

at
at
at
at
at
at
at

a-15 •
table 1, a-16.
a-15.
a-15.
a-15.
table 1, a-16.
table i, a-17.
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that, despite the fall of U.S. producer's shipnents, the increase in the
mtlt value of ·each belt aver the three-year period ioore than offset this
decline.w

Ikmestic Production an:l Capacity.

U.;S. production of all .in:lustrial

belts decreased 1.1 percent fran 1986 to 1987 an:l increased 7.0 percent
fran 1987

to 1988.W V-belt production decreased fran 1986 to 1987 b.tt

increased fran 1987 to 1988.19/ With regard to syndlrcnJus belts an:l in
other belts, production rose steadily fran 1986 through 1988.J!/

'!he average capacity of danestic manufacturers increased duri.rg the

period 1986-1988 •.J.Y M:>re specifically, the average capacity to produce

v-

belts an:l syndlrcnJus belts increased aver the period of investigation,
while capacity to produce other belts decreased slightly in 1987 an:l
increased slightly in 1988 •.J..J/

Danestic producers' capacity utilization rate was alllDst constant aver
the period of investigation.

For V-belts, the rate was [****] percent in

1986, [****] percent in 1987 an:l. [****] percent in 1988.JY For
synchronous belts it was

[****] percent in

[****] percent in 1986, [****] percent in 1987

1988.~

'!he rate for other belts climbed steadily, fran

[****] percent in 1986, to [****]
1988.

percent in 1987 an:l

For all .in:lustrial belts, this resulted

[****]

Report at table 1, a-16-a-17.

Report at table
Report at table
Report at table
Report at table
Report at table
Report at table
Report at·table
Report at table

2,
2,
2,
2,
2,
2,
2,
2,

a-25.
a-25.
a-25.
a-25.
a-25.
a-25.
a-25.
a-25.

percent

in increases of 64.3

percent in 1986, 62.1 percent in 1987, an:l 65.6 percent

W
W
191
W
W
W
W
W
W

an:l

in 1988.J§/

in
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Ikanestic Shignents.

Shipnents of all in:lustrial belts for the U.s.

market increased 3.6 percent fran 1986 to 1987, measured by \D'lits, arxl

decreased 2.8

percent fran 1987 to 1988.JJ./ '!he value of U.S. sh.ipnent:s of

all in:lustrial belts increased 11.1 percent fran 1986 to 1987 arxl 2.0

percent fran 1987 to 1988, delDnstrat.in] the steady growth in the value of
all three like-product categories for the period

of~

investigatian.,JY

Exports of in:lustrial belts increased t:hrc:u]tlout the period of far all

three like products increased.JV
Danestic producers' belt inventories decreased 12. 3

Inventories.

percent f:ran 1986 to 1987 arxl then slightly increased fran 1987 to 1988 •.4Q/
Inventories were lower at the en:l of February 1989 than at the en:l of
February 1988.il/ '!he ratio of en:l-of-period inventories

to

the pzeoedin;J

period's darestic shipnents ran;Jed fran 24. 6 percent to JO. 8 percent for
all in:lustrial belts durirg the period of investigation.

Enployment.

&rployment of production

am related wor)ters prcxlucin;J

all in:lustrial belts declined 11.9 percent fran 1986 to 1987

am then

increased 6.9 percent fran 1987 to 1988.W 'lhese figures reflect a
decrease in the rnnnber of workers producirq V-belts arxl syrdlraDJs belts
f:ran 1986 to 1987

am an increase in the rnnnbe:r of workers producirq all

belts in 1988.
Hours wrked, wages,

fran 1986 to 1987

such workers declined

am then rose f:ran 1987 to 1988. Hoorly waqes arxl

JJ.J Report at a-26.
Report at a-26.
Report at a-26 •

W
W

.4Q/ Report at a-31.
Report at a-31.
W Report at a-31.

ill

am total oarpmsatian for
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productivity for in:lustrial belt workers increased slightly durin;J the
pericxi of investigation.

labor CXJSts were also :relatively oon.stant.

workers' wages increased steadi 1y aver the period of investigation

am

total hoorly cxrrpensation increased by 7. 7 percent durirr:J this pe.riod.il/

Danestic producers' net sales of all

·Financial Perfonnance.

imustrial belts increased steadily frail $248.1 million in 1986 to $263.5
million in 1987, to $280.1millionin1988 for an overall i.ncrease of 12.9

percent.W Net sales for

January-Fe.bnm:y 1989 were $62.16 million, an

increase of 3.6 percent over the same period of 1988.!2/

was $8.3 million in 1986, $16.0 million in 1987,

am

~tirg

$8.4 million in

am

1988,!§J with three finns reportin;J operatin;J losses in 1986
1981

am

1988.£Z/

~tin;J·

i.n:xxne

margins

i.nOane

two in

for all finns were 3.3 percent

in 1986, 6.1percentin1987, arrl 3.o percent' in 1988.W

Net sales of in:lustrial V-belts increased
1987

am

.

4~3 percent

from 1986 to
.

.

5.4 percent in 1988 •.42/ Similarly, net sales of syndlronous belts

irx::reased 4.8 percent fran 1986 to 1987 arrl 13.2 percent· in 1988.

Net

sales of other belts increased 42.1 percent from 1986 ·to 1987 arrl decreased
11. 3 percent in 1988 •.2Q/
. · '!he U.S. belt i.Irlustry certainly is not in· a state of decline.

overall

u. s.

OOl'lSUltption of all in:lustrial belts has increased as has the

value of danestic producers' shipnents.

ill Report at a-31.

W
!21
W
W
W

Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
W Report
.2Q/ Report

at
at
at
at
at
at
at

table 7, a-39.
table 7, a-39.
table 7, a-39.
A-table 7, a-39.
table 7, a-39.
a-41.
a-46.

Pioduction, exports,

am

average
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hrurly wages rose durin;J the period of investigatiQJH:t :IYm•em~~~~
Imeed, the iniustry is healthy, profitable, am viable. ±lells 9d:t ,aso..i:'l:q
I have ooted

in other cases that a description of

the ~ ~

industJ:y sha.ll.d just be a backdrq> for a rigorous analysis of the
dnnped am subsidized lllports on the danestic industzy_.fil/
the cant of InteJ:national Trade· suwc>rt this view ._2Y

iag~

d

Decisions OO:>o:t

I therefore

turn to

0CX1Sideration of the causal link beb.1een the inports un:ler investigation

am the oon:lition of the danestic iniustry.

Material Injmy by Reason of l)Jmped arrl SUbsidized Inports
'lhe evidence in these investigations on balance SURX>rts negative
detenninations with respect to all three like products.

In particular, I

note that there are substantial differences beb.1een the inp:>rted belts
un:ler investigation arrl the belts manufactured by danestic producers.

F\lrthenoore, the relatively low level of lllport penetration throughout the
pericxl of investigation suggests that any inpact on the danestic industJ:y
by reason of the dmrped arrl subsidized lllports was minimal •.

In prior i.nvestigati6ns, I have set forth in great detail my approach
to causation

in a dlmpin;J/countervailin;J case.fill

W see certain Light-Walled Rect:anJular Pipe am

'lhis_approadl addresses
'l\Jbe, supra,

us:rn:: PUP·

2169 at 10-14.

W see id. for a disaJSSion of National Mirror Marrufacturers Association
v. united states, u ct. Int'l Trade_, 696 F.SlJW. 642 (1988), am
Replblic steel Corp. v. United states, 8 ct. Int'l Trade 29, 591 F. S\.JW.
640 (1984).

fill see certain Light-Walled Rect:anJular Pipes am 'l\Jbes fran Taiwan, Inv.
No. 731-'rA-410 (Final), us:rn:: ..-ub. 2169 (March 1989) at 15-31 (Views of
Actin;J Olainnan Brunsdal.e am Ccmnissioner cass) ; Certain Electrical
o::nmctor Aluminum Redraw Rod fran Venezuela, Inv. No. 701-'rA-287 (Final)
am 731-'rA-378 (Final), us:rn:: Pl.lb. 2103 (August 1988) at 42-52 (Dissentin:J.
Views of Actin;J Cl'lainnan Brunsdale).
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4'Ml~'Bjl tMlP-iit:atute -

the effect of inp:>rts an danestic

prices, the effect of itiports on the volume of danestic production, am the
~ ~daneSti.c irdustry -

usii'q the data at the record organized

:!bi .:&>i!llhion that allows me to enploy the basic tools of ec:onanics.

'lhese

todts pennit me to address the tumamental. issue raised in the dunpirg am
oc;urt:ervailirg duty laws, i.e.; the causal relation.ship between the
~ject

inp:>rts am the cxn:lition of the danestic market.

had the qp:>rtmtlty to review

'1he parties have

am mc1cent on a discJSSian of

these tools as

cq:plied to this case prepared by the camdssim's Office of F.corxln.ics.
Based on the sb:'en;Jth of all ~ ~ ~ by the parties

staff

am

am

the

Jir:f evaluation of the data an the record, I can reach a reasoned

oarci.usian regarc:liIXJ the inpac;t. of the subject
Price effect.

~$.

In order tQ assess the effect

the price in the danestic market,

calc::ulated by the Department of

of- the 6',lbject inports on

I oonsider- first t;he ~jm margin as

~-

'1he dl..mpiJx} mi:gg;ln J:"eflects the

differeooe between the actual p.1i'ice of the subject :4Tp:>rts
price as defined in the trade laws.

While the dunp,im

am the

"fair''

lllaP3in is not in

itself does not measure the price effect of the suJ:>jei;t

~precisely,

it is the only measure available on the differenee between the dunped or
subsidized price am the "fair" price.w
margin-inplies a oorrespon:lil'gly larger
prices un:ier fair tradirg cxn:litians,
'1he dunpirg margins calculated_
the very small, 6.8 percent, to

W

~re, al~ c:iunpj.rg

gap~

~

t:lU.RJ$ beirg equal.

~- ~

th@.~

actual prices am

in this case rarge fran

large, lQQ.6

percent. canmerce

However, one can safely state that the price. effect of the dunped
inp:>rts will be no larger than the dunpirg ~in. 'lhe durcpirg margin is
therefore an cut.side_ bourmry of the price effect on the danestic market.
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also detennined that inports fran Israel enjoy subsidies of 15.42 percent
ad valorem.

It is

IOOSt

likely no roincidence that the larger dunpirg

margins ex>nesporrl with instances in which Commerce, lacidnj the

cooperation of foreign producers, used the highest dunpirg margin in the
petition as the best infonnation available.
has no

Nonetheless, the Commission

role in the calculation of dunpirg margins, arrl we must use the

figures provided by Commerce.
'!he distribution of the dunpirg arrl subsidy margins suggests that,
other thirgs beirg equal, the subject inports had a IOOde.rate effect on the
clanestic price of irrlustrial belts.

Many of the larger dunpirg margins

apply to foreign producers whose shipments to the U.S. have been minimal.
While the calculation of an exact weighted margin would reveal
ex>nfidential infonnation, the.data suggest that the exact figure would be
lower than the median margin -

approximately 64 percent.

'!his is a large

dunpirg margin, but it is by no means unusually high.
Several factors diminish the price effect of the subject imports on
the danestic irrlustries.

Most important, the record suggests that the

danestic product arrl the subject imports are not substitutable on the basis
of price.

Petitioner has long stated that its .belts are of much higher

quality than foreign belts.

'lhe life span of foreign .belts is only two

thirds to one third the life expectancy of petitioner's belts, arrl the

foreign belts were fourxi to slip 200 to 300 percent 100re than petitioners's
.belts •.22/ For those belt purchasers who are looking for the lowest total
exist of a belt, which includes initial purdlase price, lifetime

maintenance, arrl downtime for replac::e.nent of worn belts, the initial CX>St
.22/ Report at F-2.
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of the belt appears to be the least-important factor in that
calculation •.2§/ Moreover, the record reveals that danestic producers
provided a Imlc.h higher level of technical service than did the importers.
In light of these differences between the danestic

nmerate

am

foreign product, the

price effect in:licated.by the dunpirg margins in this case are

mitigated by the differences between the.danestic am foreign product •.2ZJ
'!he final factor that limits the price effect of imported belts is the

high elasticity of supply in the danestic market •.2fV In plain Erglish, the
elasticity of supply in:licates whether the producers in an imustr:y will
respord to a cilan;Je in market corditions by chanJirg their price (low

SUR?lY elasticity) or by chanJirg the quantity they produce (high supply
elasticity) •

In a market ·characterized by high supply elasticity, the

withdrawal of dtmped or subsidized imports will result in greater dc:mestic
production, limitirg the price increase in the danestic market

am

for

purposes of the dumpirg law limitirg the price effect of the imports •

.2§1 Report at a-9 ("Factors such as cost, durability,

type of notor,
schedule of maintenance, accessibility of the existirg belt on the machine,
.size am cordition of the drive sheaves, ard leRJth of the belt will
detennine which type of belt or specifications will be the nost
efficient"). 'lhe aburrlant quantity of· specific types of belts, plus the
suggestion in the record that belts can be made to particular
specifications, irdicates that perfonnance characteristics of particular
belts are nore important that price in the purchasers's selection •
.21J 'lhe staff estimates that the elasticity of substitution - the
percentage change in the ratio of quantities demarded of two products that
results from a one percent chan1e in the ration of their price - is
between 1 am 4. Mem:>rarrlum OE-M-182. 'lhe higher figure is based on the
fact the all belts have essentially the same physical characteristics; the
lower figure is based on the differentiati.rg factors djsrnssed in the text.
'As I have irdicated, I believe·that the elasticity of substitution is at
the low erd of the rar¥Je •
.2fV '!he supply elasticity is the percentage chan1e in the airount of a
product supplied resulting from a 1 percent chan1e in its price.
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Estimates of the elasticity of suwly in the damestic belt market are
high.

staff estimates an elasticity of suwly greater than 5 . .22/

Petitioner suggests a lower supply elasticity, but concedes that it might
be as high as two.

Petitioner's argunent for loweri.rg the s.wly

elasticity are based on a partio..tlar finn's pn:ported strategies arrl not on
the con:titions of the market.filV

Even if, as petitioner suggests, finns

'WOUld raise prices before they increased s.wly, c:xmpetitive cx:>rxlitions in
the market watld lead same producers to increase suwly as the price rose,

thereby dampeni.rg,

arx:i perhaps reversirg,

any price increase.

In smn,

·I

cx:>nclude that the price effect of the subject inports on the domestic
irxiustry is minimal.

Voh.nne effect.

I assess the voltnne effect of the subject iltports by

looking first at their share of the domestic market.

D.lrirg the period of

investigation, the market share of domestic irrlustrial belt manufacturers
declined by 4.0 percentage points, from 89.0 percent to 85.0 percent.
However, the inport penetration of subject inports increased from (***]
percent to only (****] percent, (***] percentage pointS.

I:bnestic

producers therefore lost (***] percent of the domestic market quarter of the entire decline in market share -

alleged to be durrped or subsidized.fill

over one

to inports that are not

'!his overall pattern was reflected

in all three of the domestic irrlustries •.§Y

In smn,

the record reflects

.22/ Meroorarrlum EC-M-182 at 6.
filV Id. at 9.
fill Report at A-71 •
.§Y Id. '1he domestic producers' share of the V-belt market declined from
(****] percent to [****] percent, arx:i the share of the market held by
subject iltports rose from [***] percent to [***] percent, while other
inports' share increased from [***] percent to [***] percent. Id. '!he
penetration of synchronous belt inports urrler investigation increased from
· {continued ••• )
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that the .penetration of the subject .inp>rts has remained relatively lCM,
that decreases in the market share held by damestic produce.rs are

arrl

attributable in part to .inp>rts_fra:n OOlll'ltries not mrler investigation.
'!he degree to which the market penetration of the subject .inp>rts will
affect the danestic market deperns on the extent to which the presence of
the

-

.inp>rts has increased domestic consunption.

Based on the law of deman:i

that consumers will p..irchase DDre of a product as the price of the

product declines -

one can posit that the existence of low-priced .inp>rts

has generated purd1ases that othe?:Wise would not have oa:urred., suggesting

that these purchases have had a limited inpact on the danestic iniustry.
F.concanists can estimate the extent to which a decline in the price of a
product (or the availability of cheap inp:>rts) will increase demarn.

'!he

resulting quantity is known as the elasticity of demarn.
'!he Commission's Office of F.conamics estimates that demarn for
imustrial belts is highly inelastic,

am

I c:xmcur.fil/ Demam. for

imustrial belts depen:ls on demarrl for the machines in which irrlustrial
belts are used.

'!he c:x>st of the belt is so small in prop::>:rtion to the cost

of the entire machine, that demarrl for the machine,

am

hence the belt, is

unlikely to deperxl on small differences in the price of the belt.

To

be

curt, the availability of cheap .inp>rts will not generate DDre machine

W ( ... continued)
[****] percent to [****] percent, while .inp::>rts fra:n all other sources
increased fra:n [***] percent to [***] percent of the domestic market.

Id.
particular type of belting, nylon-core belting, showed a large .inp>rt
penetration, but petitioner does not produce that particular type of
belting (arrl other dorrestic producers oppose the petition).
'!he dorrestic
market share of nylon-core belting therefore consists of belting that
petitioner believes nost closely competes with that product. Even so, the
share of the market held by domestic producers rose from (****] percent in
1986 to[****] percent in 1988 (though it declined in 1987). Id.
fill Merorarrlum OE-M-182 at 21-22.

One
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production, an::l without 100re machine prcxiuction, deman:l for belts will not
increase.

'!his means that, if the cheap imports were not available,

p.trdlasers would seek a nearly equal annmt of belts elsewhere.M,I

Evidence on the record suggests, however, that the effect of imports
on the volume of sales is only marginal.

'lhe imports have not penetrated

deeply into the danestic market, so the total possible volume effect is
relatively small.

Further dilutin; the irrpact of the subject imports is

the inc:reasin;ly strorg market penetration of imports from countries not

un:ier investigation.

One could speculate that all of the subject imports

displaced sales of the danestic prcxiuct.

But the danestic irrlustries' loss

of market share to both subject imports an::l other imports suggests that
those p.trdlasers that have chosen durrped or subsidized imports are as
likely to choose other imports as they are the danestic prcxiuct.

Given the

fact that import penetration is small, these factors lead me to the
conclusion that the volume effects of the subject imports are imnaterial.
Effect of the in!ports on the domestic in:iustries.

On

this record, I

conclude that the danestic in:iustries prcxiucin; in:iustrial belts are not
materially injured by reason of the

subj~

imports.

'!he market

penetration of the imports is relatively small (very small when autarotive
belts are included), limitin; the irrpact of the imports on the danestic
in:iustries in any circumstances.

An

analysis of the market for belts

W

Frequently, the Commission analyzes the volume effect by examinirg the
Except in rare
First, the evidence
rarely acxnmts for 100re than a tiny fraction of the sales of imports.
Secorrl, it comes fran sources who are not only biased but who also, bein;
the parties on one side of a transaction, often lack complete infonnation
about the sales they purport to describe. '!he use of simple econanic
principles allows for a 100re comprehensive an::l less biased analysis of the
degree to which the danestic imustcy actually lost sales to the subject imports.
anecxiotal lost-sales evidence collected by the staff.
cases, this appears to me to be a deficient approach.
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reveals that the itrpact of the inp:>rted belts on the danestic in:iustries is
muted by the characteristics of the markets for these particular like

products.

In many circ::umstances, inq:>orted· belts and danestic belts are not

perfect substitutes, diminishirg the willin;Jness of· sane p.u:dlasers to
cross over

~

i.nports to the danestic product, even at a fair price.

Although danestic demard for belts is quite inelastic,
~of

~that

unfairly priced belts will seek alternate sources for belts

shruld the availability of such inp:>rts decline, the evidence suggests that
a substantial portion of those p.irc;,hases will be of fair inp:>rts arµ not
danestic belts.

In smn, danestic producers are ·still the daninant players

in the danestic market by far, their "decline" in recent years has :been
l

small, and little of that small decline can be directly attributed to the
subjeCt i.nports.

I firrl that any injury by reason of the inp:>rts is

i.mnaterial.

'threat of Material Inju:cy by Reason of the SUbject Imports
I have considered each of the statutory factors relevant to a cxmsideration
of threat of material injury by reason of the subject inp:>rts •.§1 ·Based on
that review, I conclude that any firrlirg of threat of material injury by
reason of the subject i.nports would be mere conjecture or supposition •.§§/
I set forth belC7N the factors that I believe overwhe.lmirgly refute any
threat claim •

.22/ 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7) (F) •
.§§/ 19 u.s.c. § 1677(7) (F)(ii) provides that a fi.rxlirg of threat cannot be
based on conjecture or supposition.
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Erd-of-period inventories held by importers of imustrial belts have
declined, both in absolute te.nns am as a percentage of total imports.fill
While the data on foreign producers' capacity utilization rates are
confidential, it is fair to say that there is little chance in the near

tenn that foreign producers will generate greater exports to the United
States through increased production •.filV As dj saJSSed above, the increase
in their exports to the United States thus far has oot been rapid, am
several of the foreign producers actually decreased such exports over the
period of investigation.ffl./
'lhe only realistic source of increased exports to the United States is
a shift in foreign producers' shipnents fran the hane market or third
camtries' exports to the United States.

While the record is scmewhat

mixed, the data supplied by many of the foreign producers in:licates that
their bane-market or third-market sales are growinJ faster than their
exports to the United states,

am that diversion fian the

at least as likely as the opposite.1Q/

Any

reliance on this evidence to

support a threat detennination would require a larger
than the statute pennits.

I

fill Report at a-58 •

ffJ./ Id.
~ Report at a-59-a-60.

ire.a.sure

of c:xmjecture

therefore conclude that there is no threat of

material injw:y to the domestic irrlustries.

.fill/ Report at a-59.

United States is
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VIEWS OF VICE CHAIRMAN CASS
Industrial Belts from Israel, Italy, Japan, Singapore,
South Korea, Taiwan, the United Kingdom, and West Germany
Invs. Nos. 701-TA-293 and 731-TA-412-419 (Final)

I. DOMESTIC LIKE PRODUCT AND DOMESTIC INDUSTRY
In final investigations under the antidumping and
countervailing duty laws.ii the Commission must determine whether
LTFV or subsidized imports materially injured a domestic industry
in the United States. The statute governing these investigations,
Title VII of the Tariff Act of 1930, defines the relevant
industry as "the domestic producers as a whole of a like product
or those producers whose collective output of the like product
constitutes a major proportion of the total domestic production
of that product."2.1

The term "like product," in turn, is defined

as "a product which is like, or in the absence of like, most
similar in characteristics and uses with, the article subject to
an investigation."l/
The statute apparently contemplated investigation of a very
narrow class of imports ("the article subject to an

ii Tariff Act of 1930, ch. 497, Title VII,

§ 735, as added by the
Trade Agreements Act of 1979, Pub. L. No. 96-39, Title I, § 101,
93 Stat. 150, 169 (codified as amended at 19 u.s.c. § 1673d(b)).

2.1 19
11 19

u.s.c.
u.s.c.

§

1677(4).

§

1677(10).
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investigation") and, hence, commanded investigation of its
effects on U.S. producers of a similarly narrow class of products
that, if not identical to the import, were not meaningfully
distinct. The import and the domestic like product would be
sufficiently similar as to compete c·losely. in the domestic
market. Increasingly, however, the Commission has been called on
to investigate quite broad classes of imports, covering many
diverse products. For such investigations, the Commission must
distinguish among a broad array of products that properly can be
said to comprise a ·cogent class of goods sufficiently similar to
the imports and to one another to fit the statutory definition.
In some investigations, severable segreg.able categories of
products will be found to constitute separate like product
categories. While the Commission will not distinguish- between
products that differ only in minor. respects,1/ it does define
separate like products where these are clear dividing lines"among
products. In determining the appropriate like products(s), the
commission typically has considered a number of factors relating
to characteristics and uses, including (1) product ·features,
interchangeability,

(3) channels of distribution,

perception and product uses,

(2)

(4) customer

(5) common manufacturing facilities

and production employees, and (6) product price . .5./ These factors
1/ s. Rep. No. 249, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 90-91 (1979): Sony
Corporation of American v. United States, slip op.~ '89-55 (Ct.
Int'l Trade, April 26, 1989) at 6 .

.5./ ~. ~. 3.5" Microdisks and Media Therefor from Japan, Inv.
No. 731-TA-389 (Final), USITC Pub. 2170 (March 1989) (Dissenting
Views of Commissioner Cass at 39-40). This approach has been
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have not been ordered by the Commission in any definite manner
and need not move toward similar like product determinations. In
particular, information about end-products, which is the focus of
all but one of these factors, may suggest a quite different line
than would be drawn by relying on information about production
processes. I believe that our principal focus should be the
nature of the products at issue, and especially the information
about the degree to which those products compete in the same
markets.
The merchandise under investigation, for which we must
determine the appropriate like products(s), is defined in the
Commission's notice of institution of these final investigations
in accord with the Department of Commerce's notices of final
determination of sales at less than fair value for the products
under

investigation.~/

The definition broadly covers industrial

belts, belts used in machinery primarily to transmit power,
including "V-belts, synchronous belts, round belts, and flat
belts, in part or wholly of rubber or plastic, and containing
textile fiber (including glass fiber) or steel wire, cord or
strand, and whether in endless (i.e., closed loop) belts, or in
belting in lengths or ltnks."1./ The imports under investigation
approved by our reviewing courts. Asociacion Colornbiana de
Exportadores de Flores v. United States, 693 F. Supp. 1165 (Ct.
Int'! Trade 1988).
~/ ~.

~. Final Determinations of Sales at Less Than Fair
Value: Industrial Belts and Components and Parts Thereof, Whether
cured or Uncured, From Israel, 54 Fed. Reg. 15481 (1989).

1.1 53 Fed Reg. 52517 (1988); 54 Fed. Reg. 6970 (1989).
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do not, however, include all similar or arguably similar belts.
They specifically exclude noncorded belts, "conveyor belts and
automotive belts as well as front engine drive belts found on
equipment powered by internal combustion engines, including
trucks, tractors, buses, and lift trucks."B./
In its preliminary determination in these investigations,
the Commission found on the facts then available that there was
one like product, consisting of industrial power transmission
belts, excluding conveyor and automotive

belts.~/

The Commission

made it clear, however, that it would revisit the like product
question in ·any final investigations, and would pay particular
attention to the issues of whether different industrial belts
constitute separate like products and whether automotive and.
industrial belts should be separate or included in the same
product categories . .l.Q./
Based on the facts of record, I conclude that there are
three appropriate like products: (1) V-belts and round belts, (2)
synchronous belts, and (3) flat belts. I also conclude that
domestic automotive and industrial belts in each of the above
categories are like the imports under investigation. For reasons
explained below, the data collected in these investigations do

Bl

~.

Industrial Belts from Israel, Italy, Japan, Singapore, South
Korea, Taiwan, the United Kingdom, and West Germany, Invs. Nos.
701-TA-293-295 (Preliminary) ·and 731-TA-412-419 (Preliminary),·
USITC Pub. 2113 (August 1988) at 7-9.

~/

ll/

~.

at 8-9.
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not permit analysis of imports' effects on exactly the same basis
as these like product determinations suggest.
These like product determinations are particularly
difficult, given the vast array of products that are encompassed
by the petition in these investigations which the Department of
Commerce accepted essentially without modification as defining
the scope of the investigations. Even as compared to other
relatively broad product definitions, the class of imports
defined by Petitioner and Commerce is exceptionally large and
covers numerous disparate products. Petitioner has proposed that
the Commission treat this array as a single product category
having one domestic like product that includes most (but not all)
industrial power transmission belts. Petitioner proposes that the
Commission ignore the numerous differences that exist among this
array of products. I find that

Petitione~·s

proposed like product

definition does not describe a cogent class of products, but both
includes products that are not like one another and excludes
products that are like. While the definition displays lawyerly
care in its delineation of the contours for our "effects" inquiry
that Petitioner would find most advantageous, it does not suit
our statutory mandate.
1. Different Types of Belts
Several respondents have urged us to draw like product
distinctions between different types of belts. Respondents Ernst
Siegling and Siegling America Inc. (Siegling) and Nitta
Industries Corp. and Nitta International, Inc. (Nitta) propose
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that the conunission find flat belts to constitute a separate like
product. IRO proposes that the Conunission should find certain
extruded cog belts to be a separate like product. Respondents
Pirelli Industrial Products Corporation and Pirelli Trasmissioni
Industriali, S.p.A. (Pirelli) and Continental AG (Continental)
urge that the Conunission find two like products, one including
synchronous belts, the other including all non-synchronous belts.
Based on the information that the Conunission has collected,
I find

dis~inctions

embodied in arguments such as these

persuasive that functional differences define three separate
categories of belts, synchronous belts, V-belts and round belts,
and flat belts. The investigations also cover miscellaneous other
belts that do not fit within any of these three like product
categories.
a. Synchronous and non-synchronous belts
Respondent Pirelli argues that synchronous and
nonsynchronous belts, both automotive and industrial, constitute
separate like products. In Pirelli's view, synchronous and
nonsynchronous belts have fundamentally disparate characteristics
and uses. They operate on different principles: synchronous belts
transmit torque through the locking of their teeth with teeth on
a pulley, while nonsynchronous belts transmit torque through
frictional force.1l./ This difference in conducting power leads to
distinct applications for each.12./ There are also differences in
11/ Pirelli Prehearing Br. at 7 .

.12./

~-

at 7-8.
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appearance, raw materials and manufacturing processes,.l.J./ and
Pirelli asserts that there is no record evidence to suggest that
synchronous and nonsynchronous belts are interchangeable . .l!/
Finally, Pirelli asserts they are produced on different
equipment.1.5./ Pirelli argues that the similarities between
automotive and industrial synchronous belts are more pronounced
than the differences between all automotive and all industrial
belts. Petitioner, on the other hand; has made no effort to
refute the asserted distinction between synchronous and
nonsynchronous belts, alleging instead that the distinction
between all automotive belts and all industrial belts is the more
fundamental.
I am persuaded that synchronous belts constitute a separate
like product category. First, synchronous belts simply are not
interchangeable with belts not designed for timing purposes. One
reason for this is the extremely low elongation characteristics
required of belts which serve a timing function. Belts other than
timing belts cannot be substituted for this purpose because they
are made with tensi·le members which are excessively elastic.
While synchronous belts typically have a tensile member of
fiberglass, steel cable, or kevlar, belts which are not designed
for timing purposes either have no tensile member or have· tensile
members which are substantially more elastic, such as of
.l.J./ IQ.. at 10.
14/ IQ.. at 11-12.

1.5./ IQ.. at 12-13.
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polyester cord.1.2./ Furthermore, synchronous belts transmit power
through their teeth, and not along the flat surfaces of the belt;
the use of belts which rely on flat· surfaces for power
transmission will result in substantial slippage and therefore
loss of transmitted power.ll./ Thus, synchronous belts cannot be
interchanged with other belts, are viewed by consumers as
fundamentally different, and must be manufactured in a manner
quite different than belts not designed for timing purposes. For
these reasons, I am persuaded that synchronous belts, whether
used in industrial or automotive applications, should be regarded
as a separate like product for the purpose of this
investigation . .la./
1.2./ Report at a-4; Tr. at 211.
1 7 I Tr. at 211.

.la.I IRO, Inc., a U.S. manufacturer of yarn feeding devices,

imports an extruded cog belt used exclusively in the textile
industry which IRO contends should be seen as a separate like
product. IRO contends that belt is used only in the textile
industry, is made by a special patented process different from
that used for other industrial synchronous belts and can be made
only under license from its West German manufacturer; only one
U.S. company (which opposes the petition) is licensed to make
that belt, and that maker's belts are used exclusively in nonpower transmission applications which are not subject to these
investigations. Hence IRO argues that there is no domestic
industry which produces or will imminently produce this belt.
Unfortunately, though there is some force to IRO's argument,
I am unable to reach the conclusion that IRO suggests. Title VII
commands that the Commission find that domestic industry "like"
the imported products, "or in the absence of like, most
similar . . . . " If it i~ true, as IRO suggests, that there is
no domestic industry producing this very belt, then the
Commission has no choice but to assess the impact of the imported
belts on the "most similar" domestic industry. It appears from
IRO's description of the belt in question that it is closely
related to, though not identical with, other synchronous belts.
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b. V-belts and flat belts
Though no party seeks a designation of V-belts as distinct
from other belts, I am persuaded that the record evidence
supports the conclusion that V-belts are sufficiently distinct
from other belts that they should be included in separate like
product category.
The shape of V-belts is significantly different than other
belts, using a design which permits the transmission of power
along two sides of the belt rather than a single side as with
flat belts, or through the teeth of the belt as with synchronous
belts. This fact allows more surface contact and less slippage
between the belt and the machine sheave, so that more power can
be transmitted by V-belts than by a flat

belt.~/

For that

reason, these belts are used in applications where greater power
transmission is required.
V-belts differ from synchronous belts in some significant
ways that affect their characteristics and uses, their prices,
and their interchangeability with synchronous belts, and for
these reasons differ significantly in the perceptions of
consumers and users of belts. V-belts have significantly less
requirement than synchronous belts for tensile strength because
elongation of the belt is less damaging to the functioning of the

For that reason, we must include this belt in a like product
category with other synchronous belts.

1.9../ Report at a-3-4.
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belt than is true of synchronous belts.2..Q./ For that reason, Vbelts made either without an internal tensile member, or with a
tensile member more elastic than permissible in synchronous
belts, cannot be substituted for synchronous belts. Further, Vbelts and synchronous belts are perceived by users of belts as
significantly different. For example, though automobiles use some
synchronous belts, virtually all belts used in automobiles are Vbelts, indicating a distinct preference among auto makers for
that belt design over the other.
Likewise, V-belts are significantly different than flat
belts, in terms of interchangeability, consumer perception, and
physical characteristics and uses. Flat belts, which transmit
power through a single side, require a pulley surface to transmit
power and cannot do so through the sheave appropriate for use
with a V-belt.2.1/ Though a flat belt can be substituted for a Vbelt on some types of machines,· if the sheave of the machine
which holds the V-belt is replaced by a pulley, nevertheless
there exist strong incentives for the user not to effect such
substitution. Witnesses at the Commission's hearing testified
that such substitutions would be costly and, therefore, are quite
unusual.22../
Respondents Ernst Siegling, Siegling America, Inc., and
Nitta Industries urge that flat belts be regarded as a separate
2..Q./ Report at a-4.

21./ Report at a-5.
22/ 1..Q.
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like product. These parties note that flat belts are produced in
a manner different than synchronous or V-belts, since they can be
· produced in any size simply by cut.ting a given length off a flat
belt roll and splicing the belt, whereas other kinds of belts
must be produced in given lengths·. 211 Further, other kinds of
belts could not be produced on the machines which produce flat
belts, nor could the same employees produce the two kinds of
belts without additional training.24/ In addition, flat belts are
sold through different channels of distribution than are other
kinds of belts. Indeed, Respondents in their pleadings before the
Commission note that the Petitioner has failed to address the
issues raised by several types of flat belts, and indeed argue
that Petitioner never intended to include these flat belts within
the scope of th.e investigation.l.5,/

It therefore seems that

Petitioner accepts these belts as sufficiently different than
other belts that including them within the same like product
category would be inappropriate.
2. Automotive and Industrial Belts
Although the Petitioner here would have us find no
difference among the various types of belts discussed above,

211 Siegling Prehearing Br. at 8.
24/ J..Q. at 9.

2.5./ Petitioner Gates apparently did not name certain kinds of
flat belts in its petition,. and these belts were included within
the scope of the investigation only when the Department of
Commerce expanded the number of Harmonized Tariff System numbers
which it asked the Customs Service to monitor. Siegling
Prehearing Br. at 4.
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Petitioner urges us to distinguish between belts used in
automobiles and belts used in industrial machinery. Petitioner
argues that industrial and automotive belts are different in
design and in application,2.,6./ and have uses and characteristics
different than those of industrial belts. Petitioner notes that
automotive belts are produced in a much more restricted size
range than are industrial belts, and have many fewer
specifications than is true for industrial belts.27/ Because of
different compositions which result from differing performance
requirements, Petitioner contends that industrial belts cannot be
interchanged with belts produced for automotive applications, and
for that reason are not perceived by consumers as
interchangeable. Finally, Petitioner argues that automotive and
industrial belts are sold through disparate channels of
distribution; auto and industrial belts are not stocked by the
same distributors, bought by the same individuals, or catalogued
in the same sales catalogues.1.a,/ Petitioner also asserts that
automotiv~

belts are made by a more automated process, requiring

fewer ma.chines and less labor than industrial belt production, ll/
in facilities separate from those used for the production of
industrial belts, and using different

2..6./ Petitioner's Prehearing Br. at 8.
27/ Tr. at 22.
2..a/ Petitioner's Prehearing Br. at 9.

ll/ Tr. at 17-18.
.J.Q./ !.Q. at 20.

produ~tion

workers . .J.Q./
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several respondents make the contrary argument, declaring
that no significant distinction exists between automotive and
industrial belts. No respondent specifically supports such a
distinction.
Respondent Magam United Rubber Industries, Ltd., of Israel,
argues that industrial and automotive belts are divisible into
the same functional groups, that industrial and automotive belts
in fact perform the same functions, and that their operating
characteristics depend on the load they carry and their operating
conditions, which are only partly determined by the type of
machine (including automobiles) in which they are to be used . .Jl./
Indeed, the full range of possible compositions and proportions
of belts are present among both industrial ·and auto belts . ..3.2,/
Certain belts have both industrial and automotive uses and are
interchangeable between the two. Furthermore,· within the category
of industrial belts, there are distribution channels as different
from each other as are automotive belt channels from industrial
belt channels, so that it is impossible to draw the simple
distinction between automotive and industrial belt distribution
channels that Petitioner proposes.l.J./ Customer perceptions also
establish that, while not all industrial belts or all automotive
belts are alike, automotive belts are not always distinct from
industrial belts. Magam argues that the distinction between

.11/ Magam Prehearing Br. at 1-2 .
.J.11 IQ..
lJ.I IQ.. at 10.
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industrial and automotive belts leads to the conclusion that a
power transmission belt for use on a window fan is to be included
within the industry definition, but that an identical belt used
on a fan in an automobile is not . .J..i/ Furthermore, Respondent
Magam argues that automotive belts have identical components to
and are manufactured on the same equipment as industrial belts,
and any machinery used for one could easily be used for the
production of the other.]2/
Respondents Banda Chemical Industries Ltd., of Japan, and
Pirelli Trasmissioni Industriali, S.p.A., of Italy, also dispute
the distinction between automotive and industrial belts, on
grounds similar to those advanced by Magam. Banda argues that the
distinction between automotive and industrial belts is an
artificial one; they are often interchangeable in application,
and they
are manufactured by the same production process
on the
.
.
same or essentially identical machines and equipment by the same
work force. Many belts are used in both applications . .lQ./ .
Indeed, Bando argues that the distinction between automotive
and industrial belts is far less significant than the distinction
among various categories of ·belt design. There is little
correlation between the physical characteristics of belts, such
as their operating temperature range, and their use in either
automotive or industrial applications; rather, the specific use

.JAi Magam Posthearing Br. at 2 .
..321 Magam Prehearing Br. at 14-16.
J..6.1 Bando Prehearing Br. at 8.
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in question either is or is not appropriate for the belt in
question. Automotive synchronous belts, for example, are closely
analogous to.industrial synchronous belts, but are not at all
similar to any non-synchronous belts.11./ Their constituent
materials are essentially the same, and vary equally within the
automotive and industrial categories with respect to the nature
of the application for which the belt will be used. Automotive
belts are more interchangeable with industrial belts of the same
category, are more interchangeable, Bando alleges, than with
automotive belts of different categories, and the same is true of
industrial belts . .J..a./
Respondents who urge that particular types of belts be
excluded from the like product definition, while not focussing·
particularly on the automotive versus industrial belt issue,
apparently agree that the distinction between automotive and
industrial application is less meaningful than various proposed
distinctions among belts based on functional design, for their
arguments place no emphasis on the automotive-industrial
dichotomy. For example, IRO, Inc., urges that a certain
synchronous cog belt which it imports be excluded from the like
product definition, on the grounds that it is different from all
other synchronous belts, ·including synchronous belts used in both
automotive and industrial applications . .12_/ Similarly, Ernst
TI/ Bando Prehearing Br. at 11.

1.8.I Bando Prehearing Br. at 12.
1.9.I IRO Posthearing Br. at 3.
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Siegling and Siegling America, Inc., makers and importers of
certain flat belts from West Germany, argue that such flat belts
should be excluded from the definition of the domestic industry
on the grounds that their flat belts are different from V-belts,
from synchronous belts, and from flat belts made by any domestic
manufacturer; no distinction between industrial and automotive
applications enters Siegling•s· argument.
While it appears that a distinction between automotive and
industrial belts exists, I believe that distinction is far less
significant than Petitioner suggests, and not fundamentally
meaningful in terms of the criteria on which the Commission has
traditionally relied in making like product distinctions. It is
true, as Petitioner suggests, that customers for replacement
automotive belts would not ordinarily try to use for that purpose
a belt marketed as an industrial belt. That point, however, is of
little moment. The fact i's that some belts are used for l2Q.t:h
purposes, are marked with b..6..t.h automotive and industrial part
numbers, and are marketed through both automotive and industrial
channels. Car manufacturers are unlikely to pay a premium for a
belt identical.to one available for industrial uses. Automobile
owners may, as Petitioner claims, not be cognizant of the
availability of similar belts in industrial machine parts
markets. The separation of markets at the end-user stage reflects
the difference in the sources of information readily available to
different consumers. Automobile owners generally will not be able
easily to determine which industrial belt is appropriate for
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their needs. This does not, however, suggest any inherent
difference between the belts, or any significant difference in
the cost and availability of the belts to purchasers from the
manufacturer, the initial consumers for these products. No such
differences are apparent at that stage.
If I were to focus on the ultimate consumers of belts, such
as the automobile owner, the more important question to ask is
not whether they all buy from a single source but whether they
perceive differences between the products marketed through
sources from which they do not buy; that is,. for instance,
whether customers for automotive belts would discern any
difference in function between comparable automotive and
industrial belts. It seems that they would not. Automotive Vbelts of cut-edge manufacture are, for example, made in a range
of sizes which is entirely included within the range of sizes of
cut-edge V-belts made for industrial uses . .iQ/ Similarly, the
cross-section designs of cut-edge automotive V-belts are
essentially identical to the cross-section designs of certain
categories of cut-edge industrial V-belts.41/ It thus appears
that a consumer of automotive belts could without loss of
function use an otherwise identical V-belt designated as

.iQ/ Report at a-9-10. Essentially all automotive belts are cutedge. IQ.

41/ IQ.
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"industrial."il/ The same appears to be true with the other broad
category of belts used in automotive applications, synchronous or
timing belts .·ill The implication is that automotive belts are
fundamentally a subset of the range of industrial belts,
designated differently for marketing purposes. There is little
reason to expect any substantial differences to exist between
these groups with respect to characteristics and uses; the
appropriate belt selected from either category is essentially
interchangeable with the appropriate belt selected from the
other.
Even .in channels of distribution, the distinction·between
automotive and industrial belts is less significant than
Petitioner suggests. While it is true that replacement automotive
belts are marketed in a different fashion than are replacement
industrial belts, a very substantial proportion of both
industrial and automotive belts are sold directly to original
equipment manufacturers (OEMs) .44/ In 'both cases, the belt·
manufacturer sells directly to the OEM,.i.5_/ meaning that the
The substitutability between belts of identical length and
cross-section is further enhanced by the apparent flexibility
which is permissible in the exact choice of belt for a given
application. The, report notes, for example, that as many a·s 25 or
more different belts could be utilized on a single machine,
depending on a variety of factors which relate to cost and not to
technical compatibility. Report at a-8.
~/

44/ Report at a-30. Approximately 59% of industrial belts are
sold to original equipment manufacturers; approximately 44% of
automotive belts are sold to original equipment manufacturers.
~/

Report at a-21-22.
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channels of distribution for automotive belts are no different
than the channels through which industrial belts are marketed for
approximately half of total belt production. And while channels
of distribution for replacement belts differ, some domestic
producers use independent factory representatives to cover the
market for belts both types of accounts . .i.Q./
Correlatively, the same conclusion appears to hold when
considering the production of automotive anp industrial belts.
Although there is some basis for a distinction between the two,
ultimately that distinction is not persuasive. Of the ten U.S.
firms producing industrial belts, four also produce automotive
belts.47/ There are no other domestic automotive belt producers.
In short, automotive belts are always made by manufacturers that
also make industrial belts, at least among United States
producers. It appears that some manufacturers segregate within a
plant the production of automotive belts from that of industrial
belts, a fact on which Petitioner relies

heavily.~/

However,

some manufacturers do not segregate their production,,!2./ and
there appears to be no technical necessity to do so. Even when
production is segregated, automotive and industrial belts are
made by the same type of machines, using closely related
materials compounds, by workers which do not appear to be
.iQ./ Report at a-21-22.

47/ Report at a-20.
~/

Petitioner's Prehearing Br. at 18.

~/

Report at a-9.
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specialized in the production of one or the

other.~/

Though

separate machines and workers are used, automotive and industrial
belt production compete for the use of those machines and
workers; if automotive belts, for example, became relatively more
profitable, a larger proportion of those machines and workers
could without any apparent difficulty be used to produce belts
which would be marketed as automotive belts.
In sum, I find the case fot including automotive belts in
each relevant functional like product category compelling.
Unfortunately, the Commission's investigation does not provide us
with information fully coincident with the particular like
product categories identified above. This unfortunate position,
however, should not be surprising. The Commission has been
presented in this investigation with a bewildering array of
potentially separate products, involving distinctions both large
and small. The Commission determined in its preliminary
investigation that a single like product existed, embracing only
industrial belts and excluding automotive belts, but noted the
unusual complexity of the investigation and the need to revisit
the like product issue in this final investigation, stressing
particularly the need to explore whether different industrial
belts constitute separate like products . .5J./ Obviously, in
.5...Q./ Report at a-9 .

.5J./ Industrial Belts from Israel, Italy, Japan, Singapore, South
Korea, Taiwan, the United Kingdom, and West Germany, Invs. Nos.
701-TA-293-295 (Preliminary) and 731-TA-412-419 (Preliminary),
USITC Pub. 2113 (August 1988) at 7-9.
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designing this final investigation, the Commission staff did not
have the benefit of its eventual findings, nor did it have the
benefit of the arguments of those parties which now urge that·
relatively specialized products be separated into separate like
products, and therefore could not have anticipated the
possibility that there would be a need for detailed information
on individual types of belts within the vast wilderness of
industrial belts. As a result, some of that information, focusing
particularly on several of the products proposed as separate like
products, was not co.llected. Though in a sense this problem is
faced in every investigation, the unusual complexity of this
investigation and the extraordinary breadth of the like product
definition presented to the Commission by the Petitioner made
this problem almost unforeseeable in this investigation.
Petitioner suggests that the fact that the Commission staff
chose, on the basis of information available at the start of this
final investigation, to collect data on the basis of the
industrial/automotive distinction should determine our like
product decision at the end of our

investigation.~/

This,

however, would produce a like product description I cannot square
with the governing law or.with the facts of record here. I
believe that the information before us, although collected on a
basis that is not ideal, is adequate to make the determinations
necessary to disposition of these investigations .

.52.I Petitioner's Prehearing Br. at 11.
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II.

A.

INJURY BY REASON OF UNFAIRLY TRADED IMPORTS

Framework for Analysis: The "Unitary" or
"Comparative Approach"
1.

The Basic Inquiry and its Statutory Origins

In assessing whether unfairly traded imports have caused
material injury to a domestic industry in Title VII antidumping
and countervailing duty cases, I have used an approach that is
commonly known as the "unitary" or "comparative" approach. This
approach is "comparative" because it compares the domestic
industry's actual performance with the conditions that would have
existed in the domestic industry had there been no unfairly
traded imports . .5_1/ The approach that I use in Title VII cases is
"unitary" it seeks to answer the single question that the
Commission is directed to address by the statute: has the
domestic industry suffered material injury by reason of unfairly
traded imports? By contrast, the bifurcated approach that has
been employed by other Commissioners seeks to determine, as a
threshold matter, whether the domestic industry is experiencing
adverse conditions of some kind with a view toward determining
whether those conditions can be characterized as "injury",
without regard to the effects of unfairly traded imports. In

.5..3./ ~. ~. Internal.Combustion Forklift Trucks from Japan,
USITC Pub. 2082 at 113-18, Inv. No. 731-TA-377 (Final} (May 1988)
(Additional Views of Commissioner Cass) ("Forklift Trucks"};
Certain Telephone Systems and Subassemblies Thereof from Japan,
Korea and Taiwan, USITC Pub. 2156 at 64-67, Inv. Nos. 731-TA-426428 (Preliminary} (Feb. 1989) (Additional Views of Commissioner
Cass} ("Phone Systems"} .
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other words, the bifurcated approach posits that it is a
precondition to relief under Title VII that we conclude that the
industry in question is in "ill health". As I have explained on
several occasions, I believe that a unitary approach is more in
keeping with the language and legislative history of Title VII
(and the international agreement that Title VII implements} than
is the bifurcated approach . .5.,i/ The unitary approach is also
consistent with a considerable body of prior Commission practice
and judicial precedent.5...5./ Accordingly, even if it might be
permissible for us to impose a threshold requirement that the
domestic industry be in "ill health", such an approach

i~

not the

preferable interpretation of our governing statute and does not
comport well with the judicial decisions invoked as the principal
support for the bifurcated approach . .5..Q./
I will not discuss here all of the reasons why the unitary
approach is preferable; as previously noted, I have discussed
these matters at length in other opinions. Two points warrant
brief repetition, however. First, there is nothing in the
~. ft....9..&., Digital Readout Systems and Subassemblies Thereof
from Japan, USITC Pub. 2150 at 95-117, Inv. No. 731-TA-390
(Concurring and Dissenting Views of Commissioner Cass} ("Digital
Readout Systems"}; 3.5" .Microdisks and Media Therefor from Japan,
USITC Pub. 2076 at 59,...74, Inv. No. 731-TA-389 (Preliminary}
(April 1988} (A<:iditional Views of commissioner Cass} ("Microdisks
Preliminary"} .

.5.,i/

.5.5./ Digital Readout Systems, supra, at 108-117; Microdisks
Preliminary, supra, at 64-70.
5..2./ ~American Spring Wire Corp. v. United States, 590 F. Supp.
1273 (Ct. Int'l Trade, 1984}, aff'd sub nom., Armco, Inc. v
United States, 760 F.2d 249 (Fed. Cir. 1985}.
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language of the statute or in its legislative history that
explicitly suggests that the Commission is to deny relief to a
domestic industry solely because+ deem the industry sufficiently
healthy. The legislative history of the statute, as amended,
undoubtedly indicates t}?.at supporters of t.he statute had
particular concerns about industries experiencing obvious
difficulties, but it- in no way suggests that the coverage of
Title VII effectively extends only to such industries. Indeed,
considerable evidence points to a contrary conclusion.
Second, the recently enacted Omnibus Trade and
Competitiveness _Act of 1988 emphasizes the concern of the
legislative and executive branches that Title VII cases not be.
decided on the basis.of a simplistic analysis of industry trends.
Under this legislation, the Commission is explicitly instructed
to take account of business cycles and other effects on industry
performance before reaching conclusions on the effects that
unfairly traded imports may have had on domestic industry . .5.1/
This direction is quite at odds with the notion that relief is
..

available only to declining industries, in that it makes clear
that industries whose.fortunes are improving because they are on
the upswing of their business cycle. should not be.denied relief
for that reason

alon~

.. In other words, even if the domestic

21./ Pub. L. No. 100-418, § ,1328(2) (C), 102 Stat. 1107, 1205-06
(1988) (codified at 19 u.s.c. § 1677 (7) (C) .(iii)). Although this
provision is not technically applicable to these investigations,
which were instituted .prior.to the passage of the-1988 Act, I
believe that the, law as it previously existed, properly
understood, was consistent with the explicit directive contained
in the 1988 Act.
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industry appears to be performing relatively well, we are
nevertheless required to determine whether unfair trade practices
have resulted in some quantum of damage to the domestic industry
that is not "inconsequential, immaterial or unimportant" . ..5..8./
In this regard, I note Petitioner's contention that the
information collected by the Commission's staff is not adequate
to our statutory task. Petitioner argues that, despite standard
Commission practice of having three-year periods of
investigation, data collected by the Commission staff in these
investigations (i.e., covering 1986, 1987 and 1988) improperly
exclude 1985 as a base year . ..22_/ Petitioner claims that 1985 is a
particularly significant year because Dayco, a domestic producer,
reduced its prices for industrial belts in the middle of that
year in response to "deep underselling of domestic belts by
imports," with the result that all other domestic producers were
forced to follow suit. Petitioner asserts that "[c]omparisons of
trends in domestic prices to visualize the impact of imports
should therefore use 1985 as a base.".QJl/

Moreover, Petitioner

argues, since 1986 was a trough year in the business cycle, "to
evaluate the trend in the statutory factors with 1986 as the base
is to invite a comparison of the trend from the nadir to the peak

..5..8./ 19 U. S . C.

§

16 7 7 ( 7) (A) .

.5..2./ Prehearing Brief of Petitioner at 13 .
.2.!l/ I.Q.
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of the business cycle."fil/

Such a trend analysis, Petftioner

declares, "would be irrelevant to·examining the trend in the
factors to observe an impact relationship to imports.

A more

helpful data set would include 1985 as the base year."..6.2./
Stating that Congress is "deeply aware of the need for the
Commission to evaluate trends in the statutory factors by taking
into consideration the business cycle,"il/ Petitioner furnishes
the following quotation from a 1968 Senate Finance Committee
report as "foreshadowing" Congress' concern:
An industry which is prospering can be injured by dumped
imports just as surely as one which is foundering although
the same degree of dumping would have· relatively different
impacts depending upon the economic health of the
industry . .6..4,/

According to the Petitioner, this quotation shows that "Congress
was aware that trend analysis of data moving along the upward
slope of the business cycle can be misleading in the context of
antidurnping and countervailing duty injury analysis.".6..5./
Petitioner traces a line from this statement to the recent
amendment to the trade law, declaring that Congress' "concern

ill

.I.Q.

at 14.

fJ21 .I.Q.

ill

.I.Q.

.I.Q. (quoting s. Rep. No. 1835, 90th Cong., 2d Sess., pt. 2 at
11, and citing Republic Steel Corp. v. United States, 8 Ct. Int'l
Trade 29, 591 F. Supp. 640, 649 (1984), reh'g denied, 9 Ct. Int'l
Trade 100, dismissed (Ct. Int'l Trade Aug. 13, 1985) (order), and
S. Rep. No. 249, 96th Cong. 1st Sess. 87 (1979)) .

ill

.6..5..I

.I.Q.

at 15.
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over Commission practice crystallized in the amendment to the
material injury definition in the Omnibus Trade Act of 1988:
'The Commission shall evaluate all relevant economic
factors ... within the context of the business cycle and conditions
of competition that are distinctive to the affected
industry. ' "ill
Petitioner is correct that Congress has for some time
indicated its concern that the Commission's injury analysis be
sensitive to actual business conditions and not be guided by
uncritical readings of industry trends. Petitioner also is
correct that the logic of the quoted statement is that the
Commission, if it relies on trend information, should be
sensitive to the various factors other than dumped imports that
influence industry trends. The recent instruction to take account
of business cycles is, as Petitioner argues, the logical
continuation of the thought articulated in 1968.
We note, however, that the statement in the 1968 Senate
report was directly concerned with a matter other than the period
for which trend information should be gathered. That report arose
during

d~liberations

1968,~/

over the Renegotiation Amendments Act of

and concerned amendments to U.S. law proposed to conform

to the International Dumping Code . .Qll/

The specific context of

.2.2./ .IQ. at 15 (quoting Pub. L. No. 100-4128, § 1328(2}, 102 Stat.
1206 (1988} (codified at 19 u.s.c. § 1677 (7) (C}}}.
~/

Pub. L. No. 90-634,

Stat .

..6..a/ s. Rep. No. 1385, 90th Cong., 2d Sess., pt. 2, reprinted in
1968 U.S. Code, Cong. & Adm.in. News 4539.
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the language quoted was an analysis of how the Antidumping Act of
1921 would be modified by the International Antidumping Code . .2,3./
In that context, the Senate Finance Committee made the
observation that the Antidumping Act of 1921 was concerned not
with "the extent to which other factors unrelated to the dumped
imports may discount the effects of dumping," but with whether
the dumped imports caused or threatened material injury.1.JJ../ The
committee did not want to change the focus of injury analysis
under that law, but it feared that the new Code might do so. The
Committee saw U.S. law as focused purely on the injury caused by
dumping, and observed that the "health" of the domestic industry
affects the impact of dumped imports on the industry, but it
plainly does not establish the existence of absence of injury
from dumped imports.71/
The "business cycle" provision of the 1988 Act does not
apply in these investigations, but even if it did, or if it
merely codifies in clear language instructions already implicit
in the law governing these·investigations, it does not follow
that I should adopt the frame of reference urged by Petitioner.
The Petitioner has not present information establishing the
cyclical nature of the industries at issue here, much less the
M., reprinted in 1968 U.S. Code, Cong. & Admin. News at
4548.

~/

]_]_/ M.

ll/ ~. ~. 3.5" Microdisks from Japan, USITC Pub. 2076 at 6162, Inv. No. 731-TA-389 (Preliminary) (Additional Views of
Commissioner Cass).
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period over which that cycle holds. Petitioner has not presented
evidence correlating performance in these industries with a
broader, economy-wide business movement. Nor has Petitioner urged
us to gather data over a period so extended as to make plain what
cycles characterize these industries. Rather, Petitioner has
offered an ad hoc argument for selecting a base year from which
industry trends are more likely to evidence a decline. The
legislative quotation relied on by Petitioner is plainly a
directive to avoid simplistic trend analysis, not a directive to
do such analysis on an information base that favors petitioning
parties. The message in the "business cycle" provision is the
same. We are not instructed to gather any identified data set
but, instead, to evaluate the data we have "with regard to the
normal business cycle for that industry and the normal conditions
of competition for that product market."72/ I do not find any
basis in Petitioner's argument for rejecting the information
gathered in these investigations as an improper basis for
disposition of the investigations.
In rejecting Petitioner's argument, I do not suggest that
the health of an industry is irrelevant.1..l/ To the contrary, the
Commission may, and indeed should, take the health of an industry
into account in determining what, in a particular case,

72/

s. Rep. No. 71, lOOth Cong., 1st Sess. 117 (1987).

1..l/

~.

~.

Digital Readout Systems, supra, at 117-19.
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constitutes "material injury" to a domestic industry.ll/
Although Title VII does not establish, and the Commission has
never developed, a well-defined definition of what level of
injury is "material",1.JJ../ Congress·has indicated in clear terms
that the health of an industry is one factor that I should
consider in defining "material injury". That is, for example, one
point made by the quotation from the Senate Finance Committee
invoked by Petitioner and discussed above . .1.6./ Accordingly, in
74/ ~ j.Q; Certain Brass Sheet and Strip from Japan and the
Netherlands, USITC Pub. 2099 at 57-58, Inv. Nos. 731-TA-379-80
(Final) (July 1988) (Dissenting Views of Commissioner Cass)
("Brass Sheet and Strip")

1.JJ..I Accordingly, there is, in my view, simply no basis for the
suggestion, made by Petitioner in this case, that the Commission
must treat certain amounts of revenues lost to a domestic
industry consequent to unfair trade practices as material (and,
presumably, other amounts as immaterial), irrespective of the
size of the domestic industry. In other words, Petitioner has
asserted that "material injury" connotes an absolute dollar
standard, no matter how large or small an industry; according to
Petitioner, if the unfair trade practices cause revenue losses
above some given figure, material injury must be found, while
revenue losses below that amount cannot sat.isfy the standard of
materiality. I do not believe that there is any basis for this
argument in the language or legislative history of the statute
and none has in fact been cited by Petitioner. Indeed, all of the
evidence points to a contrary conclusion. If the argument
advanced by Petitioner were accepted, larger domestic industries
find it far easier to obtain relief under our trade laws than
would smaller industries. It is unlikely that Congress intended
that our trade laws be administered in such a discriminatory
fashion. Certainly, we should not reach such a conclusion without
clear statutory direction.
~/

An industry which is prospering can be injured by dumped
imports just as surely as one which is foundering
although the same degree of dumping would have relatively
different impacts deoendinq upon the economic health
of the industry.

s. Rep. No. 1385, 90th Cong., 2d Sess., pt. 2, at 11 (1968),

reprinted in 1968 U.S. Code Cong. & Admin. News 4548 (emphasis
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deciding what constitutes material injury in this case, I have,
as in other cases, taken into account, among other things, the
health of the domestic industry at issue.
In determining whether the various domestic industries at
issue in these investigations have suffered material injury by
reason of unfairly trade imports, I have carried out the threepart inquiry suggested by the statute. Title VII directs the
Commission, in assessing the causation of injury by unfairly
traded imports, to
consider, among other factors -(i) the volume of imports of the merchandise which is
the subject of the investigation,
(ii) the effect of imports of that merchandise on
prices in the United States for like products, and
(iii) the impact of imports of such merchandise on
domestic producers of like products .... 77/
The statute proceeds to identify various related data that should
be taken into account in assessing these three major factors.
Although the statute does not list all of the factors
relevant to an assessment of whether dumped or subsidized imports
have materially injured a domestic industry,.I.a./ the factors that
are listed in the statute and the order in which they are listed
of fer important guidance concerning the nature of the inquiry
that I am to undertake. The essential elements of three related
added) .
77/

~

19 U.S.C.

§

1677(7) (B) .

.I.a.I The statute contemplates that the Commission will consider
relevant economic factors in addition to those identified
explicitly in the statute. ~ 19 u.s.c.A. § 1677(7) (C) (iii)
(West Supp. 1989).
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questions are identified as critical to an assessment of the
possible existence of injury by reason of unfairly traded
imports. First, the volumes of imports of the merchandise under
investigation must be considered; the absolute volumes of
imports, their magnitude relative to domestic sales ·of the
competing "like product", and the extent to which import volumes
changed as a result of dumping or subsidization are relevant to
evaluation of the effect of dumped or subsidized imports on the
domestic industry. These changes in import volumes brought about
by dumping or of subsidies will, in turn, be closely related to,
and in large part a function of, changes in the prices of the
imports that occurred as a result of dumping. Second, I must
attempt to determine how the subject·imports affected prices, and
concomitantly sales, of the domestic like product. Finally, I
must evaluate the extent to which these changes in demand for the
domestic like product caused by LTFV or subsidized imports
affected domestic producers, as manifested' in such indicia of
industry performance as return oh investment and the 'level of
employment and employment compensation in the domestic
industry.ll/
Title VII, as amended by the Omnibus Trade and
Competitiveness Act of 1988, has further directed that the
Commission explicitly consider and state its conclusions on the

ll/ Of course, the Commission must also evaluate whether these
effects are "material" within the meaning of the statute. This
assessment is, in some sense, a fourth part of our inquiry. ·~
Digital Readout Systems, supra, at 117-19.
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factors that form the basis for each of these three inquiries . ..a.o./
Moreover, as noted above, the statute, as amended, instructs the
commission, in making these inquiries, to consider the particular
dynamics of the industries and markets . .al/
In succeeding sections of these Views, the three inquiries
outlined above are undertaken for each of the like products and
corresponding domestic industries in these investigations.
However, as a preliminary matter, it is necessary to address the
question of whether I should assess cumulatively the effects of
the imports from the different countries covered by Commerce's
investigations.

B. Cumulation
Title VII requires the Commission to assess cumulatively the
volume and effect of imports subject to investigation from two or
Pub. L. No. 100-418, § 1328(1), 102 Stat. 1107, 1205
(codified at 19 u.s.c. § 1677(7) (B) (ii)). While the 1988 Trade
Act is not technically applicable to these investigations, I
believe that it is nevertheless relevant here to the extent that
it reflects Congressional approval of the Commission's longstanding practice.
.a.a.I~

I have explained in detail in other opinions how the threepart inquiry that I employ considers the specific factors listed
in the statute as well as certain other economic factors relevant
to an assessment of the impact of unfairly traded imports on the
domestic industry producing the like product. ~. ~. New
Steel Rails from Canada, USITC Pub. 2135 at 35-37, Inv. Nos. 731TA-422 and 701-TA-297 (Preliminary) (Nov. 1988) (Additional Views
of Commissioner Cass); Generic Cephalexin Capsules from Canada,
USITC Pub. 2142 at 56-58, Inv. No. 731-TA-423 (Preliminary) (Dec.
1988) (Dissenting Views of.commissioner Cass) .
.BJ../~

new Section 771(7) (C) (iii) of the statute (codified at 19
U.S.C. § 1677(7) (C) (iii)). ~ ~ S. Rep. No. 71, lOOth Cong.,
1st Sess. 117 (1987).
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more countries if such imports "compete with each other and with
like pr.oducts of the domestic industry in the United States
market."..8..2./

The Commission has looked to four factors in

determining whether the statutory criteria are met:
(1)

the degree of fungibility between the imports from
different countries and between the imports and the
domestic like product;

(2)

the presence (or absence) of sales or offers to sell in
the same geographical market imports from other
countries and the domestic like product;

(3)

the existence of common or similar channels of
distribution for imports from different countries and
the domestic like product; and

(4)

whether the imports are simultaneously present in the
market.fill

On the basis of the evidence of record before us, I
determine that it is appropriate to cumulate from all countries
all imports subject to these investigations. Although the
products from the different subject countries are not in all
respects identical to one another and to the domestic like
product, there is more than enough similarity within each like
product category to demonstrate that the products from all
countries selling each product compete with one another and with
..8..2./ 19 U.S.C.

§

1677 (7) (C) (iv) .

.8..l/ Certain Light-Walled Rectangular Pipes and Tubes from
Argentina, USITC Pub. 2187 at 6-7, Inv. No. 731-TA-409 (Final)
(May 1989) (Views of Chairman Brunsdale and Vice Chairman Cass).
I note that these four factors neither add to nor substitute for
the two statutory factors -- that imports (1) are subject to
investigation, and (2) compete with each other and with the
domestic like product -- but, instead, are used to assess the
statutory factors. £e.e. Asociacion Colombiana de Exportadores des
Flores v. United States, 12 Ct. Int'l Trade
, 704 F. supp.
1068 (1988).
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the domestic like product. No party denies that the various
products satisfy the tests of presence in the market, both
geographic and temporal. And the products from all countries are
marketed through similar channels. Both domestic producers and
importers sell belts in the U.S. market directly to unrelated
original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) and to distributors.
Distributors, in turn, resell belts to small OEMs and to the enduser replacement market. Large volume end-users may purchase
belts from distributors or directly from foreign producers.BJ./
With the exception of Respondents Pirelli and Magam, the
parties do not advance any objection to cumulation. Pirelli
argues that many of its belts do not compete with domestic like
products, and that only those of its belts that are "directly
competitive" should be 'cumulated . .8..5./ Pirelli offers no guides on
how to determine. which of its imports are directly competitive
with the domestic like product. Moreover, the test urged by
Pirelli appears to reformulate, and narrow, the statutory
standard. The statute requires cumulation if competition among
the imports and the domestic products exists . .6..2./ The statute does
not require direct competition between each individual producer's
product and an identified domestic like product. Of course,
Pirelli is correct in suggesting that the statutory term
"compete" cannot be construed to mean compete for customers in
~/

Report at a-22 .

..6..5./ Prehearing Br. of Pirelli at 29-30 .
.6..2./ 19 U.S.C.§ 1677(C) (iv).
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any way, however remote. Were that construction adopted,
cumulation would become almost axiomatic. At some point, products
from one country may compete sufficiently indirectly with other
imports or with domestic products as to be noncompetitive within
the meaning of the statute. I do not, however, believe that the
cumulation provision embodies a notion of competition
substantially more limited than that embedded in the like product
determination.Bl./
The second respondent challenging cumulation of its
products, Magam, contends that imports from Israel should not be
cumulated with those from other countries because the Omnibus
Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988 exempts negligible imports
from mandatory cumulation if the Commission determines that
"imports of merchandise subject to investigation are negligible
and·have no discernible impact on the domestic industry."M/

As

Magam states, the Act further provides that
the Commission may treat as ·negligible and having no
discernible impact imports that are the product of any
country that is a party to a free trade area agreement with
the United States which entered into force and effect before
January 1, 1987, if the Commission determines that the
domestic industry is not being materially injured by reason
of such imports . .B..2,/

Bl.I Fundicao Tupy S.A. v. United States, 678 F.Supp. 898, 902
(Ct. Int'! Trade 1988), aff'd, 859 F. 2d 915 (Fed. Cir. 1988).
B..a/ Pub. L. No. 100-418, § 1330(b), 102 Stat. 1107, 1207
(codified at 19 u.s.c. § 1677 (7) (C) (v)) .

.6..2./ .Id.
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Israel is the only country to have entered into such a free trade
area agreement with the United States prior to January 1, 1987.
The legislative history to the 1988 Act confirms that this
provision is intended to apply only to Israel . .2..Q.I

Magam notes,

moreover, that Israeli imports (all of which are produced by
Magam) are small, amounting to only $750,000 per annum, or only
0.5 percent of U.S. consumption, and that such imports are
declining. Magam argues that, under the terms of the 1988 Act,
Israeli imports are therefore negligible and that such imports
should not be cumulated with those from other countries, and
that, on a non-cumulated basis, Israeli imports cannot be found
to have materially injured a U.S. industry or to threaten such
injury.ill
Magam's argument turns, first, on application of the 1988
Act. The Act, however, states that:

.2..0.I Prehearing Brief of Magam at 42-43.

In support of its
argument that the intent of the provision is to exempt Israel,
Magam quotes the following passage from the legislative history
of the 1988 Trade Act:
The conferees agreed to an amendment that provides a special
rule for investigations involving imports from Israel. The
amendment authorizes the ITC to treat as negligible and
having no discernible adverse impact on the domestic
industry imports from a country with which the United States
had entered into a free trade agreement prior to January 1,
1987, i.e., Israel, if the ITC finds that a domestic
industry is not materially injured by reason of such
imports.
Id. at 42 (quoting H.R. Conf. Rep. No, 576, lOOth Cong. 2d Sess.
621 (1988).

ill Id. at 43.
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Except as otherwise provided in this section, the
amendments made by this part [part 2, concerning
antidumping and countervailing duty laws] shall take
effect on the date of enactment of this Act . . . The
amendments made by sections 1312, 1315, 1318, 1325,
1327, 1329, 1331, and 1332 shall only apply with
respect to -( 1} investigations initiated after the date
of enactment of this Act . .2l/
The 1988 Act was enacted on August 23, 1988. Under the
statute, therefore, investigations initiated before the effective
date of the 1988 Act are not subject to the new provisions
concerning, inter

~.

cumulation.

An antidumping or countervailing duty investigation is

initiated when Commerce determines that a petition alleges the
elements necessary for the imposition of countervailing or
antidumping duties and sets forth information reasonably
available to the petitioner, and publishes notice thereof in the
Federal Register . .iJ./ Commerce alone determines whether the
petition is sufficient. The statute provides only for one
initiation.in the course of an antidumping or countervailing duty
investigation, and only by the Commerce Department; there is no
subsequent "initiation" at any other point in either the Commerce
or Commission proceedings. The Commission is not authorized, by
statute or regulation, to initiate an investigation. Rather, the
Commission instit_utes its preliminary and final

.9.2./ Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988, section 1337 .
.ill 19 u.s.c. §§ 1671a(c}, 1673a(c}; 19 C.F.R. §§ 355.6(b},
355.26, 353.ll(b}, 353.36; S.Rep. No. 96-249, 96th Cong., 1st
Sess. ( 1979} at 46-4 7, 62.
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investigations . .2,!/ The statutory scheme, moreover, envisions that
both the preliminary and final stages of countervailing duty and
antidumping investigations are part of one investigation and do
not constitute two separate, and separately initiated,
investigation.~/
Althoug~

Magam recognizes that these investigations were

"initiated" prior to passage of the 1988 Trade Act, it argues
that (1) the Commission's "institution" of the final injury
investigation "long after" the date of enactment,

(2) the

"overriding Congressional intent in passing this provision
[i.e.,] to specifically help Israel in trade cases" and (3) the
intent of the Free Trade Agreement (which Magam reads as
supposing exception of Israel from the generally applicable trade
law governing imports from other nations, or at least eliminating
the prospect of trade sanctions against Israel on the basis of
injury to which its products only marginally contributed) ,il/ all

.24./ 19 C.F.R. §§ 207.12, 207.20.
.5..e.e. 19 C.F.R. §§353.12(b), 355.6(b). "An investigation refers
to that time between the publication of a notice of initiation
and the publication of the earliest of· (1) a notice of
terminations; (2) a negative dete.rmination that has the effect of
terminating the administrative proceedings; or (3) an
[antidumping or countervailing duty] Order."

~/

ill Magam claims that the Israeli Government, in negotiating its
free trade agreement with the United States, understood that
Israeli products would not be subject to mandatory cumulation,
and subsequently understood that the 1988 Act would exempt
Israeli products from the mandatory cumulation provisions. s..e.e.
letter from Pinhas Dror, Minister (Economic Affairs), Embassy of
~srael to the Commission (May 2, 1989).
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support application of the cumulation exception in this case.3..1./
Magam's argument would be persuasive were it not for the fact
that the text of the 1988 Trade Act makes it clear that the
Commission has no authority to exempt negligible imports,
including imports from Israel statutorily deemed to be
negligible, from cumulation in investigations "initiated" before
August 23, 1988, i.e., the date of enactrnent . .2..8./ There is no
statement to the contrary in that Act's legislative history, nor
is there explicit contradiction in the text of our Agreement with
Israel. Thus, there is no

basi~

for ignoring the explicit

Congressional directive in the statute governing these
investigations. In light of tqe fact that these investigations
were "initiated" on July 26, 1988,.2..2,/ when the Department of
Commerce determined that "a formal investigation is warranted
into the question of whether the elements necessary for the
impqsition of a duty" under Title VII,.l.O..Q./ imports from Israel
cannot be exempt from cumulation.

C.

'iLL/

Injury by Reason of LTFV Imports: Belts
1.

V-Belts and Round Belts

~

Prehearing Brief of Magarn at 44-45 .

.2...6./ Pub. L. No. 100-418,
(emphases added) .
~/ ~

§

1337(c), 102 Stat. 1211 (1988)

53 Fed. Reg. 28033, 28042 (1988).

u.s.c. § 167la, 1673a. ~
Cong., 1st Sess. 46-47, 62 (1979).

1 . .0..Q./ 19

~

s.

Rep. No. 249, 96th
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In these investigations, I have made a negative determination
respecting the subject imports of V-belts and round belts. I
reach this conclusion because, for reasons explained below, the
record evidence indicates that these unfairly traded imports did
not have a materially adverse effect on prices and sales of
domestically-produced V-belts and round belts, and did not have a
significantly detrimental effect on the financial performance of
the domestic industry producing V-belts and round belts or on the
level or terms of employment in that industry.
a.

Volumes and Prices of Subject Imports

The Commission has not been able to compile data on the
volume of imports of round belts from the subject countries.
However, as discussed infra, round belts are a minor category at
best, comprising no more than a small fraction of the "other
industrial belts" category. Accordingly, for purposes of
analyzing the impact of the subject imports on the domestic
industry producing V-belts and round belts, the data that we have
on V-belts is the best information available.
The volume of the subject imports of V-belts from the
countries subject to these investigations increased significantly
over the period cove!ed the investigation. In 1986, slightly more
than C *** J such V-belts were imported from Italy, Japan,
Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan, the United Kingdom and West
Germany.1.Q.1/ The volume of imports of such belts increased
1.Q.1/ Report at a-62, Table 22. We do not have data on the
quantity of such imports from Israel. ~
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significantly in 1987, to about [ *** ] belts, before falling to
approximately [ *** ] units in 1988 (which encompassed the sixmonth period during which Commerce found that dumping was
occurring) .1..Q.2./ During the first two months of this year, the
volume of imports fell again, to about one-third the level
experienced during the same period in 1988 . .lQ.J./
The value of the subject imports of V-belts also increased
appreciably over the period covered by our investigation. In
1986, the value of these imports was about

*** ] .104/

By 1988,

the total value of such imports was slightly more than [***] .1.Q.5./
The value data, like the quantity data, reflect a significant
fall-off in imports during the first two months of this year
relative to the same two-month period in 1988.1..Q..6./
Japan and Singapore together accounted for over [ *** ] of
the total imports in 1986.

1..Q.2./

.I.d...._ at C-11, Table C-7.
Again, Japan and Singapore
accounted for in excess of [ *** l of the total import quantity.

Because the Israeli Respondent Magam withdrew its
questionnaire response, Commerce's subsidy determinations for
Israel were based upon best information available, .i......st._,
information developed in prior countervailing duty investigations
of Israel.
See International Trade Administration's Final
Affirmative Countervailing Duty Determination: Industrial Belts
and Components and Parts Thereof, Whether Cured or Uncured, from
Israel, 54 Fed. Reg. 15510 (April 18, 1989), set forth in the
Report at Appendix A at A-36 .

.l...QA/ Report at a-63, Table 22 .

.l.Q.5./ .liL.

Japan and Singapore accounted for a large portion of
the total value, but West Germany also accounted for a
significant share -- approximately [*]%. Id.
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In assessing the extent to which dumping or subsidization
affected the volumes of the subject imports, it is necessary to
examine the manner in which such practices affected the prices at
which those imports were sold . .l..Q.1/ The record evidence in these
investigations indicates that, for most of the subject countries,
these unfair trade practices resulted in significant decreases in
the prices of the subject imports.
For all of the subject producers in each of the subject
countries, the Department of Commerce calculated a single dumping
margin that covers sales of all types of belts. Accordingly, in
evaluating the effects of dumping on the prices of the imported
products, I have used these margins as the best information
available in accordance with the statutory command generally
applicable to Title VII proceedings . .1.Q..6./
Commerce determined that sales of the subject imports by
many of the foreign producers were made at prices reflecting
sizable margins of dumping, amounting to as much as 100%.1..Q.2./
For certain other producers, however -- for example the Taiwanese
Respondents and British Respondent J.H. Fenner -- only relatively
small margins were found.110/ In most instances, Commerce used
~.

Digital Readout Systems, supra, at 25-26 .

1.Q.1.1

~.

.1.Qli/

~

19

.1.CU!./

~

Report at a-13-a-14.

u.s.c.

§

1677e(b) .

1..1.Q./ The final dumping margins calculated by Commerce for the

subject foreign producers are as follows:
Country/Producer

Margin

Country/Producer

Margin
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the margins alleged in the Petition as the best information
available because the subject foreign producers failed, for one
reason or another, to supply the information requested in
Commerce's questionnaire.111/
In addition, Commerce found that the Israeli Respondent
Magam received countervailable subsidies amounting in total to
15.42% of the value of the subject belts produced by Magam.112/
Imports from South Korea and Singapore were also the subject of
countervailing duty investigations by Commerce, but negative
final determinations were made for each of those countries.l.l.J./
The analytical issues involved in determining how dumping
affected the prices of the subject imports are somewhat different
from those presented in assessing the effects of subsidization.
Israel:
Mag am
All others

79.25%
79.25%

South Korea:
Dongil
All others

64.37%
64.37%

Italy:
Pirelli
All others

74.90%
74.90%

Taiwan:
Hsing Kwo
All others

12.13%
12.13%

Japan:
Ban do
All others

93.16%
93.16%

United Kingdom:
J.H. Fenner
Optibelt
All others

6.80%
74.16%
73.85%

Singapore:
Mitsuboshi
All others

31.73%
31.73%

Report at a-13-a-14.
111/ See Appendix A of the Report.
112/ .ML_ at a-13.

1..lJ./ Id. at a-1.

West Germany:
Optibelt
All others

100.60%
100.60%
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In cases where dumping is at issue, even where there are
relatively large dumping margins of the kind calculated for many
of the subject foreign producers in these investigation, this
does not necessarily mean that dumping caused the price of the
subject imports to decline by the full amount of the relevant
dumping margins. The fall in the price of LTFV imports that
accompanies dumping will usually be less than the full amount of
the dumping margin.114/ In cases where the dumping margins
reflect a finding by Commerce that the subject foreign
producers/exporters have charged a lower price for their product
in sales to the United States than the price that they have
charged in sales to their home market (or another foreign market
used as the surrogate for the home market) , the actual decrease
in the U.S. price of the subject imports that will have occurred
consequent to dumping will be only a fractional percentage of the
dumping margin. This percentage, in turn, will be in large
measure a function of the proportion of the total sales of the
subject foreign producer(s) in the U.S. and the exporter's home
market that is accounted for by sales in the home market.1.1.5./
114/ See, ~. Digital Readout Systems, supra, at 125; Certain
All-Terrain Vehicles from Japan, USITC Pub. at 53-54, Inv. No.
731-TA-388 (Preliminary) (Mar. 1988) (Additional Views of
Commissioner Cass) ( All-Terrain Vehicles
11

11

)

•

115/ See, ~. All-Terrain Vehicles, supra, at 58-60; Granular
Polytetrafluoroethylene Resin from Japan and the Netherlands,
USITC Pub. 2112 at 74, Inv, Nos. 731-TA-385 and 386 (Final) (Aug.
1988) (Additional Views of Commissioner Cass) ; Certain Bimetallic
Cylinders from Japan, USITC Pub. 2080 at 44, Inv. No. 731-TA-383
(Final) (M~y 1988) (Additional Views of Commissioner Cass) .
In reality, an estimate of the decrease in the price of the
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That is, the price decline will be a fraction of the dumping
margin that reflects the ratio of the sales made by the subject
producers in their home market as a proportion of their combined
U.S. and home market sales . .ll.Q./
In these investigations, all of the margins determined by
Commerce were based upon a finding by Commerce that the subject
foreign producers charged higher prices for their product in
their home market (or other surrogate foreign market) than they
charged in the United States.117/ With the exception of the
dumped product that is derived in this fashion will be somewhat
overstated as it represents an approximate upper bound of that
decrease. For a thorough explication of this subject, .s..e..e.
Office of Economics, Assessing the Effects on the Domestic
Industry of Price Dumping, USITC Memorandum EC-L-149, Part I at
l, n. l, 13, 19-21 (May 10, 1988). A more accurate statement of
the effects of dumping on import prices also may require some
adjustment to reflect the fact that dumping margins are
calculated on an ex-factory, rather than final sales price,
basis. However, the information that would be necessary to make
such an adjustment is not available in these investigations.
As previously noted, under certain circumstances, Commerce
will use another foreign market as the surrogate for the foreign
producer's home market. When that occurs, the relevant comparison
is the proportion of the producer's combined third market and
U.S. market sales that is accounted for by sales to the third market.

1.1.2./ See,

~. Digital Readout Systems, supra, at 125;
Microdisks Preliminary, supra, at 82.
In cases where such
differential pricing is the basis for a dumping finding, this
will generally be the case, irrespective of the motivation for
dumping.
For a thorough explication of this subject, ~ USITC
Memorandum EC-L-149, supra.

117/ See Appendix A at A-8 (Israel), A-12 (Japan), A-10 (Italy),
A-14 (South Korea), A-16-A-17 (Singapore), A-23 (Taiwan), A-27-A28 (United Kingdom), A-32 (West Germany).
Singapore was the only
country for which Commerce used a surrogate foreign market,
Canada. As previously noted, in most instances, the final margin,
as determined by Commerce, was the margin alleged in the
Petition, which Commerce used as best information available.
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Israeli and Singapore Respondents, all of the subject foreign
producers sold far more industrial belts in their home market
than they did in the United States during 1988, when the Commerce
Department determined that dumping occurred.JJ...a./ Accordingly, in
most instances, dumping caused the price of the subject imports
to decline by a fractional percentage closely corresponding to
the full amount of the dumping margin.
As previously noted, Commerce also determined that the
subject imports from Israel were subsidized. Where subsidy
margins are at issue, the analysis required to determine the
effects that the unfair trade practice had on subject import
prices is quite different than that required for dumping. As
Commerce's i...nvestigation of the Israeli imports illustrates,
subsidies can take many different forms. Some subsidies may be
direct payments for exports. Two of the programs that were the
subject of Commerce's investigation of the Israeli imports -- an
exchange rate risk insurance and a research and development grant
program -- fit that description. Other subsidies may be payments
for production not tied in any way to exports. Still other
subsidies may be payments for the use of particular inputs to
production. The effect of these different types of subsidies will
differ, and in each case a careful evaluation of the manner in

llJl/ ~Report at a-60. The home market shipment data available
to the Commission are not broken down by belt type. Accordingly,
in assessing the effects that dumping had on prices of the
subject imports, in accordance with the direction of Title VII, I
have used as the best information available the data that we have
developed for the imported belts as a group. see 19 u.s.c. §
1677e (b) .
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which the subsidy operates is necessary to determine whether and
by how much the subsidy lowered the price and altered the volume
of imports.11.2./ In this case, however, a precise assessment of
the degree to which the subsidies· have affected import volumes
and prices is unnecessary because, for the reasons explained in
the succeeding subsection of these Views, I have concluded that
the subsidies in question in these investigations could not have
had a material effect on the domestic industry even if the full
amount of the subsidy margin is used as the measure of the extent
to which the subsidies affected prices of the subject imports and
even if the effects of the subsidies are assessed cumulatively
with those associated with dumping.
In sum, then, the record evidence indicates that dumping and
subsidization produced sizable decreases in· the prices of the
subject imports from most of the countries subject to these
investigations. However, even large decreases in the prices of
subject imports do not necessarily produce correspondingly large
increases in sales of those imports. The extent to which
decreases in subject import prices cause increases in subject
import sales ·is largely a function of the degree to which the
imported goods are substitutable for the domestically produced
product. As explained in more detail below, the evidence suggests
11.2./ For a general discussion of this point, see Diamond, Toward
an Economic Foundation for Countervailing 'Duty Law, Workshop
Paper for Georgetown University Law center Law and Economics
Program, October 1988. In some instances, a foreign subsidy tied
to use of particular production inputs actually can reduce the
volume of U.S. imports from that country. ~ Silberberg, The
Structure of Economics: A Mathematical Analysis 209-211 (1978).
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that there is only a moderate degree of substitutability between
the subject imports and the domestic like product; this evidence,
together with other evidence respecting the markets for these
products, including the evidence respecting changes in import
prices, indicates that the unfairly traded imports at issue
produced, at most, small changes in the prices and sales of
domestic like products. Put another way, the other factors
discussed below prevented the rather substantial decreases in
import prices that resulted from the unfair trade practices from
producing similarly large increases in import volumes.
b.

Prices and Sales of the Domestic Like Product

In these investigations, the record evidence indicates that
the changes in demand for the imported V-belts and round belts
that resulted from dumping and subsidization, as discussed above,
did not produce significant adverse effects on prices and sales
of the corresponding domestic like product. Understanding the
markets for the domestic and imported products, especially
consumers' reactions to these products, is an essential predicate
to any evaluation of the effects of subject imports on domestic
prices and sales. In that context, the evidence bearing on three
issues is critically important: the share of the domestic market
held by the subject imports; the degree to which consumers see
the imported and domestic like products as similar (the
substitutai::i.i..lity of the subject imports and the domestic like
product) ; and the degree to which domestic consumers change their
purchasing decisions for these products based on variations in
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the prices of these

p~oducts.

The record evidence developed in

these investigations on each of these three issues is examined in
turn.
The Conunission has not been able to compile data that would
permit a precise estimation of the percentage of total domestic
consumption of V-belts that is accounted for by the subject
imports. However, certain data that have been collected by the
Conunission enable us to arrive at a reasonably accurate
approximation of the level of import penetration in the

do~estic

market for V-belts. During 1988, which encompassed the six-month
period during which Conunerce found that dumping took place, the
subject imports accounted for only [*]% of total domestic
consumption~_of

V-belts used in industrial applications.12..Q./

Measured by value, the subject imported V-belts accounteq for an
even smaller share of total domestic consumption of V-belts used
for industrial purposes -- only [*]% in 1988.121/
In reality, however, these figures seriously overstate the
penetration of the subject imports in the domestic market for

v-

belts, for they do not take into account the enormous domestic
~Report at a-70, Table 23. During 1986 and 1987,
quantity-measured market penetration was marginally lower: [*]%
in 1986 and [*]%in 1987. ~ As previously noted, we do not
have separate data on imports (or domestic consumption) of round
belts, but it is clear that round belts were, at most, a small
percentage of the total reported figures for "other industrial
belts"; these figures, in turn, were very small in comparison to
the reported data for.V-belts.

12..Q./

121/ ~at a-71, Table 23. In 1986 and 1987, the subject
imports accounted for [*]% and [*]%, respectively, of the total
value of V-belts consumed domestically for industrial uses. ~
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consumption of V-belts for automotive uses. We do not have
precise data on the number of V-belts used in automotive
applications in the United States. However, we know that,
throughout the period covered by our investigation, the number of
belts consumed domestically for automotive applications was
consistently greater than the number consumed for industrial
purposes.122/ We also know that the vast majority of belts used
in automobiles are V-belts,J..2.l/ and that

IlQ

such belts are

included among the subject imports.124/ Accordingly, it is
apparent that the actual level of market penetration of the
subject V-belts in the domestic market for such products was
substantially less than indicated above, in all probability on
the order of roughly one-half of the level suggested by the data
that I have compiled for V-belts used.in industrial applications
-- in other words, about (*]% of domestic consumption measured by
quantity and less than [*]% measured by value. In short, market
penetration by the subject imports was quite low.
The weight of the evidence also indicates that there was, at
most, a moderate degree of substitutability of imported V-belts
and round for the domestically produced product.

Although these

belts, like other belts, are manufactured to meet industry
122/ ~Report at C-16, Table C-8. Measured by value, domestic
consumption of belts for industrial purposes exceeded the value
of belts consumed in automobiles, but only slightly. Id. at c17-C-18, Table C-8 .

.12.l/

~

Report at a-9.

124/ By definition, such belts were excluded from the scope of
these investigations by Petitioner and by Commerce.
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standard specifications, this does not mean that belts are a
"commodity" product. Industry standards generally specify only
the cross-section dimensions, lengths, and horsepower rating of a
belt; they do not specify the precise rubber chemistry, cord
stock or the number of layers that a belt must have.12...5./ As a
result, there can be, and in fact are, quality differences among
the belts within a particular specification. Indeed, Petitioner
has, in other contexts, asserted that there are significant
quality differences between its belts and imported belts;
according to Petitioner, imported belts "slip" 200% to 300% more
than Petitioner's belts and last only one-third to two-thirds as
long as Petitioner's belts . .12..6./ In light of such claims,
Petitioner's argument in this proceeding that the quality of the
subject imported belts and domestically produced belts are
"similar" must be taken with more than the proverbial grain of
salt.127/
The substitutability of the imported product for the
domestic like product was also significantly limited by the fact
that there are certain belts that are made overseas and imported
into the United States, but not made domestically, and vice

J..2..5./

~ USITC Memorandum EC-M-182 (May 19, 1989) from the Office
of Economics ("OE Posthearing Memorandum") at 18.

126/

~

Report at a-84.

127/ It should also be noted that there is other record evidence
before us that strongly suggests that the quality of imported
belts from Israel, Singapore and South Korea in particular is
lower than. that of the domestically produced product. Tr. 14445; OE Memorandum at 18-19.
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versa. One example of such a V-belt is the narrow V-belt made by
West German Respondent Continental AG. This belt is made to
European standards as replacement parts for imported West German
machinery,.12.a/ and is not manufactured in the United States.
Finally, there is uncontroverted record evidence before us
that the services, particularly technical assistance, provided in
conjunction with sales of the domestically produced product are
superior to those provided by the importers. Certain of the
subject foreign producers provide little or no technical
assistance,~/

and the data collected by the Commission suggest

that the subject foreign producers as a group spend less on
technical assistance than does the domestic industry.1.l.Q./
The low market share of the subject imports and the limited
degree of substitutability between the subject imports and
domestically produced V-belts together constitute compelling
evidence that the imports did not have a significant adverse
effect on prices or sales of the domestic like product. The
evidence bearing on the third major factor relevant to an
assessment of the extent to which the subject imports affected
prices and sales of domestically produced V-belts and round belts
-- the degree to which domestic consumers' purchasing decisions
for these belts (both imported and domestic) were affected by
128/ See OE Posthearing Memorandum at 20-21.
1.2.2_/

~Tr.

149.

1. .lQ./ OE Posthearing Memorandum at 21.
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variations in the prices of those products -- does not, in these
investigations, alter that conclusion.
Other things being equal, when consumer demand for these
products as a group is highly responsive to changes in price, the
effects of dumping on prices and sales of the domestic like
product are attenuated, for in that case the lower prices
resulting from dumping will stimulate significantly increased
domestic demand for the lower-priced product. It is unlikely,
however, that this was the case in these investigations because
the record evidence suggests that domestic demand for V-belts and
round belts is relatively unresponsive in the short-term or
medium-term to changes in the price of such belts.

Demand for

v-

and round belts, like demand for the other belts at issue in
these investigations, is a derived demand; demand for such belts
is wholly a function of demand for the products in which the
belts are used.J.J..1/ Moreover, these belts, like the other belts
at issue, account for only a small percentage of the cost of
these products.132/ However, although it appears that no products
other than belts may serve to any appreciable degree as a
reasonably good substitute for belts in those applications for
they are used,11.1/ other types of belts, such as flat belts, can
be substituted for V-belts in at least some of the applications
131/ See Report at a-7-10; OE Posthearing Memorandum at 21.

1.12./ OE Posthearing Memorandum at 22 .
.l.J.J/

~ ~

at 22-23.
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in which V-belts are used . .l.JA/

This would tend to increase the

responsiveness of domestic demand for V-belts and round belts to
changes in the prices of those products, but that responsiveness,
according to the evidence of record, including estimates by
Commission staff, appears to be quite low.1..J...5./

On balance, it is

evident that the availability of the subject imported V-belts and
round belts at reduced prices consequent to dumping and
subsidization did not stimulate significantly increased demand
for those products.

However, given the low level of import

market penetration and the limited degree of substitutability
between the imported and domestic like product, a finding of such
increased demand is not essential to the inference, otherwise
suggested by the record evidence, that the subject imports did
not significantly affect either prices or sales of domestically
produced V-belts and round belts.
c.

Investment and Employment

The remaining part of the inquiry concerns the evidence that
the Commission has developed concerning the condition of the
domestic industry, including, inter glj,_g, various indicia of the
financial strength and performance of the industry and employment
in the industry. Put another way, we must consider, in light of
the conclusions reached regarding the market for the subject
imports and the effect of unfairly traded imports on domestic
prices and sales, the extent, if any, to which returns on

1.JA./ Report at a-5.

1..J....5.1

~OE

Memorandum at 21-23.
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investment have been affected by unfairly traded imports, and the
extent, if any, to which employment in the domestic industry has
declined or become less remunerative due to the unfairly traded
imports. Title VII identifies numerous factors that can assist
the Commission in evaluating these questions -- actual and
potential negative effects on employment and wages, actual and
potential negative effects on profits, return on investment, cash
flow, the level of investment and so on. The record that the
Commi~sion

has developed in these investigations contains

considerable data relating to these factors, and the trends that
these data reveal. By itself, however, such evidence will rarely,
if ever, form a sufficient basis for drawing any ultimate
conclusions concerning the effect that unfairly traded imports
have had on the domestic.industry, for the financial performance
of an industry and the level and terms of employment in an
industry are heavily affected by a plethora of factors that have
nothing at all to do with unfairly traded imports. However, if
the relevant financial and employment data are considered in
conjunction with other evidence of record respecting the manner
in which the subject imports affected prices and sales of the
domestic like product, the Commission can find such data useful
in arriving at its judgment on the ultimate causation issue.
In these investigations, for example, the financial data for
the domestic industry producing V-belts for both industrial and
automotive uses are quite consistent with the previouslydiscussed evidence suggesting that the subject imports did not
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have a significant adverse impact on the industry . .l.1.Q./ The data
compiled by the Commission for the domestic industry's production
of V-belts for industrial uses are admittedly ambiguous; reported
operating income for those operations more than quintupled from
approximately$[ *** ] in 1986 to over$[ *** ] in 1987 before
falling back in 1988 to about half the 1987 level.l..J..1/

However,

as previously suggested, the Commission's data on automotive
belts must also be given substantial weight because automotive
belts are predominantly V-belts. The operating income reported by
domestic firms for automotive belt production was substantial by
any standard throughout the period covered by our investigation;
annual operating income consistently exceeded $50 million on net
sales of roughly $250 million . .l.J..6./ Moreover, the operating return
on total assets for the domestic industry's automotive belt
operations approached or exceeded 40% during each year covered by
the investigation, including 1988, which encompassed the sixmonth period during which Commerce found that dumping was
occurring . .l.J..i/
.112./ The Commission does not have separate data for round belts.
However, as previously noted, round belts represent only a small
percentage for the "other industrial belts" for which the
Commission has collected data. The data for these "other" belts
are considered below in the section of these Views that discusses
flat belts. These data are likewise consistent with the
conclusion that the subject unfairly traded imports did not cause
material injury to the domestic industry.

137/ Report at a-42, Table
ll..a/

.Id.._

at a-49, Table 15.

1.J..i/

.Id.._

at a-54, Table 17.

9:
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The employment data, while less strikingly positive,
likewise provide no basis for an inference of material injury by
reason of unfairly traded imports. Reported employment of
production and related workers involved in the production of Vbelts for industrial uses dropped slightly, but employment of
production workers making automotive belts -- which are, again,
predominantly V-belts -- rose slightly . ..J.J..Q/ Viewed together,
these data suggest that there was, at most, a very modest decline
in the total number of workers making V-belts. However, the
total compensation paid to these workers increased, as did the
hourly wage paid to such workers . .li.l/ In short, there is

nothing

in the employment data that suggests in any way that the domestic
injury was injured by reason of the subject imports.

2. Synchronous Belts
I have also made a negative determination in these
investigation~

respecting the subject imports of synchronous

belts. I reach this conclusion because, as with V-belts, the
evidence adduced in these investigations indicates that these
imports did not have a materially adverse effect on prices and
lA..Q./ .I.d...... at" a-34, Table 5.

141/ Total compensation paid to workers involved in the
production of V-belts for industrial uses was· at about the same
level in 1988 as it was in 1986, but total compensation paid to
workers making belts for automotive uses increased significantly
over the period covered by our investigation. .Id.... The average
hourly wage paid to production workers increased both for workers
involved in the production of industrial V-belts and for
automotive belt workers. .Id.... at a-35, Table 5.
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sales of domestically-produced belts, and did not have a
significantly detrimental effect on the financial performance of
the domestic industry producing belts or on the level or terms of
employment in that industry.
a. Volumes and Prices of Subject Imports
The volume of the subject imports of synchronous belts from
the

countrie~

subject to these investigations increased quite

substantially over the period of our investigation. About [ ***
synchronous belts were imported from the countries under
investigation in 1986, about [*]% of those belts from Japan.l.i2./
By 1988, imports of synchronous belts from these countries had
more than tripled, -rising to [ *** 1 units; though Japan remained
a very large exporter of synchronous belts to the United States,
by 1988 [ * * * l . .liJ./ Most of the rise in import volume occurred
during 1988. ·However, imports appeared to abate somewhat during
the first two months of 1989, falling to a total of [ *** 1 units
in that period compared to a total of some [ *** ] units during
the comparable period of 1988.144/
The increase in imports of synchronous belts into the United
States during our period of investigation can also be seen in
value terms. In 1986, the value of imports of synchronous belts
was some$[ *** 1. By 1988 that figure had nearly doubled, rising
142/ Report at a-62.
li..l/ Id....

lM/ Id.
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to some$[ *** ] .lJ...5./ During the first two months of 1989,
imports of synchronous belts declined somewhat in value terms,
falling to about $[ *** l as compared to about$[ *** ] in the
comparable period of 1988 . .1.!2./
As I explained in discussing the impact of imports of

v-

belts and round belts, the extent to which dumping or
subsidization affected the volumes of the subject imports depends
on the manner in which such practices affected prices at which
thpse imports were sold. The data available for assessing this.
matter with respect to belts other than V-belts and round belts
is the same as that which was used to assess the effects of
unfair trade practices in V-belts and round belts. The Commerce
Department has not calculated separate LTFV margins for
synchronous or flat belts; rather, the Commerce Department
calculated a single margin for all belts. Furthermore, the
Commission's data on home market shipments by the various
exporting countries is not broken down by type of belt. For that
reason, these data for all belts must be.used as the best
information available for assessing the impact of unfair trade
practices on prices of the subject imports.
discussed, this

informat~on

As previously

indicates that unfair trade practices

Report at a-63. Again, Italy and Japan dominated the import
statistics for this category of belts.

~/

l.!.6.1 Report at a-63. During this interim period, imports from
Italy fell. dramatically, more than offsetting the rise in imports
from Japan relative to the comparable period in 1988.
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caused substantial declines,..in the prices of the imports from
most of the subject countries.
Evidence of such decreases, however, does not necessarily
lead to the conclusion that unfair 'trade practices produced
correspondingly large increases in sales o'f the subject imports.
As discussed above, the extent to which decreases in subject
import prices cause increases in--stibject fin.ports sales is largely
.

.

.

a function of the degree to which the·imported goods are
substitutable for the domestically produced product. As discussed
in more detail below,· for synchronous ·belts, as for V-bel ts and
round belts, there is ·only a limited degree of substitutability
between imports and domestic belts.

Accordingly, the record

evidence indicates that the volume of ·the'·subject imports did not
increase significantly due to·th'.e·unfair 'trade· practices that
were the· subject of these investigations.
b. Prices and'Sales of the .. Domestic Like Product
.

-

As I have noted earlier in these Views, the nature of the
markets for the domestic and imported products, especially
consumers' reactions to . these products; is.an essential predicate
to any evaluation of the effects of subject" imports on domestic
prices and sales. The evaluation of these is'sues requires
evidence on three issues of critical ·importance: the share of the
domestic market held by the subject imports; the degree to which
consumers see the imported and domestic like products as similar
(the substitutability of the subject imports and the domestic
like product); and the degree to which oomest~G consumers change
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their purchasing decisions for these

~roducts

based on variations

in the prices of these products.
The evidence relating to the last two of these three issues,
discussed above in the context of V-belts and round belts, is
generally relevant here. In particular, it should be noted that
there is, at most a moderate degree of substitutability between
the subject impo.rted synchronous belts and synchronous belts
produced domestically.

Although the dimensions of the domestic

and imported products are comparable, users and producers appear
to agree that there may be significant quality differences
between imported and

domestically-prod~ced

belts.147/ The record

evidence indicates that this is true fqr the subject belts
generally, including synchronous b.el ts.
Tpe only remaining issue on which.the evidence relevant to
an

of the effect. of the

s~ject

imports on prices and

sales of the domestically produced

p~oduct

is significantly

asses~ment

differ~nt

than that discussed in the context of V-belts and round

belts relates to the magnitude of the.imports' market share. The
evidence on that issue, together with the other evidence relevant
to these belts' price and sales effects, suggests that the
imported synchronous belts had no more effect on prices and sales
of domestically made synchronous belts than the subject imports
of V-belts and round belts had on prices and sales of the
domestic like products

co~responding

to those imports. During the

period in which Commerce found that dumping was occurring, the
1.!1.I

~.

~.

Report at a-142.
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domestic market share of the subject imports of industrial
synchronous belts was roughly the same as the comparable market
share of imports of

V-belts.~/

The Commission has not been able

to compile data that would permit a precise estimation of the
percentage of total domestic consumption of synchronous belts
that is accounted for by the subject imports. However, certain
data that have been collected by the Commission enable us to make
a reasonably accurate approximation of the level of import
penetration in the domestic market for synchronous belts. As with
V-belts, the Commission's market share data seriously overstates
the penetration of the subject imports in the domestic market for
synchronous belts, for, as with V-belts, the Commission's data
accounts only .for industrial synchronous belt applications, and
does not take into account the domestic consumption of
synchronous belts for automotive uses. We do not have precise
data on the number of synchronous belts used in automotive
applications in the United States. However, we know that number
was not insignificant, since a substantial share of all
synchronous belts are used in automotive appl.ications . .14.9./

.lA.B.I In 1988, which encompassed the six-month period during which
the Commerce determined that dumping occurred, the subject
imports accounted for [*]% of the total quantity and [*]% of the
total value of domestic consumption of synchronous belts for
industrial applications. Report at a-70, Table 23; a-71, Table
23. In other words, quantity-measured market penetration was
lower than for V-belts, but value-measured market penetration was
higher. Measured by both quantity and value, market penetration
during the preceding years covered by our investigation was
somewhat lower than it was in 1988.
~/

Report at a-9.
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Accordingly, it is apparent that the actual level of market
penetration of the subject synchronous belts in the domestic
market for such products was less than the level suggested by the
data that we have compiled for synchronous belts used in
industrial applications. In short, market penetration by the
subject import synchronous belts was not high. Although the level
of import market penetration was probably higher than for V-belts
and round belts, it was not so much higher as to suggest that the
subject imports had a significant effect on prices or sales of
do~estically

produced synchronous belts.

c. Investment and Empl9yment
The data that the Commission has

coll~cted

respecting the

financial performance of the domestic industry producing
synchronous belts are, on balance, consistent with the conclusion
otherwise suggested by the record evidence -- that is, that the
subject imports did not cause material injury to the domestic
industry. Net sales of industrial synchronous belts increased
[*]%between 1986 and 1987, and an additional [*]%in

1988.~/

For the two month period at the start of 1989, net sales
increased substantially over the comparable period in 1988 . .1.5..1/
Although operating income fell substantially in 1987 from the
high levels reported for 1986, operating income rebounded
substantially in 1987, and gives every indication of continuing
to do so; for example, operating income on operations producing

.12Q./ Report at a-41, Table 11 .

.l.5..1/ .I.d .
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synchronous belts was nearly

**

in interim 1989 than in the

comparable period of 1988.1..5..2/
Similar conclusions are suggested by the data that the
Commission has compiled respecting employment in the domestic
synchronous belt industry. Total employment of production and
related workers in the industry; hours worked by such workers;
and the wages paid to, and the total compensati.'on of, those
workers; have all grown steadily over the period of our
investigation . .15...J./ This evidence clearly provides no indication
that the domestic industry producing synchronous belts has been
injured by reason of the subject imports.
3. Flat Belts
a. Volumes and Prices of Subject Imports
The Commission has not been able to compile data· on the
volume of imports of flat belts

~

filL..

However, the data that is

available to us suggest that such imports increased quite
substantially over the

p~riod o~

investigati6n.

First, many flat belts have nylon cores; Commission data
indicates that imports of nylon core belting 1nto the United
States increased substantially over the period of
investigation .].24/ Second, record evidence ind,icates that belts
are of four basic styles -- V-belts, synchronous belts, round
1..5.2./ Id .

.15.J./

~

Report at a-34-a-35, Table 5 .

.1...5..1/ Report at a-62.
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'

and that round belts are a minor

belts, and flat belts.l.5..5./

category at best . .15...Q./ For that reason,

th~

category described as

"Other Industrial Belts." in the Commission's report appears to
consist largely of flat belts. Again, imports recorded in that
category increased quite substantially over the period of
investigation . .1.51./
The increase in imports of flat belts into the United States
during our period of investigation can also be seen in value
terms. In 19e6, the value of imports of nylon-corded belts from
the subject countries was about $[*] .J.5..a/ By 1988 that figure had
nearly doubled, rising to some$[*] .15..9./ The patterns are evident
in the data that we have compiled for imports of "other
industrial belts" from the subject countries, with the value of
such belts rising from

approximately$[~]

in 1986 to about $[*]

in 1988 . .16..Q./
As I explained in discussing the impact of imports of

v-

belts and round belts, the extent to which dumping or
subsiqization affected the volumes Qf the subject imports depends
on the

~anner

in which such practices affected prices at which

those imports were sold.

The data available for assessing this

1..5..5./ Report at a-J-5.
1.5_§_/ Report at a-5.

l.TI.I Report at a-63.
.l.5Jl/ .Id.... at a-64, Table 22.

.1.5..2./ Report at a-64.
.1.2.Q_/ Id. at a-64, Table 22.
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matter with respect to flat belts is the same best available
information as that used to assess the effects of unfair trade
practices on prices of the subject V-belt and round belt imports.
The Commerce Department has not calculated separate LTFV margins
for flat belts; rather, the Commerce Department calculated a
single margin for all belts. Furthermore, the Commission's data
on home market shipments by the various exporting countries is
not broken down by type of

b~lt.

As I have indicated above, this

record evidence suggests that, for most of the subject countries,.
unfair trade practices resulted in significant decreases in the
prices of the subject imports.
However, as discussed above, evidence of such price
decreases does not necessarily lead to the conclusion that unfair
trade practices produced correspondingly large increases· in sales
of the subject imports. The extent to which decreases in subject
import prices cause increases in subject imports sales is largely
a function of the degree to which the imported goods are
substitutable for the

domestica~ly

produced product. As discussed

in more detail below, for flat belts, as for V-belts and round
belts, there is only a limited degree of substitutability between
imports and domestic belts. This evidence indicates that the
volume of the subject imports did not ·increase significantly due
to the unfair trade practices that were the subject of these
investigations.
b. Prices and Sales of the Domestic Like Product
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As I have noted earlier in these Views, in order to assess
the impact of subject imports on prices and sales of the domestic
like product, it is necessary to consider the nature of the
markets for the domestic and imported products, especially
consumers' reactions to these products. The evaluation of these
issues requires evidence on three issues of critical importance:
the share of the domestic market held by the subject imports; the
degree to which consumers see the imported and domestic like
products as similar (the substitutability of the subject imports
and the domestic like product) ; and the degree to which domestic
consumers change their purchasing decisions for these products
based on variations in the prices of these products.
The evidence relating to the last two of these three issues,
discussed above in the context of V-belts and round belts and
synchronous belts is generally relevant here. Again, the only
issue on which the evidence relevant to an assessment of the
effect of the subject imports on prices and sales of the
domestically produced products is substantially different than
that discussed in the context of V-belts and round belts relates
to the magnitude of the imports' market share. The evidence on
that issue, together with the other evidence relevant to these
belts' price and sales effects, suggests that the imported flat
belts had no more effect on prices and sales of domestically made
flat belts than the subject imports of V-belts and round belts
had on prices and sales of the domestic like products
corresponding to those imports. During the period in which
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Commerce found that dumping was occurring, the record evidence
indicates that the domestic market share of the subject imports
of flat belts was lower than, or roughly the same as, the
comparable market share of the subject imported V-belts.1.Ql./
As previously noted, flat belts are included in the category
of "other industrial belts" for which the Commission has
collected import and market penetration data. Although this data
may somewhat overstate market penetration in that it does not
take into account flat belts consumed domestically for automotive
uses. it is, nevertheless the best data available to us, and
corresponds closely to the actual level of market penetration for
most automotive belts are, in fact, V-belts.

In 1988, which

encompassed the six-month period during which the Commerce
Department determined that dumping was occurring, the subject
imports accounted for only [*]% of domestic consumption of
"other" belts for industrial purposes . .l.Q.2./

Measured by value,

market penetration was slightly higher -- approximately [*]% . .1.6.J./
By any measure, the level of market penetration was not
significantly higher than in the case of V-belts.

Accordingly,

the record evidence indicates that for flat belts, as for the
other types of belts under investigation, the subject imports did
not have a significant effect on prices or sales of the domestic
like product.
1.2.1/ Report at a-70 .
.l.Q.2./

~Report

.1..6.l/

IQ..._

at a-70, Table 23 .

at a-71, Table 23.
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c. Investment and Employment
The data that the Commission has collected respecting the
financial performance of the domestic industry producing flat
belts are also consistent with the conclusion, otherwise
suggested by the record evidence, that the subject imports did
not cause material injury to the domestic industry.

The

operating income reported by domestic firms for their operations
involving belts other than V-belts and synchronous belts
increased significantly in 1987 before falling back to slightly
below 1986 levels in 1988.1.Q.i/

During the first two months of

this year, however, operating income was substantially higher
than during the comparable period in 1988 . .1.6..5./

In short, the

evidence respecting the industry's financial performance is
mixed.

The employment data is, however, consistently positive by

all measures: total employment of production and related workers
in the industry; hours worked by such workers; the wages paid to,
and the total compensation of, those workers.

Standing alone,

the evidence that the industry's profitability declined somewhat
in 1988 does not counterbalance the other substantial evidence
indicating the subject imports did not cause material injury to
the domestic industry.

CONCLUSION

1.2..i/ .Ida. at a-47, Table 13.
li..5.1 .Ida.
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For all of the foregoing reasons, I have concluded that the
domestic industries producing V-belts and round belts;
synchronous belts; and flat belts have not been materially
injured by reason of the subject imports.
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Views of Comnissioner Seeley G. Lodwick
Inv. f's 701-TA-293 (Final) and 731-TA-412-419 (Final)
Industrial Belts from Israel, Italy, Japan, Singapore 9
South Korea, Taiwan, the United Kingdom and West Germany

I find that a domestic _industry _is not materially injured or threatened
with material injury by reason of subsidized imports of industrial belts from
Israel and less than fair value imports of industrial belts from the countries
cited above.

I.

1

Like Product and Domestic Indµstry
As a threshold matter in title VII investigations, the Commission must

determine what constitutes the domestic industry_.
'

The statute defines

domestic industry as "the domestic producers as a whole of a like product." 2
"Like product" in turn is defined as "a product which is like, or in the
absence of like, most similar in characteristics and uses with" the articles
subject to investigation.

3

The Department of Commerce defines the imported merchandise that is
subject to the investigation, and the Commission determines the domestic
products "like" the imports·.

The starting point of the Commission's like

product analysis is therefore Commerce's definition of the imported
merchandise.

1

Material retardation is not an issue in this case.

2

19 U.S.C. § 1677(4)(A).

3

19

u.s.c.

§ 1677(10).
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In its Notice of Initiation, Commerce defined the articles subject to
investigation as industrial belts and components and parts thereof, whether
cured or uncured. 4 The petitioner excluded conveyor and automotive belts
from the definition of power transmission belts, and Commerce accepted this
definition in defining the scope of the investigation.

The petitioner then

proposed to the Commission a single like product definition, excluding
automotive and conveyor belts from the like product determination in our
preliminary investigation.

At the preliminary stage, I joined my colleagues

and accepted the petitioner's arguments.

However, our opinion recognized the

need to reexamine the exclusion of automotive belts in the event of a final
determination.

5

Also at the preliminary stage, we rejected the petitioner's

claim that the Commission is legally precluded from defining the like product
to be different than the products subject to the investigation, as defined by
Commerce. 6

I reaffirm my rejection of the petitioner's position on the

same grounds.
The Commission's decision concerning like product is factual and is made

4

Commerce defined the scope as:
The merchandise covered by this investigation includes certain
industrial belts for power transmission. These include V-belts, synchronous
belts, round belts and flat belts, in part or wholly of rubber or plastic,
containing textile fiber (including glass fiber) or steel wire, cord or
strand, and whether endless (i.e. closed loop) belts, or in belting in lengths
or links. This investigation excludes conveyor belts and automotive belts as
well as front engine drive belts found on equipment powered by internal
combustion engines, including trucks, tractors, buses and lift trucks.
53 Fed. Reg. 28034 (July 26, 1988).
5 See Industrial Belts From Israel., Inv. Nos. 701-TA-293-295 (Preliminary)

731-TA-412-419 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. No. 2113 at 6-8 (August 1988).
6

Id.

&
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on a case-by-case basis. 7 The Conmission has traditionally considered: (1)
physical characteristics and uses, (2) interchangeability, (3) channels of
distribution, (4) customer and producer perceptions, (5) conmen manufacturing
facilities and employees, and (6) price. 8 The Conmission has not drawn
distinctions based on minor physical differences,

9

and instead has looked for

clear dividing lines between articles before considering them to be separate
like products.

10

This case involves a rather broad category, power transmission belts,
that encompasses several unique product descriptions, including synchronous
belts, V belts, round and flat belt.s.

There are varying degrees of

interchangeability and similarities in characteristics and uses, customer and
producer perceptions, distribution channels, and manufacturing processes among
these subsets of power transmission belts.

11

However, I could find no

logical clear dividing lines between the types of power transmission belts.
Further, I find the uniqueness of automotive belts, as opposed to industrial
belts, to be no more compelling than among the subsets of power transmission

7

Asociacion Colombiana de Exportadores de Flores v. United States, 12 CIT
, 693 F. Supp. 1165, 1169 & n.5 (1988); See also 3.5" Microdisks and Media
Therefor from Japan (Microdisks), Inv. No. 731-TA-389 (Final), USITC Pub. 2170
(March 1989) at 6.

8

Certain All-Terrain Vehicles from Japan (ATVs), Inv. No. 731-TA-388 (Final),
USITC Pub. 2163 (March 1989) at 4; Dry Aluminum Sulfate from Sweden, Inv. No.
731-TA-430 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 2174 (March 1989) at 4.

9

S. Rep. 249, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 90-1 (1979).

°

1

Certain Telephone Systems and Subassemblies thereof from Japan, Korea, and
Taiwan, Invs. Nos. 731-TA-426-428 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 2156 (February
1989) at 4.
11

Given the lack of interchangeability between belts even in one class. such
as synchronous belts. there could arguably be many possible like product
definitions.
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belts described above.

I, therefore, find one like product: power

transmission belts, including both industrial and automotive.
The petitioner argues that industrial and automotive belts are
fundamentally different in design; that automotive belts are designed for
specific applications, while industrial belts are designed to industry
standards.

12

The design differences, the petitioner argues, are reflected in

the manufacturing processes.

The petitioner argues that because of different

performance requirements and hence, compositions, automotive belts and
industrial belts have virtually no interchangeability.

13

I find the reasoning of dividing the like product between industrial and
automotive belts to be unconvincing.

I believe that some automotive belts are

designed to meet industry standards and some industrial belts are designed for
specific applications.

14

It would appear that Gates separates the

manufacturing processes because of a business decision to improve economies of
scale and not because these processes are fundamentally different.

12

Transcript of the hearing at 17-18.

13

Id. at 22-23.

15

The

14

See Post-Hearing Brief of Magam at 4-5 and Hearing Transcript at 172.
Magam points out that "many OEM specific industrial belts are made to customer
requirements rather than to specific industrial specification." An example
was referenced to Mr. Batchelar's point at the hearing, in which he claimed
that the belts used in the Hoover and Electrolux products are very much
different. Conversely, Magam pointed out "Although there are no specific RMA
standards for automotive belts, automotive belts are made to specific
industry-wide standards, which are set by the SAE (Society of Automotive
Engineers.)" Magam makes the point that "there are more "recipes" for
industrial belts (as opposed to automotive) only because there more OEM
specific standards."
15

The video tape Gates provided at the hearing presented the manufacturing
processes of larger belts as industrial belts and smaller belts as automotive
belts. As Bando points out, the presentation ignored the substantial number
of smaller-sized industrial belts that are practically identical to automotive
(continued ..• )
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degree of interchangeability among the various classes of industrial belts is
no different than between automotive belts and some industrial belts.

16

As

respondent Bando argued, automotive and industrial belts of the same category,
such as synchronous belts, are more interchangeable than industrial belts of
different categories.

17

Based on characteristics and uses, manufacturing processes, and
interchangeability, I find a more logical dividing line between synchronous
and nonsynchronous belts, although I determined these distinctions not
sufficient to divide them as separate like products.

18

The petitioner further argues that the range of size differences between

15 ( ••• continued)

belts. "Technically, the small industrial belts can and are made on the same
equipment that produces similar size automotive belts. It is the size of the
belt that is important for equipment purposes, not whether the belt will be
used in automotive or industrial applications." See Bando's Post-Hearing brief
at 1-2. Representatives of both Goodyear and Durkee-Atwood acknowledged at
the hearing that they produce both industrial and automotive belts in the same
plants. Transcript of the Hearing at 67 and 96.
16

At the hearing Mr. Pete Batchelar of Jason Industrial illustrated the
similarities in characteristics and uses between automotive and industrial
belts. He left the Conunission building and bought an automotive belt at a
nearby gas station. The belt he returned was almost identical in
characteristics and uses to the industrial belt Magam had provided the
Conunission. See Post-Hearing Brief of Magam at page 4.
17
18

Prehearing brief of Bando at 10-14.

Respondent Perelli argued that synchronous and nonsynchronous belts, both
automotive and industrial, constitute separate like products. Synchronous
belts transmit torque through the locking of their teeth with teeth on a
pulley, while nonsynchronous belts transmit torque through frictional force.
This leads to somewhat different uses and makes them less interchangeable.
They are also produced on different equipment. See Prehearing brief of
Pirelli, pages 7-13. I determined for reasons set forth below not to separate
synchronous from nonsynchronous belts in the like product determination.
However, based upon my review of the record, I would not have changed my
injury determination even if I had adopted this alternative like product
determination.
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automotive and industrial belts are different,
substantial overlap.

19

although there is

I consider this distinction to be of minor relevance.

The petitioner asserts that primarily auto manufacturers and automotive
distributors buy automotive belts, while equipment manufacturers and
industrial distributors buy industrial belts. 20 This point is relevant but
does not provide sufficient reason to constitute separate like products.
All power belts, both for industrial and automotive uses, share the same
essential purpose: to transmit power.

Although there are some distinctions in

secondary characteristics, these distinctions may provide the basis to
separate for like product purposes, types of belts, such as synchronous and
V-belts, but not separate automotive and industrial belts.

All belts are

primarily of the same chemical composition, since the raw material for both
industrial and automotive belts is mixed in the same equipment.

21

Virtually

all belts share the three main components of a tensile member, a base material
and adhesion material.

The record does not show consistent price differences

between any subsets of power belts that would lead one to separate like
products. 22

The manufacturing processes are similar to all power

transmission belts.

23

For the reasons set forth above, I find one like product and one

19

The Petitioner has stated that automotive belts typically range from 25 to
110-115 inches in size, while industrial belts vary from several inches to
650-700 inches. ~ Transcript of the Hearing at 22.
20

Id. at 23-24.

21

Report of the Conunission at A-5-6.

22

Id. A-79-83.

23

Id. at A-8-9.
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domestic industry producing all power transmission belts, both for industrial
and automotive uses.

II. Condition of the Domestic Industry
In determining the condition of the domestic industry, the Commission
considers, among other factors, domestic production, capacity, capacity
utilization, domestic consumption, shipments, inventories, employment, and
financial performance.

24

No single factor is determinative.

In each

investigation the CoJIDDission must consider the particular nature of the
relevant industry in making its determination.

Examination of these factors

reveals that the industrial belts industry has maintained its prosperity
throughout the investigation period.
Apparent U.S. consumption changed from 204.5 million units valued at
506.4 million dollars in 1986 t9 194.8 million units valued at 564.2 million
dollars in 1988.

Consumption for the interim period 1989 decreased slightly

in quantity terms and increased slightly in value terms from the 1988 interim
period. 25 These trends demonstrate that fewer belts were conswned at higher
prices.
Domestic production decreased slightly in terms of units but increased
slightly in pounds over the three full years 1986 to 1988 and in the 1988 to
1989 interim period comparisons. 26

24

Both total production capacity and

19 u . s . c . 16 77 ( 7) ( c) ( iii) .

25 Report of the CoJIDDission at C-2, Table C-1.
26

Id.

at C-4, Table C-2.
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capacity utilization remained relatively flat through the investigation
period.

27

The value of domestic shipments increased steadily throughout the period
from 468.1 million dollars in 1986 to 501.5 million dollars in 1988 and from
77.9 million dollars in the interim 1988 period to 82 million dollars in the
interim 1989 period.

28

Inventorie~ decreased slightly in pounds and units

over the period of investigation.

29

The number of employees producing belts decreased very slightly over the
period of investigation from 3,186 workers in 1986 to 3,149 workers in the
interim 1989 period.

G~ins

were realized in wages and total compensation paid

to production related workers, and hourly wages in the industry.

30

Financial performance of the domestic industry maintained a solid
position throughout the period of investigation.

31

Net sales increased

substantially from 500.4 million dollars in 1986 to 544.5 million dollars in

27

Id.

28

Id. at C-5, Table C-3.

29

.I,d. at C-7, Table C-4.

30

,Ig. at A-34-35, Table 5.

31

One of the domestic producers, in its industrial belts production, suffered
large losses because of a failed product introduction. Without these related
losses, the profitability of the domestic industry of all power transmission
belts would have been better. Report at A-56, Table 8.

At the preliminary stage of these investigations, I found there was a
reasonable indication that the domestic industry is materially injured.
However, I did join Cormnissioners Eckes and Rohr in stating that the economic
indicators of the industry are mixed. ~ Industrial Belts (Preliminary) at
13. This finding was based on the record for the domestic industry producing
industrial belts, excluding automotive belts. The petitioner's exclusion of
automotive belts from his proposed like product definition, excluded the most
lucrative segment of the power belts business.
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1988.

Sales were also up in 1989 from the 1988 interim period.

Both

operating income and gross profits declined slightly from 1986 to 1988, but
showed slight improvement in the 1989 interim period. 32 I find this industry
to be in the same financial condition it was in at the beginning of the
investigation.
In swmnary, the above indicators show a continuing prosperous industry.
Therefore, I conclude the domestic industry is not materially 1njured, nor in
a condition to be vulnerable to material injury.

Also, since I find no

evidence of material injury, I do not address the issue of causation of
present injury.

III. Cumulation
In the preliminary investigation, the Connnission determined that the
imports compete with each other and with the domestic like product and that it
must cumulatively assess the volume and price effect of the LTFV imports from
each country subject to the investigation. 33

The record for this final

investigation has produced no new evidence to change this finding, so I
reaffirm that the subject imports should be cumulated to assess their effects
on the domestic industry.

Since I find that this domestic industry is not

materially injured, the issue of cumulation to determine material injury by
reason of the subject imports has no bearing on the outcome for any of the
subject countries.
IV. HQ Threat of Material Inj!ll:Y ]b7 Reason of Jmports

32

Id. at C-8, Table C-5.

33

See Industrial Belts from Israel, pages 13-16.
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In assessing the threat of material injury, the primary factors
considered are the trends in market penetration of the subject imports, the
probable effects those import prices have on domestic prices, the changes in
the foreign industry's capacity and capacity utilization, the potential for
product shifting, and other adverse trends indicating the probability of
actual injury.

34

The statute provides that any "threat of material injury is

real and that actual injury is inuninent."

In addition, the Commission's

"determination may not be made on the basis of mere conjecture or supposition."

35

The subject imports increased their U.S. market share somewhat from 1986
to 1988 and declined slightly from the interim 1988 period to the 1989 period.
36

Over the period of investigation, production capacity increased only

slightly among the foreign companies and countries subject to these
investigations.

The vast majority of the data shows capacity utilization

rates near full capacity or in the case of Japan, exceeding full capacity,
perhaps due to overtime or reporting anomalies.

37

The low import penetration

and the full global capacity makes the "imminent .danger" of the subject
imports an unreasonable proposition.
Importers' inventories of the subject imports decreased both in weight

34

19 U.S.C. 1677(7)(F).

35

Id.

36

Staff report at C-20, Table C-8.

37

Id. A-60, Table 21. See Bando Chemical Industries Post-Hearing Brief,
Appendix D for explanation of why overtime was necessary to meet increased
domestic demand in Japan.
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and quantity terms.
consumption in 1988.

38

These inventories represent only about 2% of total U.S.

39

Prices of the domestically produced product have increased substantially over the period of investigation.
also increased substantially.

41

40

Prices of the subject imports have

However, there were reported margins of

underselling in most of the product comparisons throughout the period of
investigation.

42

Some of the underselling may represent preferences to a

higher added value domestic product.

43

I do not consider the subject imports

to have a material price suppressing effect on the market, given the large increases in domestic prices.

I consider the positive trends in the economic

factors related to the condition of the domestic industry, as evidence that
the domestic industry is unlikely to experience material injury in the
foreseeable future.
There does not appear to be. a potential for product shifting from other
manufacturing operations to the subject belts that may become a cause of
material injury.

Each of the countries under investigation exports to the

U.S. a small share of their total production.
very large home market.

The countries subject to the investigation sell the

38

Id. A-58, Table 20.

39

Id. C-2, Table C-1.

40

Id. at A-79, Table 24.

41

Id. at A-80-83, Tables 25-29.

42

Id. A-85-89, Tables 30-36.

43

Japan, in particular, has a

See Hearing transcript at 91-93, where Mr. Reiss of Gates confirms "There
is a broader range of services available from the domestic manufacturers as
part of the line that they offer to their distribution than is available from
the foreign manufacturer."
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vast majority of their exports to countries besides the United States. 44
There is the potential for these foreign producers to shift their expo.rts to
the United States and subsequently cause material injury.

However, there is

no evidence on the record that the U.S. will become a more attractive export
market, particularly with U.S. government efforts to reduce the trade
deficits.

Predicting such a shift in expo:ts to the U.S. market would be

speculative.
The statute directs the Commission to address "any rapid increase
in U.S.-market penetration and the likelihood that the penetration-will
increase to an injurious level." 45

I do not consider the rise in subject

imports to have been a "rapid increase in.market penetration" and find no
reason for a future increase to an injurious level.
Given the health of the domestic industry, the ability of U.S. firms to
raise prices in spite of increasing imports, the lack of any rapid increase in
market penetration of the subject imports, and near full capacity utilization
rates of the subject foreign producers, I do not consider a potential increase
in imports from any of the subject countries to be a real and imminent threat
of material injury.
I conclude that a domestic industry is not materially injured or
threatened with material injury by reason of subsidized imports of industrial
belts from Israel and less than fair value imports of industrial belts from
Israel, Italy, Japan, Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan, the United Kingdom and
West Germany.

44 Staff Report at A-60, Table 21.
45 19 U.S.C. 1677 (7)(F).
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INFORMATION OBTAINED IN THE INVESTIGATIONS
Introduction
Following preliminary determinations by the U.S. Department of Commerce
that imports of industrial belts .!./ from Israel and South Korea 'lJ are being
subsidized by the Governments of Israel and South Korea and that imports of
industrial belts from Israel, Italy, Japan, Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan, the
United Kingdom, and West Germany are being, or are likely to be, sold in the
United States at less than fair value (LTFV), the U.S. International Trade
Commission, effective December 2, 1988, instituted investigations Nos. 701-TA293 and 295 (Final) and, effective February 1, 1989, instituted investigations
Nos. 731-TA-412 through 419 (Final) under sections 705(b) and 735(b) of the
Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. § 167ld(b) and 1673d(b)) to determine whether an
industry in the United States is materially injured or threatened with material
injury, or the establishment of an industry in the United States is materially
retarded, by reason of imports of such merchandise. Notice of the institution
of the Commission's final investigations, and of the public hearing to be held
in connection therewith, was given by posting copies of the notice in the
Office of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade Commission, Washington, DC,
and by publishing the notice in the Federal Register of February 15, 1989 (54
FR 6970). 11 The hearing was held in Washington, DC, on April 27, 1989. !±/
Commerce's final subsidy 21 and LTFV determinations were published in the
Federal Register of April 18, 1989. The applicable statute directs that the
~ommission make its final injury determinations within 45 days after the final
determination by Commerce .

.!./ The products covered by these investigations are industrial belts and
components and parts thereof, whether cured or uncured, currently classifiable
under Harmonized Tariff Schedule subheadings 3926.90.55, 3926.90.56,
3926.90.57, 3926.90.59, 3926.90.60, 4010.10.10, 4010.10.50, 4010.91.11,
4010.91.15, 4010.91.19, 4010.91.50, 4010.99.11, 4010.99.15, 4010.99.19,
·4010.99.50, 5910.00.10, 5910.00.90, and 7326.20.00 (formerly provided for under
Tariff Schedules of the United States Annotated items 358.0210, 358.0290,
358.0610, 358.6090, 358.0800, 358.0900, 358.1100, 358.1400, 358.1600, 657.2520,
773.3510, and 773.3520.
The merchandise covered by these investigations includes certain
industrial belts for power transmission. These include V-belts, synchronous
belts, round belts, and flat belts, in part or wholly of rubber or plastic, and
-containing textile fiber (including glass fiber) or steel wire, cord or strand,
and whether in endless (i.e., closed loop) belts, or in belting in lengths or
links. These investigations exclude conveyor belts and automotive belts as
well as front engine drive belts found on equipment powered by internal
combustion engines, including trucks, tractors, buses, and lift trucks.
'lJ Commerce's preliminary subsidy determination with respect to Singapore was
negative, 53 FR 48677, Dec. 2, 1988.
11 Copies of cited Federal Register notices are presented in app. A.
!±/ A list of the participants in the hearing is presented in app. B.
21 Commerce's final countervailing duty (CVD) determinations with respect to
Singapore and South Korea were negative; therefore, the Commission is only
required to make a CVD·injury determination with respect to subsidized imports
from Israel, inv. No. 701-TA-293 (Final).
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Background
These investigations result from a petition filed by The Gates Rubber
Company on June 30, 1988, alleging that an industry in the United States is
materially injured or threatened with material injury by reason of subsidized
imports of industrial belts from Israel, Singapore, and South Korea and LTFV
imports of industrial belts from Israel, Italy, Japan, Singapore, South Korea,
Taiwan, the United Kingdom, and West Germany. In response to that petition the
Commission instituted investigations Nos. 701-TA-293-295 (Preliminary) and
investigations Nos. 731-TA-412-419 (Preliminary) under sections 703 and 733 of
the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C § 167lb(a) and 1673b(a)) and, on August 15,
1988, determined that there was such a reasonable indication of material
injury.
The Products
Description
Industrial belts can be divided into two broad categories: (1) power
drive belts used for transmitting power, and (2) conveyor belts used for
transporting goods or materials. These investigations cover only imports of
those power drive belts (excluding automotive belts) l/ that are in part or
wholly of rubber or plastics and also have a tensile member of cord, yarn, or
fabric for reinforcement purposes. Automotive belts are under-the-hood or
front-end engine drive belts that are utilized to assist in propelling or
moving motor vehicles such as automobiles, vans, trucks, etc., and industrial
and agricultural vehicles such as road graders, cranes, tractors, and combines.
Belts for industrial and agricultural vehicles and equipment that are not
utilized for front-end engine drive, and unfinished or partially completed
belts, such as sleeves or cores, whether cured or not, are considered
industrial power belts or components of such belts and are included in the
scope of these investigations.
Industrial power drive belts are flexible bands that pass around two or
more pulleys, sprockets, or sheaves and are used to transmit power from one
drive (driveR, the source) to another drive (driveN, the recipient). Thus, the
type and specifications of the appropriate or most efficient belt to be
selected will depend on the type of application, machine, work to be done, the
horsepower rating and speed (RPM) of the driveR, the required speed (RPM) of
the driveN sheave or pulley, and the approximate center distance. A proper
belt drive must accomplish the following three basic functions to be usable:
(1) transmit the power without slippage; (2) transmit the power at a usable
driveN shaft speed; and (3) transmit the power between two or more shafts
separated by some distance.
Most industrial power belts consist of three main components: (1) a
tensile member (a textile, fiberglass, or steel cord, yarn, or fabric), which
adds strength to withstand the tension imposed in transmitting power; (2) the
base material (usually synthetic rubber, such as neoprene, or plastics), which
forms the bulk of the belt and encloses the tensile member, and is referred to
as the undercord and the overcord; and (3) adhesion material or gum, which

l/ The petition was filed on only industrial belts, and petitioner states that
the Commission should examine only U.S. operations on industrial belts in
making its determinations. However, respondents contend that the entire power
drive belt industry (i.e., industrial plus automotive belts) should be examined.
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bonds all the components together. These components would be layered in the
following top-to-bottom order in the cross section of a typical industrial ·
power transmission belt. The wrap or band would be outermost and would consist
of a textile fabric cover, which protects the core of the belt from dirt, grit,
oil, and other damaging materials. The wrap would be followed by the overcord
layer, consisting of rubber. Next an adhesion gum or material, which is
impregnated into a layer of rubber, would bond the overcord to the tensile cord
and provide reinforcement and tensile strength to the belt. The tensile cord
would then be followed by a second layer of adhesion gum or material that bonds
the tensile cord to the undercord. The undercord would also consist of rubber
(neoprene), the same as the overcord, but would not consist of the identical
formula of ingredients such as chemicals, carbon black, etc. The bottom cross
section layer would be the wrap or band which covers the entire outside surface
of the belt.
There are two broad subdivisions of industrial power belts: (1) V-belts,
and (2) synchronous or timing belts. There are also two other less significant
subdivisions of industrial power belts: flat belts and round belts. Although
the basic structure of each type and style is similar, the variations in the
cross sections, tensile cord selection, and ingredient mix of the rubber or
plastic results in different kinds and styles of belts, as well as different
qualities within a single belt style. The appropriate combination of these
variables will be determined by the particular power transmission requirements
and the environment in which the belt will be utilized. The size of an
industrial power belt is identified by its width and thickness (cross section)
and its length, and is designated with a fixed nomenclature and standards set
by the Rubber Manufacturers Association (RMA), the Mechanical Power
Transmission Association (MPTA), and the International Standard Organization
(ISO). More complete descriptions of industrial V-belts, synchronous belts,
flat belts, and round belts, and their various styles are presented below.
V-belts.--V-belts ate shaped with a cross section like a "V" or a wedge,
with all the power being transferred through the side or angle of the belt.
The "V" shape allows more surface contact and less slippage between the belt
and the sheave, because of the wedging action of the belt in the groove.
Therefore, more power or force can be transmitted from a V-belt than from a
flat belt, which has only one surface in contact with the sheave. There are
two basic V-belt constructions: handless (raw edge or cut edge), and banded.
Bandless V-belts have cut edge side walls, cut precisely to exact dimensions,
and notches molded in the belt to add more flexibility and lessen stress when
bending. Banded V-belts have a fabric cover wound around the top surface to
prolong the life of the belt by protecting it from damaging elements.
V-belts may be also classified as heavy duty or light duty (fractional
horsepower). Heavy-duty belts are utilized on equipment with motors of one or
more horsepower, and light-duty or fractional horsepower belts are used on
equipment with a motor or power source of less than one horsepower. Heavyduty industrial V-belts have two basic cross section styles: classical and
narrow. There are three different sizes for the cross section of the narrow
style belt (designated as 3V, SV, and 8V) and five sizes for the classical
style (designated as A, B, C, D, and E), with some overlap in dimensions
between the two styles. The narrow belt has a narrower width on top, which
provides more surface on the side of the belt because of the angle of the
wedge, whereas the classical belt has a wider top in proportion to its side
surfaces. Because the cross section profile differs between the two styles of
belts, the narrow style is considered a thicker belt in relationship to the
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width, which allows better support to the tensile member, therefore providing
greater horsepower carrying capability. Each of these two styles can further
be classified as a joined classical or joined narrow, when the classical or
narrow belts are joined together by a high-strength tie band at the top
surface. The classical or narrow molded-notch V-belt has notches molded into
the belt, which are designed for relief or stress from bending. These can be
either a single or joined type of V-belt. The notches also help in dissipating
the heat created by rapid flexing, when the belt is run on fast, small-diameter
sheaves. Double V-belts (hex belts) are generally used when the regular V-belt
would have to transmit the power load or force to a flat pulley from the top
(back) side of the belt, or in serpentine drives, which require the power load
to be transmitted to sheaves from both the top and the bottom of the belt.
V-ribbed belts are designed and constructed with a greater side surface exposed
for use on a small-diameter pulley, which results in less wedging between the
belt and sheave because of a 60-degree groove angle. The wedge angle for
conventional type V-belts described above ranges from 36 to 40 degrees.
V-link belting is similar to spliced belting and is used when the
installation of endless V-belts is impractical. V-link belting is made of two
or more links or segments of belting which are spliced together or joined with
fasteners. V-link belting is usually available in most standard V-belt cross
section sizes or nominal top widths. Such belting is usually sold in minimum
stock lengths of 50 to 100 feet and standard rolls of 200 to 500 feet. V-link
belting consists of a special tensile member of strong pulling cord to keep
belt stretching to a minimum and layers of square cut fabric which are often
impregnated with rubber. The layers of fabric allow the cleats in the fastener
to grip more securely. V-link belting does not ordinarily provide as long a
service as endless belts.
Synchronous belts.--Synchronous belts are referred to as timing belts or
positive drive belts, with the transfer of power through the teeth on the belt.
They are utilized primarily when the rotation of the driveN shaft must be
synchronized with the rotation of the driveR shaft. Synchronous belts consist
of four major parts: (1) tensile cord, (2) facing, (3) backing, and (4) teeth.
The tensile cord must have low elongation characteristics, since expansion
could result in a misfit of the teeth. Fiberglass is most commonly used,
although steel cables, kevlar, and polyester cord are used for certain
applications. The facing is usually a textile fabric, which acts as a buffer
surface to protect the teeth and to reduce friction. The backing and the teeth
consist of rubber or neoprene. Double-sided synchronous belts are engineered
with the teeth on both the front and back surfaces of the belt to transmit the
·maximum power load from either side of the belt. High-torque drive synchronous
belts are engineered with curvilinear teeth that provide superior stress
distribution and improve the load capacity and power transmission efficiency.
Depending on the drive conditions, high-torque drive synchronous belts can
transmit 20 to 100 percent more power per inch of width than conventional
synchronous belts.
Flat belts.--Flat belts are best described by their cross section; i.e., a
rectangular shape that is wider than it is thick. There are two basic types of
flat belts: (1) cordless (the entire belt consists of rubber or plastic plies
or layers and does not contain a tensile member--these belts are excluded by
petitioner from the scope of the investigations), and (2) corded (the rubber or
plastic belt contains a tensile member, which provides additional support and
strength). Corded flat belts have better strength properties than the cordless
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or plied flat belts, which allows the corded flat belt to operate better on
smaller pulleys. Flat belts usually have four major parts: (1) the cover
(which completely surrounds the belt or, in some cases, is omitted entirely),
(2) base material consisting of rubber or plastics, (3) tensile members such as
cords of textile, fiberglass, steel, or yarns, or a sheet of plastics material,
and (4) the adhesion materials that bond all the parts together. A flat belt
can be substituted for a V-belt on numerous types of machines, if the sheave is
replaced with a pulley. However, witnesses at the Commission's hearing
testified that such substitutions would be costly and, therefore, are unusual.
The pulley offers a flat surface necessary for the transfer of power through
the bottom of the belt. High-speed flat belts are made as light as possible by
having two layers of tensile cord, each laid in different directions between
the two thin plies of base materials.
Nylon-core belting is a prominent type of flat belt that is manufactured
in a continuous strip of several hundred or thousand feet in length and 2 to 4
feet in width. The cross section is of a multilayer material composed of a
combination of rubber or textile laminated on a nylon-tension member. The top
layer, or surface, is made of nylon (polyamide) fabric or rubber (elastomer),
the core consists of a highly oriented sheet of nylon, and the bottom layer or
friction coating is made of nylon or rubber. Nylon-core belting is put up on
roll lots, so the proper length can be cut off, depending on the size of belt
needed. After the required length is obtained, the belt is slit to the
required width. The belting ends are cut on an angle, sanded, and cemented
together to form an endless or closed belt. Heat and pressure are applied to
add strength to the splice. This allows nylon-core belts to be made to
virtually any length or width. To install this type of belt, the machinery
does not have to be dismantled and reassembled or readjusted, since the belt is
joined or fastened while the pulleys remain on the machine. These belts are
highly resistant to abrasion, chemicals, and flex fatigue. They are used
mostly for light- and medium-duty drives on machinery operated by the textile
(spinning frames, twisters, and winders), papermaking (collectors and folders),
printing (sheeters and slitters), and flour mill (roll stands and sifters)
industries.
Round belts.--Round belts consist of the same components as most other
industrial power belts and have four major parts: (1) the cover, (2) base
material, (3) tensile member, and (4) adhesion material. Round belts are
usually made similar to V-belts and can utilize the sheaves made for V-belts.
Usually round belts are special ordered and are made to specified lengths for
original equipment (OE) purposes. The cross section of a round belt is shaped
-in a circle with the circumferen~e wrapped with a cover material. This is
followed by the base material (rubber or plastic), which has a center core of a
tensile member. The tensile member is usually rectangular, rather than round
in shape, which provides greater strength. Round belts are produced in nine
common sizes, ranging in diameter from 3/16 inch to 1-1/6 inches. Although not
utilized as much as other types of industrial belts, round belts are used
mostly for agricultural machinery and some light-duty or appliance drives.
Manufacturing processes
There are four main stages in the manufacturing of industrial power
transmission belts: (1) parts manufacturing, (2) assembling or building,
(3) curing or vulcanizing, and (4) finishing and packaging.
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The first step of parts manufacturing involves mixing selected ingredients
to produce the rubber (neoprene) stock and treating or coating the tensile
cord. The tensile cord (yarn or fabric) usually consists of polyester,
polyester/nylon, cotton/rayon, or cotton/polyester blends, and in some cases
"high performance" aramid or Kevlar cords or yarns. These tensile cords are
then coated with a latex or adhesive, heated, cured, and wound on spools for
later use. At the same time in the compound room, ingredients of various
chemicals, such as polymers, oil, fillers, carbon black, and pigments, are
mixed to exact recipes. A typical recipe will include seven or eight
ingredients, which are measured into paper bags. The contents of each bag will
often weigh 3 to 6 pounds and must be accurate within one-tenth of an ounce.
These ingredients and an exact amount of neoprene are then poured into a
Banbury mixer to begin making the undercord and overcord stock. The sequence,
timing, and temperature during mixing will determine the quality of the
finished product. The batch of mixture is deposited on a mill or coil in a
soft, taffy form to cool. This mixture, along with other batches of mixtures,
is run through rollers several times to insure uniform blending of all the
ingredients. The neoprene and chemical mixture is rolled out on a conveyor
belt in a strip approximately 2 feet wide, one-half inch thick, and 30 to 60
feet long. Several strips are then placed on top of each other and passed
between heated drums during the calendaring process. This results in a uniform
width of 52 inches and of a particular thickness to be placed on a continuous
420-yard roll to be used for undercord. A different roll of blended neoprene
is further heated and cooled with a fabric impregnated with rubber or adhesive
to form a roll of adhesive gum material. To produce overcord stock, another
mixture of neoprene is bonded to a textile fabric, unrolled on a conveyor belt,
cut into sections every other one of which is then pivoted 90 degrees and
rejoined with a heat splice to the piece in front of it, and then rerolled.
Cutting, pivoting, and rejoining the sections at 90 degree angles adds strength
to the overcord stock.
The second main manufacturing stage is the assembly or building process.
The following procedures will explain the steps necessary to manufacture a
typical banded belt. Parts previously made or prepared are assembled in a
building operation to produce uncut belt sleeves or cut belt cords. The
undercord is built from several plies or layers of different undercord stock
consisting of various mixtures of ingredients, which are each wrapped once
around the building drum until the desired thickness and composition of
undercord is obtained. The hollow steel building drum is expandable and is set
to an exact circumference during this operation. Next the previously completed
undercord is applied with an adhesive gum. This is followed by winding the
tensile cord onto the undercord. Another ply of adhesive gum is applied over
the tensile cord and then the overcord stock is wrapped around the drum in
plies in the same manner as the undercord until the desired thickness and
composition is obtained. l/ The building operation is now complete with a
sleeve configuration built on the drum. The sleeve, which is the proper
thickness and construction and measures from 36 to 42 inches wide, is ready to
be cut into uncured or raw cores. The sleeve is now cut with gang knives into
belt cores. The drum is collapsed and the cores removed. The uncured cores
are then skived. In this step, the rectangular cross-section cores are cut on
the lower sides to a predetermined angle and weight to form a wedge or V-shaped
cross section. The skived uncured belts then go to the "flipper," a machine

l/ To build sleeves larger than the circumference of the drum, two drums are
used, with the distance between them adjusted for the proper belt length.
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that wraps one to three plies of fabric onto the belt, depending upon the size
and intended end use.
The belt cores are then cured or vulcanized in either of the following
methods: (1) The shorter length belts are cured by the circular-mold method,
using a number of circular rings stacked together so that the top of one ring
and the bottom of the next ring form a V-shaped cavity. This type of mold uses
multiple cavities (usually 24 to 30 belt cores, depending on the width) as a
unit. The assembled mold is placed in a bag or diaphragm-type casing, which in
turn is placed in a steam vulcanizer. High pressure steam forces the air bag
against the tops of the belts and they are cured or vulcanized to their final
shape. (2) The other type of cure is the gooseneck or open-end method. This
type is utilized mostly for longer belts. In this method, the belts are held
under tension and cured in sections as the molds are closed by the press. The
belts are rotated two or more times after each sectional cure, until the entire
length of the belt is cured.
The final manufacturing stage involves finishing and packaging. The belts
are measured on two rotating pulleys and inspected for uniformity and length.
Many of these belts have a tolerance of not more than several one-hundredths of
an inch variation in length to be deemed acceptable and to pass inspection.
Although belts are inspected during the measuring operation, they are further
inspected for visual defects by final quality inspectors before being released
for packaging. Finally the belt is packaged and shipped to customers or to
warehouses for inventory.
The assembly stage varies somewhat, however, for handless V-belts and
synchronous belts. The building process for a handless V-belt is virtually
identical to that for the banded product until the step of cutting the uncured
sleeve in cores. At this point, in manufacturing a handless belt, after the
belt sleeve has been built, instead of square cutting raw belt cores, the
knives are used to trim the ends of the raw, uncured sleeve. The uncured
sleeve is removed from the building drum as a single unit and taken to be
cured. The entire uncured sleeve is loaded into a cylindrical metal sleeve,
which is the mold. High-pressure steam forces an air bag out against the belt
sleeve, which is against the metal cylinder, and the belt is cured. After
curing, the sleeve is removed from the mold and placed on a machine that will
cut the V-belt sections from the sleeve to the required wedge-shaped belt
specifications. The handless belts are then measured, matched, inspected, and
packaged for distribution.
Synchronous or timing belts are also made somewhat differently. A nylon
fabric is wrapped around the building drum before the undercord is added. The
undercord is followed by a fiberglass yarn with an s-twist wrapped once the
entire width; then a fiberglass yarn with a z-twist is wrapped over it. After
the adhesion fabric and overcore are added, it is ready for curing. The
built-up drum is cured in a round mold where the sleeve is vulcanized and the
teeth on the belt are molded in. The sleeve will then be cut to proper width,
and the belt cores planed and sanded to insure proper width and thickness.

Industrial power drive belts are produced for two major purposes: (1) for
original equipment, and (2) for replacement purposes. The belts used as OE
generally have more required specifications than belts designated for
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replacement. Also, belts used for OE are usually made to special order from
specifications and tolerances requested by the OE manufacturer, whereas belts
for replacement are usually selected by maintenance engineers or machinery
operators from existing inventories. The replacement belt selected is often of
different specifications than the OE belt.
Generally, no one type or group of specifications for an industrial power
drive belt is used exclusively for a particular machine or piece of equipment.
As many as 25 or more different belts could be utilized on 1 machine depending
on the various circumstances involved. Factors such as cost, durability, type
of motor, schedule of maintenance, accessibility of the existing belt on the
machine, size and condition of the drive sheaves, and length of the belt will
help determine which type of belt or specifications will be the most efficient.
Also, the expected frequency of operation of the equipment is a deciding
factor. How often the belt is used, whether for intermittent service (3-5
hours daily or seasonal use), normal service (8-10 hours daily), or continuous
service (16-24 hours daily) will affect the choice of belt to be installed.
Industrial power belts are utilized by almost every industry in the United
States and come in a wide range of sizes and specifications. The following
list includes many of the various types of machinery and equipment that utilize
industrial power belts:
Agitators for liquids
Air compressors
Appliances
Blowers and exhausters
Brick machinery
Bucket elevators
Centrifugal pumps
Circular saws, planers
Drill presses
Dough mixers
Fans
Generators
Hammer mills
Hoist elevators
Lime shafts

Laundry machinery
Mining machinery
Off ice equipment
Paper mill beaters
Piston pumps
Printing machinery
Pulverizers
Punches-presses-shears
Rotary pumps
Revolving and vibratory
screens
Saw mill machinery
Textile machinery
Washers
Woodworking machinery

Virtually all of these machines or equipment can use different types or
specifications of belts. In some cases, the sheaves will be replaced at the
same time as the belts.
Industrial and automotive belt comparison
Imported automotive belts are not included in the scope of these
investigations, but are often referred to in this report, and the similarities
and differences are often discussed.
Automotive belts (usually V-belts) are used to drive the accessories
(alternators, air conditioners, etc.) on passenger cars, trucks, buses, and
other vehicles. These ·automotive belts can transmit from less than
1 horsepower (fractional) up to 15 or 20 horsepower, depending on the engine
size and speed. Automotive belts are usually used individually, although
multiple belts are also used on large engines to increase the horsepower range.
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Gates and other domestic producers .separate their production operations on
industrial belts from their operations on automotive belts. l/ Automotive
belts are manufactured on some of the same type of equipment as industrial
belts; however, their production is not intermingled, and the equipment is
designated for either industrial or automotive belt manufacturing. There is an
exception when producing the undercord and overcord stock. All rubber
compounds are made in the same Banbury mixers according to various
specifications and then directed to the appropriate production line.
According to information supplled by the petitioner, automotive belts have
fewer layers or components than industrial belts. There are also fewer recipes
for undercord and overcord stock and fewer sizes in comparison with the
industrial belts. The cross-section characteristics (top width, thickness, and
drive angle) usually differ between the automotive and industrial belts.
Automotive belts must generally provide more flexibility, have higher heat
resistance, and be able to function in somewhat oily conditions; whereas
industrial.belts must provide greater strength and durability. Automotive
belts are usually operated for not more than several hours at a time, whereas
certain industrial belts will run continuously. Automotive belts are usually
not replaced for 4 or 5 years, whereas many industrial belts used in the
machinery in the na.tion' s.-_f-actories. are replaced on a scheduled maintenance
plan after specified hours of operation. Automotive belts are usually not
replaced until there is a malfunction or breakdown of the automobile.
Customers of automotive belts need the belt manufacturer's catalog to
purchase the correct belt size, since they are listed by automobile type,
model, and year. Purchasers of industrial belts have numerous choices,
depending on the belt characteristics and properties that are considered the
most important. The domestic industry provides separate catalogs and brochures
with different nomenclature for industrial belts and automotive belts. All
types of automotive belts are distributed throughout the country, whereas the
distribution of industrial belts ·is often limited to more of the types of belts
that are used in that particular geographic location by the local industries
and customers. For example, a distributor in the Pacific Northwest will stock
·industrial belts for the timber industries, whereas a distributor in a farm
area will stock industrial belts for farm machinery.
Occasionally, the same automotive belt can be used on different types and
models of automobiles, but it is usually designed for one particular engine
that may be used in different models of automobiles. Because each automobile
requires certain types and sizes of belts, the substituting of other types and
sizes would probably not allow the automobile to operate properly. However,
many industrial belts are designed to function on various machines, therefore
allowing one type of machine to utilize more than one specification or type· of
belt. Thus, the interchangeability or crisscross of a particular type and size
of a belt for both industrial and automotive use is very limited. Although the
dimensions for the length and cross section may be similar, the industrial belt
and the automotive belt would generally differ because of differences in
construction and recipes.
Industrial power transmission belts are classified in one of the followi.ng
categories: V-belts, synchronous, flat, and round, whereas automotive belts
are classified as either V-belt or synchronous belts. V-pelts account for most
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of the industrial belts and nearly all of automotive belts. Automotive V-belts
are virtually all cut-edge (unwrapped), whereas the majority of industrial Vbelts are banded (wrapped). Industrial cut-edge V-belts range in length from
20 to 150 inches, whereas industrial wrapped V-belts are from 20 inches up to
600-inches. The automotive cut-edge belt ranges between 30 and 60 inches,
although the automotive cut-edge, serpentine belt 11 ranges from 60 to 120
inches in length. Therefore an overlap in length for industrial and automotive
cut-edge V-belts exists between the 30 and 60-inch range.
Industrial belts have three standard cross section styles (sizes) for
narrow V-belts (3V, SV, and 8V), and five standard cross section styles (sizes)
for classical V-belts (A, B, C, D, and E). Each of these cross sections is
different and indicates an exact measurement in the top width and thickness of
the belt. Automotive V-belts have only three standard cross section sizes (SAE
380, SAE 440, and SAE 500), which also differ in top width and thickness.
However, the automotive "SAE 380" cross section corresponds in part to the
industrial "3V style" with both having a top width of 3/8 inch. In addition,
the top width of the automotive "SAE 500" corresponds with the one-half inch
top width of the industrial "A style." Although there are two styles of
automotive and industrial belts with the same top width dimensions, the cross
sections may not correspond completely because the thickness can vary.
Generally, an automotive belt with the same top width as an industrial belt
will be thicker. This allows the automotive sleeve to be cut deeper so the
sides of the belt will have greater contact.
Synchronous belts for industrial use range in length from 6 inches to li
feet, whereas synchronous belts for automotive use range from 30 to 50 inches.
Industrial belts have two common standard cross section styles for synchronous
or timing belts (Land H). Both of these styles are different and indicate an
exact pitch length (distance between each tooth) and tooth profile (size of
each tooth). Automotive synchronous belts do not use the standard styles such
as "L" or "H," but will mix or combine the dimensions of different ones to form
a hybrid style.
Although two belts, one for industrial and the other for automotive use,
may be of the same type, style (cross section), and length, they can still
differ because of various constructions and recipes. If a belt is marked with
both an automotive and industrial stock number, it would probably be marketed
for the replacement market. Consumers of replacement belts are usually more
willing to accept a compromise in construction and recipes than the initial
purchasers of OE belts. Most OE belts, depending on their designated end use,
require exact specifications of the construction and recipes. Differences in
constructioR or recipes can affect a belt's properties such as speed, torque,
and power ratings. These are important factors in choosing between two belts
of same type, style, and length, as to which is more suitable for either
automotive or industrial use.
U.S. tariff treatment
The Harmonized Tariff Schedule (HTS) of the United States, which replaced
the Tariff Schedules of the United States (TSUS), became effective January 1,

11 A type of V-belt used on most new automobiles, which replaces two or three
of the traditional, shorter V-belts.
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1989 . .!/ In general, the tariff treatment of industrial power drive belts in
the HTS is similar to t~at previously in effect under the TSUS. The industrial
power drive belts under investigation are classified in HTS chapter 39
(Plastics and Articles Thereof), chapter 40 (Rubber and Articles Thereof),
chapter 59 (Articles of a Kind Suitable For Industrial Use), and chapter 73
(Articles of Iron or Steel). Industrial power drive belts classified in
chapter 39 (HTS subheadings 3926.90.55, 3926.90.56, 3926.90.57, 3926.90.59, and
3926.90.60) are included with those for machinery, all of plastics. Industrial
power drive belts classified in chapter 40 (HTS subheadings 4010.10.10,
4010.10.50, 4010.91.11, 4010.91.15, 4010.91.19, 4010.91.50, 4010.99.11,
4010.99.15, 4010.99.19, and 4010.99.50) are included with transmission belts
and belting, of rubber. Industrial power drive belts classified in chapter 59
(HTS subheadings 5910.00.10, and 5910.00.90) are included with transmission
belts and belting, and those in chapter 73 (HTS subheading 7326.20.00) are
included with those containing iron or steel wire. The column 1 general rates
of duty for imports of industrial belts and belting pursuant to the HTS range
from a low of 2.4 percent ad valorem to a high of 8 percent ad valorem, as
shown in the tabulation on the following page.
Preferential tariff treatments for all the HTS subheadings covered in the
investigations, as shown in the tabulation, are listed in the special rates of
duty subcolumn of column 1 followed by the codes A, A*, B, C, CA, E, E*, or IL.
As indicated by codes A and A*, the Generalized System of Preference (GSP),
enacted as title V of the Trade Act of 1974 and extended by the Trade and
Tariff Act of 1984, provides duty~free entry to specified eligible articles
imported from designated beneficiary developing countries and is scheduled to
remain in effect until July 1993. Israel is eligible for treatment as a
designated beneficiary developing country pursuant to the GSP.
Imports under tariff provisions with codes E and E* are eligible for
duty-free entry under the Caribbean Basin Economic Recovery Act (CBERA). 2J
None of the countries listed in the petition is eligible for CBERA special duty
rates. Those duty rates followed by the code IL are applicable to products of
Israel under the United States-Israel Free Trade Area Implementation Act of
1985, as provided in general note 3(c)(vii) of the HTS. Where no preferential

.!/ Serving as the basis for the HTS, the Harmonized Commodity Description and
Coding System, known as the Harmonized System or HS, is intended to serve as
the single modern product nomenclature for use in classifying products for
customs tariff, statistical, and transport documentation purposes. Based on
the Customs Cooperation Council Nomenclature, the HS is a detailed
classification structure containi~g approximately 5,000 headings and
subheadings describing articles in trade. The provisions are organized in
96 chapters arranged in 20 sections that, along with the interpretation rules
and the legal notes to the chapters and sections, form the legal text of the
system. Parties to the HS convention agree to base their customs tariffs and.
statistical programs upon the HS nomenclature.
2J The CBERA affords nonreciprocal tariff preferences to developing countries
in the Caribbean Basin area to aid their economic development and to diversify
and expand their production and exports. The CBERA, enacted in title II of
Public Law 98-67 and implemented by Presidential Proclamation 5133 of Nov. 30,
1983, applies to merchandise entered, or withdrawn from warehouse for
consumption, on or after Jan. 1, 1984; it is scheduled to remain in effect
until Sept. 30, 1995. See general note 3(C)(V) to the HTS.
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HTS
:;?ubheading

Rates of dutl!:
Column 1
Column 2
General
S~ecial
---------------Percent ad valorem-----------------

3926.90.55

5.1 percent

3926.90.56

5.1 percent

3926.90.57

8.0 percent

3926.90.59

2.4 percent

3926.90.60

4.2 percent

4010.10.10

5.1 percent

40i0.10.50

4.2 percent

4010. 91.11

5.1.percent

4010.91.15

8.0 percent

4010. 91.19

2.4. percent

4010.91.50

4.2 percent

·4010. 99 .11'

5.1 percent

4010.99.15

8.0 percent

4010.99.19

2.4 percent

4010.99.50

4.2 percent

5910.00.10

8.0 percent

5910.00.90

5.1 percent

7326.20.00

5.7 percent

Free (B,E, IL)
4.5 percent (CA)
Free (A,E*)
2.1 percent (IL)
4.5 percent (CA)
Free (A)
3.2 percent (IL)
7.2 percent (CA)
Free (E*)
1.0 percent (IL)
2.1 percent (CA)
Free (A,E,IL)
3.7 percent (CA)
Free (B,E*,IL)
4.5 percent (CA)
Free (A,E,IL)
3.7 percent (CA)
Free (A,E*)
2.1 percent (IL)
4.5 percent (CA)
Free (A)
3.2 percent (IL)
7.2 percent (CA)
Free (E*)
1.0 percent (IL)
2.1 percent (CA)
Free (A,E,IL)
3.7 percent (CA)
Free (A,E*)
2.1 percent (IL)
4.5 percent (CA)
Free (A)
3.2 percent (IL)
7.2 percent (CA)
Free (E*)
1.0 percent (IL)
. 2 . 1 percent (CA)
Free (A,E,IL)
3.7 percent (CA)
Free (A)
3.2 percent (IL)
7.2 percent (CA)
Free (E*)
2.1 percent (IL)
4.5 percent (CA)
Free (A,B,C,E,IL)
5.1 percent (CA)

30 percent
30 percent
74 percent
25 percent
25 percent
30 percent
25 percent
30 percent
74 percent
25 percent
25 percent
30 percent
74 percent
25 percent
25 percent
74 percent
30 percent
45 percent
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rate is provided for products of Israel (IL,A or A*), the column 1 general duty
rate applies. Those imports followed by the code B are covered by the
Automotive Products Trade Act, and those indicated by the code C enter free of
duty under the Agreement on Trade in Civil Aircraft. Those imported products
receiving duty-free or reduced-duty treatment under the United States-Canada
Free-Trade Agreement are indicated by the code CA.
Nature and Extent of Subsidies
and Sales at LTFV
Commerce's final countervailing duty determinations
Effective April 18, 1989, Commerce determined that benefits which
constitute subsidies within the meaning of the countervailing duty law are
being provided to manufacturers, producers, or exporters of industrial belts in
Israel (54 FR 15509). The estimated net subsidy is lS.42 percent ad valorem
for Israeli manufacturers. In addition, Commerce found that critical
circumstances do exist in this case. l/
Commerce's final countervailing duty determinations were negative for
Singapore (54 FR 15520) and S~uth Korea (54 FR 15513). The Israeli programs
determined to constitute subsidies and the details of Commerce's final
determinations are contained in Commerce's notices of April 18, 1989 (app. A).
Commerce's final LTFV determinations
Effective April 18, 1989, Commerce determined that industrial belts from
Israel, Italy, Japan, Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan, the United Kingdom, and
West Germany are being, or are likely to.be, sold in the United States at LTFV
(54 FR 15481-15507). Commerce's final LTFV margins are presented in the
following tabulation (in percent ad valorem):
·
Israel:
Magam ........................ .
All others ................... .
Italy:
Pirelli ...................... .
All others ................... .
Japan:
Bando ........................ .
All others ................... .
Singapore:
Mi tsuboshi ................... .
All others ................... .
South Korea:
Dongil ....................... .
All others ................... .

79.25
79. 2.5

74.90
74.90
93.16
93.16
31. 73·
31.73
64.37
64.37

l/ Commerce assumed that there were massive imports of the subject merchandise
over a relatively short period based on import statistics that were based on
basket tariff categories. Respondents did ~ot supply verifiable data on
company-specific exports of the subject merchandise.
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Taiwan:
Hsing Kwo .................... .
All others ................... .
United Kingdom:
J .H. Fenner .................. .
Optibelt ..................... .
All other .................... .
West Germany:
Optibelt ..................... .
All other .................... .

12.13
12.13
6.80
74.16
73.85
100.60
100.60

For reasons stated in its notices of April 18, 1989 (app. A), Commerce
used the highest margin contained in the petition for each of the product types
for the period of the investigations as "the best information available" to
establish final dumping margins for Israel, Italy, Japan, South Korea, and West
Germany. The best information available from the petition was also used with
respect to the United Kingdom to establish the LTFV margin for Optibelt Corp.,
whereas J.H. Fenner cooperated with Commerce by completing its questionnaire.
The Singapore producer and Taiwan producer cooperated with Commerce in its
final investigations with respect to those countries.
The producer in Singapore makes sales through a related sales agent in the
United States. Commerce found that the merchandise in question was shipped
directly from the manufacturer to the unrelated buyer without being introduced
into the inventory of the related selling agent. For Taiwan, Commerce's
investigation was limited to Hsing Kwo Rubber Mfg. Co., Ltd. (Hsing Kwo), the
producer in Taiwan responsible for the bulk of exports to the United States of
the subject merchandise during the period January 1, 1988, through June 30,
1988. According to Commerce (54 FR 15496), virtually all of Hsing Kwo's sales
are make through a related sales agent in the United States prior to
importation. The related sales agent, Hsing Kwo USA, receives orders and
transmits them to Taiwan. The manufacturer in Taiwan then packs the
merchandise for each order in cartons stamped with shipping marks identifying
the ultimate customer. The cartons are then packed into international shipping
containers (along with cartons of V-belts destined for other customers as well
as cartons of merchandise not covered by the investigation), which are shipped
to Hsing Kwo USA. Hsing Kwo USA unpacks the containers and forwards the
individual cartons on to the ultimate purchaser.
A breakdown of the LTFV sales examined by Commerce for the period
January l, 1988, through June 30, 1988, is presented in the following
tabulation:
Country
Singapore
Taiwan
United Kingdom:
Fenner (only)

u,s, Sales
(Units)
(Value)

Sales at LTFV
(Units) (Value)

***
***

$***
***

***
***

$***
***

***

***

***

***

Petitioner alleged that critical circumstances exist within the meaning of
the Tariff Act of 1930 with respect to each of the eight subject countries.
Commerce found in its final determinations, as described in its notices (app.
A), that critical circumstances exist with respect to imports of the subject
merchandise from Magam (Israel), from Pirelli (Italy), from Bando (Japan), from
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Dongil (South Korea), from Optibelt (United Kingdom), and from Optibelt (West
Germany). 11 Commerce, in its final determinations, found that critical
circumstances do not exist with to respect to imports of the subject
merchandise from all other producers in Israel, Italy, Japan, Singapore, South
Korea, Tahal, tre lhit.ed l<:irlJbn, a'rl ~ Genmry.
The U.S. Market
The petitioner states that there is only one product subject to
investigation and that product is all industrial belts, whether timing or
V-belts, round or flat belts. The Commission, however, stated that in these
final investigations, it would consider whether or not automotive belts should
be included with industrial belts and, in addition, it would collect data on
various types of industrial belts. Z/ The industrial belts included within the
scope of the petition are many and varied. They range in size from small
belts, such as those in sewing machines and electronic equipment, to huge belts
over 100 feet long used on the larger machinery in many industries. They are
sold as individual belts in endless (i.e., closed loop) form, as sleeves of
endless product that are then cut to the appropriate width by distributors, and
as long lengths of V-belting or flat belting that are then cut to size by
either a distributor or jobber· or by the end user.
Apparent U.S. consumption
Apparent U.S. consumption of industrial belts, as calculated by adding
domestic firms' U.S. shipments of their own production plus U.S. shipments of
imported product, is shown in table 1. lJ Apparent U.S. consumption of all
industrial belts increased 7.8 percent (based on units) from 1986 to 1987 and
increased 2.3 percent from 1987 to 1988. U.S. producers' shipments increased
3.6 percent from 1986 to 1987 and then declined 0.7 percent from 1987 to 1988.
Importers' shipments of all industrial belts from all countries increased 50.1
percent (based on units) from 1986 to 1987 and increased 23.4 percent from 1987
to 1988. The value of apparent U.S. consumption of all industrial belts
increased 11.1 percent from 1986 to 1987 and increased 4.9 percent from 1987 to
1988. The value of U.S. producers' shipments of all industrial belts increased

11 Of the companies listed above, only Pirelli (Italy) provided monthly export
data for the period November 1987 through January 1989, as requested by
Commerce. With respect to the remaining companies listed above, Commerce
assumed that there were massive imports of the subject merchandise over a
relatively short period based on import statistics that were based on basket
tariff categories. Respondents did not supply verifiable data on companyspecific exports of the subject merchandise.
Z/ Industrial Belts from Israel. Italy. Japan. Singapore. South Korea.· Taiwan ..
the United Kingdom. and West Germany--Determinations of the Commission in
Investigations Nos. 701-TA-293-295 (Preliminary) and 731-TA-412-419
(Preliminary) Under the Tariff Act of 1930. Together With the Information
Obtained in the Investigations, USITC Pub. 2113, Aug. 1988, pp. 1-40.
lJ In the following statistical tables, data for unspecified "other" industrial
belts are believed to be comprised predominantly of certain flat belts and
round belts. However, in tables where V-link and nylon-core belting are not
listed separately, such belting is also included in the "other" category.
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Table 1
Industrial belts: U.S. shipments of domestic and imported product and apparent
U.S consumption, by products, 1986-88, January-February 1988, and
January-February 1989
Item

1986

Jan, -Feb, - 1988
1989

1988

1987

Quantit;:t (1,000 units)
V-Belts:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. shipments of imports ..
Total, apparent U.S.
consumption ............
Synchronous belts:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. shipments of imports ..
Total, apparent U.S.
consumption ............
Nylon-core belting:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. shipments of imports ..
Total, apparent U.S.
consumption ............
V-Link belting:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. shipments of imports ..
Total, apparent U.S.
consumption ............
Other industrial belts:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. shipments of imports ..
Total, apparent U.S.
consumption ............
·All industrial belts:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. shipments of imports ..
Total, apparent U.S.
consumption ............

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***

***

***

***

***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***

***

***

***

***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***

***

***

***

***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***

***

***

***

***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***

***

***

***

***

75,413
Z,435

78,123
11.15~

77,572
lJ.Z70

13,394
2.60Q

13,104
1,810

82,848

89,281

91,342

15,994

14,914

Value (1,000 dollaJ:;:s)
-V-Belts:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. shipments of imports ..
Total, apparent U.S.
consumption ............
Synchronous belts:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. shipments of imports ..
Total, apparent U.S.
consumption ............
Nylon-core belting:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. shipments of imports ..
Total, apparent U.S.
consumption ............

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***

***

***

***

***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***

***

***

***

***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***

***

***

***

***
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Table 1--Continued
Industrial belts: U.S. shipments of domestic and imported product and apparent
U.S consumption, by products, 1986-88, January-February 1988, and
January-February 1989
Item

1987

1986

Jan. -Feb. - 1988
1989

1988

Value (l,000 dollars}
V-Link belting:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. shipments of imports ..
Total, apparent U.S.
consumption ........... _.
Other industrial belts:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. shipments of imports ..
Total, apparent U.S.
consumption ............
All industrial belts:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. shipments of imports ..
Total, apparent U.S.
consumption ............
V-Belts:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. shipments of imports ..
Total, apparent U.S.
consumption ...· .........
Synchronous belts:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. shipments of imports ..
Total, apparent U.S.
consumption ............
Nylon-core belting:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. shipments of imports ..
Total, apparent U.S.
consumption ............
V-Link belting:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. shipments of imports ..
Total, apparent U.S.
consumption ............
Other industrial belts:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. shipments of imports ..
Total, apparent U.S.
consumption ............
All industrial belts:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. shipments of imports ..
Total, apparent U.S.
consumption ............

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***

***

***

***

***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***

***

'***

***.

***

225,586
27,876

250' 725
36, 119

255,666
45,104

42, 310
7,526

43,143
6,570

49,836
253,462
286,844
49 713
300 770
As a share of the quantity of apparent
U.S. consum:gtion (:gercent}
I

I

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
*·**

***
***

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

***
***

***
***

: ***
***

***
***

***
***

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

91.0
9.0

87.5
12.5

84.9
15.1

83.7
16.3

87.9
12.1

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0
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Table 1--Continued
Industrial belts: U.S. shipments of domestic and imported product and apparent
U.S consumption, by products, 1986-88, January-February 1988, and
January-February 1989
Item
V-Belts:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. shipments of imports ..
Total, apparent U.S.
consumption ............
Synchronous belts:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. shipments of imports ..
Total, apparent U.S.
consumption ............
Nylon-core belting:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. shipments of imports ..
Total, apparent U.S.
consumption ............
V-Link belting:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. shipments of imports ..
Total, apparent U.S.
consumption ............
Other industrial belts:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. shipments of imports ..
Total, apparent U.S.
consumption ............
All industrial belts:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. shipments of imports ..
Total, apparent U.S.
consumption ............

1986

Jan. -Feb. -1989
1987
1988
1988
As a share of the value of apparent
U.S. consum:12ti'ln (:12ercent)

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
·***

***
***

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

***
***

***
***

***
***

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

89.0
11.0

87.4
12.6

85.0
15.0

84.9
15.l

86.8
13.2

100.0

100.0

100.0

·100.0

100.0

***'
***

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

***
***
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11.1 percent from 1986 to 1987 and increased 2.0 percent from 1987 to 1988.
The value of importers' shipments of all industrial belts from all countries
increased 29.6 percent from 1986 to 1987 and increased 24.9 percent from 1987
to 1988.
The U.S. producers' share of total·apparent consumption of all industrial
belts declined from.91.0 percent (bas·eCi on units) in 1986 to 87.5 percent in
1987 and to 84. 9 percent in 1988,. Th'us, · 1.mpo.rters' share of total apparent
consumption of all industrial belts, frnpqited from all. co~ntries, rose from 9.0
percent (based on units) in 1986 to ii:·5:··pe~c~"n:t in 1987 and to..15 .1 percent in
1988.
.,
.
Quantities were collected, and reported in JllOst of .the fol.lowing tables,
in both units and in pounds; however, more firms. were able t.o prov.i.de data in
units than in pounds, and this was true· among U.S. producers l/ and many
importers of product sourced from the subj e.ct eight C<Ountries. · The HTS and
TSUS require importers to report imports of power belts in pounds and,
consequently, some 'importers were 'able to report in pounds or dollars, but not
in units'. However, belts are marketed in unit~, and there is no .indication
that belts ·are· sold by the pound. · Thus, for belts, the parties to ,these
proceedfrigs agreed (at· the Commissio~'s.hearing) that quantity in units is more
accurate 'than quantity in pounds. Some belting, such as V-link belting, is
sold in· feet, whereas other belting, such as nylon-core belting, is often sold
in strips, inch-feet, or in s.quare inches or ~quare meters.
Respondents contend that there is no clearcut distinction between
industrial belts and automotive belts· in the types. of production pr.ocesses·, the
skills of the labor force employed, and the types of machinery used, 2/ and
they have encouraged the Commission to consider the U.S. industry to be U.S.
producers of all power belts, both inqustrial and automotive, and the domestic
"like" product to be all power belts. Therefore, data have again been
collected on automotive belts. Consumpti.pn and trade data for automotive·belts
have been addeci with data for industrial b-eits to obtain .totals for "all power
belts." Data for all po~er belts are presented in appendix C.
U.S. producers ·
There have.been several changes in plant ownership among firms producing
power belts during the period under investigation. In June 1986, Gates bought
the timing belt'business from Uniroyal; in October 1986 Armtek Corp. bought the
worldwide rubber operations of Dayco Corp-:and turned the U.S. assets over to a
newly formed, wholly owned subsidiary called Dayco Products, Inc. (Dayco); and
in December 1986 the B.F.Goodrich Co. sold the assets of its Hose and Belts
Division to the H.K. Porter Co., Inc., which in turn transferred.the assets to
its wholly owned subsidiary,_ Thermoid, Inc. (Thermoid). In responding to the
Commission's questionnaire, firms were required to report data for the entire
period of investigation, not just for the period since purchase. Likewise,

l/ All U.S. producers completing questio,nnaires ·.provided information on· their
U.S. shipments of industrial belts in units; however,·***, accounting.for
* **percent of the value of 1988 U.S. shipme~ts, did not provide information
on pounds.
2/ Transcript of the public conference, pp. 115-119.
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throughout this report, unless otherwise specified, a reference to a firm
encompasses not only the current firm, but also its predecessor.
There are 10 U.S. firms producing, or believed to be producing, industrial
belts and of these 10 firms, 4 also produce automotive belts. The production
of both types of belts is heavily concentrated, with three firms, * * *,
accounting for about 85 percent of the number of industrial belts produced
during 1986-88. There are two new plants as of 1988. One, the Illinois
Manufacturing Division of MBL (USA) Corp. (MBL), began production in March
1988. The second new plant, Bando Manufacturing of America, begin production
of * * *
Both of these new plants can produce both industrial and automotive
belts.

* * * does not produce nylon-core belting or V-link belting, but * * *
reported data for products that it claims are competitive with nylon-core and
V-link pelting. The petitioner stated that three firms, J.E. Rhoads & Sons,
Page Belting Co., and Shingle Belting Co., produce nylon-core belting in the
United States. * * *
***provided a worthless response to the Commission's
producers' questionnaire. * * * made a "good faith" effort to respond to the
Commission's producers' questionnaire; however, the firm was unable to separate
products produced by the firm that are subject to these investigations from
products 'that are not subject to these investigations. * * * !/ * * *
Only
one U.S. producer, * * *, reported actual production of V-link belting.
The responding U.S. producers, their position with respect to the
petition, their shares of total U.S. industrial belt production in 1988 (on the
basis of units produced), and their plant locations are shown in the following
tabula ti.on:

Position on
petition

Share of reported
U.S. production of
industrial belts
Percent

Plant location

BMA l/

Opposes

Dayco

***

***

Fort Scott, KS
Springfield, MO
Walterboro, SC
Waynesville, NC
Williston, SC

DurkeeAtwood

***

***

New Hope, MN 2./
Red Wing, MN

!/

Bowling Green, KY

See footnotes at end of tabulation.

11 John McGough, President, J.E. Rhoads & Sons, testified at the Commission's
hearing that his firm supports Gates' petition with respect to certain
products, but opposes the petition with respect to products produced by Rhoads.
McGough stated that Rhoads imports, from West Germany, the special nylon used
for the core of Rhoads' belting and that such nylon is potentially subject to
dumping duties depending on the outcome of the Commission's investigations.
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Fenner America
Inc. (Fenner
Manheim) 1/

***

***

Manheim, PA

Gates

Supports

***

Denver, CO
Elizabethtown, KY
Moncks Corner, SC
Siloam Springs, AR

Goodyear
~LY

Supports
Opposes

***
***

Lincoln, NE
Lombard, IL
(Chemi-flex
Div.)
Ottawa, IL 2/

Thermo id

***

***

Elgin, SC

l/ Subsidiary of Bando Chemical Industries, Ltd., of Japan.

BMA began
production in September 1988, with a * * *units/year capacity for all power
belts.
l/ Ceased production of power drive belts as of May 1, 1988.
l/ Subsidiary of J.H. Fenner & Co., Ltd., of Marfleet Hull, the United Kingdom.
~/ Subsidiary of Mitsuboshi Belting, Ltd., of Kobe, Japan (with * * *-percent
ownership by Kuriyama Corp., Osaka, Japan).
21 Plant began operation in March 1988 with * * * units/year capacity.
At the Commission's hearing, counsel for Gates and counsel for Bando were
asked their views with respect to whether or not the questionnaire data for the
new MBL plant at Ottawa, IL, and the new Bando plant at Bowling Green, KY,
should be excluded from the domestic industry. Both counsels share the opinion
that the Commission should not use these data, but differ as to reasons. MBL
withdrew from the Commission's proceedings prior to the hearing; consequently,
counsel for MBL did not address this question. * * *
MBL's Chemi-flex plant and Fenner Manheim's plant, which have been in
operation throughout the period of investigation, are included in the domestic
industry data presented.
U.S. importers
The Commission sent importers' questionnaires to each of the firms
identified by petitioner as a U.S. producer or a U.S. importer of industrial
belts and to over 100 additional firms identified by the Customs net import
file as importers under the relevant basket tariff items. The Commission
received usable data from about 40 firms that reported imports of industrial
belts and/or automotive belts during the period of investigation. These firms
are believed to account for over 80 percent of imports of industrial belts
during January 1986-February 1989.
Channels of distribution
Domestic producers and importers sell industrial belts in the U.S. market
directly to unrelated original-equipment manufacturers (OEMs) and to
distributors. Distributors, in turn, sell to small OEMs and supply the end-
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user replacement markets in the geographical regions they serve. Large volume
end users may at times negotiate prices with producers and importers, but
generally are supplied by distributors. Some large end users import belts
directly for their own use.
Industrial belts are marketed through different channels of distribution
than are automotive belts. Automotive warehouse distributors do not distribute
industrial belts and vice versa. Industrial belt distributors sell to
professional maintainers of industrial equipment and to appliance parts outlets
serving the replacement market, or to small OEMs directly. Auto parts outlets
do not carry replacement belts for appliances such as washers, dryers, vacuum
sweepers, etc. Although distributors stock a full line of industrial belts,
distribution of industrial belts reflects a pattern of market specialization
focused on the power transmission demands of each distributor's geographic
location. Generally, distributors carry a single brand of industrial belts.
Some domestic producers use independent factory representatives (reps)
to cover the market for industrial belts for both types of accounts. Prior to
1986, Goodyear used distributors of pulleys to cover the distributor market.
Since then, Goodyear has developed a network of industrial belt distributors
that buy direct.
The replacement market provides the largest segment of demand for
industrial belts, estimated by Gates at roughly 60 percent of total demand in
terms of quantity. Overall, Gates serves the market from seven strategically
located regional warehouses. The channels of distribution for automotive and
industrial belts are shown in figures 1 and 2.
Consideration of Material Injury to an
Industry in the United States
U.S. production. capacity. and capacity utilization
Table 2 shows U.S. producers' production and average capacity, on the
basis of both units and weight, for industrial belts (data for automotive belts
and for all power belts are presented in appendix C, table C-2). Because
* * *, accounting for about * * *percent of reported industrial belt capacity
and production in units in 1988, could not provide the Commission with
information on the basis of weight, units are the more reliable measure of
quantity. U.S. production of all industrial belts decreased 1.1 percent in
units from 1986 to 1987 and increased 7.0 percent from 1987 to 1988. The
reported average practical capacity to produce industrial belts increased 2.4
percent from 1986 to 1987 and increased 1.2 percent from 1987 to 1988, on the
basis of units. Average capacity utilization for all industrial belts, on the
basis of units, was relatively constant at about 62-66 percent during 1986-88.
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Figure 1
Channels of distribution for industrial belt products

Industrial Belt Products
Movement Into The Marketplace
Gates
(Manufacturer)

Industrial
Distributor/Dealer
(Reseller)

Industrial
Consumer
(User)

Original
Equipment
Manufacturer

Original
Equipment
Manufacturer

Note: Ortglnal equipment manufacturers may purchase either directly
from belt manufacturers or from industrial distribution
depending upon such factors as:

•Price competition
•Inventory carrying requirements
•Packaging of components (other goods and services)

•Other value-added services required by the original
equipment manufacturer

Source:

The Gates Rubber Co., conference exhibits.
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Figure 2
Channels of distribution for automotive and industrial replacement belts

Automotive Belt
Replacement Channel

Industrial Belt
Replacement Channel

Belt
Manufacturer

Belt
Manufacturer

I

I

Automotive
Warehouse Distributor

Industrial
Distributor

I

I

Automotive Parts
Store ("Jobber'')

Industrial Consumer
(Professional Maintainers
of Industrial Equipment)

I
Installing Repair
Garages/Service
Stations

I
car Owner
(Ultimate Consumer)
--------------------------------------~---- ---------------------------~-----Channel~

Channel Characteristics

• Ultimm CllflU'* ...... ~ ~
(due IO limll9d . . . . . . - 2 can., 1C1C11- N bell

• ·~ Consumer IOUbnlly purd'laMI l90lac:emenl

•

• tndUSIMI ConlutNr ~ rusmry ane1 noenise
in IPIQfylng tlelll due IO ll'IQUet'C IXpasute.

~ . . . --5~).
~ OIC*m on mMUfa:lurw llld va.
adding~- IO IP9ClfY bell~

• Bell manuf8clutW ,,_,.. melle IUbllat'Clll
~ng IQPCll!on

~

inllomllDan.
• PrOdud line LS ~ CllnlCllidmcl f2 bac bell
~ appl. 600 .,.,, numberS 11:1111)•
• ~ prowtdft OllMecl ~ ieCCll..,,. ..
CSlbClns IO all ~ in Cl\annll.

Source:

blilll (due IO

~

numoer al

~

typCaJty main-

**and....,. 1000 IO 4000 l'IOur Deft blel.
•

Bell~ dO nal ~ IQnnll ~!Calion
lntDrmlllan lat tnousnal onves.
• Plmlcl llN 11 ..,.,., oroad - 10 ma,or talegonel.

,,,,., JoeOO .,.,,

•

numoers.

~

dOet nal Pl'Qll!de •t1\41'110t'f recommenCS.... ID Dill1IOufCtS OI lllOUSINI Consumers.

The Gates Rubber Co., conference exhibits.
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Table 2
Industrial belts: U.S. capacity, production, and capacity utilization, by
products, 1986-88, January-February 1988, and January-February 1989
Item
Average capacity:
V-Belts ....................
Synchronous belts ..........
Other industrial belts .....
Total ....................
Production:
V-Belts ....................
Synchronous belts ..........
Other industrial belts:
Nylon-core belting .......
V-Link belting ...........
Other industrial belts ...
Subtotal ...............
Total, all industrial
belts ................

1986

1987

an. - e

1988

1988

1989

Quantity !1. 000 pounds) 1/

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***

***

***

***

***

***
***
***

***
***
***

Quantity (1,000 units)
Average capacity:
V-Belts ....................
Synchronous belts ..........
Other industrial belts .....
Total ....................
Production:
V-Belts ....................
Synchronous belts ..........
Other industrial belts:
Nyl?n-core 9elting .......
V-Link beltinf ...........
Other industr al belts ...
Subtotal ...............
Total, all industrial
belts ................

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

126,448

129,504

131, 106

23, 180

22 '996

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

81,250

80,364

86,018

15,217

14,132

Capacity utilization y
On the basis of pounds:
V-Belts ....................
Synchronous belts ..........
Other industrial belts .....
Average ..................
On the basis of uriits:
V-Belts ....................
Synchronous belts ..........
Other industrial belts .....
Average ..................

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
64.3

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

62.1

65.6

(percent)

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
65.6

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
61. 5

* * percent of units produced in 1988 could not
provide ~ata o~ ~he 9asis of pounds.
2/ Capacity utilizatio~ rates are bas~d on data for those firms that provided
tigures for both capacity and production; thereforei ratios based on capacity
ana production figures as presented may not reconci e.
.

I/ Firms accounting for *

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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U.S. producers' U.S. shipments and export shipments
Data reported by domestic firms on their shipments for the U.S. market and
their shipments for the export market are presented in table 3. 1/ Units are
considered a more reliable indication of quantity because weight data were not
provided by* * *, which accounted for about * * *percent of the units and
value of U.S. shipments of industrial belts in 1988.
Shipments of all industrial belts for the U.S. market
percent from 1986 to 1987, on the basis of units, and then
percent from 1987 to 1988. The value.of U.S. shipments of
increased 11.l percent from 1986 to 1987 and increased 2.0
1988.

increased 3.6
decreased 2.8
all industrial belts
percent from 1987 to

Exports of industrial belts, in units, increased throughout the period
1986-88, and then continued to rise during January-February 1989 compared with
exports in the corresponding period of 1988. On the basis of value, exports
exhibited similar increases. In general, U.S. producers reported exports of
industrial belts to Asia, Europe, and Latin America. More specifically, U.S.
producers reported exports to Australia, Argentina, Canada, Japan, the United
Kingdom, and West Germany.

1/ Shipments of automotive and all power drive belts are presented in app. C,
table C-3.
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Table 3
Industrial belts: Shipments of U.S. producers, by types and by products,
1986-88, January-February 1988, and January-February 1989
Item

1986

1987

1988

Jan. -Feb. - 1988
1989

Quantity: (l,000 12ounds}
U.S. shipments: l/ l/
V-Belts ....................
Synchronous belts ..........
Nylon-core belting .........
V-Link belting .............
Other industrial belts .....
Total .. , .............. ·...
Export shipments:
V-Belts ....................
Synchronous belts ..........
Nylon-core belting .........
V-Link belting .............
Other industrial belts .....
Total .......... ~ .........
Total shipments:
V-Belts ....................
Synchronous belts ..........
Nylon-core belting .........
V-Link belting .............
Other industrial belts .....
Total ....................

***
***

***
***
*·**
·***
***
*"**

. ***
***
***
***
***
"***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***.
***
***

***
. *·**
***
'***
***
. ***"

"***
***
***
·"***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***.
***
***"•
***.
***

***
·***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***·

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***:..

Quantity: (1,000. units}
U.S. shipments: l/
V-Belts ....................
Synchronous belts ..........
Nylon-core belting .........
V-Link belting .............
Other industrial belts ... ,.
Total .................. .".
Export shipments:
V-Belts ....................
Synchronous belts ..........
Nylon-core belting .........
V-Link belting ... ; .........
Other industrial belts .....
Total .................... ·
Total shipments:
V-Belts ....................
Synchronous belts ..........
Nylon-core belting .........
V-Link belting .............
Other industrial belts .....
Total ....................

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
·***
***

75·,413

78,123

77; 572

13, 394

13,t64

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
·**·*
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
"***
***
***
***

3,870

5,036

6,679

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

79 283

83 159

84 251

l/~
1.:

See footnotes at end of table.

***
***
***
"***
***

830

1, 796

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

224

14 900
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Table 3--Continued
Industrial belts: Shipments of U.S. producers, by types and by products,
1986-88, January-February 1988, and January-February 1989
Item

1986

1987

Jan. -Feb. - 1988
1989

1988

Value Cl.000 dollars)
U.S. shipments: 2J
V-Belts ................... .
Synchronous belts ......... .
Nylon-core belting ........ .
V-Link belting ............ .
Other industrial belts .... .
Total ................... .
Export shipments:
V-Belts ................... .
Synchronous belts ......... .
Nylon-core belting ........ .
V-Link belting ............ .
Other industrial belts .... .
Total ................... .
Total shipments:
V-Bel!:=s ................... .
Synchronous belts ......... .
Nylon-core belting ........ .
V-Link belting ............ .
Other industrial belts .... .
Total ................... .
U.S. shipments: 2J
V-Belts ................... .
Synchronous belts ......... .
Nylon-core belting ........ .
V-Link belting ............ .
Other industrial belts .... .
Average ................. .
Export shipments:
V-Belts ................... .
Synchronous belts ......... .
Nylon-core belting ........ .
V-Link belting ............ .
Other industrial belts .... .
Average ................. .
Total shipments:
V-Belts ................... .
Synchronous belts ......... .
Nylon-core belting ........ .
V-Link belting ............ .
Other industrial belts .... .
Average ................. .
See footnotes at end of table.

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

225,586

250' 725

255,666

42,310

43,143

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

12,285

16,338

22 '083

2,895

5,455

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

237 871
!

267.063

277 749
!

45.205

48.598

Unit value (per pound) 3/

$***
***
***
***
***
***

$***
***
***
***
***
***

$***
***
***
***
***
***·

$***
***
***
***
***
***

$***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
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Table 3--Continued
Industrial belts: Shipments of U.S. producers, by types and by products,
1986-88, January-February 1988, and January-February 1989
Item

1986

1987

1988

Jan. -Feb. - 1988
1989

Unit value (per unit) 3/
U.S. shipments: l/
V-Belts ...................
Synchronous belts .........
Nylon-core belting ........
V-Link belting ............
Other industrial belts ....
Average .................
Export shipments:
V-Belts ...................
Synchronous belts .........
Nylon-core belting ........
V-Link belting ............
Other industrial belts ....
Average .................
Total shipments:
V-Belts ...................
Synchronous belts .........
Nylon-core belting ........
V-Link belting ............
Other industrial belts ....
Average .................

.
.
.
.
.
.

$***
***
***
***
***
2.99

$***
***
***
***
***
3.21

$***
***
***
***
***
3.30

$***
***
***
***
***
3.16

$***
***
***
***
***
3.29

.
.
.
.
.
.

***
***
***
***
***
3.19

***
***
***
***
***
3.24

***
***
***
***
***
3.31

***
***
***
***
***
3.48

***
***
***
***
***
3.03

.
.
.
.
.
.

***
***
***
***
***
3.00

***
***
***
***
***
3.21

***
***
***
***
***
3.30

***
***
***
***
***
3.18

***
***
***
***
***
3.26

1/ Firms accounting for*** percent of the value of U.S. shipments in 1988
were unable to provide quantity data on the basis of pounds.

l/ U.S. shipments consists of company transfers plus domestic shipments.
J./ Computed from data supplied by firms providing figures for both quantity and
value.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Reported U.S. shipments in 1988 to distributors and to original equipment
manufacturers by firms able to estimate their shipments by industrial belt type
are shown in the following tabulation:

Type belt

Industrial belts:
V-Belts:
Classical.................
Narrow. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Jointed classical.........
Jointed narrow............
Classical molded notch.. . .
Double-V or hex...........
Fractional horsepower.....
V-ribbed..................
Variable speed............
Spliced or link open
end.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Special light-duty........
Total...................
Timing belts:
Synchronous or positive
. drive...................
Double-sided synchronous..
High torque drive
synchronous.............
Total.................
Nylon-core belting 1/.......
Polyurethane or segmented
V-link belting............
Other industrial belts......
Total.....................
Automotive belts:
V-belts...... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Timing belts................
Other automotive belts ......
Total .....................
Grand total ...............

11

***

Distributors
Quantity Value
(1.000)
(1.000)
dollars
units

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

Original equipment
manufacturers
Quantity Value
(1.000)
(1.000)
units
dollars

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
----*-*-*---------*-*-*--------*-*-*---------*-*-****
***
***
***
***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***

***

***

***

~-'"*-*~*---------*-'"*~*------~*~*~*.;._------~*~*~*

***

***

***

***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
----*-*-*---------*-*-*--------*-*-*---------*-*-*----*-*-*---------*-*-*--------*-*~*---------*-*-*~

90,615.

312,005

70,599

180,914
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U.S. producers' inventories
U.S. producers' reported end-of-period inventories of all industrial belts
that were produced in their U.S. establishments are presented in table 4. 1/
Inventories in units decreased 12.3 percent from 1986 to 1987 and then
increased slightly (0.9 percent) from 1987 to 1988. Inventories at the end of
February 1989 were lower than those at the end of February 1988.
The ~atio of end-of-period inventories (in units) to preceding period U.S.
shipments ranged from 24.6 to 30.8 percent for all industrial belts during the
period of investigation.
U.S. employment. wages. and productivity
Data on total employment and hours worked by and compensation paid to
production and related workers '(PRWs) in establishments wherein industrial and
automotive belts are produced are presented in table 5. Employment of PRWs
producing all industrial belts fell 11.9 percent from 1986 to 1987 and then
increased 6.9 percent from 1987 to 1988. Employment of such workers increased
during January-February 1989 when compared with that in January-February 1988.
Hours worked, wages, and total compensation for such workers similarly declined
from 1986 to 1987 and then rose from 1987 to 1988. Hourly wages and
productivity (on the basis of units) for industrial belt workers increased
slightly during 1986-88. Unit labor costs (on the basis of units) were
relatively constant during 1986-88.
In response to a question in the Commission's questionnaire, two firms
indicated that they had reduced the number of PRWs producing industrial belts
some time after January 1986 and two additional firms reported such reductions
in PRWs producing all power belts, as shown in the following tabulation:
Date of
reduction

Product

*

*

*

*

PRWs
(Number)

*

*

Duration of
reduction

*

Certain production and related workers of four of the U.S. firms are
unionized. The PRWs of Dayco (Springfield and Waynesville), Goodyear,
Durkee-Atwood (Red Wing), and Gates (Denver and Elizabethtown Belting and Hose
plant) belong to the United Rubber Workers; the PRWs of Gates (Elizabethtown
Polyflex plant) belong to the International Union of Electrical Workers; PRWs
at Durkee-Atwood (New Hope), which ceased production of power belts in May
1988, belong to the United Auto Workers. PRWs employed by MBL's Chemi-flex
plant, by Gates' Moncks Corner and Siloam Spring plants, by Thermoid, and by
Bando do not belong to a union.

l/ Data for automotive belts and all power drive belts are presented in app. C,
table C-4.
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Table 4
Industrial belts: End-of-period inventories held by U.S. producers, 1986-88,
January-February 1988, and January-February 1989
Item

1986

Jan.-Feb.-1988
1989

1988

1987

End-of-period inventories (1.000 pounds)
V-Belts .....................
Synchronous belts ...........
Nylon-core belting ..........
V-Link belting ..............
Other industrial belts ......
Total ...................

.
.
.
.
.
.

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

End-of-period inventories (1.000 units)
V-Belts ..................... .
Synchronous belts ........... .
Nylon-core belting .......... .
V-Link belting .............. .
Other industrial belts ...... .
Total ................... .

***
***
***
***
***

22.385

***
***
***
***
***

19.642

***
***
***
***
***

19.811

***
***
***
***
***

20.395

***
***
***
***
***

18 973
!

Ratio to U.S. shipments (percent) 1/
On the basis of pounds:
V-Belts ................... .
Synchronous belts ......... .
Nylon-core belting ........ .
V-Link belting ............ .
Other industrial belts .... .
Average ................. .
On the basis of units:
V-Belts ................... .
Synchronous belts ......... .
Nylon-core belting ........ .
V-Link belting ............ .
Other industrial belts .... .
Average ................. .
See footnotes at end of table.

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

30.8

26.0

26.4

25.8

24.6
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Table 4--Continued
Industrial belts: End-of-period inventories held by U.S. producers, 1986-88,
January-February 1988, and January-February 1989
Item

Jan. -Feb. - 1988
1989

1988

1987

1986

Ratio to total shipments (percent) 1/
On the basis of pounds:
V-Belts ................... .
Synchronous belts ......... .
Nylon-core belting ........ .
V-Link belting ..............
Other industrial belts .... .
Average ................. .
On the basis of units:
V-Belts ................... .
Synchronous belts ......... .
Nylon-core belting ........ .
V-Li.nk belting ............ .
Other industrial belts .... .
Average ..... ·.......... : ..

-***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

29.3

24.5

24.4

24.4

21. 6

1/ Ratios are based on data supplied by firms that reported both inventory and
shipments information.

Partial-year ratios are based on annualized shipments.

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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Table 5
Total establishment employment and average number of production and related
workers producing industrial and automotive belts, hours worked, 1/ wages and
total compensation '1J paid to such employees, and labor productivity, hourly
compensation, and unit labor production costs, 1986-88, January-February 1988,
and January-February 1989 1/
Item

1986

Average number of employees ..

1987

7 .119

Jan.-Feh.-1988
1989

1988

6.838

7.094

6.907

7.192

Number of production and related workers (PRWs)
All products of establishments .....................
Industrial belts:
V-Belts ...................
Synchronous belts .........
Other industrial belts ....
Total ...................
Automotive belts ............

.

5,385

5,264

5,471

5,309

5,538

.
.
.
.
.

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

2,124
1.062

1,872
965

2,001
1.097

1,937
1.066

2,016

1. 133

Hours worked by PRWs (thousands)
All products of establishments ..................... .
Industrial belts:
V-Belts ................... .
Synchronous belts ......... .
Other industrial belts .... .
Total ................... .
Automotive belts ............ .

10,975

11,025

11, 356

5,565

5,788

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

4,443
2 231

4,206
2 060

4,364
2 325

1,853
864

1,845
882

Wages paid to PRWs (1.000 dollars)
All products of establishments ..................... .
Industrial belts:
V-Belts ................... .
Synchronous belts ......... .
Other industrial belts .... .
Total ................... .
Automotive belts ............ .
All products of establishments .....................
Industrial belts:
V-Belts ...................
Synchronous belts .........
Other industrial belts ....
Total ...................
Automotive belts ............

120,187

120,055

126,979

44, 171

56,530

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

45,153
24,330

43,245
46,182
15,684
8.586
22.968
26.708
Total compensation paid to PRWs
(1.000 dollars)

15,587
8.003

.

158,123

158,248

171,224

72' 821

76,479

.
.
.
.
.

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

See footnotes at end of table.

58,663
30, 777

55,764
29, 096

61,222
34,614

20,920
10, 211

20,567
10.455
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Table 5--Continued
Total establishment employment and average number of production and related
workers producing industrial and automotive belts, hours worked, 1/ wages and
total compensation·2.J paid to such employees, and labor productivity, hourly
co~pensation, and unit labor .production costs, 1986-88, January-February 1988,
and January-February 1989 J_/
·
Item

·1987

1986

Jan. -Feb. - 1989
1988'

1988

Hourly wages 11aid to PRWs 4t.
All products of establishments ......................
Industrial belts:
·V-Belts .....................
Syn~hronous belts .......... ··
Other industrial belts .....
Average ..................
Automotive belts .............

$10.95

$10.89

***
***
***

***
***
***

10.16
10 91

10.28
11.15

$11.18

***'
***
***

10.58
11.49

$7.94

$9. 77

***
***
***

***
***
***

8.46
9 94

8.45
9.07

Hourly total compensation 11aid to PRWs St.
All products of establishments ..................... .
Industrial belts:
V-Belts .. ; ................. .
Synchronous belts ......... .
Other industrial belts .... ;
Average .. , :.. .....•.......
Automotive belts ............ .

$14.41

$14.35

$15.08

$13. 09

$13.21

***
***
***

***
***
'***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

13.20
13.80

13.26
14.1?

14.03
14.89

11.29
11.82

11.15
11.85

Productivity (per hour) 6{.
On the basis of pounds:
Industrial belts:
V-Belts ................. .
Synchronous belts ....... .
Other industrial belts .. .
Average ............. '. ..
Automotive belts .......... .
On the basis of units:·
Industrial· belts:·
V-Belts ................. .
Synchronous belts.~ ..... .
Other industrial belts .. .
Average ............... .
Automotive belts ...... ·.... .
See footnotes at end of table.

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

17.6
55.l

18.4
51.4

19.0
44.8

8.1
19.9

7.5
20.3
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Table 5--Continued
Total establishment employment and average number of production and related
workers producing industrial and aut.omotive belts, hours worked, l/ wages and
total compensation Y paid to such employees., and labor productivity, hourly
compensation, and unit·labor production costs, 1986-88, January-February 1988,
and January-February 1989 l/
Item

1986

1987

1988

Jan. -Feb. - 1989
1988

Unit labor costs 7L
On the basis of pounds:
Industrial belts:
V-Belts ..................
Synchronous belts ........
Other industrial belts ...
Average ................
Automotive belts ...........
On the basis of units:
Industrial belts:
V-Belts ..................
Synchronous belts ........
Other industrial belts ...
Average ................
Automotive belts ...........

$***
***
***
***
***

$***
***
***
***
***

$***
***
***
***
***

$***
***
***
***
***

$***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
0.75
0.25

***
***
***
0. 72
0.28

***
***
***
0.74
0.33

***
***
***
1.40
0.59

***
***
***
1.48
0.58

l/ Includes hours worked plus hours of paid leave time.

Y

Includes wages and contributions to Social Security and other employee
benefits.
l/ Firms providing employment data account~d for * * * percent of reported
quantity (in units) of total shipments of industrial belts, and*** percent
of such shipments of automotive belts, in 19~8~
~/ Calculated using data from firms that provided information on both wages
paid and hours worked.
21 Calculated using data from firms that provided information on both total
compensation paid and hours worked.
Q/ Calculated using data from firms that provided information on hours worked
and production.
l/ On the basis of total compensation paid. Calculated using data from firms
that provided information on total compensation paid and production.
Source: Compiled .from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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Financial experience of U.S. producers
Seven producers, accounting for virtually all of reported U.S. production
of industrial belts in 1988, supplied separate income-and-loss data on overall
operations of their establishments in which power belts are produced, including
industrial belts. 11 Five producers supplied income-and-loss data on
industrial V-belts, 'lJ and four each on industrial synchronous belts, all other
industrial belts, and automotive belts . .ll * * *
Two Japanese-owned firms (MBL and Bando) have recently invested in new
plants. !±/ MBL's investment was $* * * and Bando's expenditures are estimated
at $* * *· * * *
Bando started operations in September 1988, * * *· * * *
The company further indicated that production consisted of * * * percent
automotive belts and * * * percent industrial belts but did not provide sales
or costs for the two categories separately. * * *
* * *
Overall establishment operations.--In addition to automotive and
industrial belts, some of the companies produce automotive hoses and other
rubber products within their establishments. Belts accounted for 59.7 percent
of overall establishment net sales in 1988. The overall establishment incomeand-loss experience of the U.S. producers is presented in table 6.
Operations on all industrial belts.--Net sales of industrial belts
increased 6.2 percent from $248.1 million in 1986 to $263.5 million in 1987, as
shown in table 7. Sales rose 6.3 percent to $280.l million in 1988. Operating
income was $8.3 million in 1986, $16.0 million in 1987, and $8.4 million in
1988. Operating income margins, as a percent of sales, were 3.3 in 1986, 6.1
in 1987, and 3.0 in 1988. Operating losses were reported by three firms in
1986 and two firms in 1987 and 1988.
Net sales for the interim period ended February 28, 1989, were $62.2
million, an increase of 3.6 percent over interim 1988 sales of $60.0 million.
Operating income was $2.6 million and $5.1 million in interim 1988 and interim
1989, respectively. Operating income margins, as a percent of sales, were 4.4
and 8.3 in interim 1988 and interim 1989, respectively. One firm reported an
operating loss in interim 1988, and three firms reported operating losses in
interim 1989. * * * did not provide comparable interim data.

11 The firms are * * *·
'lJ The firms are * * *, accounting for * * *percent of reported production of
V-belts and*** percent of reported production of all industrial belts .

.l/ For synchronous belts, the firms are * * *, accounting for * * * percent of
reported production of synchronous belts and * * * percent of reported
production of all industrial belts. For all other industrial belts, the firms
are * * *, accounting for *~*percent of reported production of all other
industrial belts and * * * percent of reported production of all industrial
belts. For automotive belts, the firms are * * *• accounting for* * * percent
of reported production of automotive belts.
!±/ * * *· MBL: The State of Illinois provided a $2 million loan for plant and
equipment and $500,000 in job training funds. The city of Ottawa spent
$900,000 on road, land, water, and sewer improvements to prepare the 30-acre
site. The plant also has been given sales tax and real estate tax benefits and
abatements (see petition at p. 9). * * *
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Table 6
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on the overall operations of their
establishments within which industrial and automotive belts are produced,
accounting years 1986-88 and interim periods ended Feb. 28, 1988, and Feb. 28,
1989 11

Item

1986

1987

Interim period
ended Feb. 28-1988
1989 1/

1988

Value (1.000 dollars)
Net sales .................. .
Cost of goods sold ......... .
Gross profit ............... .
General, selling, and
administrative expenses .. .
Operating income ........... .
Startup or shutdown
expense .................. .
Interest expense ........... .
Other expense, net ......... .
Net income before income
taxes .................... .
Depreciation and amortization included above .... .
Cash-flow 2./ ............... .

782,224
534.074
248,150

813,946
558.430
255,516

912,141
634.310
277 '831

227' 723
156.682
71,041

259,020
180.881
78' 139

183!110
65,040

177.912
77,604

206.002
71,829

53.612
17,429

56.236
21,903

3,185
1,696
363

868
4,150
6.478

1,371
2,378
5.345

167
542
1. 512

205
587
2.712

59,796

66,108

62,735

15,208

18,399

29.883
89.679

27.387
93.495

30.411
93.146

8.070
23.278

7.745
26.144

Share of net sales (percent)
Cost of goods sold .........
Gross profit ...............
General, selling, and
administrative expenses ..
Operating income ...........
Net income before income
taxes ....................

.
.

68.3
31. 7

68.6
31.4

69.5
30.5

68.8
31. 2

69.8
30.2

.
.

23.4
8.3

21. 9
9.5

22.6
7.9

23.5
7.7

21. 7
8.5

.

7 6

8.1

6 9

6 7

7.1

Number of firms reporting
Operating losses ........... .
Net losses ................. .
Data ....................... .

3
3
7

2
2
7

1
2

1
2

3
3

7

7

7

11 * * *·

21 Cash-flow is defined as net income or (loss) plus depreciation and
amortization.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Table 7
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their operations producing
all industrial belts, accounting years 1986-88 and interim periods ended
Feb. 28, 1988, and Feb. 28, 1989

1987

1986

Item

Interim period
ended Feb. 28-1988
1989

1988

Value (1.000 dollars)
Net sales .................. .
Cost of goods sold ......... .
Gross profit ............... .
General, selling, and
administrative expenses .. .
Operating income ........... .
Startup or shutdown
expense .................. .
Interest expense ........... .
Other income or (expense),
net ...................... .
Net income before income
taxes .................... .
Depreciation and amortization included above .... .
Cash- flow 1/ ............... .

248,083
177 252
70,831

263,523
193 772
69,751

280,108
212.531
67' 577

60,011
44.035
15,976

62,158
43.583
18,575

62.560
8,271

53.762
15,989

59.170
8,407

13 362
2,614

13.441
5,134

2,199
696

739
1,500

811
1,015

95
220

102
219

(2.325)

(1. 568)

(635)

(987)

5,766

11,425

5,013

1,664

3,826

11.767
17 533

13.851
25.276

13.208
18.221

2. 728

4.392

2.712
6.538

I

390

I

!

!

Share of net sales (percent)
Cost of goods sold .........
Gross profit ...............
General, selling, and
administrative expenses ..
Operating income 'l.J .... ....
Net income before income
taxes .....................

.
.

71.4
28.6

73.5
26.5

75.9
24.l

73.4
26.6

70.1
29.9

.

.

25.2
3.3

20.4
6.1

21.1
3.0

22.3
4.4

21.6
8.3

.

2 3

4 3

1 8

2.8

6.2

Number of firms reporting
Operating losses ........... .
Net losses ................. .
Data ....................... .

3
3

7

2
2
7

2

1
2

7

6

2

3
3
6

1/ Cash-flow is defined as net income or (loss) plus depreciation and
amortization.
'l./ For comparison purposes, operating income margins as a percent of sales for
the Rubber and Miscellaneous Plastic Products industry from the Quarterly
Financial Reports of the U.S. Department of Commerce were 6.1 percent for 1986,
6.5 percent for 1987, and 6.9 percent through the third quarter of 1988.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Net sales, operating income, and the operating income margin for all
industrial belts are presented in table 8 for * * * (which together account for
approximately * * * percent of 1988 net sales of all industrial belts) and for
all others combined.
Table 8
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their operations producing
all industrial belts, by firms, accounting years 1986-88 and interim periods
ended Feb. 28, 1988, and Feb. 28, 1989

Item

1986

1987

Interim period
ended Feb. 28-1988
1989

1988

Value <l. 000 dollars)
Net sales:

***· ............... .
***· ............... .
***· ............... .

All others ......... .
Total ............ .
Operating income
or (loss):

***· ............... .

***· ............... .
***· ............... .
All others ......... .
Total ............ .

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

248,083

263,523

280,108

60' 011

62,158

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

8.271

15.989

8.407

2.614

5.134

Share of net sales (percent)
Operating income
or (loss) margin:

***· ............... .

***· ............... .
***· ............... .
All others ......... .
Average 1/ ....... .

***
***
***
***
3.3

***
***
***
***
6.1

***
***
***
***

3.0

***
***
***
***
4.4

y

***
***
***
***
8.3

1/ * * *
***
l/ The increase in the average operating income margin is due partially to a
general price increase for 1989.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Operations on industrial V-belts.--Net sales of industrial V-belts
increased 4.3_percent from$*** in 1986 to$*** in 1987 and increased 5.4
percent to $* * * in 1988, as shown in table 9. Operating income was $* * * in
1986, $***in 1987, and$*** in 1988. Operating losses were reported by
two firms in 1986, 1987, and 1988.
Net sales for the interim period ended February 28, 1989, were $* * *, an
increase of 1.2 percent over interim 1988 sales of $* * *
Operating income
was $* * * in interim 1988 and $* * * in interim 1989. Two firms reported
operating losses in interim 1988 and interim 1989.
Net sales, operating income, and the operating income margin for
industrial V-belts are presented in table 10 for * * * (which together account
for approximately * * * percent of 1988 net sales of industrial V-belts) and
for all others combined.
Operations on industrial synchronous belts.--Net sales of industrial
synchronous belts increased 4.8 percent from $* * * in 1986 to $* * * in 1987
and increased 13.2 percent to $* * * in 1988, as shown in table 11. Operating
income was$*** in 1986, $***in 1987, and$*** in 1988. Operating
losses were reported by one firm in 1986 and by two firms in 1987 and 1988.
Net sales for the interim period ended February 28, 1989, were $* * *, an
increase of 22.8 percent over interim 1988 sales of $* * *
Operating income
was $* * * in interim 1988 and$*** in interim 1989. No firms reported
operating losses in interim 1988 or interim 1989. * * * did not provide
interim data.
Net sales, operating income, and the operating income margin for
synchronous belts are presented in table 12 for each company.
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Table 9
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their operations producing
industrial V-belts, accounting years 1986-88 and interim periods ended
Feb. 28, 1988, and Feb. 28, 1989

Item

1986

Interim period
ended Feb. 28- 1988
1989

1988

1987

Value (1.000 dollars)
Net sales ...................
Cost of goods sold ..........
Gross profit ................
General, selling, and
administrative expenses ...
Operating income ............
Startup or shutdown
expense ...................
Interest expense ............
Other expense, net ..........
Net income before income
taxes .....................
Depreciation and amortization included above .....
Cash-flow l/ ................

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***

***

***

***

***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

Share of net sales (percent)
Cost of goods sold ..........
Gross profit ................
General, selling, and
administrative expenses ...
Operating income ............
Net income before income
taxes .....................

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***

***

***.

***

***

Number of firms reporting
Operating losses ............
Net losses ..................
Data ........................

2
2

2
2

2
2

2
3

2
2

5

5

5

5

5

l/ Cash-flow is defined as net income or (loss) plus depreciation and
amortization.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Table 10
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their operations producing
industrial V-belts, by firms, accounting years 1986-88 and interim periods
ended Feb. 28, 1988, and Feb. 28, 1989

Item

1986

1987

1988

Interim period
ended Feb. 28-1988
1989

Value (1.000) dollars
Net sales:

***· ............... . ***
***· ............... . ***
***·................ ***
All others ..........
Total.............
Operating income
or (loss):

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

-*-*-*~~~~~*-*-*~~~~~*-*-*~~~~~-*-*-*~~~~*-*-*~~~~~

***

***

***

***

***

***·................
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

All others..........
Total.............

-*-*-*~~-'-~~*-*-*~~~~~*-*-*~~~~~-*-*-*~~~~*-*-*~~~~~
-*~*~*;__~--'-~~*-*-*~~~~;__*~*~*~~~~~-*-*-*~~~~*~*-*~~~~~

Share of net sales (percent)
Operating income
or (loss) margin:

***· ............... . ***
***· ............... . ***
***· ................ ***
All others ..........
Average...........

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

-*-*-*~~~~~*-*-*~~~~~*-*-*~~~~~-*-*-*~~~~*-*-*~~~~~

***

***

***

***

***

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Table 11
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their operations producing
industrial synchronous belts, accounting years 1986-88 and interim periods
ended Feb. 28, 1988, and Feb. 28, 1989

Item

1986

Interim period
ended Feb. 28- 1988
1989

1988

1987

Value (1.000 dollars)
Net sales ...................
Cost of goods sold ..........
Gross profit ................
General, selling, and
administrative expenses ...
Operating income ............
Startup or shutdown
expense ...................
Interest expense ............
Other income, net ...........
Net income before income
taxes .....................
Depreciation and amortization included above .....
Gash-flow l/ ................

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***

***

***

***

***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

Share of net sales (percent)
Cost of goods sold ..........
Gross profit ................
General, selling, and
administrative expenses ...
Operating income or (loss) ..
Net income before income
taxes .....................

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***

***

***

***

***

Number of firms reporting
Operating losses ............
Net losses ..................
Data ........................

1
1

2
2

4

4

2
2
4

0
0

0
0

3

3

l / Cash-flow is defined as net income or (loss) plus depreciation and
amortization.
Less than 0.05 percent.

y

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Table 12
experience of U.S. producers·on their operations producing
industrial synchronous- belts, by firms, accounting years 1986-88 and interim
periods ended Feb. 28, 1988, and Feb·. 28, 1989
Income-and-lo~s

I.tem

1986

.1987
Value

Interil)l period
ended Feb. 28-1988
1989

1988
(1. 000)

dollars

Net sales:

*** .................
*** .................
*** .................
*** .................

Total .............
Operating income
or (loss):

*** .................
*** .................
*** .................
*** .................
Total .............

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

Share of net sales (percent)
Operating income
or (loss) margin:

*** .................
*** .................
*** .................
*** .................
Average ...........

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
"***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Operations on industrial belts other than V-belts and synchronous
belts.--Net sales of industrial belts other than V-belts and synchronous belts
increased 42.l percent from$*** in.1986 to$*** in 1987 and decreased 11.3
percent to $* * * in 1988, as shown in table 13. Operating income was $* * *
in 1986, $***in 1987, and$*** in 1988. Operating losses were reported by
two firms in 1986, 1987, and 1988.
Net sales for the interim period ended February 28, 1989, were $* * *, an
increase of 4.2 percent over interim 1988 sales of$***· Operating income
was $* * * in interim 1989. An operating loss of $* **was reported in
interim 1988. One firm reported operating losses in interim 1988 and interim
1989. * * * did not provide interim data.
Net sales, operating income, and the operating income margin for other
industrial belts are presented in table 14 for each company.
Operations on automotive belts.--Net sales decreased 3.8 percent from
$252.3 million in 1986 to $242.7 million in 1987 and increased 9.0 percent to
$264.4 million in 1988, as shown in table 15.
Operating income was $56.0 million in 1986, $54.4 million in 1987, and
$52.2 million in 1988. An operating loss was reported by one firm in each
period.
Net sales for the interim period ended February 28, 1989, were $* * *, an
increase of 12.6 percent over interim 1988 sales of $* * *· Operating income
was $* * * in interim 1988 and $* * * in interim 1989. One firm reported an
operating loss in interim 1989. Automotive belt operating income margins were
significantly higher than those for industrial belts. l/
Net sales, operating income, and the operating income margin for
automotive belts are presented in table 16 for each company.

l/ Operations on industrial and automotive belts combined are presented in
app. C, table C-5.
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Table 13
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their operations producing
industrial belts other than V-belts and synchronous belts, accounting years
1986-88 and interim periods ended Feb. 28, 1988, and Feb. 28, 1989

Item

1987

1986

Interim period
ended Feb. 28-1988
1989

1988

Value (1.000 dollars)
Net sales ...................
Cost of goods sold ..........
Gross profit ................
General, selling, and
administrative expenses ...
Operating income or (loss) ..
Startup or shutdown
expense ...................
Interest expense ............
Other income or (expense),
net .......................
Net income or (loss) before
income taxes ..............
Depreciation and amortization included above .....
Cash-flow l/ ................

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

Share of net sales (percent)
Cost of goods sold ..........
Gross profit ................
General, selling, and
administrative expenses ...
Operating income or (loss) ..
Net income or (loss) before
income taxes ..............

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***

***

***

***

***

Number of firms reporting
Operating losses ............
Net losses ..................
Data ........................

2
2
4

2
2
4

2
2
4

1
1
3

1
1
3

1/ Cash-flow is defined as net income or (loss) plus depreciation and
amortization.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Table 14
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their operations producing
industrial belts other than V-belts and synchronous belts, by firms, accounting
years 1986-88 and interim periods ended Feb. 28, 1988, and Feb. 28, 1989

Item

1986

1987

1988

Interim period
ended Feb. 28-1988
1989

Value (l, 000) dollars
Net sales:

*** .................
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***· ................
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

0

0

o

0

o

I

I

I

Io

I

I

Io

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

0

0

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Total .............
Operating income
or (loss):
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

0

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

f

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Total .............

Share of net sales (percent)
Operating income
or (loss) margin:

***
*** .................
***
***
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I.

I

I

I

I

I

I

0

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Average ...........

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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·Table 15
Income-and-lo~s experience of U.S. producers on their operations producing
automotive belts, accounting years 1986-88 and interim periods ended
Feb. 28, 1988, and Feb. 28, 1989 l/

- Item

1986

Interim period
ended Feb. 28-1988
1989

1988

1987

Value (1.000 dollars)
Net sales ...................
Cost of goods sold ..........
Gross profit ................
General, selling, and
administrative expenses ...
Operating income ............
Startup or shutdown
expense ...................
Interest expense ............
Other expense, net ..........
Net income before income
taxes .....................
Depreciation and amortization_ included above .....
Cash-flow 2J ........... .....

242,706
128 320
114, 386

264,442
146 961
117,481

***
***
***

***
***
***

190
56,040

60 016
54,370

65 256
52,225

***
***

***
***

•.·809
179
578

107
538
2 289

507
376
2 761

***
***
***

***
***
***

54,474

51,436

48,581

***

***

7 763
62 237

6 883
58 319

8 354
56 935

***
***

***
***

252.,296
130 066
122,230

M;

Share of net sales (percent)
Cost of goods sold ..........
Gross profit ..
General, selling, and
administrative expenses ...
Operating income ............
Net income before income
taxes .....................
I

••••

I

•

I

••••••

51. 6
48.4

52.9
47.1

55.6
44.4

***
***

***
***

26.2
22.2

24.7
22.4

24.7
19.7

***
***

***
***

21.6

21. 2

18.4

***

***

Number of firms reporting
Operating losses ............
Net losses ..................
Data ........................

l/ * * *·

2J

1
1
4

1
1
4

1
1
4

0
1
4

1
1
4

***

Cash-flow is defined as net income or (loss) plus depreciation and
amortization.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Table 16
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their operations producing
automotive belts, by firms, accounting years 1986-88 and interim periods ended
Feb. 28, 1988, and Feb. 28, 1989

Item

1986

1987

Interim period
ended Feb. 28-1988
1989

1988

Value

(1. 000)

dollars

Net sales:

***· ............... .
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***·•I I.•. I•••••••••
***
***· ............... .
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***·................ -----*-*-*--------------------------------------------------242,706
264,442
Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . 252, 296
***
***
Operating income
or (loss):

***· ............... .
***· ............... .
***· ............... .
***· ............... .
Total ............ .

***
***
***
***

56 040

***
***
***
***

54 370

***
***
***
***

52 225

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

Share of net sales (percent)
Operating income
or (loss) margin:

*** .................
*** .................
*** .................
*** .................
Average ...........

***
***
***
***

22.2

***
***
***
***

22.4

***
***
***
***

19.7

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Investment in productive facilities.--Six companies provided data on their
investment in productive facilities and on total assets. These data are
presented in table 17. The decline in original cost of establishment fixed
assets between 1986 and 1987 was primarily due to the restructuring of * * *
* * * did not provide interim data or total assets data.
Capital expenditures.--Six companies supplied data on capital expenditures
for their overall establishment operations. Four companies supplied such data
on their automotive belt operations and five on their industrial belt
operations. These data are presented in table 18.
Research and development expenses.--Five companies furnished data on
research and development expenditures. These data are presented in table 19.
Capital and investment.--The Commission requested U.S. producers to
describe any actual or potential negative effects of imports of industrial
belts from the eight countries cited in the petition on their firms' growth,
investment, development and productive efforts, and ability to raise capital.
Their responses are shown in appendix D.
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Table 17
Industrial and automotive belts: Value of property, plant, and equipment of
U.S. producers, accounting years 1986-88 and interim periods ended
Feb. 28, 1988, and Feb. 28, 1989

Item

(In thousands of dollars)
As of end of accounting
year- 1986
1987
1988

Interim period
ended Feb. 28- 1988
1989

Value (l.000 dollars)
All products of establishments:
Fixed assets:
Original cost ........... .
Book value .............. .
Total assets 1/ ........... .
Industrial V-belts:
Fixed assets:
Original cost ........... .
Book value .............. .
Total assets 2J . .......... .
Industrial synchronous belts:
Fixed assets:
Original cost ........... .
Book val~~ .............. .
Total assets 2J .. ......... .
Other industrial belts:
Fixed assets:
Original cost ........... .
Book value .............. .
Total assets 2J ..... ...... .
All industrial belts: 1/
Fixed assets:
Original cost ........... .
Book value .............. .
Total assets 2J .... ....... .
Automotive belts:
Fixed assets:
Original cost ........... .
Book value .............. .
Total assets 2J . .......... .
See footnotes at end of table.

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***
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Table 17--Continued
Industrial and automotive belts: Value of property, plant, and equipment of
U.S. producers, accounting years 1986-88 and interim periods ended
Feb. 28, 1988, and Feb. 28, 1989

Item

(In thousands of dollars)
Interim period
As of end of accounting
ended
Feb. 28- :year-1988
1989
1987
1986
1988
Return on book value of
fixed assets (percent) 4/

All products of establishments:
Operating return 1_/ .... : .. .
Net return l/..............
Industrial V-belts:
Operating return 2/........
Net return l/ . .............
Industrial synchronous belts:
Operating return 2/........
Net return Z/..............
Other industrial belts:
Operating return 2/........
Net return Z/ .... ..........
All industrial belts: 1/
Operating return 1_/ . .......
Net return Z/ ... ...........
Automotive belts:
Operating return 2/ ........
Net return l/ ....... .......

9.1
9./

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***.
***

***
***

9.1

***
***

***
***

***
***

9.1
QI

9./

***
***

***
***

***
***

9./
9.1

9.1
9.1

***

***

***

9./

9./

9.1

'£/

9./
Q./

QI

§./

~*-*-*~~~~*-*-*~~~~~*-*~*~~~~~~~6~/'--~~~~6~/-

Return on total assets (percent) 3/
All products of establishments:
Operating return 2/ ........
Net return l/. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Industrial V-belts:
Operating return 2/........
Net return Z/ ..............
Industrial synchronous belts:
Operating return 1_/........
Net return Z/ .... ..........
Other industrial belts:
Operating return 1_/ .. ......
Net return Z/ . .............
See footnote at end of table.

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

9.1
9.1

9.1
9.1
9.1

9./
9.1

QI

QI

9./
9./
fl.I
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Table 17--Continued
Industrial and automotive belts: Va~ue of property, p,lant, and equipment of
U.S. producers, accounting years 1986-88 and interi~ periods ended
Feb. 28, 1988, and Feb. 28, 1989

Item

(In thousands of dollars)
As of.end of accounting
year-·-1-986
1987
1988

Interim period
ended Feb. 28- 1988
1989

Return on total assets (percent) 3/
All industrial belts: 11
Operating return 2/ ........
Net return l/ ........ .......
Automotive~belts:

Operating return 2/ ... ~ ....
Net return l/ ...... ........

***
***

***·
***.

***
***

QI
QI

***
***·

***·
***

***
***

QI

g/

g/
QI
QI
QI

l/ Defined as book value of fixed assets plus current and noncurrent assets.
l/ Total establishment assets are.apportioned, by firm,. to product groups on
the basis of the ratio of the respective book values of fixed

iassets:~ ·

ll***·
..... ·
!±/ Computed using data from only those firms supplying both asset and profitand- loss information, and as such, may not be derivable from data· presen.ted.
For comparison
purposes, the operating return on fixed assets for the. rubber and misc·ellaneous
·plastics products industry computed from the Quarterly Financial .Report of the
U.S. Department of Commerce was 24.0 percent for l986, 34.l·percent for 1987,
and 30. 5 percent for 1988. The operating return on total assets was 8'. 7
percent.for 1986, ·9.3.percent for 1981, and lb.2 percent for 1988.
Q/ Submitte~ data for varying periods of less than 1 year prohibit interim
rate-of-return calculati6n.
·
..
l/ Defined as net income or loss divided by asset value.

2/ Defined as operating income or loss divided by asset v_alue.

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of, the·· U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Table 18
Industrial and automotive belts: Capital expenditures by U.S. producers,
accounting years 1986-88 and interim periods ended Feb. 28, 1988, and
Feb. 28, 1989 l/
(In thousands of dollars)
1986

1987

1988

Interim period
ended Feb. 28-1988
1989

.
.

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

.
.
.
.

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

Item
All products of establishments ....................
Industrial V-belts .........
Industrial synchronous
belts ....................
Other industrial belts .....
All industrial belts£/ ....
Automotive belts ...........

l/ * * *
l! * * *
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Table 19
Industrial and automotive belts: Research and development expenses of U.S.
producers, accounting years 1986-88 and interim periods ended Feb. 28, 1988,
and Feb. 28, 1989
(In thousands of dollars)
Item
All products of establishments ..................... .
Industrial belts:
Industrial V-belts ........ .
Industrial synchronous
belts ................... .
Other industrial belts .... .
Total ................... .
Automotive belts ............ .

1986

1987

1988

Interim period
ended Feb. 28-1988
1989

***

***

***

"'**

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***

***
***
***

***

***

***

***
***

Note.--Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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Consideration of the Question of
Threat of Material Injury
Section 771(7)(F)(i) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(i))
provides that-In determining whether an industry in the United States is threatened with
material injury by reason of imports (or sales for importation) of any
merchandise, the Commission shall consider, among other relevant factors

1/2/- (I) If a subsidy is involved, such information as may be presented to
it by the administering authority as to the nature of the subsidy
(particularly as to whether the subsidy is an export subsidy
inconsistent with the Agreement),
(II) any increase in production capacity or existing unused capacity
in the exporting country likely to result in a significant increase
in imports of the merchandise to the United States,
(III) any rapid increase in United States market penetration and the
likelihood that the penetration will increase to an injurious level,
(IV) the probability that imports of the merchandise will enter the
United States at prices that will have a depressing or suppressing
effect on domestic prices of the merchandise,
(V) any substantial increase in inventories of the merchandise in the
United States,
(VI) the presence of underutilized capacity for producing the
merchandise in the exporting country,
(VII) any other demonstrable adverse trends that indicate the
probability that the importation (or sale for importation) of the
merchandise (whether or not it is actually being imported at the
time) will be the cause of actual injury,

1/ Section 771(7)(F)(ii) of the act (19 U.S.C.

§ 1677(7)(F)(ii)) provides that
"Any determination by the Commission under this title that an industry in the
United States is threatened with material injury shall be made on the basis of
evidence that the threat of material injury is real and that actual injury is
imminent. Such a determination may not be made on the basis of mere conjecture
or supposition."
2/ The Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988 amended section 771(7)(F)
of the Tariff Act of 1930 by adding two items to section 771(7)(F)(i) (19
U.S.C. §§ 1677(7)(F)(i)(IX) and (X)), and by adding section 771(7)(F)(iii) (19
U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(iii)) in its entirety. Whereas these investigations were
initiated prior to the effective date of the amendments, they are presented
here for information.
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(VIII) the potential for product-shifting if production facilities
owned or controlled by the foreign manufacturers, which can be used
to produce products subject to investigation(s) under section 701 or
731 or to final orders under section 736, are also used to produce
the merchandise under investigation,
(IX) in any investigation under this title which involves imports of
both a raw agricultural product (within the meaning of paragraph
(4)(E)(iv)) and any product processed from such raw agricultural
product, the likelihood that there will be increased imports, by
reason of product shifting, if there is an affirmative determination
by the Commission under section 705(b)(l) or 735(b)(l) with respect
to either the raw agricultural product or the processed agricultural
product (but not both), and
(X) the actual and potential negative effects on the existing
development and production efforts of the domestic industry,
including efforts to develop a derivative or more advanced version of
the like product. 11
The available information on the nature of the subsidies found by the
Department of Commerce (item (I) above) is presented in the section of this
report entitled "Nature and extent of subsidies and sales at LTFV;" information
on the volume, U.S. ~rket penetration, and pricing of imports of the subject
merchandise (items (III) and (IV) above) is presented in the section entitled
"Consideration of the causal relationship between imports of the subject
merchandise and the alleged material injury;" and information on the effects of
imports of the subject merchandise on U.S. producers' existing development and
production efforts (item (X)) is presented in the section entitled
"Consideration of material injury to an industry in the United States."
Available information on U.S. inventories of the subject products (item (V));
foreign producers' operations, including the potential for "product-shifting"
(items (II), (VI), and (VIII) above); any other threat indicators, if
applicable (item (VII) above); and any dumping in third-country markets,
follows.
U.S. importers' inventories
Most of the firms importing industrial belts reported that they maintained
inventories, although OEMs reported generally maintaining low levels.
Quantitative data are shown in table 20. l/ Combined inventories of all
industrial belts imported from the subject countries increased 2.0 percent from
1986 to 1987 (based on units) and then fell 22.3 percent from 1987 to 1988.

11 Section 771(7)(F)(iii) of the act (19 U.S.C.

§ 1677(7)(F)(iii)) further
provides that, in antidumping investigations, " . . . the Commission shall
consider whether dumping in the markets of foreign countries (as evidenced by
dumping findings or antidumping remedies in other GATT member markets against
the same class or kind of merchandise manufactured or exported by the same
party as under investigation) suggests a threat of material injury to the
domestic industry."
l/ Inventory data for automotive belts and all power belts are presented in
app. C, table C-6.
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Table 20
Industrial belts: End-of-period inventories held by U.S. importers, by
products, 1986-88, January-February 1988, and January-February 1989
Item

1986

1987

Jan.-Feb.-1989
1988

1988

End-of-period inventories (1!000 pounds)
V-Belts ......................
Synchronous belts ...........
Nylon-core belting ..........
V-Link belting ..............
Other industrial belts ......
Total ....................

.
.
.
.
.
.

***
***
***
***
***
***

•***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

End-of-period inventories <l.000 units)
V-Belts .....................
Synchronous belts ...........
Nylon-core belting ..........
V-Link belting ...............
Other industrial belts.· .....
Total ...................

.
.
.
.
.
.

***
***
***
***
***

5 099

***
***
***
***
***
5 196

***
***
***
***
***

4 038

***
***
***
***
***

5 030

***
***
***
***
***

3 076

Ratio to imports (percent) 21

***
***
***
***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

l/

75.1

***
·***
***
l/

54.6

***
***
***
l/

40.9

53.0

l/ Not available.
l/ Ratios are based on data supplied by firms that reported both inventory and
imports information.

Partial-year ratios are. based on annualized imports.

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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Ability of foreign producers to generate exports and the availability of
export markets other than the United States
The Commission requested that counsel for firms in Israel, Italy, Japan,
Singapore, South Korea, the United Kingdom, and West Germany obtain certain
information from their clients. Inasmuch as the Taiwan firms elected not to
obtain counsel, the same information was requested through diplomatic channels.
The information requested was the quantity, both in units and in pounds,
of the firms' production, capacity, and inventories, and the quantity and value
of home-market shipments, exports to the United States, and third-country
exports of both their industrial belts and their automotive belts. Information
provided by the foreign producers is presented in table 21, by firms and by
country total when there was more than one producer providing data for a
particular country.
Israel.--***
Italy.--***
Japan.--***
Prior to the Commission's hearing, but subsequent to the
filing of its questionnaires, counsel for MBL notified the Commission that MBL
has withdrawn from actively participating in the Commission's proceedings.
* * *
Nitta has argued before the Commission that its products should be
separate like products from industrial V-belts, and that Gates does not, in
fact, produce competitive products (at least not in the size ranges provided by
Nitta.
Singapore.--***
South Korea.--***
The Commission was notified by counsel for Dongil,
late in these proceedings, that Dongil has withdrawn from active participation
in the Commission's investigations.
Taiwan.--***
United Kingdom.--***
West Germany.--***
Counsel for Continental argued before the
Commission that its products are produced to European standards and should,
therefore, be considered to be different like products than industrial belts
produced in the United States. * * *
Siegling also argued before the
Commission that its exports of industrial belts to the United States should be
found to be different like products than industrial belts produced in the
United States.
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Table 21
Industrial and automotive belts: Selected data for producers in Israel, Italy,
Japan, Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan, the United Kingdom, and West Germany,
1986-88, January-February 1988, and January-February 1989

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Commerce found, in its final determinations, that critical circumstances
exist with respect to industrial belts exported to the United States by Magam
(Israel), Pirelli (Italy), Bando (Japan), Dongil (South Korea), Optibelt
(United Kingdom), and Optibelt (West Germany). Counsel for these firms were
asked to provide data to the Commission on exports to the United States during
January-June 1988 and during July-December 1988. These periods closely
correspond to six months prior to the June 30, 1988; filing of the petition and
six months subsequent to the filing. Data received in response to this request
are presented in appendix E.
Consideration of the Causal Relationship Between Imports of the Subject
Merchandise and the Alleged Material Injury
U.S. imports
Official U.S. Department of Commerce import statistics cannot be used in
these investigations to determine the level of imports of industrial belts
subject to these investigations because the relevant HTS subheadings and TSUS
items cover imports of the industrial belts subject to these investigations in
addition to certain industrial belts that are not subject to these
investigations. Further, the relevant HTS subheadings and TSUS items cover
automotive or internal combustion engine belts and conveyor belts and belting
that are specifically excluded from the scope of the investigations.
Therefore, U.S. imports of industrial belts, as reported in responses to
the Commission's questionnaires, are presented in table 22. The data shown are
understated because of the inability of some firms to provide quantity data on
the basis of pounds or units (or both) and because of incomplete reporting. It
should be noted that not all importers could provide quantity data. In
particular, some importers of nylon-core belting only provided value of
imports; therefore, the Commission may wish to consider value·as the most
reliable measure of imports of nylon-core belting.
Based upon responses to the Commission's importers' questionnaires,
imports of all industrial belts from the countries subject to these
investigations increased 40.l percent (in units) from 1986 to 1987 and
increased 4.2 percent from 1987 to 1988. * * *
The value of imports of all
industrial belts from the countries subject to these investigations increased
35.3 percent from 1986 to 1987 and increased 7.0 percent from 1987 to 1988.
Imports of all power belts (industrial and automotive) are presented in
appendix C (table C-7).
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Table 22
Industrial belts: U.S. imports for consumption, by products and by sources,
1986-88, January-February 1988, and January-February 1989 !/
1986

Item

1987

Jan.-Feb.-1989
1988

1988

Quantity <1.000 pounds)
V-Belts:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Synchronous belts:

*
Nylon-core belting:

*
V-Link belting:

*

Other industrial belts:

*

*

All industrial belts:

*

*

Quantity (1.000 units)
V-Belts:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Synchronous belts:

*
Nylon-core belting:

*

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 22--Continued
Industrial belts: U.S. imports for consumption, by products and by sources,
1986-88, January-February 1988, and January-February 1989 1/
.1986

Item

Jan.-Feb.-1988
1989

1988

1987

Quantity (1.000 units)
V-Link belting:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Other industrial belts:

*

*

All industrial belts:
Israel .....................
Italy ......................
Japan ......................
Singapore ..................
South Korea ................
Taiwan .....................
United Kingdom ... ~ .........
West Germany ...............
Subtotal .................
All other sources ..........
Total ....................

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

6,964

ll, 214

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

12,497

936

2,285

C.i.f. duty-paid value (1,000 dollars)
V-Belts:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Synchronous belts:

*
Nylon-core belting:

*

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 22--Continued
Industrial belts: U.S. imports for consumption, by products and by sources,
1986-88, January-February 1988, and January-February 1989 !/
Item

1987

1986

Jan.-Feb.-1988
1989

1988

C.i,f. duty-paid value (1.000 dollars)
V-Link belting:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Other industrial belts:

*

*

All industrial belts:

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

Israel .....................
Italy ......................
Japan ......................
Singapore ..................
South Korea ................
Taiwan .....................
United Kingdom .............
West Germany, ..............
Subtotal .................
All other sources ..........
Total ....................

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

19.936

29 613

27 377

2.831

5.345

!

!

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

Unit value (per pound) 2L
V-Belts:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Synchronous belts:

*
Nylon-core belting:

*

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 22--Continued
Industrial belts: U.S. imports for consumption, by products and by sources,
1986-88, January-February 1988, and January-February 1989 11
Item

1986

1987

Jan. - Feb. - 1988
1989

1988

Unit value (per pound) 2/
V-Link belting:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Other industrial belts:

*

*

All industrial belts:

*

*

Unit value (per unit) 2/
V-Belts:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Synchronous belts:

*
Nylon-core belting:

*
V-Link belting:

*

Other industrial belts:

*

*

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 22--Continued
Industrial belts: U.S. imports for consumption, by products and by sources,
1986-88, January-February 1988, and January-February 1989 lJ
Item

1986

1987

1988

Jan. -Feb. - 1989
1988

Unit value (per unit) 2/
All industrial belts:
Israel .................... .
Italy ..................... .
Japan ..................... .
Singapore ................. .
South Korea ............... .
Taiwan .................... .
United Kingdom ............ .
West Germany .............. .
Average ................. .
All other sources ......... .
Average ................. .

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
2.08

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
1.81

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
1. 77

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
1. 52

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
1. 95

1/ Quantity data are understated because several firms providing value data
were unable to provide comparable quantity data. Quantity data in units and
pounds were provided by firms accounting for 75 and 77 percent, respectively,
of the reported value of imports in 1988. The shares of value of 1988 imports
of all industrial belts for which comparable quantity data in units were
provided are as follows: Israel (***percent), Italy(*** percent), Japan
(***percent), Singapore (***percent), South Korea(*** percent), Taiwan
(***percent), the United Kingdom(*** percent), West Germany(***
percent), all eight subject sources (75 percent), all other sources (75
percent), and all sources (75 percent). The shares of value of 1988 imports of
all industrial belts for which comparable quantity data in pounds were provided
are as follows: Israel(*** percent), Italy(*** percent), Japan(***
percent), Singapore(*** percent), South Korea(*** percent), Taiwan(***
percent), the United Kingdom(*** percent), West Germany(*** percent), all
eight subject sources (72 percent), all other sources (90 percent), and all
sources (77 percent).
2J Computed from data of firms providing data on both quantity and value of
imports.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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U.S. market penetration by imports
U.S. shipments of industrial belts by importers and the penetration of
these imports into the U.S. market for industrial belts are presented in table
23. The penetration of imported industrial belts from the subject countries
into the U.S. industrial belt market, although understated because of
questionnaire nonresponse, increased during 1986-88. On the basis of units,
market penetration by imports of all industrial belts from the subject
countries increased from*** percent in 1986 to*** percent in 1987, and to
* * *percent in 1988. On the basis of value, market penetration by imports of
all industrial belts from the subject countries increased from * * * percent in
1986 to*** percent in 1987, and to*** percent in 1988.
Market penetration by imports of all power belts (industrial and
automotive) is presented in appendix C (table C-8), for the Commission's
consideration of respondents' arguments that there is one power belt industry
in the United States and that it comprises both industrial and automotive
belts.
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Table 23
Industrial be1ts: Market penetration of subject imports, by products and by
sources, 1986-88, Janu_ary-February 1988, and January-February 1989
1986

Item

Jan.-Feb.-1988
1989

1988

1987

Quantity Cl,000 units) 1/
V-Belts:

*
Synchronous

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

belt~:

*

Nylon-core belting: Z/

*
V-Link belting: JJ

*

Other industrial belts:

*

*

All industrial belts:
Apparent U.S. consumption ..
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. shipments of imports:
Israel ...................
Italy ....................
Japan ....................
Singapore ................
South Korea ..............
Taiwan ...................
United Kingdom ...........
West Germany .............
Subtotal. ..............
All other sources ........
Total ..................
See footnotes at end of table.

82,848
75,413

89,281
78,123

91, 342
77 572

15,994
13,394

14,914
13, 104

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

7,435

11, 158

I

13 770
I

2,600

1.810
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Table 23--Continued
Industrial belts: Market penetration of subject imports, by products and by
sources, 1986-88, January-February 1988, and January-February 1989
Item

1986

1987

Jan.-Feb.-.1988
1989

1988

Value Cl.000

dol~ars)

4/

V-Belts:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Synchronous belts:

*
Nylon-core belting:

*

'lJ

V-Link belting: .l/

*

Other industrial belts:

*

*

All industrial belts:
Apparent U.S. consumption ..
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. shipments of imports:
Israel ...................
Italy ....................
Japan ....................
Singapore ................
South Korea ..............
Taiwan ...................
United Kingdom ...........
West Germany .............
Subtotal ...............
All other sources ........
Total ..................
See footnotes at end of table.

253,462
225,586

286,844
250,725

300, 770
255,666

49,836
42,310

49' 713
43,143

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

27.876

36. ll9

45.104

7.526

6.570
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Table 23--Continued
Industrial belts: Market penetration of subject imports, by products and by
sources, 1986-88, January-February 1988, and January-February 1989
1986

Item

Jan. -Feb. - 1988
1989
1987
1988
As a ratio to the quantity of apparent
U.S. consumption (percent) 1/

V-Belts:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

·*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Synchronous belts:

*

Nylon-core belting: 'lJ

*
V-Link belting: l/

*

Other industrial belts:

*

*

All industrial belts:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. shipments of imports:
Israel .................. .
Italy ................... .
Japan ................... .
Singapore ............... .
South Korea ............. .
Taiwan .................. .
United Kingdom .......... .
West Germany ............ .
Subtotal .............. .
All other sources ....... .
Total ................. .
See footnotes at end of table.

91.0

87.5

84.9

83.7

87.9

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

9 0

***

***
***
***
***
***

12 5

15 1

16 3

12.1
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Table 23--Continued
Industrial belts: Market penetration of subject imports, by products and by
sources, 1986-88, January-February 1988, and January-February 1989
Item

1986

Jan.-Feb.-1987
1988
1988
1989
As a ratio to the value of apparent
U.S. consumption (percent)

V-Belts:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Synchronous belts:

*

Nylon-core belting: Z/

*
V-Link belting: .l/

*

Other industrial belts:

*

*

All industrial belts:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. shipments of imports:
Israel .................. .
Italy ................... .
Japan
Singapore ............... .
South Korea ............. .
Taiwan .................. .
United Kingdom .......... .
West Germany ............ .
Subtotal .............. .
All other sources ....... .
Total ................. .
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

89.0

87.4

85.0

84.9

86.8

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

11.0

12.6

15.0

15.l

***

***

13.2

1/ Quantity data for imported industrial belts are understated in both units
and pounds, and quantity data for domestic product are understated in pounds
because several firms providing value data were unable to provide comparable
quantity data. For imported belts, quantity data in units and pounds were
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Footnotes for table 23--Continued
provided by firms accounting for 74' 1 percent of the reported value of U.S.
shipments of imports in 1988. For domestic belts, there is no understatement
of units; however, ,qµantity data in .pounds were provided- by firms accounting
for * * *percent of the reported value of U.S. shipments in 1988. The shares
of the v~lue ·of .u. $. $hipments of-. imports in 1988 .for which comparable quantity
data in units were provided are as ·follows: Israel(*** percent), Italy
(* * * p~rcent), -lapan (* ··* _'l\" :percen't) ,.. ,Singapore (* * * percent), South Korea
(***percent), Taiwan(*** percent), the United Kingdom(*** percent),
West Germany(*** percent), all eight subject sources (72 percent), all other
sources (80 percent), and all sources (74 percent). The shares of the value of
U.S. shipments of imports in 1988 for which comparable quantity data in pounds
were provided are as follows: Israel(*** percent), Italy(*** percent),
Japan (***percent), Singapore (***percent), South Korea(*** percent),
Taiwan(*** percent), the United Kingdom(*** percent), West Germany(***
percent), all eight subject sources (69 percent), all other sources (89
percent); and all sources (74 percent).
'
2J There were no usable data on production of nylon-core belting presented to
the Commission. However, in its questionnaire response * * * provided data on
a product that it stated directly competed with nylon-core belting. It is
these data that are presented as producers' U.S. shipments and included in
apparent U.S. consuinption.
l/ Although it does not produce V-link belting, in its questionnaire response
* * * provided data on a product that it stated was directly competitive. Data
reported by * * * for 1988 account for * * * percent of the quantity (units)
and * * * percent of the value of data presented as producers' U.S. shipments
and included in apparent U.S. consumption.
!±/ Shipment values are f. o. b. producing establishmen:f for domestic products and
f .o.b. warehou~e for imports .
..

·,

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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Prices
Market characteristics.--Both domestic producers and U.S. importers of
industrial belts publish price lists for their distributor and small OEM
customers. List prices are used as a basis for standard quantity disco~nts.
Prices for direct sales by producers or importers to larger OEMs or those that
require special belt construction are based on a cost-plus basis determined
through bid competition. 1/ These latter purchasers often require technical
services from their suppliers to determine the proper belt specifications for the
intended applications.
Domestic producers have responded to price competition for distributor sales
with customer rebates. 'lJ Rebates include an amount to cover the difference
between the distributor's regular "bes.t buy" discount, termed the 11 iOO-level"
price, and the low price quote to the distributor from another supplier, plus an
amount for the distributor's profit margin. Rebates that drop prices below the
100-level are approved by the producer for a broad category of belts for sales to
individual end-user firms that were identified by the distributor and
subsequently verified by the producer as receiving low price quotes. 'JI The
producer "pays" the rebate by crediting the distributor's account but only after
verifying the distributor's sales invoices that involved the approved belts and
end-user firm.
.
According to some purchasers, a few importers quote prices below distributor
cost directly to large industrial end users and OEMs and then approach
established distributors in those end users' geographic region to take on the
line of imported industrial belts and supply t:he subject end users· on a
just-in-time shipment basis. !±/ The distributor is offered a discount consistent
with the lower prices quoted direct to the end users.
U.S. producers and· importers were requested to report the total dollar value
of any credit, rebate, price reduction, extension of terms, or other monetary
benefit granted in 1988 to distributors that was separate from transaction
prices. These data on premiums are discussed later in this section of the
report. U.S. producers reported in their questionnaire responses that, although
they paid rebates on some of the specified products sold to distributors for
which pricing data were requested, they were unable to account for the exact
amounts paid in the reported pricing data. The responding firms indicated that
the rebates were offered on a broad category of industrial belts and could not be
tracked to a specific industrial belt product.
Distributors sell to major consumers through bid competition. Awards based
on price quotes are for a blanket purchase order, with shipment releases as the
purchaser's demand requires or by predetermined schedule. Generally, blanket
orders by major consumers do not specify particular stock numbers or belt sizes
but involve a guaranteed price level by type of belt for the life of the
contract, usually 1 year. Quantities are not fixed but are based on anticipated
annual requirements of the purchaser. In ordinary competitive circumstances, a

1/

***

y ***

'JI***
!±/ Industrial end users purchase industrial belts as replacement items, with some
companies replacing their belts on a scheduled maintenance basis.
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distributor seeking a blanket order would quote a price level at the so called
"125" level, in effect, 25 percent above distributor cost. Distributors also
sell to walk-in customers and small consumers and supply major accounts on a
"fill-in" basis. Prices to these classes of trade are made at list or standard
quantity discounts from list. An example of the range of distributor pricing to
various consumers of industrial belts is shown in figure 3. An explanatory
diagram of "level" pricing is presented in figure 4.
Figure 3
Industrial belts:
consumers

Example of the range of distributor pricing to various
'

Distributor

.;:

.

Consumer
Consumer 1 (walk-in) pays $16.00
Consumer 2 (small account) pays $14.00

Buys 5
belts at
$10.00 each
("100 level")

Sells to
5 consumers

Consumer 3 (fill-in at major) pays $12.50
Consumer 4 (major/rebated) pays $9.00
Consumer 5 (major/rebated) pays $8.50

Distributor receives rebates on s.ales to- No. 4--$1.00 plus $1.35 (15% of $9.00)
No. 5--$1.00 plus $1.28 (1~% of $8.50)
Average purchase price becomes $9.07 after rebates.
Average selling price becomes $12.00.
Gross profit margin after rebates equals 25.2 percent.
Gross
Source:

pr~fit

amount after rebates equals $15.10.

The Gates.Rubber Co.

Questionnaire price data.--The Commission requested net U.S. f.o.b. selling
prices and quantities for 14 specific V-belt industrial belt products from U.S.
producers and importers of the subject belts. U.S. producers and importers were
requested to report the f.o.b. price data separately for sales of products 1-7 to
OEMs and products 8-14 to distributors. The price data were requested for the
largest sale and for total sales of the products specified, by quarters, during
January 1986-December 1988 and during January-February 1989. In addition, net

Figure 4
Industrial belts:
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Diagram of "level" pricing

Distributor Pricing to
Industrial Consumers

Gates Pricing to
Distributors
"List" Price

133

Level.

Level. Average Breakeven Point for
Industrial Distributor (25% G.M.
on selling price).

117

Level. Gates Beginning Rebate Level
(15% G.M. on selling price).

Gates Dlstributor ''Best Buy'' ~- 100

80

l.eYel.

Level. Minimum level Gates has
su·pported through April, 1988.
-----------~-------------,,

Competitive ~n Olstributor
PubUshed "Best Buy" l..eYet (PlrellQ.

Actual etfectiye setting price to
distribution when selllng at the
leYe4 to meet compettttve
Industrial Consumer leYef.

··so··

Source:

,,
,'

,,,

,'

75

l.eYel.

68

Levet----'

58

Level. Current lowest known foreign be
pricing to Industrial Consumers.

The Gates Rubber Co., conference exhibits.
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f.o.b. pricing data were requested for sales at the lowest and highest prices for
each quarter during 1988. The 14 V-belt products for which the price data were
requested are shown below. !/
SOLD TO OEMS:
PRODUCT 1: NARROW V-BELT--Equivalent in cross section,
construction, and dimensions to general industry product No. 3V750
whether or not labeled as such or labeled with private brand or
part number. Narrow, high-capacity performance, as defined by RMA
and ISO standards.
PRODUCT 2: FRACTIONAL HORSEPOWER V-BELT--Equivalent in cross
section, construction, and dimensions to general industry product
No. 4L300 whether or not labeled as such or labeled with private
brand or part number. Wrapped construction, as defined by RMA and
ISO standards.
PRODUCT 3: TIMING BELT--Equivalent in cross section, construction,
and dimensions to general industry product No. 1683M05 whether or
not labeled as such or labeled with private brand or part number.
High torque, tooth profile, as defined by RMA and ISO standards,
with neoprene material and nylon facing, and fiberglass tensile
material. Competitive tooth profile, STPD or RPP.
PRODUCT 4: CLASSICAL V-BELT--Equivalent in cross section,
construction, and dimensions to general industry product No. B75
whether or not labeled as such or labeled with private brand or
part number. Classical profile, as defined by RMA and ISO
standards, wrapped product.
PRODUCT 5: FRACTIONAL HORSEPOWER V-BELT--Equivalent in cross
section, construction, and dimensions to general industry product
No. 4L590 whether or not labeled as such or labeled with private
brand or part number. Wrapped construction, as defined by RMA and
ISO standards.
PRODUCT 6: FRACTIONAL HORSEPOWER V-BELT--Equivalent in cross
section, construction, and dimensions to general industry product
No. 4L360 whether or not labeled as such or labeled with private
brand or part number. Wrapped construction, as defined by RMA and
ISO standards.
PRODUCT 7: FRACTIONAL HORSEPOWER V-BELT--Equivalent in cross
section, construction, and dimensions to general industry product
No. 5L440 whether or not labeled as such or labeled with private
brand or part number. Wrapped construction, as defined by RMA and
ISO standards.

1/ The petitioner,

Gate~ Rubber Co., identified the 14 industrial belt products
as large volume products representative of products sold in the U.S. industrial
belt market, and representative of industrial belts imported from Israel, Italy,
Japan, Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan, the United Kingdom, and West Germany.
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SOLD TO DISTRIBUTORS:
PRODUCT 8; Cl.ASSICAL V-BELT--B75. Classical profile, as defined
RMA and ISO standards, wrapped products.

~by

PRODUCT 9: _NARROW V- BELT- - 3V710. Narrow high-capacity performance,
~s defined by RMA and ISO standards, cut edge or wrapped constructi,on.
PRODUCT 10: FRACTIONAL HORSEPOWER V-BELT--4L280.
edge, as defined by RMA and ISO standards .

Wrapped or cut

. .

PRODUCT 11: TIMING BELT--120XL037. Classical, trapezoidal toothed
timing belt, as described in RMA and ISO standards .
..r

.PRODUCT 12: Cl.ASSICAL V-BELT--B60. Classical profile, as defined
·by RMA and ISO standards, cut edge or wrapped product.
PRODUCT 13: NARROW V-BELT--SV1120. Narrow, high-capacity
.per.formance, as defined by RMA and ISO standards, cut edge, or
wrapped construction.
PRODUCT 14,: FRACTIONAL HORSEPOWER V-BELT- -4L590.
edge, as defined by RMA and ISO standards.

Wrapped or cut

Four U.S. producers of belts and seven importers of the subject foreign
reported the requested price data for largest sales and total sales
quantity, but not necessarily for every product or period. 11 Usable
ques.tionnaire price data were incomplete for some countries, and during many
per_iods only one firm reported the requested price data. Y
No price data for
largest sales were reported for any of the specified belt products imported from
Italy or South Korea. For these latter two countries, importers were able to
r~port only total quarterly quantity·and sales values for each of the specified
proqucts. Ji The resultant unit values are not considered reliable measures of
:actual prices, ,particularly in these investigations where large differences in
sal~s qu~ntities or.various qualities of belts within a single product category
lead to significantly different unit values.
be)."t~

On s.ales to dist;ributors, U.S. producers were not always able to net out all
rebates and discounts from the reported price data; responding importers reported

11

The four U.S. producers reporting the requested price data accounted for
app_roxi.mately * * * percent of the total reported value of U.S. producers'
dome.stic shipments .of the subject industrial belts during January 1986-February
19~9.
During the same period, the seven responding importers accounted for * * *
percent of the total reported value of U.S. imports of the subject belts from
Israel, **·*percent from Japan,*** percent from Taiwan, ***percent from
the United Kingdom, and* * *percent from West Germany.
Y The net f .o.b. value of total reported sales of the 14 belt products accounted
for * * ~.percent of total reported U.S. shipments of domestic industrial belts
during January 1986-February 1989, ***percent of total reported U.S. imports
from Israel, * * *percent from Japan, * * * percent from Taiwan, * * *percent
from t~e United Kingdom, and* **percent from West Germany.
·
JI * * *
.
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that no rebates were offered on the specified products although they sometimes
offer rebates on other industrial belt products. During 1988, U.S. producers
reported in their questionnaire responses for their full range of industrial belt
products paying a total of almost $* * * in rebates and other premiums that were
separate from transaction prices, and importers reported almost $* * * in these
benefits. U.S. producers reported making their payments on approximately $* * *
in industrial belt sales, and importers on $* * * in industrial belt sales. l/
Also not specifically identified in the transaction price, U.S. producers
provided about $* * * in technical assistance to their industrial belt customers
during 1988, while importers reported offering more limited technical assistance
valued at about $* * *· Importers of* * * industrial belts accounted for the
bulk of this latter technical assistance.
Purchasers.--The Commission also requested prices from purchasers for·
the 14 V-belt products discussed above, as well as one additional V-belt product.
suggested by importers and identified below.
ADDITIONAL PRODUCT: POLYURETHANE V-BELT--Equivalent in cross section,
construction, and dimensions to general industry product No. 7Ml400 whether.
or not labeled as such or labeled with private brand or part number. High
performance, metric profile with polyurethane material. This belt is D.2t
defined by RMA and ISO standards.
The Commission sent purchaser questionnaires to 60 companies encompassing OEMs,
industrial end users, and distributors. These companies were identified by the
petitioner as large purchasers which together account for a substantial share of
the domestic and subject imported industrial belts. Delivered price data were
requested for total purchases of the products requested, by quarters, during
January 1987-March 1989.
In addition to delivered prices of specified industrial belt products, the
Commission also requested price information where the purchasing companies· bought
industrial belts on a bid basis. Purchasers were requested to supply competing
price quotes for their three largest awards in 1988 that involved competition .
with the domestic and subject imported industrial belts. For each award they
were asked to identify the product, competing firms, country of origin of the
competing products, and to explain the reason(s) why the winning company was
awarded the bid.
Price trends.--Price trends for the subject domestic and imported
industrial belts are based on quarterly weighted-average net f .o.b. selling
prices reported by producers and importers on sales to OEMs and to distributors
during January 1986-February 1989. The price data were calculated from the
reported net f.o.b. selling prices and quantities of the largest sale. For the
United States and Japan, the only two countries where more than one firm
responded, the largest sale price data were weighted by the total quantity of

l/ During 1986-88, U.S. producers reported in their questionnaire responses total
rebates and discounts (those included as well as not included in transaction
prices) averaging * * * percent of their total domestic sales of industrial
belts, and importers reported total rebates and discounts that averaged about
* * * percent of their industrial belt sales during this period.
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sales for each product, quarter,' and country. 11 The average prices are shown in
table 24 for U.S.-produced belts, tables 25-27 for belts imported from Israel,
Japan, and Singapore, respectively, table 28 for belts imported from Taiwan and
the United Kingdom, and table 29 for belts imported from West Germany. The
requested pr.ice data were not reported for Italy and South Korea. Y
United States.--Based on U.S. producers' questionnaire responses,
selling prices of domestic industrial belt products fluctuated but generally
increased during January 1986-February 1989. Fluctuations were more pronounced
in sales to OEMs. di Prices of five of the seven products sold to OEMs and five
of the seven products sold to dis~ributors increased during the periods reported
(table 24). !±/
Table 24
Industrial belts: Average f.o.b, sales prices and average quantities of largest
quarterly sales weighted by TOTAL sales quantity to OEMs and to distributors f~r
belts produced in the United States, by quarters, January 1986-December 1988 and
during January-February 1989

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Selling prices of domestic industrial belt product 2 and products 4-7 sold
to OEMs rose during January 1986-December 1988 and generally continued to rise
during January-February 1989, where prices were reported for this latter period.
During January 1986-December 1988, quarterly price increases ranged from about
***percent for product 7, rising from$*** to$*** per belt, to***
percent for product 2, which rose from $* * * to $* **per belt. During
January-February 1989, prices of product 7 jumped to $* * *per belt, increasing
by* * * percent from the last quarter of 1988, while prices of product 2 fell
somewhat to $* * * per belt or about * * * percent below the previous quarter.
Prices of product 4 fell by about * * * percent during January-February 1989 from
the previous quarter, while prices of product 6 increased sharply by about * * *
percent. No prices were reported during this latter period for product 5.

11 Frequently, a single firm reported the requested price data for any one
period; in such instances no weighting was necessary, and the reported prices and
quantities of the largest sale were shown in the tables.
Y Based on total quarterly sales values and quantities of the specified products
imported from Italy and South Korea, unit values of products 8-14 sold to
distributors generally rose during the period of investigation. No sales data
were reported on sales to OEMs.

di * * *·

!±/ Based on producer price indexes (PPI) reported by the U.S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics, U.S. producers' quarterly selling prices of industrial belts fell by
about 2 percent during January 1986-December 1988. In comparison, during the
same period the quarterly PP! for all rubber belts rose by about 3 percent, and
the PPI for all rubber products rose by about 6 percent. The BLS price data may
include some list prices and therefore may not accurately reflect changes in
actual transaction prices.
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Quarterly prices of product 1 sold to OEMs fell by about * * * percent
during January· 1986-December 1988, and then fell by less than** *percent
during January-February 1989 from the last quarter of 1988. Quarterly prices of
product 3 sold to OEMs fell by about * * *percent during April 1987-June 1988,
the partial period reported.
Selling prices of domestic industrial belt products 8-10 and 12-13 sold to
distributors fluctuated but rose during January 1986-December 1988 and continued
to rise during January-February 1989. During January 1986-December 1988,
quarterly price increases ranged from * * * percent for product 10, rising from
$* * * to $* * * per belt, to * * * percent for product 9, which rose from $* * *
to $* * * per belt. During January-February 1989, prices of product 10 rose
slightly to $* * * per belt, and prices of product 9 increased somewhat to $* * *
per belt.
Quarterly prices of product 11 sold to distributors fell by about * * *
percent during January 1986-December 1988, and continued to fall during JanuaryFebruary 1989, by about * * *percent. Quarterly prices of product 14 sold to
distributors fell by about * * * percent during January 1986-December 1988, but
then rose by about * * * percent during January-February 1989 from the last
quarter of 1988.
Israel.--The sole reporting U.S. importer of the Israeli belt
products, * * *, reported the requested price data for the imported industrial
_ belt products 8-14 sold to distributors during January 1987-February 1989 (table
25). 1/ Based on** *'s questionnaire response, selling prices of the imported
industrial belt products 8-11 were generally * * * for the periods reported.
Quarterly prices of products 8 and 10 generally * * * during January 1987-June
1988, by * * * and* * *percent, respectively, with prices * * *by an
additional * * * and* **percent, respectively, by January-February 1989.
Quarterly prices of product 9 * * * by * * *percent during January 1987December 1988, but then prices * * * in January-February 1989 to end at a level
* * * percent * * * than at the beginning of the period. During January 1987June 1988, quarterly prices of product 11 fluctuated but * * *
Prices of
product 11 then * * * in January-February to end * * * percent * * * than at the
beginning of the period.
Table 25
Industrial belts: Average f.o.b. sales' prices and quantities of largest
quarterly sales to distributors for belts imported from Israel, by quarters,
January 1987-December 1988 and during January-February 1989

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Japan.--U.S. importers' questionnaire responses showed, during the
few periods reported, mixed trends in quarterly selling prices of the imported
Japanese industrial belt product 1 sold to OEMs and products 8-12 sold to

!./ Prices of the imported Israeli belt products 12-14 sold to distributors are
not shown because they were reported for sales only during a single period,
January-February 1989, which did not allow any price trends to be presented.
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distributors (table 26). Limited selling price data for products 13 and 14 sold
to distributors; reported for January-September 1988, are discussed below but not
shown in the table. Meaningful price trends could not be calculated for the
other reported imported belt product 2 because of insufficient price data.
Table 26
Industrial belts: Average f.o.b. sales prices and quantities of largest
quarterly sales weighted by TOTAL sales quantity to OEMs and to distributors for
belts imported from Japan, by quarters, January _1987-December 1988 and during
January-February 1989

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Quarterly prices of imported belt product 1 sold to OEMs fell by * * *
percent to $* * * per belt during April 1987-December 1988, and then * * * during
January-February 1989. Quarterly prices of imported pr_oducts 8_ and ·9 sold to
distributors rose by*** and*** percent, respectively, during Apri,1 1_9.87December 1988, and then remained at these levels during January-February 1989.
Prices of product 13 sold to distributors rose by * * * percent during JanuarySeptember 1988, the partial period reported. The imported products 10 and 14
sold to distributors*** during the periods reported. On the other hand,
quarterly prices of product 11 fell by almost * * * percent during January 1987December 1988, before rising by * * * percent during January-February 1989.
Quarterly prices of product 12 'sold to distributors fluctuated during JanuaryDecember 1988 but ended the period * * * from the level at the beginning of the
period. Then during January-February-1989, prices of product 12 fell by***
percent from the price level during the last quarter of 1988.
Singapore.--Questionnaire responses of the only responding U.S.
importer of the Singapore belts, * * *, showed, during the few periods reported,
a mixed pattern in quarterly selling prices of the imported Singapore industrial
-belt product 2 sold to OEMs and generally * * * prices of products 8 and 10 sold
to distributors (table 27). Limited selling price data for products 4-6 sold to
OEMs and products 12 and 14 sold to distributors are also discussed below but not
shown in the table. Meaningful price trends could not be calculate~ for products
5 and 7 sold to OEMs because of insuffi~ient price data.
·Table 27
Industrial belts: Average f.o.b. sales prices and quantities of largest
quarterly sales to OEMs and to distributors for_ belts imported from Singapore, by
quarters, January 1987-December 1988 and during January-February 1989

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Quarterly prices of imported belt product 2 sold to OEMs fluctuated but
* * * for the period by almost * * * percent to $* * * per belt during January
1987-December 1988, and- then * * * somewhat by * * * percent during JanuaryFebruary 1989 from the last quarter of 1988. During the period reported, July
1988-February 1989, quarterly prices of products 4 and 5 sold to OEMs * * '* for
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the period at $* * * and $* * * per belt, respectively, while prices of product 6
sold to OEMs * * * by about * * * percent.
Quarterly prices of imported products 8 and 10 sold to distributors * * * by
* * * and* * *percent, respectively, during the partial periods reported.
Quarterly prices of products 12 and 14 sold to distributors * * * at $* * * and
$* * * per belt, respectively, during the period reported, July 1988-February
1989.
Taiwan.--The single responding U.S. importer for the Taiwanese
industrial belts, * * *, reported the requested price data for imported Taiwanese
industrial belt products 10 and 14 sold to distributors during January
1986-February 1989 (table 28). Reported prices of both imported products***
during the period, at $* * * and $* * * per belt, respectively.
Table·28
Industrial belts: Average f.o.b. sales prices and quantities of largest
quarterly sales to distributors for belts· imported from Taiwan and the United
Kingdom, by quarters, January 1986-December 1988 and during January~February 1989

*

*

*

*

*

*

United Kingdom.--The lori~ reporting U.S. importer of the British
industrial belts, * * *, reported the requested price data for imported British
industrial belt product 11 sold to distribut?rs during January 1986-December 1988
(table 28). Quarterly prices of the imported belt product 11 ***by***
percent during January 1986-December 1988; no price data were reported during
January-February 1989.
West Germany.--A single U.S. importer, * * * reported the
requested price data for imported West .German industrial belt products 8-10 and
12~14· sold to distributors during January 1986-February 1989 (table 29).
Limited
selling price data for product 11 sold to distributors are also discussed below
but not shown in the table. Trends in quarterly selling prices of the imp·orted
industrial belt products 8, 9, 12, and 13 were generally*** during January
1986-December 1988 and then * * * or cont'inued to * * * during January-February
1989. Price * * * for these latter products ranged from* * *percent for
product 8 to * **percent for product 12 during January 1986-December 1988, and
then prices of both products * * * in January-February 1989 from their levels
during the previous quarter. Prices. of"product 11 also * * * during the periods
reported, by*** percent from September 1986 through February 1989. Quarterly
prices of products 10 and 14 * * *by* * * and** *percent, respectively,
during January 1986-September 1988, before * * * through January-February 1989.
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Table 29
Industrial belts: Average f.o.b. sales prices and quantities of largest
quarterly sales to distributors for belts imported·from West Germany, by
quarters, January 1986-December 1988 and during January-February 1989

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Price comparisons.--Price .comparisons between the U.S.-produced and
subject imported industrial belts are based on net f.o.b. selling prices to OEMs
and distributors during January 1986-December 1988 and during January-February
1989. 11 Importers provided the requested f.o.b. price data for six of the eight
subject foreign countries; the data were not provided for Italy and South Korea. 2./
Price comparisons involving imports of industrial belts from Japan and West
Germany will also be discussed based on delivered price information reported by
purchasers. These latter countries were the only subject foreign countries for
which purchasers reported the requested delivered price data. l/ The margins of
underselling in percentage terms between the domestic and imported industrial
belt products are shown in table 30 for Israel, tables 31 and 32 for Japan, table
33 for Singapore, table 34 for Taiwan and the United Kingdom, and tables 35 and
36 for West Germany.
Comparisons between prices of the domestic and subject imported industrial
belt products reported in questionnaire responses should be made with caution.
In many periods the producer, importer, and purchaser price_ data represent
responses of a single firm, and U.S. producers were not always able to net out
all rebates from their reported prices on sales to distributors. In addition,
the requested industrial belt products do not specify the precise rubber
compound, cord stock, or number of layers that a given belt must have, such that
several different qualities of belts may be reported for a single product

11 The price data were based on net f.o.b. selling prices of the largest sale
and, in the cases of the United States and Japan where more than one firm
provided the pricing data, the price data were weighted by the total quantity of
all sales for each product in a quarter. U.S. producers and importers generally
reported in their questionnaire responses that U.S. freight costs did not
significantly affect competition between the domestic and imported industrial
belts. As a result, comparisons of f .o.b. prices may be appropriate.
2./ Unit value comparisons between the industrial belts products imported from
Italy and South Korea and those produced in the United States showed the imported
products to be valued less than the domestic products. This pattern was also
generally shown for the other subject foreign belt products where actual f.o.b.
price comparisons were possible.
l/ Nine purchasers reported the delivered price data, but not necessarily for
every product or period requested. The quantity of belts on.which the delivered
price comparisons were based accounted for less than 0.05 percent of total
domestic shipments of U.S.-produced industrial belts during January 1987February 1989, 26 percent of total U.S. imports of industrial belts from Japan,
and 0.3 percent of total imports from West Germany during this period. In
addition, one of these nine purchasers and two other purchasing firms reported
bid price information, all involving awards for imported Japanese industrial
belts. These latter belts accounted for another * * * percent of to_tal U.S.
imports of industrial belts from Japan during January 1987-February 1989.
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category. 11 Although most U.S. producers and importers reported in their
questionnaire responses that the domestic and imported belts were comparable in
quality, one U.S. producer noted a few exceptions. * * * cited lower quality
industrial belts from Israel, Singapore, and South Korea compared with U.S.produced belts, but felt that belts from Italy, Japan, the United Kingdom, and
West Germany compared favorably in quality with the U.S.-produced belts.

* * * But in 1985, Gates acknowledged quality differences based on its own
testing and user reports, indicating that imported V-belts slipped 200 to 300
percent more than Gates belts, and the foreign belts lasted only two-thirds to
one-third as long as Gates belts. 'lJ
Eleven purchasers commented in their questionnaire responses on the quality
of domestic and imported industrial belts, concentrating their remarks on the
Japanese and West German belts. Nine firms commented on the Japanese belts,
generally finding them comparable in quality to U.S.-produced belts but priced
lower than the domestic belts. 11 Two firms indicated that the Japanese belts
were lower in both quality and price than U.S.-produced belts, whereas one firm
found the Japanese belts higher in quality but lower in price than the domestic
belts. (±/ Five firms commented on the West German belts and showed mix~d
results. Two firms indicated that the West German belts were superior but
carried a lower price than U.S.-produced belts. Two other firms found the West
German belts to be comparable in quality and price to U.S.-produced belts,
whereas one firm indicated that the West German belts were inferior to the
domestic belts and carried a lower price than the domestic belts. One
distributor also commented on the Israeli and Italian industrial belts and found
them to be inferior in quality as well as lower in price than the domestic belts.
Israel.--The reported net U.S. f.o.b. selling prices resulted in
31 quarterly price.comparisons between domestic and imported Israeli industrial
belt products 8-14 sold to distributors during January 1987-February 1989 (table
30). 21 All 31 price comparisons showed that the imported Israeli products were
priced less than the U.S.-produced products, ranging from 1 to 56 percent below
U.S. producers' prices and averaging about 30 percent less than domestic
producers' prices. Price comparisons during January-February 1989 showed that
selling prices of the imported products 8-11 averaged almost 13 percent below
prices of the domestic products, more modest underselling than in earlier
periods. Price comparisons involving the domestic and imported products 12-14,
which were possible only during January-February 1989, showed average
underselling by the imports of about 7 percent during this period.

11 * * *·
'lJ Gates letter dated July 1985 entitled, Update on Foreign Belt Competitors.

A
copy of the letter is contained in app. F.
11 Two of the six firms who found the Japanese belts comparable in quality to the
domestic belts also indicated that prices of the foreign and domestic belts were
the same; the other four indicated that prices of the Japanese belts were
generally less than domestic belts.
(±/ Two of the six firms also found the Singapore belts comparable in quality to
U.S.-produced belts, but priced lower than the domestic belts.
21 Seven of the 31 price comparisons occurred during a partial quarter, JanuaryFebruary 1989.
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Table 30
Industrial belts: Margins
comparisons of average net
by TOTAL sales quantity to
Israel, by products and by
January-February 1989

*

*

of underselling, in percentage terms, based on
f.o.b. prices of the largest quarterly sales weighted
distributors of domestic belts and belts imported from
quarters, January 1987-December 1988 and during

*

*

*

*

*

Japan.--The reported net U.S. f.o.b. selling prices resulted in 54
quarterly price comparisons between domestic and imported Japanese industrial
belt products 1-2 sold to OEMs and products 8-14 sold to distributors during
January 1987-February 1989 (table 31). l/ In 47 of the 54 price comparisons, the
imported Japanese products were priced less than the U.S.-produced products,
averaging about 27 percent and ranging from l· to 53 percent below U.S. producers'
prices. In six price comparisons the imported Japanese belt products were priced
higher than the domestic products, and in one other price comparison the domestic
and imported Japanese prices were equal.
Table 31
Industrial belts: Margins of underselling or overselling, in percentage terms,
based on comparisons of average net f.o.b. prices of largest sales weighted by
TOTAL sales quantity of domestic belts and belts imported from Japan, by class of
customer, by products and by quarters, April 1987-December 1988 and during
January-February 1989

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Ten of the 54 price comparisons involved products 1 and 2 sold to OEMs. In
7 of the 10 price comparisons involving products 1 and 2, prices of the imported
Japanese belt products were less than prices of the domestic products, averaging
almost 10 percent below U.S. producers' prices to OEMs. In one price comparison,
prices of the domestic and imported Japanese belt products were equal, and in two
other price comparisons, prices of the imported Japanese belts averaged almost 25
·percent above prices of the domestic products sold to OEMs .·
In 40 of the 44 price comparisons involving belt products 8-14 sold to
distributors, prices of the imported Japanese belts averaged almost 31 percent
below prices of the U.S. -produced products. In four other price comparisons.,
involving product 11, prices of the imported product were higher than the
domestic product.
Purchaser questionnaire responses resulted in 26 delivered price comparisons
involving the domestic and imported Japanese products 1, 2, 4, and 7 purchased by
OEMs during January 1987-March 1989 (table 32). In 21 of the 26 price

l/ Six of the 54 price comparisons occurred during a partial quarter, JanuaryFebruary 1989.
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Table 32
Industrial belts: Margins of underselling or overselling, in percentage terms,
based on comparisons of OEMs average net delivered purchase prices of domestic
belts and belts imported from Japan, by products and by quarters, January
1987-March 1989

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

comparisons, the imported products were priced less than the domestic products,
averaging almost 32 percent below prices of the U.S.-produced industrial belts.
In five price comparisons involving product 7, prices of the imported product
averaged almost 38 percent above prices of the domestic product .
. In addition to the above price' data, three purchasers provided price data on
a bid. basis involving U.S. ·arid imported Japanese belts. * * *, an OEM in * * *
reported competing price quotes on its three largest awards for industriai belts
during 1988 that involved competition between domestic and foreign-produced
industrial belts. Each award was for a different variable-speed belt product,
with volumes for the awards ranging from * * * to * * * belts. The competing
firms were * * *, a distributor of*** (Japanese) belts, and four U.S.
producers, * * *· In each instance * * *was the lowest-priced supplier on a
U.S. ·f. o :b. basis and according to * * * wo.n the awards based on price arid
availability. The three awards, competing f.o.b. prices, and percentage price
differences between the domestic and imported products are shown by bidding
company in the following tabulation:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

* * * an industrial end user headquartered in* * *, also reported
competing price quotes on its three largest awards for industrial belts during
1988 that involved competition between domestic and foreign-produced industrial
belts.· Each award was a blanket annual order of various V-belts. The competing
firms were*** (Japanese), and three U.S. producers, * * *· In each instance
* * * was the lowest-priced supplier on a delivered price basis and according to
* * *won the awards based on price. The three awards, competing total delivered
values, and percentage price differences between the domestic and imported
products are shown by bidding company in the following tabulation:

*

*

*

*

*

*

* * * an OEM in * * * reported competing price quotes on its two largest
awards for industrial belts during 1988 that involved competition between
domestic- and foreign-produced industrial belts. One award was for*** units
of a specific * * * belt and the other for * * * units of a particular * * *
belt. * * * (Japanese) and*** (U.S.) were the competing firms. The***
belt is thinner and has less material than the * * * belt, although both belts
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have the same design . .!/ In each instance * * * was the lowest-priced supplier
on a U.S. f.o.b. price basis, with the foreign firm getting about 85 percent of
each order and*** the remaining 15 percent. 'lJ According to * * *, they
awarded* * * the bulk of each order based on its status as * * *, price, and
delivery advantage.
Singapore.--The reported net U.S. f.o.b. selling prices resulted
in 33 quarterly price comparisons between domestic and imported Singapore
industrial belt product 2 and products 4-7 sold to OEMs and products 8, 10, 12,
and 14 sold to distributors during January 1987-February 1989 (table 33). l/ In
27 of the 33 price comparisons, the imported Singapore products were priced less
than the U.S.-produced products, averaging about 21 percent and ranging from 2 to
57 percent below U.S. producers' prices. In six other price comparisons the
imported Singapore belt products were priced higher than the domestic products.
Table.33
Industrial belts: Margins of underselling or overselling, in percentage terms,
based on comparisons of average net f.o.b. prices of largest sales weighted by
TOTAL sales quantity of domestic belts and belts imported from Singapore, by
class of customer, by products and by quarters, January 1987-December 1988 and
during January-February 1989

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Sixteen o.f the 33 price comparisons involved product 2 and products 4-7 sold
to OEMs. In 10 of the 16 price comparisons involving these latter products,
prices of the imported Singapore belt products were less than prices of the
domestic product, averaging about 23 percent below U.S. producers' prices to
OEMs. In six other price comparisons involving the products sold to OEMs, prices
of the Singapore belt products were priced higher than the domestic products. In
the 17 price comparisons involving products 8, 10, 12, and 14 sold to
distributors, the imported Singapore belt products were priced less than the
domestic products, averaging almost 20 percent below prices of the U.S.-produced
products.
Taiwan.--The reported net U.S. f.o.b. selling prices resulted in
26 quarterly price comparisons between domestic and imported Taiwan industrial
belt products 10 and 14 sold to distributors during January 1986-February 1989
(table 34). !±/ In 17 of the 26 price comparisons, the imported Taiwan products
were priced less than the U.S.-produced products, averaging almost 4 percent and
ranging from 1 to 8 percent below U.S. producers' prices. In nine price
comparisons, the imported product was priced above the domestic products,
averaging about 7 percent above U.S. producers' prices'.

.!/ * * *
'lJ * * *
l/ Six of the 33 price comparisons occurred during a partial quarter, JanuaryFebruary 1989.

!±/ Two of the 26 price comparisons occurred during a partial quarter,, JanuaryFebruary 1989.
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Table 34
Industrial bel.ts: Margins of underselling or overselling, in percentage terms,
based on comparisons of average net f.o.b. prices of largest sales weighted by
TOTAL sales quantity to distributors of domestic belts and belts imported from
Taiwan and the United Kingdom, by products and by quarters, January 1986December 1988 and during January-February 1989

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

United Kingdom.--The reported net U.S. f.o.b. selling prices
resulted in 12 quarterly price comparisons between domestic and imported British
industrial belt product 11 sold to distributors during January 1986-December 1988
(table 34). In 10 of the 12 price comparisons, the imported British product was
priced less than the U.S.-produced product, averaging about 13 percent and
ranging from 2 to 24 percent below U.S. producers' prices. In two other price
comparisons, prices of the imported product ranged from 2 to 42 percent above
prices of the domestic product.
West Germany.--The reported net U.S. f.o.b. selling prices
resulted in 79 quarterly price comparisons between domestic and imported West
German industrial belt products 8-14 sold to distributors during January
1986-February 1989 (table 35). l/ In 67 of the 79 price comparisons, the
imported West German products were priced less than the U.S.-produced products,
averaging about 16 percent and ranging from 1 to 51 percent below U.S. producers'
prices. In 10 price comparisons, the imported West German belt products were
priced higher than the domestic products, averaging about 5 percent above prices
of the domestic products. In two other price comparisons the domestic and
imported West German prices were equal.
Table 35
.Industrial belts: Margins of underselling or overselling, in percentage terms,
based on comparisons of average net f .o.b. prices of largest sales to
distributors of domestic belts and belts imported from West Germany, by products,
and by quarters, January 1986-December 1988 and during January-February 1989

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Purchaser questionnaire responses resulted in 46 delivered price comparisons
involving the domestic and imported West German products 8-10 and 12-14 purchased
by distributors during April 1987-March 1989 (table 36). In all 46 price
comparisons, the imported products were priced less than the domestic products,
averaging about 14 percent below prices of the U.S.-produced industrial belts.

l/ Price comparisons between the U.S.-produced and imported West German
industrial belt products
weighted by the quantity
products weighted by the
the 79 price comparisons

were based on average prices of the largest sale
of the largest sale. Average prices of the domestic
quantity of the largest sales are not shown. Five of
occurred during a partial quarter, January-February 1989.
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Table 36
Industrial belts: Margins of underselling, in percentage terms, based on
comparisons of distributors average net delivered purchase prices of domestic
belts and belts imported from West Germany, by products and by quarters, April
1987-March 1989

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Transportation factors
· U.S. producers and importers reported in their questionnaire responses that
domestic and imported industrial belts are generally shipped by truck to their
U.S. customers, with U.S. freight costs averaging about 3 percent of the f.o.b.
selling prices. The 6 U.S. producers and 18 importers responding to this part of
the questionnaire indicated that U.S. inland transportation costs did not
significantly affect price competition between the subject U.S.-produced and
imported industrial belts. A majority of these firms also reported that they
arrange freight to their customers, although the proportion of domestic producers
doing so was higher than for the importing firms. In addition, questionnaire
responses suggest that, in comparison with importers, U.S. producers sell a
higher proportion of their industrial belts to customers located more than 100
miles from the supplying firms' U.S. selling locations.
Exchange rates
Quarterly data reported by the International Monetary Fund indicate that
values of currencies of the eight foreign countries subject to these
investigations generally appreciated in nominal and real terms relative to the
U.S. dollar during January 1986-December 1988, with these trends continuing
through March 1989 where the data were available (table 37). l/ Exchange rate
changes for the eight countries are discussed below.
'!

Federal Republic of Germany (West Germany).--The nominal value of the West
German mark appreciated relative to the U.S. dollar by about 27 percent during
January 1986-March 1989. An approximately 1-percent deflation rate in West
Germany compared with almost 9-percent inflation in the United States during this
period resulted in less appreciation of the West German mark ip real terms
compared with nominal terms. In real terms, the West German mark appreciated
against the U.S. dollar during January 1986-March 1989 by 16 percent, or 11
percentage points less than the appreciation in nominal terms.

l/ International Financial Statistics, April 1989.
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Table 37

In:Jexes of tiE mniml. arrl t:aa1 ~ rates betw3en tiE u.s. cbllar arrl rumn::ies af eiftit
spedfied c:nntrles, arrl irrlexes of prcxix:e:r prices in tiE fareigp CXU1trles arrl tiE lhited States, 2/ by q..m"tEIB,

~rates:J/

Jan.my

1986-M:n:dl 1989

Rm.cxi

Rd!m1 I§! blic of Cl!i!ie !Y
N:miml.
Real
Pmdrer
~
~
rate
rate
price
:i.rrlex 3/
:i.rrlex
:i.rrlex

Isr:ael
ltmiral
~ Pmdrer
rate
price
:i.rrlex
:i.rrlex

100.0

Real
~
rate

:i.rrlex

3/

u.s.

Ital;x
Pail
ltmiral
Prod.Dar~
~
rate
price
rate
in:1ex 3/
:i.rrlex
in1eK

Pmdxlel
price

in:1ex

1986:
Jan.-Ma:r ..•
Apr . .J\.re .•

~.4

July-Sept .. 112.5
O:t. -O:c ... ll6.9

100.0
110.9

100.0
105.4
110.3
1J2.9

100.0
103.8
111.3
ll.5.0

100.0
98.2
97.4
98.1

100.0
103.9
111.0
ll.5.0

100.0
98.2
97.7
98.1

117.5
122.6
127.7
133.6

110.0
113.2
115.8
123.4

122.4
123.0
12'.>.2
128.0

99.6
100.6
101.4
l.CY2.6

122.9
122.7
119.5
128.3

99.2
100.8
101.9
l.CY2.3

139.4
145.3

129.4
126.0
115.3
121.3

103.7
1.a>.l
105.3
lffl.7

U>.3
126.4
115.4
122.5

l.CY2.9

155.5

127.8
U>.6
128.5
134.9

105.2
l.a;.7

170.1

128.6

llB.3

21

21

100.7

Real

Sruth !bo:a.
tbn:im1.
P.eal
Pmdrer
exharge
~

100.0
98.7
97.9
96.2

100.0
1.a>.0
112.8
114.6

100.0
100.1
99.7
99.8

100.0

95.7
95.4
95.8
96.1

123.0
123.0
119.9
129.2

92.8
93.1
92.4

96.1
96.7
97.2
97.7

ll>.7
126.8
115.1
121.0

9!!.,3
ro.8
92.6

99.0

116.0

82.2

Pail

ltmiral

~.4

1987:
127.6
ll>.O
July-Sept .. 127.6
O:t.-O:c ... 137.6
1988:
Jan.-Msr ... lli).0
Apr . .Jtre .. "137.4
July-Sept .. 125.7
O:t.-O:c ... 132.1
1989: !JI
Jan.-Msr ... 127.4
Jan.-Msr ..•
Apr . .J\.re ..

.!cpn

~.5

~.2

~.4

ShlftUI~

~

~ Pmdrer ~
rate
price
rate
:i.rrlex
:i.rrlex
:ini:!x. 3L

~ Pmdrer~
rate
price
rate

3L

rate

:i.rrlex

price
:i.rrlex

rate

~.8

Y.L._
Prod.mr

price
irDex.

3L

:i.rrlex

:i.rrlex

:ini:!x.

100.0
100.0
100.6
1CY2.0

100.0
97.8
98.8
98.l

100.0
99.6
101.7
l.CY2.0

100.0
98.2
97.7
98.1
99.2
100.8
101.9
l.CY2.3

:ini:!x.

1986:

100.0
110.4
July-Sept .. W.6
O:t.-O:c ... 117.2
1987:
Jan.-Ma:r ... 122.7
Apr . .Ji.re .. 131.7
July-Sept .. 127.9
O:t. -n:c ... 138.4
1988:
Jan.-M:i:r ... lli6.8
Apr . .J\.re .. 149.6
July-Sept .. 1«>.5

100.0
96.3
93.8
92.8

100.0
100.3
115.8
111.0

100.0
97.0
98.7
98.0

100.0
92.3
ro.8
~.7

100.0
91.2
91.7
9!!..6

92.2
91.5
92.6
92.3

114.0
119.5
116.2
124.8

99.9
100.9
101.8

100.1
1CY2.l
1CY2.9
101.1

100.8
l.CY2.2
1CY2.7
103.4

103.7
107.2
100.8
111.0

98.4
99.5
99.6
100.0

l.CY2.8
1.a>.8
l!fl.3
100.5

ll>.1
129.8
121.5
128.0

105.2
la>.4

~.o

91.3
ro.9
91.8
91.0

1.Cl!.5

100.1
101.6
99.8
97.3

103.3
103.2
98.6
99.0

115.0
rn.6
122.7
127.5

101.6
101.7
l.CY2.5
l.CY2.5

113.5
117.1
llB.5
122.5

147.4

91.3

123.7

110.8

21

21

U>.5

l.CY2.9

123.5

Jan.-Ma:r ...
Apr. -Ji.re ..

O:t.-O:c ...

1~.6

~.9

l.CY2.9
.

~.8

l.a;.2
l.a;.7

1989: !J.I
Jan.-Ma:r ...

See footmres at errl of able.

100.7
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Table 37- -Qmti.rued
Exchange rates: Y Irrlexes of the nan:inal and real exchange rates between the U.S. dollar
and currencies of eigj:lt specified countries, and irxJexes of producer prices in the foreign
countries and the United States, Y by quarters, Jaruary 1986-March 1989
Udt.ed K:lng& m

Tailllall
Nani.nal

Period
1986:
Jan.-Mar ...
Apr.-June ..
July-Sept ..
Oct.-Dec ...
1987:
Jan.-Mar ...
Apr.-June ..
July-Sept ..
Oct.-Dec ...
1988:
Jan.-Mar ...
Apr.-June ..
July-Sept ..
Oct.-Dec ...
1989: !z/
Jan.-Mar ...

U.S.
Real

Real
exchange Producer exchange
rate
price
rate
in3ex
in3ex
in3ex 3/

Nani.nal

100.0
102.3
104.9
108.1

100.0
99.8
98.9
98.2

100.0
104.1
106.3
108.4

100.0
104.7
103.4
. 99.2

100.0
101.6
101.9
102.7

100.0
101.3
99.1
94.7

100.0
98.2
97.7
98.1

112.3
121.1
128.8
132.9

97.2
96.4
95.7
94.7

110.2
116.0
121.0
122.9

107.0
114.0
112.2
121.8

104.1
105.2
105.6
106.8

102.0
109.3
108.3
116.7

99.2
100.8
101.9
102.3

137.2
137.0
136.6
137.9

93.3
94.5
95.5
95.3

124.5
123.7
122,9
123~2

124.7
127.9
117.7
124.3

108.2
109.8
111.1
112.3

118.7
122.1
112.5
118.0

102.9
104.8
106.2
106.7

21

21

21

122.5

21

21

108.7

exchange Producer exchange
rate
rate
price
in3ex 3/
in3ex
in3ex

Producer
price
in3ex

!/ Based on

exchange rates expressed in U.S. dollars per unit of foreign currency.
The producer price irxJexes are aggregate neasures of inflation at the olesale level in
the United States and the above foreign countries. Q..iarterly producer prices in the United
States fluctuated but rose, by 8. 7 percent, during Jarum:y 1986-March 1989. Producer
prices in South Korea rose m::>re slowly by 2.9 percent durlng the same period, and prices in
Israel juiped by 70.1 percent. On the other hard, producer prices in West~ and
Japan declined, falling by 1 and 8. 7 percent, respectively. Producer price :l.mexes in the
other four countries were avail.able only through Decenber 1988 and showed prices in Italy
ani the United I<ingdan rising SCIIE'.ohat faster than in the United States but prices in
Singapore ani Taiwan falling.
'J./ The real values of the foreign currereies are the nan:inal values adjusted for the
difference between inflation rates in the inlividual foreign countries ani the United
States, as neasured by producer price irxJexes in these countries.
!z! Data for the first quarter of 1989 are for Jan.my and Februai:y only.
21 Data rot avail.able.
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Israel.--The nominal value of the Israeli sheqalim depreciated relative to
the U.S. dollar during January 1986-March 1989, falling by approximately 18
percent. A 70.1-percent increase in producer prices in Israel during January
1986-March 1989, compared with a modest 8.7-percent increase in the United
States, however, resulted in appreciation of the Israeli sheqalim in real terms
vis-a-vis the U.S. dollar during this period. During January 1986-March 1989 the
Israeli sheqalim appreciated in real terms by about 29 percent vis-a-vis the U.S.
dollar.
Italy.--The nominal value of the Italian lira appreciated relative to the
U.S. dollar by approximately 21 percent during January 1986-December 1988. l/
Similar inflation rates in Italy and the United States during this period, of
almost 8 and 7 percent, respectively, resulted in an only somewhat greater
appreciation of the Italian lira in real terms, of about 23 percent, than in
nominal terms. No producer price index or real exchange rate data for 1989 were
available for Italy.
Japan.--The nominal value of the Japanese yen appreciated relative to the
U.S. dollar by about 47 percent during January 1986-March 1989. An approximately
9-percent deflation rate in Japan compared with about 9-percent inflation in the
United States during this period resulted in less appreciation of the Japanese
yen in real terms compared with nominal terms. In real terms, the Japanese yen
appreciated against the U.S. dollar during January 1986-March 1989 by
approximately 24 percent, or 24 percentage points less than the appreciation in
nominal terms.
Singapore.--The nominal value of the Singapore dollar appreciated relative
to the U.S. dollar during January 1986-December 1988 by almost 9 percent. 'lJ An
approximately 3-percent deflation rate in Singapore compared with about 7percent inflation in the United States during this period, however, resulted in
depreciation of the Singapore dollar in real terms against the U.S. dollar. In
real terms, the Singapore dollar depreciated against the U.S. dollar during
January 1986-December 1988 by approximately 1 percent. No producer price index
or real exchange rate data for 1989 were available for Singapore.
South Korea.--The nominal value of the South Korean won appreciated relative
to the U.S. dollar by almost 31 percent during January 1986-March 1989. An
approximately 3-percent rate of inflation in South Korea compared with almost 9percent inflation in the United States during this period resulted in somewhat
less appreciation of the Korean won in real terms compared with nominal terms.
In real terms, the South Korean won appreciated against the U.S. dollar during
January 1986-March 1989 by almost 24 percent, or 7 percentage points less than
the appreciation in nominal terms.
Taiwan.--The nominal value of the new Taiwan dollar appreciated relative to
the U.S. dollar during January 1986-December 1988, the latest period that
comparable data were available, by about 38 percent. But an approximately 5-

l/ By March 1989 the nominal value of the Italian lira appreciated against the
U.S. dollar by approximately 18 percent, falling somewhat in value since the
final quarter of 1988. _
'lJ By March 1989 the nominal value of the Singapore dollar appreciated against
the U.S. dollar by almost 11 percent, rising somewhat in value since the final
quarter of 1988.
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percent deflation rate in Taiwan compared with about 7-percent inflation in the
United States during this period resulted in less appreciation of the new Taiwan
dollar in real terms compared with nominal terms. In real terms, the new Taiwan
dollar appreciated against the U.S. dollar during January 1986-December 1988 by
about 23 percent, or 15 percentage points less than the appreciation in nominal
terms.
United Kingdom.--The nominal value of the British pound appreciated relative
to the U.S. dollar by approximately 24 percent during January 1986-December 1988. 1/
An approximately 12-percent inflation rate in the United Kingdom compared with
about 7-percent inflation in the United States during this period resulted in
somewhat less appreciation of the British pound in real terms compared with
nominal terms. In real terms, the British pound appreciated against the U.S.
dollar during January 1986-December 1988 by about 18 percent. No producer price
index or real exchange rate data were available for the United Kingdom during
1989.
Lost revenue
Final investigations.--Four U.S. producers provided numerous lost revenue
allegations regarding imports from the subject foreign countries.
* * * named * * * as an example of alleged lost revenue in a purchase of
***belts first quoted by** * in October 1988. This annual requirement was
initially quoted at $* * * per belt. * * * alleged that this offer price was
reduced in the face of competing imported Italian belts from * * * offered at
$***each. Freight and payment terms offered by*·** were the same as those
of***· The competitive information was reported to * * *by***, buyer for
* * *
* * * stated that the offer price for the Italian belts was matched to
save the sale.
* * *, manager of purchasing, required a formal request be telefaxed by the
ITC staff before responding to the USITC inquiry. * * * checked the firm's
records and learned that the buyer at that time was no longer with * * * and
asked that more detailed information be provided in order to trace the alleged
purchase. * * * provided a salesman's report requesting authorization to meet
the competing import price. * * * is awaiting the facts from * * * regarding
this allegation. * * * has learned that possibly the allegation should have been
. listed as a lost sale rather than lost revenue because no such shipment has been
made to * * *
* * * has not responded with additional information. We also do
not know if * * * made the sale.
* * * identified***, a distributor based in* * *, with branches in* * *
other locations, in an instance of alleged lost revenue in January 1989. This
situation involved a purchase of * * * industrial belts by * * * after * * *
reduced its initial quote of $* * * per belt to $* * * in meeting competition
from*** belts imported from Japan. * * *, buyer for * * *, checked the firm's
records to ascertain the facts concerning this purchase. * * * confirmed that
* * * did lower its price in competing against * * *, importers of industrial

1/ By March 1989 the nominal value of the British pound appreciated against the
U.S. dollar by almost 23 percent, falling slightly in value since the final
quarter of 1988.
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belts from Singapore and Japan. * * * quoted about $* * * per belt on this
occasion while * * * quoted $* * * per belt. * * * met the * * * price and was
awarded the sale. This purchase was made by the*** branch of***· * * *
noted that the * * * belts were not as good in quality as the * * * belt. He
explained that * **has made separate bids, i.e. price quotes on Japanese and
domestic belts, on* * * annual contracts to provide industrial belts. In a
number of instances, the Japanese belts did not meet the tensile strength tests
of the * * *, although the dimensional specifications were acceptable. * * *
emphasized that the inner cord or fiber members in the * * * belts tended to
stretch. The lost revenue in this instance amounted to $* * *, as alleged.
* * * listed three instances of alleged lost revenue in January 1987
involving * * *, a manufacturer of industrial * * * equipment. * * * allegedly
reduced its initial price quotes by amounts that ranged from * * * to * * *
percent for the three subject types of belts in the face of competing lowerpriced belts imported from Israel by the *
*· * * *, an executive of the firm
and at that time the buyer, recalled that during the subject time period, * * *
bought its belts almost entirely from* * *· Belts were ordered as needed for
side driven new equipment and for replacement in the field. He stated that the
domestic supplier's salesman "did offer a better multiplier to try to get the
business." * * *, however, did not buy the domestic belts because even after the
lower price quotes*** was roughly "***percent high."

*

* * * stayed with * * * until the quality of the imported belts dropped.
Customer complaints increased in 1988 and * * * switched to buying only domestic
(* * * and * * *) belts through a nearby distributor, * * *· * * * knew that the
* * * belts were imported but did not know whether they were from Israel or
elsewhere. Purchases from* * * in January 1987 were for an aggregate volume of
$* * *
* * * cited another instance of alleged lost revenue in early 1987 that
involved * * *, a manufacturer of * * *· * * * alleged that it reduced its
initial quotes on two types of belts from $* * * and $* * * per belt,
respectively, to meet the competing offer price for either type belt of $* * *
for imported* * * from West Germany. The alleged quantities involved were * * *
and* * *pieces. * * *, purchasing manager, acknowledged that the firm formerly
bought the belts in question, usually from domestic manufacturers, but that now a
single belt has replaced the two. He prefers domestic belts but on occasion has
purchased * * * and rates the imported German belts as of quality equal to the
domestic belts. * * * stated that the * * * industry is a low profit sector and
that in an effort to hold down costs he uses the lower prices of imported belts
as leverage to obtain comparable prices from the three or four domestic producers
he uses as approved vendors. Although*** could not recall the specifics of
this particular transaction, he confirmed that his domestic sources had, of
necessity, reduced their prices to * * * to meet competition from lower-priced
imported belts and that the alleged competing prices in the subject instance
seemed fairly accurate. He noted, however, that the alleged quantities involved
were overstated.
Preliminary investigations.--Discussions during the prelimin.'.iry
investigations with representatives of companies cited in lost revenue
allegations are discussed below.
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* * * listed three instances of alleged lost revenue, involving two firms.
The quantity involved totaled * * *belts in blanket orders for annual supply,
and an additional single sale of * * * belts. In terms of value, the alleged
lost revenue totaled$***· Commission staff investigated all three of the
allegations. * * *, located in * * *• was named as awarding two blanket
contracts to * * * in 1987 after that firm allegedly reduced its initial price
quote to meet competition from lower price quotes for product allegedly imported
from West Germany. * * * reduced its initial offer price of* * * cents per belt
to * * * cents on an anticipated annual quantity of * * * belts and similarly
revised its initial offer of * * * cents to * * * cents per belt on a second
request for a quote on anticipated volume of * * * belts that same year. * * *,
purchasing agent for * * *• explained that * * * manufactures * * *· * * *
confirmed the facts virtually as alleged, but with two exceptions. The imported
competing belts were from Taiwan not West Germany, and the competing import quote
was * * * cents per belt. The revised domestic bid was "close enough" to win the
awards. There were no quality differences between the competing belts. * * *
tests· the belts thoroughly before rating the vendor as an acceptable bidder.
Three steps are involved in the test process. First, the belts must meet * * *
specs; then, the cord is tested; and finally the V grooves and belt length are
checked. If these spec tests are passed, * * * puts the belts through a life
test of 500 hours. Only then is the product labeled acceptable. * * *noted
that the quoted price is good for the length of the contract, in these cases, 1
year. Lost revenue in these two instances amounted to an estimated $* * *based
on anticipated quantity requirements.
* * * was named by * * * in an instance of lost revenue in * * * 1987
involving a sale to that** * firm. The award was for*** industrial belts.
The initial domestic price of $* * *per belt was reduced to $* * *, allegedly to
meet a competing offer price of $* * * per belt for imported belts from Japan.
* * *, purchasing manager, was contacted and asked to check the facts. As yet,
he has not responded to the ITC staff inquiry. The alleged lost revenue in this
instance totaled $* * *·
* * * listed 25 alleged lost revenue examples. They amounted to a total of
roughly $200,000 in alleged lost revenues. ***provided two examples of
alleged lost revenue involving blanket order sales awarded to * **by * * *·
These two instances involved***· ***won.a blanket order award in June 1988
to supply industrial belts to * * * through** *· The' anticipated annual volume
was estimated at more than* * *belts for* * * categories of industrial belts.
* * * alleged that it approved prices to * * *·below the 100 level to enable
* * * to quote prices to * * * at levels of 58 to 86 for the * * *· l/ * * *
allegedly faced severe low-price competition from * * * belts imported from
Japan.
* * * purchasing manager for * * * confirmed the facts as alleged .. There
were * * * bidders competing for the * * * contract. * * * were given serious
consideration. * * * were judged as unable to perform for capital requirement
reasons and inability to· su;.iply product ·on a just-in-time basis. * * * was
competing through * * *, a* * *distributor of * * *belts. * **was competing
through** *· * * *was quoting prices on* * *belts. * * * wnn the award but
had to cut its offer price * * *percent below the * * *-approved levels. *
*
explained that the standard rebate margin based on * * *-approved levels below

*

l/ See diagram on distributor cost level in the price section.
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the 100 level amounted to a gross margin of 15 percent for * * *· The * * *
award cut the * * *margin to only 5 percent. "You can't operate on 5 percent,"
* * * emphasized. The reason for taking the award, he explained, was strategic.
* * * has to maintain high V-belt volume to justify the "best price" inventory
that is necessary to support the demand requirements for** *'s other customers
in the * * * region. Without the * * * base, * * * emphasized, this would be
difficult, perhaps impossible, given today's tough import competition.
During this bid competition, * * * was being enticed by * * * to take on the
* * * belt line. * * * had in hand the * * * offer prices and used them as
documentation to obtain the extra discounts from***· From former head-to-head
competition with * * * belts, * * * also knew that * * * would be even lower in
its prices. * * *
* **will provide the Commission with a copy of this letter
and other documentation verifying the prices attendant to the * * * award after

***
* * * cited * * * in another alleged instance of lost revenue in * * * 1988
that involved an award for a blanket order from * * *
This award was for an
anticipated volume of* * *belts for two classes of industrial belts. * * *
alleged that it reduced its 100-level distributor price to permit the distributor
to offer a sell price of 81 to * * *, thus approving a rebate to * * * that
amounted to a 15 percent gross margin. ***noted that until recently, * * *'s
rebates had been at a level that provided only a 10 to 12 percent gross m·argin.
He added that too many distributors faced with competition from low-priced
imports were "walking away from such slim margins." The importers were offering
extra discounts "up front" on the invoice and also rebating. This is more
attractive to some distributors and purchasers, says * * *, than documenting a
meet-competition situation, which is difficult ·to do in many cases.
* * * named * * * in an alleged instance of lost revenue that involved
reducing initial price quotes to meet competition from lower offer prices for
industrial belts imported from Singapore. * * * won an award in * * * 1988 to
supply * * * with a variety of industrial belts that would total an estimated
.$* * * in annual volume. * * * alleged that it reduced its prices for specified
belts by amounts that ranged from 6 to 29 percent in order to win this blanket
order award for 1988. · * * *, the Corporate Purchasing Manager, confirmed that
his firm had awarded* * * a blanket order. * * *had been sourcing belts from
* * * at lower prices based on a corporate-wide program* * *· There had been
quality problems with * * *belts at the * * * facility. Another * * * facility
had supply problems with the * * * distributor in that area. Consequently, these
factors, together with the price reductions of* * * to meet lower prices for
* * * belts imported from Singapore, resulted in a partial switch to * * * for
1988 supply. * * *, the negotiator for the award, confirmed the price reductions
as alleged. He commented that perhaps * * * the * * * annual volume was still
going to * * *
He estimated the company-wide industrial belt volume in the
* * * region to be roughly $* * * to $* * * annually. The industrial belt market
is very competitive currently and suppliers' margins are low, he added. The
maintenance people at * * * see * * *belts as "running better" than* **belts.
Other facilities have been satisfied with * **belts and the low prices.
* * * named* * * in another alleged lost revenue in* * * 1988. * * * in
the face of alleged competition from low prices for * * * belts imported from
Singapore, reduced its prices to * * *, approving sell prices by* * * to * * *
that were from 25 to 45 percent below 100-level distributor buy prices.
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* * *, buyer for* * *, confirmed that** *had reduced its initial prices
as alleged. The order was for annual requirements for * * *· Prices on the
competing * * * belts were quoted by * * *, a distributor in the * * * region.
* * * said that * * * needed local distributor supply to keep on-hand inventory
down. Although the * * * plants try to operate on a belt replacement schedule,
this doesn't always work and at times a key belt is needed at once. * **belts
were not priced quite as low as * * *belts but were "close enough," said***·
He noted that * * * did have a "national agreement" with* * *, but that regional
buyers can "go local" as competitive conditions and * * * needs require.
In another lost revenue allegation, * * * named * * * as involved in a sale
of a broad variety of industrial belts in*** 1988, after * * * approved sell
prices from 2 to 34 percent below 100-level distributor prices in order to
compete with prices offered for belts imported from the United Kingdom or West
Germany. * * *, a representative of * * *, confirmed the facts as alleged. He
said that the award was made to his firm by***· ***provided** *with
invoices for * * *, saying, "these are the prices you have to meet." Prior to
this award, ***had only about*** percent of** *'s volume, a few special
belts not offered by***· * **wanted to "buy American" so * * * tried to
solicit all the business and won the award, which amounts to about $* * * per
year. * * * netted about a * * * percent gross profit margin after the * * *
rebate. He emphasized that the rebate system is "a pain in the neck." His
office spends 2 days a month documenting the sales made at approved discounts
below cost. The only reason for taking a sale at such a low margin, * * * said,
is to try to "keep us active with * * *·"
* * * added that he is losing business to imports every day. He asserted
that he can sell against domestic belt competition but not against imports, which
are normally offered at prices 20 to 25 percent below** *'s cost, and at times
as much as 30 to 40 percent lower. As an example, he cited* * *, an OEM that
makes * * *· This account, roughly $* * * per year, was lost to sales by * * *
at "substandard prices," 25 percent below** *'s prices.
* * * listed seven instances of alleged lost revenue in 1986-87 that
involved seven different purchasers. The total amount of alleged lost revenue
amounted to $317,000. The staff investigated one of these allegations involving
* * *
In * * * 1986, * * * reduced its price for an order of * * * belts from
$* * * to * * * cents per belt in competing against belts imported from Japan and
allegedly offered at * * * cents per belt. This allegation was confirmed in
general terms by***· He is collecting the facts on this transaction and will
provide them to the Commission's staff.
Lost sales
Final investigations.--Four U.S. producers provided numerous specific lost
sales allegations regarding imports from the subject foreign countries.
* * * cited** *, a*** distributor, in three examples of alleged lost
business in January 1988. The first example was for a potential annual volume of
$***based on sales of* **belts to* * *, a** * distributor. Competing
* * * belts imported from Japan were offered at a price that allegedly was * * *
percent below** *'s lowest price. The*** distributor allegedly won the sale
that amounted to $* * *· The second example involved a potential annual sales
volume for * * * belts valued at $* * * based on the * * * distributor price.
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The competing * * * belts imported from Italy were allegedly offered by the * * *
at a price thac was ***percent or $***below the domestic distributor's
lowest price. Again, the * * * distributor allegedly won the sale to * * *· The
third example cited by * * * involved a potential annual sales volume in the
amount of $* * * for * * *belts. * * * quoted a* * * price but lost the sale
to * * *who quoted a price for * * *belts imported from Italy, which was * * *
percent below the * * * distributor price. * * *• sales manager for * * *,
confirmed the facts as alleged. He emphasized, however, that these were examples
of three lost accounts not simply lost sales. Although** *'s salesman
continues to call on these firms, there has been "no activity on these accounts"
since they switched to * * *· * * * noted that * * * has lost three other
accounts to low-priced imports in the last month. * * * and***• both located
in* * *· have switched to * * *· These former accounts amounted to $* * * and
$* * *• respectively, in annual volume. * * * also lost an OEM account, * * *• a
* * * firm that purchased roughly $* * * in belts annually. * * * commented
that, except for * * *, the bond requirement has not resulted in any increase in
import prices. * * * raised its prices * * *percent on May 1, 1989; the other
importers appear to have absorbed the bond cost. Customers sourcing imported
belts have called and asked what is going to happen as a result of the
investigation but have not acted to switch back to domestic belts. * * * stated
that, consequently, * * *• which has enjoyed a * * * continuous growth in sales
volume, suffered a * * *percent drop in sales during the last quarter of 1988
and the first quarter of 1989.
* * * identified another of its distributors, * * *• as the middleman in an
alleged lost sale to an OEM, * * *, in January 1989. This potential sale
involved three specified V-belts in aggregate monthly quantities of * * * to
* * * pieces, or an annual sales volume of roughly $* * * to $* * *· * **was
actively pursuing this business with offer prices at the major distributor cost
level plus a * * *-percent profit margin. * * * allegedly lost this account to
* * *• a competing distributor reportedly operating with consigned inventory of
imported belts from Taiwan. ***provided a salesman's report indicating that
* * *'s offer prices ranged from$*** to$*** per belt for the specified Vbelts on a cost plus * * * percent commission basis. * * * requested price
adjustments from* * * that would meet the Taiwan prices, also on a cost plus
* * * percent gross profit margin basis. * * *• purchasing manager for * * *,
checked with the sales person involved to learn the facts regarding this alleged
lost sale. * * *, executive of the firm, confirmed the facts as alleged. He
stated that * * * denied the request and that * * * said that they "couldn't make
the belts for those prices." * * * tried to save the account by turning to
substitute belts imported from other countries but found that the * * * belts
from Taiwan were priced below other imports.
Preliminary investi&ations.--Discussions during the preliminary
investigations with representatives of companies cited in lost sales allegations
are discussed below.
* * * listed 17 examples of alleged lost sales that totaled $215,089 in
1986-87. These alleged lost sales involved 13 different purchasers.
* * * was identified by * * * as the purchaser in an alleged lost sale in
* * * 1986 of * * * belts of a single stock number, * * *. * * *' s price of
.L•·.,
* * * cents per belt was rejected, allegedly in favor of a competing quote of ;:.;;!.::
* * * cents per belt for substitute belts imported from Japan. * * .*, buyer for>·-
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**

*, a manufacturer of***, confirmed the purchase at the price alleged. The
Japanese belts were * * * product, purchased through a * * * distributor. This
supply satisfied** *'s requirements from*** 1986 to*** 1987. The 14
percent lower price for the * * * belt gave the * * * distributor the sale.
* * *, however, switched to * **belts in the late summer of 1987 for the next
season's requirement. * * *, selling through a*** distributor, met the***
and * * * prices and won the award. * * * noted that * * * has received and
tested samples of belts from Taiwan but has not purchased any in volume.

***named*** in another lost sale allegation. In*** 1987, * * *
quoted a price of * * * cents per belt for a blanket order of * * * industrial
belts but allegedly lost the sale to a competing bid of * * * cents for belts
imported from Singapore or Japan. * * *· purchasing manager for***• explained
the circumstances related to this allegation.
Quality and price both must be
acceptable to * * *· ***had received samples from*** and subsequently
bought a shipment of * * * belts from that domestic source. * * *, he said, uses
roughly* * * to * * * of that particular belt per year. It is a replacement
belt for * * *; * * * sells to * * * throughout the United States. The first
shipment from * * * was good. The second shipment had a quality problem; the
cogs in the belt ¥ere not spaced correctly in one small section of the belt.
* * * explained that they had shipped from another plant and * * *· * * * slowly
worked off the bad inventory and then turned to * * *
* * * sent * * * belts
that were too long.
According to * * *, * * *'s initial quote was * * * cents per belt in the
alleged lost sale instance, but it was later revised to * * * cents. * * *
offered the same belt at * *
cents with a * * * discount of * * * cents per
belt. * * * rates the * * * belts as very high quality. This fact, plus the
lower net price and the prior quality problem with the shipment of* * *belts,
gave * * * the * * * account for the subject belt through***• a***
distributor. The ***belts are at times iMported from Singapore and at other
times from Japan. * * * added that * * * buys other belts from * * * and from
Overall, ***purchases a volume of*** replacement belts per year.
* * *

*

* * * cited * * * in another instance of a lost sale in bid competition for
a blanket order for industrial belts for * * *
The annual anticipated volume
totaled*** assorted industrial balts of specified stock numbers. The award
allegedly went to imported belts from Japan. * * *• a* * * executive, explained
that this award had gone to * * * but in recent years had gone to distributors
quoting on * * * and* * *belts. * * * agreed to provide documentation from
* * * as to the competing bids and the award of the blanket purchase order to a
* * * distributor at very low prices. This documentation reveals that there were
* * * distributors bidding for all or part of this contract. Two distributors
quoted prices on* * *belts, one quoted prices on*** belts, * * * quoted on
* * * belts, another quoted * * * belt prices, and* * * quoted* * * belt
prices. * * *was the low btdder and won the award. This contract was for***
purchases of belts from* * * 1987 through* * * 1988. The next lowest bidder
was the distributor quoting * * * prices. Random price comparisons of * * *
prices for specific belts compared with competing * * * prices for those belts
and with the lowest competing prices for * * * belts reflect marg~ns of
underbidding by the *
* prices that ranged from 18 to 20 percent for * * * belt
prices, and from 21 to 23 percent for** *belt prices.

*

* * * named * * * in an example of a lost sale of * * * industrial belts in
bid competition for a blat'lket contract to supply * * *
* * * responded to the
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staff's inquiry in general terms but could not comment on the specific
allegation. * * * emphasized that currently, and in the past several years,
there is "a lot of price cutting and substitution of sources" for industrial
belts. * * * serves the OEM market and the replacement market and buys from
several domestic sources and occasionally purchases imported belts. If a
purchaser does not specify a brand and focuses on price, * * * will seek the best
price source and quote that belt, at the same time recognizing that the company
needs happy customers for repeat business. * * * emphasizes that in the current
market many times you can't make a fair profit and still get the business.
Import competition has meant that being on the "best buy" list is not enough. He
recalls that * * * has not been able to win the * * * contract in recent years
and on occasion has not bothered to quote. As for the specifics of the subject
allegation, a salesman, * * *, handled the subject bid but is on vacation and
will respond to the Commission's inquiry on his return.
Two lost sales allegations by * * * cited * * *, a * * * distributor, as
purchasing specific industrial belts imported from Japan in 1987. ***stated
that his company, a full-line industrial parts distributor, sells * * * to * * *
industrial belts nationally per year, 95 percent of which are replacement belts.
Several years ago, * * * decided to add industrial belts to its product line.
* * * approached* * *, which declined. * * * also declined, as did* * *·
* * * accepted** * as a distributor. * * * sells industrial belts primarily on
an annual-contract basis. He "frequently turns to imports," but also has "a lot
of belts made to specs." * * * said he tries to keep this dimension of** *'s
requirements domestic. * * * currently multi-sources from * * * and * * *·
Generally, * * *puts out a request for quotes to three domestic producers for
special belts. Domestics, he said, are "more small batch oriented" than the
importers. He explained that he went offshore for availability reasons as well
as price on standard belts. His major import sources, * * * and * * *• are
warehousing all over the country. * * * says that turnaround time for his orders
is 3 working days for Japanese industrial belts compared with 7 days for domestic
belts.
.
Currently, * * * is talking to importers of Korean belts and to * * *· He
has tested * *
products but has not purchased any as yet. Noting that
industrial belts from Israel are substandard, * * * stated that
* *• an
importer, formerly handled industrial belts from Israel and from* * *• but now
imports from various countries, and a purchaser such as * * * doesn't know where
the belts are coming from. This, * * * added, causes quality problems.

*

*

* * * listed two types of belts, * * * and * * *• alleging that * * *
rejected domestic quotes ot $* * * and $* * * per belt in favor of imported belts
from Japan quoted at $* * * and $* * * respectively. * * * recalled that he had
asked for quotes from three domestic producers. * * * was given the blanket
order for * * * belts. No order was placed for the alleged * * * industrial
belts. * * * shipped the belts . . * * * rejected the shipment because the belts
did not meet specs in terms of the layered material in the belts. * * * then
turned to * * *• whose shipment was accepted at a price of $* * *• f .o.b. * * *'s
* * * warehouse.

* * * named * * * in an instance of an alleged lost sale in 1987 of * * *
industrial belts. * * *'s $* * *per belt offer price was rejected in favor of
belts imported from Korea offered at $* * * per belt. * * * acknowledged that he
had turned to a foreign belt source to win a contract for a new account with
* * The domestic producer "may have offered a discount based on a rebate."

*
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* * * emphatically said he "won't operate on a rebate basis." He "wants the
price up front." ***said he is trying to work with*** but that import
prices have been 25 to 30 percent lower. He won the * * * contract for belts in
1988 with prices on imported* **belts. The final competing prices per belt
were $* * * for ***belts, compared with $* * * for * * *belts. The blanket
order amounts to roughly $* * *
* * * listed nine lost sales that involved six different firms. The total
lost sales amounted to more than $1.5 million. * * *named** * in an alleged
lost sale of*** industrial belts in*** 1986. * * *'s quote of*** cents
per belt was rejected, allegedly in favor of a competing price quote of * * *
cents per belt for imported belts from the United Kingdom. * * *, senior buyer
that handles this product, provided the following facts on this allegation.
* **buys belts for * * *· It sources various belts from* * * and* * *
These are * **belts and* * * uses roughly* * * to * * * a year. This volume
is split about evenly between the two sources. * * *'s records show that the
prices paid for these belts in 1986 ranged from * * * to * * * cents per belt.
* * * does not know whether the belts from * * * are imported or not. * * * is a
domestic producer of industrial belts. A call to * * *verified that they do
indeed manufacture belts for * * * in the * * * plant. * * * does import certain
belts from * * * in the United Kingdom. * * * cannot track this alleged
transaction without knowing the exact belt in question. If the domestic producer
will identify the specific belt involved, * * * will trace the source of that
belt supplied to * * *·

*

*
* listed * * * in an alleged lost sale of * * * industrial belts in
* * * 1986. * * * allegedly rejected a quote by * * * of* * * cents per belt in
favor of a price of * * * cents for belts imported from Japan. The staff
contacted** *'s purchasing office, but the knowledgeable individuals were on
vacation. * * * does purchase belts in * * * and is the * * * for industrial
belts for the company's own use as an OEM of***·
Ultimately, * * * and the industrial belts buyer, * * *, responded to the
ITC staff inquiry. * * * indicated that ***was sourcing* **belts from
Japan and Singapore. * * * belts were purchased from * * *, a * * * distributor.
* * *belts were * * * from Japan by** *· * * * corifirmed the quantity of
***belts and the competing price alleged by * * *
* * * explained, however,
that the price of*** cents price per belt was an* * *price for * **belts.
The * * * price amounts to * * * cents per belt. The * * * belts are purchased
at a price of* * * cents per belt, f.o.b. * * *, compared with * * *'s offer
price of* * * cents, f.o.b. * * *
* * * added that * * *
* * * intends to dual source, but will try not to
switch sources to the extent possible in the interest of improving quality
control. Consequently, * * * is in the process of regaining some of its lost
volume in * * * belts. A current testing program involving * * * indicates that
the * * * belt is superior to the * * * belt. This result is based on * * *·
* * *
* * * told * * * that it was considering transferring production of the
* * *belt in question to * * *· * * * said it would gain cost advantages that
it needed in the face of the severe import price competition in the U.S.
industrial belt market. * * * said that such a move to * * * would necessitate

* **

***

***currently has roughly*** percent of** *'s total*** belt
volume, which amounts to about*** belts per year; ***_has the remaining
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* * * percent.
Several years ago, * * * belts were being tested alongside * * *
belts, This same belt***, *
* st~ted.
***did not ~au~e this
problem. * * *'s price was lower than** *'s, and*** took the*** account
for some time. * * * and has recovered some of the lost volume.

*

***

* * * named * * * in * * * alleged instances of lost sales for specific
belts, identified by stock number. * * * alleged that in* * * 1987 it lost two
orders that amounted to. an anticipated annual volume of * * * belts with a total
value of $* * *· A quote of** * cents per belt and* * * cents per belt,
respectively, for the two specified belts was rejected, allegedly in favor of
competing quotes of * * * cents and * * * cents for imported belts from West
Germany.
In*** 1987, ***offer prices of*** cents and*** cents per
belt for the two other specified belts were rejected, allegedly in favor of
imported belts from Japan offered through a U.S. distributor at * * * cents and
* * * cents per belt. The total anticipated volume involved was * * * belts with
a total value of $* * *
* * *, a * * *buyer located in** *, could not locate information on the
first two specified belts. * * * did confirm that the specified belts for which
* * * quoted prices in * * * 1987 were * * * and that the alleged * * * offer
prices were accurate.
Since then, however, * * * stated that * * * and came in
with a price of * * * cents per belt. * * * explained that both of the belts
involved in the * * * request for quotes are * * *· No contracts have been let,
as yet. * * *noted that because of* * *, * * *has been instructed to buy
parts for * * * only from North American sources, so long as they were
"reasonably priced." ***added that*** may be purchasing industrial belts
from offshore. Commission staff has ascertained that * * *·
* * * listed 47 examples of alleged lost sales supported by documentation.
In total, they amounted to almost $5 million in lost sales volume. * * * named
* * *, a * * * distributor, in an instance of an alleged lost sale in*** 1986
for a potential annual volume of roughly $* * *· * * * approved an*** "meet
competition" request to quote selling prices to * * * for a broad range of
industrial belts at below-100-level prices that ranged from 4 to 23 percent below
100-level distributor cost, but allegedly lost the sale to lower priced belts
imported from Japan. * * *, an* * * executive, confirmed the facts as alleged,
but noted that the discounted prices offered were as much as 30 percent below the
100-level distributor cost. * * * stated that the sale was lost to a competing
distributor, * * *, who offered lower prices for* * *belts. * * *
According
to***· ***came into the area 4 years ago and "turned the market upside
down." * * * established low "buy levels" direct to***· With orders in hand,
* * * went to established distributors to entice them to take on the * * * line
and service these orders on a rebate basis. * * * couldn't support such large
accounts with its own distribution system, * * * asserted. The * * * blanket
account amounts to a $* * * annual sales volume.
In*** 1987, ***won back
this account with extra approved discounts from * * * and a rebate of roughly 19
percent, less than the normal 25 percent margin * * * strives for.
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(Investigations Nos. 701-TA-293 and 295
(Final), and Investigations Nos. 731-TA...:12
through 419 (flnal))

Industrial Belts From Israel, et al.
AGENCY: United States international
Trade Commission.
ACTION: Institution of final antidumping
. investigations and scheduling of a
hearing to be held in connection with
the investigations.

The Commission hereby gh·es
notice of the institution of final
antidumping investigations Nos. 731T A-412 (Final) (Israel), 731-TA-413
(Final) (Italy), 731-T A-414 (Final)
(Japan), 731-TA-415 (Final) (Singapore).
731-TA-416 (Final) (South Kore11), 731T A-417) (Final) (Taiwan). 731-T A-418
(Final) (United Kingdom). and 731-TA419 (Final) (West Germany) under
section 735ib) of the Tariff Act of 1930
(19 U.S.C. 1673d(b)) (the act) to
determine whether an industry in the
United States is materially injured, or is
threatened with material injury. or the
establishment of an·industrv in the
United States is materially ~etarded. by
reason of imports from Israel. Italy,
Japan, Singapore. South Korea. Taiwan.
the United Kingdom. and West Genna:1y
of industrial belts, 1 provided for in
SUMMARY:

1
The merchandise covered by lhrse
in"elt1Rahona 1ncluLlea c.u1a1n 1ndut1n1: beha for
power 1ran1m1111on. Theae 1ncluae l.'-bcl11.
synchronous bel11. round belu. and ilJI belts. 1n
pan or wholly qr rul.ober or plu11c.. and ~:u;11n1n
le>.hlc fiber t1nclud1nR pleu f1bcrl or lltcl won:.
cord or 11rend. and whelher on endleu (I.e .. cloaed
loop I bella. or 1n belling 1n le11811\a or hnlu. Tnue
invu1111JUOIU exclude convr)'or bell.I 1nJ
a111omo11vc heh' u well 11 !ran1 en~1ne Clr"c ~I~•

Cin11nwrd
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subheadings 4010.10.10. 4010.10.50,
5910.00.10. and 5910.00.90 of the
Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the
United States (items 358.02. 358.06,
358.08. 3258.09, 358.11. 358.H. 358.16.
657.25. and 773.35 of the Tariff
Schedules of the United States). that
have been found by the Depamnent of
Cominerce. in preliminary
determinations. to be sold in the United
States at less than fair vc.lue (LTFV).
Unless the investigations are extended.
Commerce will make its final LTFV
determinaiions on or before April 11,
1989. and the Commission will its make
final injlL")' determinations by May 31,
1989 (see sections 735(a) and 735(b) of
tile act (19 U.S.C. 1673d(a) and 1673d(b)).
In addition. the Commission hereby
gives notice of its intention to conduct
its final countervailing duty
·
investigations Nos. 71~TA-293 (Final)
(Israel) and 701-TA-295 (Final) (South
Korea). ·which were instituted effective ·
December 2. 1988 (53 FR 52517.
December 28. 1988), concurrently with
its &ntidum;iing investigations.
For further information concerning the
conduct of these investigations. hearing
procedures. and rules of general
application. consult the Commission's
rules of Practice and Procedure, part
207. subparts A and C (19 CFR part 207
as amended. 53 FR 33041 et seq. (August
Z9. 1988)). and part 201. subparts A
through E (19 CFR part 201).
EFFECTIVE DATE: February 1. 1989.
FOR FURTHER "4F.ORMATION CONTA~

Tedford Briggs (202-252-1181), Office of
Investigations. U.S. International Trade
Commission. 500 E Street SW.,
Washington. DC 20436. Hearingimoaired individuals are advised that
information on this matter can be .
obtaint:d by contacting the
co·mmission·s TDD terminal on 202-2521810. Persons with mobility impairments
who will need special assistance in
izaining access to the Commission·
should contact the Office of the
Secret.ary at 202-252-1000.
SUPPLEMENT ARY INFORMATION:
Back~round.-These antidumping

investigations are being instituted as a
result of affirmative preliminary
determinations by the Department of
Commerce that imports of industrial ·
lJelts from Israel. Italy. Japan Singapore.
South Korea. Taiwan. the United
Kingdom. and West Germany are being
sr:ild tn the United States at less than fair
. va!ue with:n the meaning of section 731
oi. the act (19 U.S.C 1G7J). The
.inYest1ga11ons were requested in a
· !ciund on •quorm•nt power•d b~ onl~m•I
comou•hor. t:-.Ronu. 1nc1ud1'll> 1.n1ci<a. traclon.
\.,ubl.'., . • n~ '' !: tn.u:iLa..

petition filed on June 30. 1988. by The
Gates Rubber Co .. Denver. CO. In
response to that petition the
Commission conducted preliminary
antidumping investigations and. on the
basis of info:1)1ation developed during
the course of those investigations
determined that there was a reasonable
indication that an industry in the United
States was m·a.terially injured by reason
of imports of the subject merchandise
(53 FR 32478. August ZS. 1986).

Participation in the investigations.Persons wishing to participate in these
investigations as parties must file an
er:.try of appearance with the Secretary
to the Commission. as provided in
§ 201.11 of the Commission's rules (19
CFR ZOl.11). not later than twenty-one
(Zl) days after the publication of this
notice in the Federal Register. Any entry
of appearance filed after this date will
be referred to the Chairman. who will
determine whether to accept the late
entry for good cause shown by the
person desiring to file the entry.
Service list.-Pursuant to § 201.ll(d)
of the Commission's rules (19 CFR
§ 201.ll(d}). the Secretary will prepare a
service list containing the names and
addresses of all persons. or their
representatives, who are parties to these
investigations upon the expiration of the
period for filing entries of appearance.
In accordance with U Z01.16(c) and
207.3. as amended (53 FR 33041 et seq.·
(August 29. 1988)), of the rules (19 CFR
201.16(c) and 207.3). each document filed
by a party to the investigations must be
served on all other parties to the
in\'estigations (as identified by the
service list). and a certificate of service
must accompany. the document. The
Secretary will not accept a document for
filing without a certificate of service.

limited disclosure of business
proprietary information under a
protective order.-Pursuant to § 207.7(a)
of the Commission's rules (19 CFR
207.7(a) as amended. 53 FR 33041 et seq.
(Aug'Jst 29. 1968)), the Secretary will
make available busineSis proprietary
information gathered in these final
investigations to authorized applicants
under a protective order. provided that
the application be made not later than
twenty-one (21) days after the
publication of this notice in the Federal
Register. A separate service list will be
matntain~d by the Secretary for those
parties authorized to receive business
proprietary information under a
protective order. The Secretary will not
accept any submission by p<1rties
containing business proprietary
information without a certificate of
service indicating that it hos been
served en c.11 tI1e parties that are
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authorized to receive such infonnation
under a protective order.
Staff report.-The prehearing staff
report in these investigations will be
placed in the nonpublic record on April
14. 1989, and a public version will be
issued thereafter. pursuant to § 207.Zl of
the Commission's rules {l9 CFR 207.Zl).
Hearing.-The Commission will hold
a hearing in connection with these
investigations beginning at 9:30 a.m. on
April 27, 1989. at the U.S. Iritemational
Trade Commission Building. 500 E S:.reet
SW .. _Washington. DC. Requests to
appear at the hearing should be filed in
writing with the Secretary to the
Commission not later than the close of
business (5:15 p.m.) on April 14. BC\9. AU
persons desiring to appear at the
hearing and make oral presentations
should file prehearing briefs and attend
a prehearing conference to be held at
9:30 a.m. on Aprii 21. 1989, at the U.S.
International Trade Commission
Building. The deadline for filing
prehearing briefs is April 24, 1989. The
hearing will be a consolidated
proceeding for the countervailing and
antidumping investigations.
Testimony at the-public hearing is
governed by § 207.23 of the
Commission's rules (19 CFR 207'.:'.3). This
rule requires that testimony be limited to
a nonbusiness proprietary summary and
analysis of material contained in
prehearing briefs and to information not
available at the time the prehearing
brief was submitted. Any written
materials submitted at the hearing must
be filed in accordance with the
procedures described below and any
business proprietary materials must be ·
submitted et least three (3) working
days prior to the hearing (see
§ 207.6(b)(2) of the Commission's rules
(19 CFR 201.6(b)(2)).
Written submissions.-AU legal
arguments, economic analy!ies, and
factual materials relevant to the public
hearing should be included in prehearing
briefs in accordance with § 207.22 of the
Commission·s rules {19 CFR 207.22).
Posthearing briefs must conform with
the provisions of§ 207.24 [19 CFR
Z07.24) and must be submitted not later
than the close of business on May 3,
1989. ln addition, any person who has
not entered an appearance as a party to
the investigations may submit a written
statement of information pertinent to the
subject of the investigations on or before
May 3, 1989.
A signed original and fourteen (14)
copies of each submission must be filed
with the Secretary to the Commission in
accordance with § 201.8 of the
Commission·s rules (19 CFR :'.01.B). All
wrillen sd.1miss1ons except for business
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prupric:tar;- rlatu ~'i!! be c..,rci!:::b!e !c:
public inspection during regular
business hours (8:45 a.m. to 5:15 p.m.) in
the Office of the Secretary to the
Commission.
Any infonnation for which busine88
proprietary treatment Is desired must be
submitted separately. The envelope and
all pages of such submissions must be
clearly labeled "Business Proprietary
Information." Business proprietary
submissions and requests for business
proprietary treatment must confonn
with the requirements of§§ 201.6 and
207.7 of the Commission's rules (19 CFR
201.6 and 2C7.7).
Parties which obtain disclosure of
business proprietary information
pursuant to§ 207.7{a) of the
Commission's rules (19 CFR Z07.7{a) as
&mended, 53 FR 33041 et seq. {August Z9,
1986)) may comment on such
ir.fonnation iri their prehearing and
posthearing briefs, and may also file
sdditional written comments on such
information no later than May 8. 1989.
Such additional comments must be
li:nited to comments on business
p:-oprietary information received in or
afte:: the posthearing briefs.
Authority: These investigations are being
c:;nducted under authority of the Tariff Act of
1330. title VU. Thia notice is published
p:.irsuant to I Z07.ZO or the Commission's
l".1ies (19 CFR 207.ZD).
Issued: February 10. 1989.
By order or the Commission.
Keaneth R. Masoa,
Secretary.
[FR Doc. 8~3576 Filed 2-14-aa; 8:45 am)
SiWHG COOi: 7Q20-0J-oll
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Institution of final
countervaiiing duty investigations.

ACTION:

The Commission hereby gives
notice of the institution or final
countervailing duty investigations Nos.
701-TA-Z93 and 295 (F.inal) under.
section 705(b) of the Tariff Act of 1930
(19 U.S.C. 1671d(b)) (the act) to
.
determine whether an industry in the
United States is materially injured. or is
threatened with material injury. or the
· establishment of an industry in the
United States is materially retarded. by
reason of imports from Israel (Inv. No.
701-TA-Z93 (Final)) and South Korea
.
(Inv. No. 701-TA-295 (Final)) of .
industrial belts 1 and components and
parts thereof. whether cured or uncured,
provided for in items 358.02, 358.06;
358.08. 358.09. 358.11. 358.14. 358.18.
657.25. and 773.35 of the Tariff
Schedules of the United States
(subheadings 4010.10.10. 4010.10.50;
5910.00.10. and 5910.00.90 or the
Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the
· United States). that have been found by
the Department of Commerce. in
preliminary detenninations. to be
subsidized by the Governments of Israel
and South Korea.
Pursuant to a request from petitioner
under section 705(a](1) of the Act (19
U.S.C. 1671d(a)(l)}. Commerce is
expected to extend the date for. its final .
detenninatiOns in these investig01tions to
coincide with the date of its final
determinations in ongoing antidumping
in\'estigations on industrial belts and
components and parts thereof from
Israel. I!aly. Japan, Singapore. South
Korea. Taiwan. the United Kingdom,
and West Germany. Accor:dingly, the
Commission will not establish a
schedule for the conduct of ihese
countervailing· duty investigations until
. Commerce makes preliminary
· detenninations in the antidumping
investigations (currently scheduled for
January 26. 1989.
For further information concerning the
conduct of these investigations. hea:"ing
procedures: and rule.a of general
·
application. consult the Commission's
Rules of Practice and Procedure. Part
207, Subparts A arid C (19 CFR Part 20::'),
and P01rt 201. subparts A throush E (19
CFR Part 201).
SUMMARY:

flnvesl!gatlons Noa. 701-TA-293 and 295
(Fin:il)J

Industrial Bells From Israel and South
Korea
AGENCY:' United States lntcma::on01l
Trade Commission.

1 For the purposes o! these invest1~•t1on~. the
term ··industn.:il belts" include• 11elt1n;t anJ bclu lor
m11chincry. 1n pan or ..·holly of rubber or plHhCJ.
Spec1fically ududed from t!le ICOr<! of t!l"e
invrs11gat1on1are1mporll ol convevor bell1 and
1111porta of 1utomot..ve ·belt1. (Aut.omot.J•c be Ila
include belt• for 1udl motor vch1cle1 u ui;. Lusc1,
orHhe-road trucka. etc.. ind alao the f:'Onl·end
engine drive heh• for lndu11T1al "Weh1ci .... au~h u
Mild Rrftdei. and cunea: 1u1omo11ve bells do not.
include any bell• lar agr.t.••Jl111oi e ~UIPDLC:ntj.
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EFFECTIVE DATE: December ~. 1988.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Robert Eninger (202-252-1194), Office of.
Investigations. U.S. International Trade
Commission. 500 E Street SW..
Washington. DC 20436. Hearingimpaired indi\•iduals are ad\'ised that
information on this matter can be
obtained by contacting the
Commission's TDD terminal on 202-2521810. Persons with mobility impairments
who will need special assistance in
gaining access to the Commission
should contact the Office of the
Secretary at 202-252-1000.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Background
These im·estigations are being .
instituted as a result of affirmative
preliminary determinations by the
Department of Commerce that certain
benefits which constitute subsidies
within the meaning of section 701 of the
act (19 U.S.C. 1671) are being provided
to manufacturers. producers. or
exporters in Israel and South Korea of
industrial belts and parts and
components thereof. The investigations
were requested in a petition filed on
June 30, 1988. by The Gates Rubber Co.,
Denver, CO. In response to that petition
the Commission conducted preliminary
countervailing duty investigations 1md,
on the basis of information developed
during the course of those
investigations. determined that there
was a reasonable indication that an
inc.lustrv in the United States was
materially injured or threatened with
materiai injury by reason of imports of
the subject me;chandise (53 FR 32478,
August 25. 1968).
Participation in the Investigations
Persons wishing to participate in these
in\'estigations as parties must file an
er.try of appearance with the Secretary
to the Commission, as pro\·ided in
§ :01.11 of the Commission's rules (19
CFR 201.11). not later than twentv-one
(21) days after the publication or"this
notice in the Federal Register. Any entry
of appearance filed after this dote will
be referred to the Chairman. who will
determine whether to accept the late
entry for goCJd cause shown by the
person des1ri~g to file the entry.
Ser~·ice Llst
Pursuant to§ :01.ll(d) of ~he
Cummi!>saon·s rules (19 CFR 201.ll(d)),
tl!e Secretary will prepare a service list
containing the names and addresses of
all persons. or their representatives.
who <ire parties to these in\'estii:ations
upon the exp1r<1tion of the period for
filir.g entries of a ooeerance. In

11ccordance with§§ 2Q1.1G(c) and 207.3
of the rules (19 CFR 201.16(c) and 207.3},
each document filed by a party to the
investigations must be served on all
other parties to the investigations (as
identified by the service list). and a
certificate of senrice must accompany
the document. The Secretary \\;U not
accept a document for filing without a
certificate of service.
Authority: These investigations ere being
conducted under authority of the Tariff Act of
1930. tille VU. This notice is published
pursuant to § 20:".20 of the Commission's
rules (19 CFR 201.20).
Dy order of the Commission.
Kenneth It. Meson,

Secretary.
Issued: December 21. 1988.
[FR Doc. BG-29808 Filed 12-27-a8: 8:-15 am)
BILLING COD£ 7020-02-4I

··'··
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referred to as industrial belts) from·
The products covered by this
investigation are industrial belts from
Israel are being. or are likely to be, sold
Israel currently provided for under
in the United States at less than fair
value. We also determine that critical
Tariff Schedules of the United States
Annotated (TSUSA) item numbers
circumstances exist with respect to
358.0210, 358.0290, 358.0610, 358.0690,
imports of industrial belts from Israel.
We have notified the U.S.
356.0800, 358.0900, 358.1100, 358.1400,
International Trade Commission (ITC) .
358.1600, 657.2520, 773.3510 and 773.3520;
of our determination and have directed.
and currently classifiable under
the U.S. Customs Service to continue to
·Harmonized Tariff Schedule (I-ITS) subheadings 3926.90.55, 3926.90.56,
·
suspend liquidation of all entries of
industrial belts from Israel as described
3926.S0.57, 3926.90.59, 3926.90.60, in the "Continuation of Suapension of
4010.10.10, 4010.10.50, 4010.91.11,
4010.91.15, 4010.91.19, 4010.91.50,
Liquidation" section of this notice. The
ITC will determine, within 45 days of the 4010.99.11, 4010.99.15, 4010.99.19,
publication of this notice, whether these
4010.99.50, 5910.00.10, 5910.00.90, and
imports materially injure, or threaten
7326.20.00.
material injury to, the U.S. industry.
The merchandise cov~red by this
investigation includes certain industrial
EFFECTIVE DATE: April 18, 1989.
belts for power transmission. These
FOR FURTH:::R IUFOitMATION CONTACT:
include V-belts, synchronous belts,
Louis Apple or Loe Nguyen, Office of
round belts and flat belts, in part or
Antidumping Investigations, Import
wholly of rubber or plastic, and
Administration, International Trade
containing textile fiber (including glass
Administration, U.S. Department of
fiber) or steel wire, cord or strand, and
Commerce, 14th Street and Constitution
whether in endless (i.e., closed loop)
Avenue NW., Washington, DC 20230;
belts, or in belting in lengths or links.
telephone: Cz62) 377-1769 or (202) 377This investigation excludes conveyor
3530.
belts and automotive belts as well as
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
front engine drive belts found on
equipment powered by internal
Final Determination
combustion engines, including trucks,
We determine that industrial belts
tractors, buses, and lift trucks.
from Israel are being, or are likely to be,
sold in the United States at less than fair Period of Inve:itig&tion
value, as provided in section 735 of the
The period of investigation is January
Tariff Act of 1930, as amended (19
1,
1968, through June 30, 1988.
U.S.C. 1673d(a)) (the Act). The estimated
margins are .iihown in the "Continuetion
Fair Value Comparisons
of Suspension of Liquidation" section of
To determine whether sales of
this notice. We also determine that
industrial
belts from Israel to the United
·critical circumstances exist with respect
States were made at less than fair value,
to industrial belts from Israel.
we compared the United States price to
Case History
the foreign market value. For our
preliminary determination we used best
On Januaty 26, 1989, we made an
information available as required by
affirmative preliminary determination
section 776(c) of the Act. As best
(54 FR 5105, February 1, 1989). We
information available, we took the
received comments from petitioner and
highest margin contained in the petition
respondent.
for each of the product types for the
Scope of Investigation
period of investigation and calculated a
simple average of those figures to
The United States has developed a
International Trade Administration
determine a margin for the products
system of tariff classification based on
[A-508-801]
under investigation. Since the ·
the international harmonized system of
respondent, Magam, failed to participate
customs nomenclature. On January 1,
Final Determination of Sales at Less
in the investigation, we are using the
1989, the U.S. tariff schedules were fully
Than Fair Value: Industrial Belts and
same methodology for calculating a
converted to the Harmonized Tariff
Components and Parts Thereof,
margin for the final determination.
·Schedule (HTS), as provided for in
Whether Cured or Uncured, From section 1201 et seq. of L'le Omnibus
United States Price
Israel
Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988.
United States price was based on the
All merchandise entered, or withdrawn
AGENCY: Import Administration,
U.S. price information proyided in the from warehouse, for consumption on or
International Trade Administration.
petition pursuant to section 772 of the
after that date is now classified solely
Department of Commerce.
Act.
according
to
the
appropriate
HTS
subACTION: Notice.
. headings. The HTS sub·headings are
Foreign Market Value
SUMMARY: We determine that industrial
provided for convenience and Customs
belts and components and parts thereof,
Foreign market value was based on
purposes. The written description
whether cured or uncured, (hereinafter
home market prices provided in the
remains dispositive.
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merchandise was being sold at less than
fair value.

Interested Party Comments
Critical Circumstances .
Comment 1: Petitioner argues that.
On June 30, 1988. petitioner alleged
based on U.S. import statistics, IM 146
that critical circumstances exist with
data, the Department should find that
respect to imports of the subject
there have been massive imports of
merchandise from Israel. Section
735(a)(3) of the Act provides that critical · industrial belts over a relatively short
period of time. Petitioner further asserts
circumstances exist if we determine
that an antidlimping margin of 25'Jl. or·
that:
more is sufficient to impute knowledge
(AJ(i) there is a history of dumping in the
to the importer that the exporter was
United states or elsewhere of the class or
selling the merchandise at less than fair
kind of merchandise ·which is the subject of
value.
the investigation; or
· DOC Position: Since the respondent,
(ii) the person by whom. or for whose
account. the merchandise was imported knew Magam. failed to participate in the
or should have known that the exporter was
· investigation, as best information
seiling the merchandise which is the subject·
available, we are assuming that its
of the investigation et less than its fair value;
imports of industrial belts, from Israel
and
·
have been massive over a relatively
(B) there have been massive imports of the
short period of time. Fu..-thermore, we
class or kind or'merchandise which is the
find that the best information available
subject of the investigation over a relatively
margin of 89.653 is sufficient to impute
short periOd.
knowledge to the importer that the
Pursuant to section 735(a)(3}. we
exporter was selling the merchandise at
. generally consider the following factors
less than fair value.
fu determining whether imports have
With regard to firms covered by the
been massive over a relatively short
·"All Other" rate, see the "Critical
period of time: (1) The volume and value Circumstances" section of this
of the imports; (2) seasonal trends (if
determination.
applicable}; and (3) the share of
.
Comment 2: Petitioner argues that the
domestic consumption accounted for by
Department's final determination should
imports.
be based on the highest less-than-fairSince the respondent. Magam. failed
value, margin alleged in the petition.
to partidpate in: the investigation, we
DOC Position: The Department is
are determining that critical
·
applying the same meL'10dology used in
circumstances for this respondent exist
the preliminary determination to
based on best information available. As
calculate the margins for the final
best hi.formation available, we are
determination. As best information
assumi."lg that imports of industrial belts
available. we are taking the highest
have been massive over a relatively
margin contained in the petition for each
short period of time. In determining
of the product types for the period of
bowlege of dumping. the Department
those figures to determine the ma."gin for
normally considers margins of 25% or
the products Wlder investigation.
more sufficient to impute knowledge or
Comment 3: Petitioner asserts that in
dumping under section 735(a)(3)(A}
its scope of investigation at the
(sene, e.g., Final Determination of Sales ·preliminary determination. the
at Less Than Fair Valuie; Tapered
Department listed only four HTS subRoller Beatings and Parts The.reof.
headings. Petitioner requeots that the
Finished or Unfinished, from Italy (52
Department list eighteen HTS subFR 24198, June 29, 1987)). lherefore, in
headin.gs in its final determination.
accordance with sections 735(a}(3}(A)(ii)
DOC Position: We agree. The petition
end 735(a)(3)(B), we detennine that
included nine TSUSA item numbers and
critical circumstances exist with respect
four HTS sub-headings that petitioner
to Magam.
believed would correspond to the ·
With respect to firms covered by the
TSUSA numbers when the HTS system
"All Other" rate, we have determined
b\lcame effective.
that imports of industrial belts have not
The Harmonized Tariff Schedule went
been massive over a relatively short
into effect on January 1, 1989. Based on
period of time and. therefore that critical a concordance between TSUSA item
circumstances do not exisl
numbers and HTS sub-headings listed in
Since we do not find that there have
a January 1989 USITC publication, The
been massive imports of Industrial belts
Continuity of Import and Export Trade
from firms included in the "All Other"
Statistics After Implementation of the
rate, we do not need to consider
·
Harmonized Commodity Description
whether there is a history of dumping or
and Coding System, petitioner requested
whether importers of these products
that the Department expand the four
knew or should have known that the
HTS sub-headings listed in our

preliminary determination to eighteen
sub-headings. We asked for comments
.
from the interested parties in this
investigation concerning industrial belts
cove.red by the eighteen HTS subheadings.
In our preliminary determinations. as
now, we note that the written
description of the products covered by
the investigation is dispositive. The HTS
numbers are provided for convenience
and customs purposes as to the scope of
the product coverage. We do not view
providing additional HTS sub-headings
as broadening the scope of this
investigation. .
Continuation of Suspension of
Liquidation
We are directing the U.S. Customs
Service to continue to suspend
liquidation of all entries of industrial
belts from Israel. as defined in the
"Scope of Investigation" section of this
notice, that are entered, or withdrawn
from warehouse, for consu.rnption on or
efter the date which is 90 days prior to
the date of publication of the
preliminary determination in the Federal
Register.
Normally, we would instruct the U.S.
Customs Service to require a cash
deposit or the posting of a bond equal to
the estimated amounts by which the
foreign market of subiect merchandise
from Israel exceeds the United States
price as shown below. However, Artical
VI.5 of the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade provides that
"no • • • product shall be subject to
both antidumping arid countervailing
duties to compensate for the same
situation of dumping or export
subsidization." This provision is
implemented by section 722(d)(l)(D) of
the Act which prohibits assessing
dumping duties on the portion of the
margin attributable to an export
subsidy, since there is not reason to
·require a cash deposit or bond for Llie
amounL Therefore, the bonding rate in
this investigation will be reduced by the
rate attributable to the export subsidies
found in the concurrent countervailing
duty determination. Accordingly. for
duty deposit purposes. the bonding rate
is 79.253 for Magam and all other
manufacturers, producers, and exporters
· of the subject merchandise from Israel.
The cash deposit or bonding rate
established in the preliminary
determination shall remain in effect witla
respect to entries or withdrawals from
warehouse made prior to the date of
publication of this notice in the Federal
Register. The suspension of liquidation
will remain in effect until further notice.
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headings. The HTS item numbers arc
provided for convenience and Customs
purposes. The written description
M&rgin
remains dispositive.
Manufacturer I producer I e,.porter
percentage
The products covered by this
investigation ere industrial belts from
79.25
Magam .......................................................
Italy provided for under Tariff
1 All others ...................................................
79.25
Schedules of the United States
Annotated (TSUSA) item numbers
358.0210, 358.0290, 358.0610, 358.0690,
ITC Notification
358.0800, 358.0900, 358.1100, 358.1400.
In accordance with section 735(d) of
358.1600, 657.2520, 773,3510 and 773.3520;
the Act, we have notified the ITC of our
end currently classifiable under
determination. In addition, we are
Harmonized Tariff Schedule (HTS) submaking available to the ITC all
headings 3926.90.55, 3926.90.56,
nonprivileged and nonproprietary
3926.90.57' 3926.90.59, 3926.90.60,
information relating to this
4010.10.10, 4010.10.50, 4010.91.11,
investigation. We will allow the ITC
4010.91.15, 4010.91.19, 4010.91.50,
access to all privileged and business
4010.99.ll, 4010.99.15,4010;99.19.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION corrrACT:
proprietary information in our files,
4010.99.50, 5D10.00.10, 5910.00.90, and
Louis Apple or Loe Nguyen, Office of
provided the ITC confirms that it will
7326.ZO.OO.
Antidumping Investigations, Import
not disclose such information, either
. The merchandise covered by this
Administration, International Trade
publicly or under administrative
investigation includes certain industrial
Administration, U.S. Department of
protective order, without the written
be! ts for power transmission. These
Commerce. 14th Street and Constitution
consent of the Assistant Secretary for
include V"belts, synchronous belts,
Avenue,
N\iV.,
Washington,
DC
20230;
lmport Administration.
round belts and flat belts, in part or
telephone:
(202)
377-1769
or
(202)
377If the ITC determines that material
wholly of rubber or plastic. and
3530.
injury, or threat of material injury. does
containing textile fiber (including glass
_
SUPPLEMENTARY
INFORMATION:
not exist, the proceeding will be
fiber) or steel wire, cord or strand, and
terminated and all securities posted as a
Final Determination
whether in endless (i.e., closed loop)
result of the suspension of liquidation
belts, or in belting in lengths or links.
We deterniine that i.Ddustrial belts
will be refunded or cancelled. However,
This
investigation excludes conveyor
from
Italy
are
being,
or
are
likely
to
be,
if the ITC determines that material
sold in the United States at less than fair belts and automotive belts as well as
injury·does exist, the Department will
front engine drive belts foiind on
if value, as provided in section 735 of·the
issue an antidumping duty order
equipment powered by internal
Tariff Act of 1930, as amended (19
directing Customs officials to assess
U.S.C. 1673d(a)) (the ActJ .. The estimated combustion engines. including trucks,
antidumping duties on industria.l belts
tractors, buses, and lift trucks.
margfri'is shown in the_ "Continuation of
from Israel entered, or withdrawn for
Suspension of Liquidation" section of
, warehouse, for consumption on or after
Period of Investigation
the effective date of the suspension of
this notice. We also determine that
The period of investigation is January·
liquidation, equal to the amount by
critical circumstances exist with respect
1, 1988, through June 30, 1988.
which the foreign market valu~ exceeds
to industrial belts from Italy.
the United States price.
Fair Value Comparison's
Case History
This determination is published
To determine whether sales of
On January 26. 1989, we made an
pursuant to section 735(d) of the Act (19
industrial belts from Italy to the United
affirmative preliminary determination
u.s.c. 1673d(d)).
States were made at less than fair value,
I April 11, 1989..
(54 FR 5103; February l, 1989). On
we compared the United States price to
January 26, 1989, Pirelli submitted
Trmothy N. Bergan,
the foreign market value. For our
revised computer tapes, and on
Acting .-tssistant Secretary for lmporJ
preliminary determination we used best
February 21, 1989, Pirelli submitted a
Administration.
information availablt:: as required by
product concordance. On March 23,
[FR Doc. 89-9252 Filed 3-17-1!9;. 8:45 am]
section 776(c) of the Act. As best
1989, the Department held a public
BILl.l!lG COD~ 351G-OS-M
information available, we took the
hearing. Interested parties submitted
highest margin contained in the petition
comments for the record .
• [A-475-802)
for each of the product types and
Scope of Investigation
averaged those figures to determine a
Flrial Determination of Sales at Less
The United States has developed a
margin for the. products under
Than Fair Value: Industrial Belts and
sy~tem of tariff classification based on
investigation. Since the respondent,
Components and Parts Thereof,
the international harmonized system of
Pirelli, failed to provide an adequate ·
- Whether Cured or Uncured, From Italy
customs nomenclature. On January l,
response, we are using the same
1989, the U.S. schedules were fully
methodology for calcwating a margin for
AGENCY: lmport Administration,
converted to the Harmonized Tariff
the final determination. See DOC
International Trade Administration,
Schedule (HfS). as provided for in
Position to Comment 2.
Department of Coinmerce.
section 1201 et seq. of the Omnibus
ACTION: Notice.
United States Price
Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1908.
SUMMARY: We determine that industrial·
All merchandise entered, or withdrawn
United States price was based on the
belts and components end parts thereof,
from warehouse, for consumption on or
U.S. price information provided in .the
whether cured or uncured, (hereinafter
after that date will be classified solely
petition pursuant to section 772 of the
referred to as industrial belts) from Italy
according to the appropriate HTS subAct.
The margin percentages are shov.'Il
below:

!

are being, or are likely to be. sold in the
United States at less than fair value. We
also determine that critical
circumstances exist with respect to
imports of industrial belts. from Italy.
We have notified the U.S.
International Trade Commission (ITC)
of our determination and have directed
the U.S. Customs Service to continue to
suspend liquidation of all entries of
industrial belts from Italy es described
in the "Continuation of Suspension of
Liquidation" section of this notice. The
ITC will determine, within 45 days of the
publication of this notice, whether these
imports materially injure, or threaten
material injury to, the U.S. industry.
EFFECTIVE DATE: April 18. 1989.
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Foreign Market Value
Foreign market value was based on
home market prices provided in the
petition pursuant to section 773 of the
Act.

determine that critical circumstances
exist. Comparing the seven months after
the month in which the petition was
filed to the seven months before and
including the month in which the
petition was filed, shipments by Pirelli
increased 999b.
In determining knowledge of dumping,
the Department normally considers
margins of 253 or more sufficient to
impute knowledge of dumping under
section 735(a)(3)[A) (see, e.g.. Final
Determination of Sales at Less Than
Fair Value: Tapered Ro/Jer Bearings_
and Parts thereof. Finished or
Unfinished, from Italy (52 FR 24198, June
29, 1987)). Therefore, in accordance with
sections 735[a)(3)(A)(ii) and 735(a)(3)(B),
we determine that critical circumstances
exist with.respect to Pirelli.
With respect to firms covered by the
"All Other" rate, we determine that
critical circumstances do not exist
because we have determined that
imports of industrial belts have not been
massive over a relatively short period of
time. Since we do not find that there
have been massive imports of industrial
belts from firms included in the "All
Other" rate. we do not need to consider
whether there is a history of dumping or
whether importers of these products
knew or should have known that the
merchandise was being sold at less than
fair value.

Critical Circumstances
On June 30, 1988, petitioner alleged
that critical circumstances exist with
respect to imports of the subject
merchandise from Italy. Section
735(a)(3) of the Act provides that critical
circumstances exist if we determine
that:
(A) (il there is a history of dumping in the
United States or elsewhere of the ;;loss or
kind of merchandise which is the subject of
the investigation: or
(ii) the person by whom, or for whose
account. the merchandise was imported knew
or should have known that the exporter was
selling the merchandise which is the subject
or the investigation at less than Its fair value;
and
(B) there have been massive imports of the
class or kind of merchandise which is the
oubject of the investigation over a relatively
short period.
Pursuant to section 735(11)(3), we
generally consider the following factors
in determining whether imports have
been massive over a relatively short
period of time: (1) The volume and value
of the imports; [2) seasonal trends (if
applicable); and (3) the share of
domestic consumption accounted for by
imports.
Interested Party Comments
Because the Department's import data
Comment 1: Petitioner alleges that the
pertaining to the subject merchandise
Department's negative critical ·
are based on basket TSUSA categories,
we requested specific data on shipments circumstances preliminary
determination was in error because
of the subject merchandise as the most
appropriate basis for our determinations · company-specific data was not used.
The respondent urges the Department to
of critical circumstances. Furthermore,
make a negative critical circumstances
we believe that company-specific
determination with respect to Pirelli.
critical circumstances determinations
DOC Position: We have determined
better fulfill the objective of the critical
that imports of industrial belts from Italy
circumstances provision of deterring
have been massive O\'er a relatively
specific companies that may try to
short period of time, as best information
increase imports massively prior to the
available. Furthermore, the dumping
Ruspension of liquidation.
margin of 74.93 leads us to conclude
We asked Pirelli to supply monthly
that the importer knew or should have
volume shipment data from November,
known that the exporter was selling the
1987 to January, 1989 in order for the
merchandise at less than its fair value.
Department to base the critical
With regard to finns covered by the ·
circumstances determination on
"All Other" rate, see the "Critical
company-specific data. Pirelli provided
Circumstances" section of this
the Department with information
determination.
concerning monthly import data.
Since the response of Pirelli in this
Comment 2: Petitioner argues that the
investigation was not used in making
Department's final determination should
fair value comparisons (see Comment 2), · be based on the highest less-than-fairwe are determining that critical ·
value margin allegecl in the petition.
circumstances for this respondent exist
Respondent argues that the
based on best information available. As
Department should have accepted and
best information available, and as a
verified the actual sales information
statement made against its own interest, submitted by Pirelli for purposes of the
we used the company-specific
final determination because information
information that Pirelli provided to
submitted by Pirelli after the preliminary

determination did not constitute a new
response.
The respondent further alleges that,
should the Department decide to use
best information available, the best
information available is not that used in
the preliminary determination.
Respondent suggests that, because of its
good faith efforts to cooperate, best
information available should be the
lowe·r of [1) the highest rate found for
any participating respondent, or (2) an
average of the lowest rates allP.ged in
the petition for each category of belt
actually sold by Pirelli, or (3) the
weighted average of the rates alleged in
the petition for all belts actually solcl by.
Pirelli.
DOC Position: To determine whether
sales of industrial belts from Italy were
made at less than fair value, we
compared the United States price to the
foreign market value as discussed in the
Fair Value Comparisons section of this
notice. For the reasons cited below we
have determined, in accordance with
section 776(c) of the Act, that the use of
best information available is
appropriate for the subject merchandise
from Italy. Section 776(c) requires the
Department to use best information
available "whenever a party or any
other person refuses or is unable to
produce information requested in a
timely manner or in the form required,
or otherwise significantly impedes an
investigation."
·
Twenty-six days after the preliminary
determination Pirelli submitted
extensive corrections to its earlier
submissions. Despite its earlier
statements that all U.S. sales had
identical matches, Pirelli's submission
included a product concordance
matching certain U.S. sales with sales of
"similar" merchandise in the home
market. Even with this information, only
a little over 60% by volume and vah1e of
the subject merchandise sold by Pirelli
in the U.S. had a match in the home
market.
Given the significance of this new
information, the Department determined
that the submission by Pirelli was so
substantial that it constituted a new
response. While the Department·
normally allows minor revisions to
questionnaire responses after the
preliminary determination and during
verification, it is our well established
policy not to accept new responses that
are filed after the preliminary
determination. Moreover, to accept this
new information at such a late point in
the investigation would have denied the
petitioner and other interested parties·
their statutorily-mandated opportunity
to comment-on the new response and
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otherwise to participate in this
investigation with regard to Pirelli.
While the Department may
differentiate between cooperative and
non- cooperative firms in assessing best
information available, we were not able
to adopt any of the alternatives
suggested by respondent in this case.
There were no other responding firms in
Italy and the other alternatives would
require use of unverified infonn&tion
about products actually sold by Pirelli.
Comment 3: Petitioner asserts that in
its scope of investigation at the
preliminary deter.nination. the
Department listed only four I-ITS subheadings. Petitioner requests that the
Department list eighteen I-ITS subheadings in its final determination.
DOC Position: We agree. The petition
included nine TSUSA item numbers and
four I-ITS sub-headings that petitioner
believed would correspond to the
TSUSA nu..rnbers when the I-ITS system
became effective.
·
The Harmonized Tariff Schedule went
into effect on January 1. 1989. Based on
a concordance between TSUSA item
numbers and HTS sub-headings listed in
January 1989 USITC publication, The
Continuity of Import dnd Export Trode
Statistics after Implementation of the
Harmonized Commodity Description
and Coding System; petitioner requested
that the Department expand the four
I-ITS sub-headings listed in our
preliminary determination to eighteen
sub-headings.
We asked for comments from the
ir1terested parties in this ir.vestigation
concerI).ing industrial belts covered by
the eighteen I-ITS sub-headings. We
have received no objections to the
petitioner's requesl ·
In our preliminary determinations, as
now, we n'ote that the written
discription of the products covered by
the investigation is dispositive. The HTS
numbers arP. provided for convenience
and customs purposes as to the scope of
the product coverage. We do not view·
providing additional I-ITS sub-headings
as broadening the scope of the
investigation.
Comment 4: V. B. Splaun &: Son, an
importer, believes it is inappropriate to
include nylon core flat belts imported
from Italy in the scope of this
investigation. V. B. Splaun &: Son
requests that these nylon-core belts be
excluded from this investigation.
DOC Position: The information
received was insufficient to determine
whether the merchandise is properly
excluded from the scqpe of this .
investigation. In addition, the
information received from th'.!sc firms
arrived too lute to be unalyzed and
\'erified for this final determination. If

the final determination of the ITC results
in an antidumping duty order on this
merchandise, and upon receipt of proper
documentation. the Department may
conduct a scope ruling procedure
concerning the products imported by
these firms.
.
Continuation of Suspension of
Liquidation: We are directing the U.S.
Customs Service to continue to suspend
liauida ti on of all entries of industrial
belts from Italy, as defined in the "Scope
cf investigation" section of this notice,
· that are entered, or withdrawn from
warehouse, for consumption on or after
the date which is 90 days prior to the
date of oublication of the notice of the
preliminary determination in the Federal
Register. The U.S. Cui;torns Services
shall continue to require a cash deposit
or posting of a bond equal to the
estimated amounts by which the foreign
market value of the subject merchandise
from ltalv exceeds the United States
price as ~hO\Vn below. This suspension
of liauidation will remain in effect until
further notice. The margins are as
follows:
ManufacturerI producer I exporlel
Pirelii T rasmissioni lndustriali, S.p.A. •...•
Alt others .................·-············-·······-·······

Ma rain
percentage

74.90
74.90

15485

This determination is published
pursuant to section 735(d) of the Act (19
u.s.c. 1673d(d).
Tunothy N. Bergan,
Aeling Assistant Secretary for Import
Administrotion.
[FR Doc. ~9253 FHed 4-17-89; 8:45 am)
BIUJNG CODE 3510-CS-M

rA- sse-eo7J
Final Determlnnnon of Sales of Less
Than Fair Value: Industrial Belts and
Components and Parts Thereof,
V/hether Cured or Uncured, from
Japan

Import Administration,
International Trade Administration.
Department of Commerce.
ACTION: Notice.

AGENCY:

We determine that industrial
belts and components and parts thereof.
· whether cured or uncured (hereLriafter
referred to as industrial belts) from
Japan are being, or are likely to be, sold
in the United States at less than fai.r
value. We also determine that critical
circumstances exist with respect to .
import of industrial belts from Japan.
We have notified the U.S.
International Trade Commission [ITC)
of our determination and have directed
the U.S. Customs Service to continue to
suspend liquidation of all entries of
industrial belts from Japan as described
in the "Continuation of Suspension of .
Liquidation" section if this notice. The
ITC will determine, within 45 days of the
publication of this notice, whether these
imports materially injure, or threaten
material injury to, the U.S. industry.
EFFECTIVE DATE: ~pril 18, 1989..
.
SUMMARY:

ITC Notification
In accordance with section 735(d) of
Llie Act, we have notified the ITC of our
determination. In addition. we are ·
making av~ilable to the ITC all
nonprivileged and nonproprietary ·
information relating to this
investigation. We will allow the ITC
access to all privileged and business
proprietary information in our files,
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION COITTACT:
provided the ITC confirms that it will
Louis Apple or Loe Nguyen, Office of
not disclose such information, either
Antidurnping Investigations, Import
publicly or under administrative
Administration, International Trade
protective order, without the written
Administration, U.S. Department of .
consent of the Assistant Secretary for
Commerce, 14th Street and Constitution
Import Administration.
Avenue, NW., Washington, DC 20230;
If the ITC determines that material
telephone: (202) 377-1769 or (202) 377injury, or threat of material injw-y, does
3530.
not exist, the proceeding will be
terminated and all securities posted as a · SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
result of the suspension of liquidation
Final De~crmination
will be refunded or cancelled. However,
We determine that industrial belts
if the ITC determines that material
from japan are being, or are likely to be,
injury does exist, the Department \\'iii
sold in the United States at less than fair
. issue an antidumping duty order ·
value, as provided in section 735 of the
directing Customs officials to assess
Tariff Act of 1930, as amended (19
antidmnping duties on industrial belts
U.S.C. 1G73d(a)) (the Act). The estimated
from Italy entered, or withdra,,.,-n from
margin is shown in the "Continuation of
warehouse, for consumption, on or after
Suspension of Liquidation" section of
the effective date of the suspension of
this noti::e. We also determine that
liquidation, equal to the amount by
critical circumstances exist with respect
which the foreign market value exceeds
to industrial belts from Japan.
th United StRtes price.
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Case History
On january 26. 1989, we made an

affirmative preliminary determination
{54 FR 5114, February 1, 1989). We
.
received comments from petitioner. We
have received a number of requests for
exclusion of merchandise from the scope
of this fmal determination (see comment
number4).
Scope of Investigation
The United States has developed a
system of tariff classification based on
the international hannonized svstem of
customs nomencla.ture. On Jan~ary 1.
1969, the U.S. tariff schedules were fully
converted to the Harmonized Tariff
Schedule [HTS), as provided for in
section 1201 et seq. of the Omnibus .
Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988:
All merchandise entered, or withdrawn
from warehouse, for consumption on or
after that date is now classified solely
according to the appropriate HTS subheadings. The HTS sub-headings are
provided for convenience and Customs
purposes. The written description
remains disposi tive.
Troe products covered by this
investigation are industrial belts from
Japan currently provided for under
Tariff Schedules of the United States
Annotated (TSUSA) item numbers
358.0210. 358.0290, 358.0610, 358.0690,
350.0000. 358.0900, 35s.1100.·358.14oo.
358.1600, 657.2520, 773.3510 and 773.3520;
and currently classifiable under
Harmonized Tariff Schedule (HTS) subheadings 3926.90.55, 3926.90.56,
3926.90:57, 3926.90.59, 3926.90.60,
4010.10.10, 4010.10.50, 4010.91.11,
4010.91.15, 4010.91.19. 4010.91.50,
4010.99.11, 4010.99.15, 4010.99.19,
4010.99.50, 5910.00.10, 5910.00.90, and
7326.20.00·.
.
The merchandise covered by this
investigation includes certain industrial
belts for power transmission. These
include V-belts, synchronous belts,
round belts and flat belts, in part or
wholly of rubber of plastic, and
containing textile fiber (including glass
fiber) or steel wire, cord or strand. and
whether in endless (i.e., closed loop) or
in belting in lengths or links. This
investigation excludes conveyor belts
and automotive belts as well as front
engine drive belts found on equipment
power by internal combustion engines,
including trucks, tractors. buses, and lift
truck3.
Period of lovestigeUon.
The period of investigation is January
1, 1988, through June 30, 1988.

I
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Fair Value Comparisons · ·
To determine wheiher saies oi
industrial belts from Japan to the United
States were made at less than fair value,
we compared the United States price to
the foreign market value. For our
preliminary detennination we used best
information available as required by
section 776(c) of the Act. As best
information available. we took the
highest margin contained in the petition
for each of the product types for the
period of investigation and calculated a
simple average of those figures to
determine a margin for the products
under investigation. Since the
respondent. Bando, failed to participate
,in the investigation, we are using the
same methodology for calculating a
margin for the final determination.
United Stateo Price
United States price was based on the
U.S. price infonnation provided in the
petition pursuant to section 772 of the
Act.
Foreign Market Value
Foreign market value was based on
home market prices provided in the
petition pursuant to section 7i3 of the
Act.
Critical Circumstances
On June 30, 1988, petitioner alleged
that critical circumstances exist with
respect to imports of the subject
merchandise from Japan. Section
735(a)(3) of the Act provides that critical
circumst.ances exist if we determine
that:
(A)(i) there is a history of dumping in the
United States or elsewhere of the class or
kind of merchandise which is the subject of
the investigation; or
(ii) the person whom or for whose account.
the merchandise was imported knew or
should hB\'e known that the exporter was
selling the merchandise which is the subject
of the investigation at less than its fair value;
and
(BJ there have been massive imports of the
class or kind of merchandise which is the
subject of the investigation over a relatively
.
short pe!iod.

Pursuant to section 735(a)(3), we
generally consider the following factors
in determining whether imports have
been massive over a ;elatively short
period of time: (1) The volume and value
of the imports; (2) searnnal trends (if ·
applicable); and (3) thf' share cf
domestic consumption accountP.d for by
imports. ·
Since the respondent, Bando Chemical
Industries (Bando). failed lo participate
in the investigation, we arC! determining
that critical circumstances for this
respondent exist based on br.sl

Information available information. As

__ ......... ................ - . -··- .... ·-· ... - -· ....
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assuming that imports of industrial belts
have been massive over a relatively
short period of time. In determining
knowledge of dumping. the Department
normally considers margins of 253 or
more sufficient to impute knowledge of.
dumping under section 735(a)(3)(A) (see,
e.g.. Final Determination of Sales at
Less Than Fair Value: Tapered RoIIer
Bearings and Parts Therefor. Finished
or Unfinished, from Italy (52 FR 24198,
June 29, 1987)). Therefore. in accordance
with sections 735(a)[3)(A)(ii) and
735(a)(3)(D), we determine that critical
circumstances exist with respect to
Bando.
With respect to firms covered by the
"All Other" rate, we have determined
that imports of industrial belts have not
been massive over a relatively short
period of time and, therefore, that
critical circumstances do not exist.
Since we do not find that there have
been massive imports of industrial belts
from firms included in the "All Other" ·
rate, we do not need to consider
whether there is a history of dumping or
.whether importers of these products
know or should have known that the
merchandise was being sold at less than
fair value.
Interested Party Comments

Comment 1: Petitioner argues that.
based on U.S. import statistics, IM 146
data, the Department should find that
there has been massive imports of
industrial belts over a relatively short
period of time. Petitioner further asserts
that an antidumping margin of 253 or
more is sufficient to impute knowledge
to the importer that the exporter was
seliing the merchandise at less than fair
value.
DOC Position: Since the respondent,
Bando. failed to participate in the
investigation, as best information
available, we are assuming that its
imports of industrial belts from Japan
have been massive over a relatively
short period of time. Furthermore. we
find that the best information a\·ailable
margin of 93.163 is sufficient to impute
knowledge to the importer that the
exporter was selling the merchandise at
less than fair value.
With regard to firms covered by the
"All Other" rate, see the "Critical
Circumstances" section of this
delermina ti on.
Comment 2: Petitioner argues that the
Department's final determination should
be based on the highest less-than-fair·
value margin alleged in the petition.
DOC Position: The Depa!'tment is
applying the same met11odolo3y used in
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he prel!.minary determination to
:alculate the margins for the final ·
letermination. As best information
1vailable, we are taking the highest
nargin contained in the petition for each ·
>f the product types for the period of.
nvestigation and then calculating a
1imple average of those figures to ·
ietennine the margin for the products
11I1der investigation.
Comment 3: Petitioner asserts that in
its scope of investigation at the
preliminary determination, the ·
Department listed only four HTS subheadings. Petitioner requests that the
Department list eighteen HTS subheadings in its final determination.
DOC Position: We agree. The petition
included nine TSUSA item numbers and
four HTS sub-headings that petitioner
believed would correspond to the
.
TSUSA numbers·when the HTS system
became effective.
The Harmonized Tariff Schedule went
into effect on Junuary 1, 1989. Based on
a concordance between TSUSA item ·
nµmbers and HTS sµb-headings listed in
a January 1989 USITC publication, The
Continuity of Import and Export Trade ·
Statistics After Implementation of the .
Harmonized Commodity Description
pnd Coding System, petitioner requested
that the Department expand the four
HTS sub-headings listed in our
preliminary determination to eighteen .
sub-headings.
.
We asked for comments from the
interestad parties in this investigation
concerning industrial belts covered by
the eighteen HTS sub-headings.
In our preliminary determinations, as
now, we note that the written
'
description of the products covered by
the investigation is dispositive. The HTS
• numbers are provided for convenience
and customs purposes as to the scope of
the product coverage. We do not.view ·
providing additional HTS sub-headings
as broadening the scope of this
·
·
.
investigation.
Comment 4: Nitta International arid
V.B. Splawn&: Son, importers, believe it
is inappropriate to include nylon core
flat belts imported from Japan in the
scope of this investigation. They request
· that these nylon-core belts be excluded
from this investigation.
DOC Position: The information
received was insufficient to determine
· whether the merchandise is properly
excluded from the scope of this ·
investigation. In addition, the ·
information received from these firms
arrived too late to be analyzed and
verified for this final determination. If .
the final determination of the ITC results.
in an antidurnping duty order on this
merchandise, and upon receipt of proper
documentation, the Department may ·

·-

conduct a scope ruling procedure· .. · , ...
concerning the products imported· by
these fo·ms.
·
Continuation of Suspension of
Liquidation
We are directing the U.S. Customs
Service to continue to suspend
.
liquidation of all entries of industrial
belts from Japan, as defined in the
"Scope of Investigation" section of this ..
notice. that are entered, or Withdrawn
from.warehouse, for consumption on or.
·after the date which is 90 days prior to ·
the date of publication of the .
preliminary determination in the Federal·
Register. Th.e U.S. Customs Service shall ·
continue to require a cash deposit or
posting of a bond equal to the estimated
amounts by which the foreign market
value of the subject merchandise from
Japan exceeds the United States price as
!:hown below. This. suspension of
·
liquidation will remain in effect until
further notice. The average of the
highest margin for each of the produ~t
types listed in the petition for the period
of investigation is as follows:
Manulact\Jrer/producer/exportar

'
Sando ...............................................:.........

All others ...................................................

Margin
percentage

93.16
93.16

ITC Notification

In accordance with section 735(d) ot
the Act, we have notified the ITC of our
determination. In addition, we are
making available to the ITC all
nonprivileged and nonproprietary· ·
~nformation relating to this
investigation. We will allow the ITC
access to all privileged and business
proprietary inform,ation in our files,
provided the ITC confirms that it will
not disclose such information, either
publicly or under administrative
protective order, without the written .
consent of the Assistant Secretary for·
Import Administration.
If the ITC determines that material
injury, or threat of material injury. does
not exist, the proceeding will be·. ·
terminated and all securities posted as a
•esult of the suspension of liquidation
will be refunded or cancelled. However,
if the ITC determines that material ·
injury does exist, the Department will
issue an antidumping duty order
directing Customs officials to assess
antidumping duties on industrial belts
from Japan entered, or withdrawn from
warehouse, for consumption, on or after
the effective date of the suspension of
liquidation, equal to the amount by
which the foreign market value exceeds
the United States price.

...
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This determination is published
pursuant to section 735( d) of the Act (19
u.s.c. 1673d(d)).
Timothy N. Bergan, ·
Acting Assistant Secretary for Import
Administration.
April 11, 1989.
[FR Doc.

B~Z54

Filed 4-17-a9: 8:45 am)

11.IWNO COOE 3510-0S-U

[A..;580-801]

Final Determination of Sales at Lesa
Than Fali' Value: Industrial Belts and
Components and Parts Thereof,
Whether Cured or Uncured, from the
Republic of K~rea

linp~rt Administration,
International Trade Administratton.
Department of ·commerce.
ACTION: Notice.

.· AOENCY:

We determine that industrial
bt:lts and components and parts ·thereof,
whether cl.ired or uncured, (hereinafter
referred to as industrial belts) from the
Republic of Korea are being, or are·
likely to be, sold in the United States at .·
less than fair value. We also determine
that critical circumstances exist with
respect tq i.i:nports of iDdustrial belts
from the Republic of Korea.
We have notified the U.S.
lritemational Trade Commission (ITC)
of our determination and have directed
the U.S. Customs Service to continue to
suspend liquidation of all entries of
·
industrial belts from the Republic of
Korea as described in the "Continuation
of Suspension of Liquidation'' section of
this notice. The ITC will determine,
within 45 days of the publication of this
notice, whether these imports materially
injure, or threaten material injury to; the
. U.S. industry.
EFFECTIVE DATE: April 18, 1989.
SUMMARY:

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Louis. Apple .cir Loe Nguyen, Office of
Antidumping Investigations, Import
Administration. International Trade
Administration, U.S. Department of.
Commerce, 14th Street and Constitution
Avenue. NW., Washirigton, DC Z0230;
telephone: [20Z) 377-1769 or (Z02) 3773530.
.
.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION:

Final Determinatior
We determine that industrial belts
from the Republic of Korea are being, or
are likely to be, sold in the United States
at less than fair value, as provided in
section 735 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as
amended (19 U.S.C 1673d(a)) (the Act).
. The estimuted margins are shown in the
"Continuation of Suspension of
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Liquidation" oection af this notice. 1.Va

Parlvd uf Iuvastigatlun ·

also determine that critical
circumstances.exist with respect to .
~ndustrial belts from the Republic cif
Korea.

The period of investigation is January
1, 1988, through June 30, 1988.

Case History
On January 26, 1969, we made ao
affirmative preliminary determination
(54 FR 5116, February 1, 1989). On March
13, 1989, Dunlop Belting Products, Ltd.
submitted some pricing data concerning
their imports of industrial belts from
Oongil Rubber Belting Co. (Dongil).
Scope of Investigation
The United States has developed a
system of tariff classification based on
the international harmonized system of
customs nomenclature. On January 1,
1969, the U.S. tariff schedules were fully
converted to the Harmonized Tariff ·
Schedule (HTS), as provided for in
section 1201 et sea. of the Omnibus
Trade and Compe.titiveness Act of 1988.
All merchandise entered, or withdrawn
from warehouse, for consumption on or·
after that date is now classified solely
according to the appropriate HTS subheadings. The HTS sub-headings sre
provided for convenience and Customs
purposes. The written description
remains dispositive.
The products covered by this
inve:;tigation are industrial belts from
the Republic oi Korea currently ·
provided for under Tariff Schedules of
the United States Annotated (TSUSA)
item numbers 358.0210, 358.0290, .
358.0Bio, 358.0690, 358.oaoo. 3ss.oooo,
358.1100, 358.1400, 358.1600, 657.2520,
773.3510 and 773.3520; and currently
· classifiable under Harmonized Tariff.
Schedule (HTS) sub-headings 3926.90.55,
3926.90.56. 3926.90.57, 3926.90.59,
3926.90.60, 4010.10.10, 4010.10.50,
4010.91.11, 4010.91.15, 4010.91.19,
4010.91.50, 4010.99.11, 4010.99.15,
4010.99.19, 4010.99.50, 5910.00.10,
5910.00.90, and 7326.20.00.
The merchandise·covered by this ·
investigation includes certain industrial
belts for power transmission. These
include V-belts, synchronous belts,
round belts and flat belts, in part or
wholly of rubber or plastic, and
containing textile fiber (including glass
fiber) or steel wire, cord or strand, and
whether in endless (i.e .. closed loop)
belts, or in belting in lengths or links.
This investigation excludes conveyor
belts and automotive belts as well as
front engine drive belts found on
equipment powered by internal
combustion engines, including trucks,
tractors, buses, and lift trucks.

Since the respondent, Deng!!. fs.Hed to

participate in the investigation, we are
determining that critical circumstances
for this respondent exist based on best ·
information available. As best· ·
Fair Value Comparisons
information available, we are assuming
To determine whether sales of
that imports of industrial belts have
industrial belts from the Republic of
been massive over a relatively short
Korea to the United States were made at period of time. In determining
·
less than fair value, we compared the
knowledge of dumping, the Department
United States price to the foreign market
value. For our preliminary determination norm.ally considers margins of 253 or
more, sufficient to impute knowledge of
we used best information available as
required by section 776(c) of the Act. As ·dumping under section 735(a)(3)(A) (see,
e.g., Final Determination of Safes at
best information available, we took the
Less Than Fair Value: Tapered Roller
highest margin contained in the petition
Bearings and Paris Thereof. Finished or
for each of the product types for the
Unfinished, from Italy (52 FR 24198, June
period of investigation and calculated a
29, 19B7)). Therefore, in accordance with
simple average of those figures to
_sections 735(a)(3)(A)(ii) and 735(a)(3)(B).
determine· a margin for the products
·we determine that critical circumstances
under investigation.. Since the
respor:dents, Dongil, failed to participate exist with respect to Dongil.
With respect to firms covered by the
in the investigation, we are using the
"All Other" rate, we have determined
same methodology for calculating a
that imports of industrial belts have not
margin for the final determination.
been massive over a relatively short
United States Price
period of time ari4. therefore, that
critical circumstances do not exist.
United States price was based on the
Since we do not find that there have ·
U.S. price Information provided in the
been massive 'imports of industrial belts
petition pursuant to section 772 of the
from other firms included in the "All
Act.
Other" rate, we do not need to consideForeign Market Value
whether there is a history: of dumping 01t1
whether importers of thes.e products
Foreign market value was based on :
knew or should have known that the
home market prices provided in the
merchandise was being' sold at less than
petition pursuant to section 773 of the
fair value.·
·
·
Act.
Critical Circumstances

Interested Party Comments

Comment 1: Petitioner argues that,
based on U.S. import statistics. IM 146
data, the Department should find that
there have been massive imports of
industrial belts over a relatively short
period of time. Petitioner further asserts
that an antidumping margin of 253 or
more is sufficient to impute knowledge
to the importer that the exporter was
selling the merchandise at less than fair
·
value.
Doc Postion: Since the respondent,
Dongil. failed to participate in the
investigation, as best information
· available, we are assuming that its
imports of industrial belts from the
Republic of Korea have been massive
over a relatively short period of time.
Furthermore, we find that the best
information available margin of 64.373
is sufficient to impute knowledge to the
Pursuant to section 735(a)(3), we
importer that the exporter was selling
generally consider the following factors
the merchandise at less than fair value.
in determining whether imports have
With regard to firms covered by the
been massivo over a relatively short
period of time: (1) The volume and value "All Other" rate, see the "Critical
circumstances" section of this ·
of the imports: (2) seasonal trends (if
determionation.
applicable); and (3) the share of
Comment 2: Petitioner argues that the
domestic consumption accounted for by
imports.
Department's final determination should

On June 30, 1988, petitioner alleged
that critical circumstances exist with
respect to imports of the subject
merchandise from the Republic of
Korea. Section 735(a)(3) of the Act ·
provides that critical circumstances
exist if we detemune that:
(A)(I) there Is a history of dumping in the:
United States or elsewhere of the class or
kind of merchandise which is the subject ofthe investigation; or
·
(ii) the person by whom, or for whose
.
account, the merchandise was imported knew·
or should have known that the exporter was
selling the merchandise which is the subject
of the i..,vestigation at less than its fair value:
and
(BJ there have been mnssive imports of the
class or kind of merchandise which Is the ·
subject of the investigation over a relatively
'
.
short period.
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be based on the highest less-than-fairimports from Pongil. See oar position to
value margin alleged in the petition.
comment 2 concerning our methodology .
DOC Pastian: The Department is
for making mai;gin calculations in this
applying the same methodology used in
determination,
·
the preliminary determination to
Continuation
of
Suspension
of
celcula te the margins for the· final
Liquidation·
determination. As best information
We are directing the U.S. Customs
availa):>le, we ·are taking the highest .
ma::gin contained in the petition for each Service to continue to suspend .
liquidation of all entries of industrial
of the product types the period of
belts from the Republic of Korea, as
investigation and then calculating a
defined in the "Scope of Investigation"
simple average of those figurP.s to
section of this riotice, that are entered,
determine the margin for the products
or ....ithdraivn from warehouse, for
under investigation. ·
consumption cri or after Llie date which
Comment 3: Petitioner asserts that in
is 90 days prior to the date of
its scope of investigation at the
preliminary determination, the
publication cif the prelimi:iary
determination in the Federal Register.
Department listed only four HTS sub·The U.S. Customs Service shall continue
headings. Petitioner requei:ts that the
to require a cash deposit or posting of a
Department list eighteen HTS subbond equal to the estimated amounts by
headings in its final determination.
DOCPosition~· We agree. The petition
. which the foreign market value of the
subject merchandise from the Reupblic
induded nine TSUSA item numbers and
four I-ITS sub-headings that petitioner
of Korea exceeds the United States price
a:; shown below. This i:us;:>ension of
believed would correspond to the
TSUSA numbers when the HTS system
liquidation will remain in effect until
h<?came effective.
further notice. The averase of the
The Harmonized Tariff Schedule went highest margin for each of the product
types listed in the petition for the period
into effect on January 1, 1989. Based on
of investigation is as follows:
·
a concordance between TSUSA item
numbers and HTS sub-headings listed in
Margin
a January i989 USITC publication, The
Manufacturer I producer I exporter
1>9rcentage
Continuity of Import and Export Tiade
·statisticsAfter lmp!ementatio11 of the
Dongil ........... _.,_ ..;.................. _........- ....
64.37
Harmonized Commodity Description
64.37
and Coding System, petitioner requested All others········-······---··---·-·--··-····
that the Department expand the four
HTS sub-headings listed in our
ITC Notification
preliminary determination to eighteen ·
sub-beadings.·
..
·
·
In accordance.with section 735[d) of
We asked fer comments from the
the Act; w.e have qotified the ITC of our
foterested parties in this investigation
determination. In addition, we are
. concerning industrial belts covered by
malting available to the ITC all
the eighteen HTS sub-headings.
nonprivileged and nonproprietary
In our preliminary determin·ations, as
information relating to this
·· now, we note that the Written
··
investigation. We will allow the ITC
description of the products covered by
access to all privileged and business
the investigation is dispositive. The HTS .proprietary information in our files,
numbers are provided for convenience · provided the ITC confirms that it will .
and customs purposes as to the scope.of
not disclose such information, either
the product cover11ge, We do not view
publicly or under administrative
providing additional HTS sub-headings
protective order, without the written
as broadening the scope of this ·
consent of the Assistant Secretary for
investiga lion.
·
Import Administration.
Comment 4: On March 13, 1989, .
If the rrc determipes that material
injury, or threat of materialiiljury, does
Dunlop B.elt,ing Products, Ltd. submitted
not exist, the proceeding will be
pricing data concerning its imports of.
industrial belts from Dongil. Dunlop
terminated and all· securities posted HS a
· result of the suspension of liquidation
requests L'ie Department to weight
average the data relied on in the petition wmbe refunded or cancelled. However,
as best available information in
if the ITC determines that material
·calculating the fair value comparisons.
injury does exist, the Department will
DOC Position: We have continued to
issue an antidumping duty order
take a simple .average of the margins
directing Customs officials to assess
contained in the petition. It would not be antidumping duties on industrial. belts
appropriate, in our view •. to use data
from the Republic of Korea entered, or
submitted by Dunlop because it was not
withdrawn from warehouse, for
verified and we have no way. of knowing consumption on or after the effective
whether it.represents the totality of .
date of the suspension of liquidation,

15{89"

equal to the amount by which the
foreign market value exceeds the United
States price.
This determination is published
pursuant to section 735(d) of the Act (19
u.s.c. 1673d(d)).
.
T1D1othy N. Bergan,
Acting Assistant Secretary
April ll. 1S89.
[FR Doc. 89-9255 Filed ~17-89; 8:45 am)
BIWNO CODE 3510-0S-U

[A-559-802]

Final Determination of Sales at Less
Than Fair Value: Industrial Belts and
Compon~nts and Parts Thereof,
Whether Cured or Uncured, from
Singapore

Import Administration,
International Trade Administration;
Department of Commerce.
ACTION: Notice.
AGENCY:

SUMMARY: We determine that industrial
belts and components ar.d parts thereof.
whether cured or uncured, (hereinafier
· referred to as industrial belts) from
Singapore are being, or are likely to be,
sold in the United States at less than fair
value. We have notified the U.S.
International Trade Commission (ITC)
of our determination and have directed
The U.S. Customs Service to continue to
suspend liquidation of all entries of
industrial belts from Singapore as · ·
described in the "Continuation of
Suspension of Liq\iidation" section of
this notice. The ITC will determine,
within 45 days of the publication of this
notice, whether these imports are
materially injuring, or are threatening
material injury to, a United States
industry. We also determine that critical
circumstances do not exist with respect
to imports of industrial belts from
Singapore.
·
EFFECTIVE DATE: April 18, 1989.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CotlTACT:

Loe Ng'.lyen or Karmi Leiman, Office of
Antidumping Investigations, Import
Administration, International Trade
Administration, U.S. Department of
Commerce, 14th Street and Constitution
Avenue, NW., Washington, DC 20230;
telephone: (202) 377-3530 (Nguyen) or
(202) 3i7-8371 (Leiman).
SUP?LEMENT AL INFORMATION:

Final Determination
We determine that industrial be!ts
from Singapore are being, or are likely
to be, sold in the United States at less
than fair value, as provided in section
735(a) of the Tariff Act of 1930, es
amended (19 U.S.C. 1673d(a)) (the Act).
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The estimated weighted-average .
containing textile fiber (including glass
margin8 are 8hown in ihe ··continuation
iiberj or steei wire. ccird or strand, and
of Suspension of Liquidation" section of
whether in endless (i.e., closed loop)
this notice.
belts, or in belting in lengths or links..
This investigation excludes conveyor
Case History
belts and automotive belts as well as
On January 26; 1989, we made an
· front engine drive belts found on
affirmative preliminary determination
equipment powered by inte~al
(54 FR 5110. February 1, 1989). The .
combustion engines. including trucks,
following events have occurred since. the tractors', buses. and lift trucks.
publication of that notice.
Period of Investigation · ·
The questionnaire responses from
Mitsuboshi Belting (Singapore) Pte. Ltd.
The period or' investigation (POI) is
[MBS), and its subsidiaries, Mitsuboshi
January 1, 1988, through June 30, 1988..
Belting Ltd. of the United States'[MBL
Such or Similar Comparisons .
USA) and Mitsuboshi Belting Ltd. of .
Canada [MBL Canada), were verified in
For t.ms. pursuant 'to ~edion
Singapore from February 22-24, 1989, in
771(16)(C) of the Act, we established
Calgary, Canada from February 13-15,
one category of "such or similar" .
and in Lombard, Illinois from February
merchandise: 'V-belts.
16-17, 1989.
Fair Value Comparisons.
On March 24, 1989, the Department
held a public hearing. Interested parties
To d~tennine whether. sales of
also submitted coJI1I0ents for the record
industrial belts from Singapore to tile .
in their pre-hearing briefs of March 17, .
United States were made at less than
fair value, we compared the United ..
1989, and in their post-hearing briefs of
March 31, 1989..
States price to the foreign market value.
pursuant to sections 772 and 773 of the
Scope Investigatlon ..
Act. respectively.
The United States has developed a
United States Price
system of tariff classification based on .
the international harmonized system of
For those sales by MBS that were
customs nomenclature. On January l,
made through a related sales agent in
1989, the U.S. tariff schedules were fully
the United States to an unrelated
converted to the Harmonized Tariff
purchaser prior to the date of
Schedule [HTS). as provided for in
importation. we used purchase price as
s.ection 1201 e{seq. of the Omn.ipus
the basis for determining United States
Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988.
price. For these sales, the Department
All merchandise entered. or withdrawn
determined that purchase price was the
from warehouse. for consumption on or
most apP,ropriate indicator. of United
after that date is now classified solely
States price based on the following
according to the appropriate HI'S
·
elements:
subheadings. The HI'S numbers are .
1. The merchandise in question was
provided for co1?Venience and Customs
shipped directly from the manufacturer
purposes. The written description
to the.unrelated buyer, without being
remains dispositive.
introduced in.to the inventory of the
The produc~s .covered by this , .
related selling agent:
investigation are industrial belts and
z. This was the customary commercial
components and parts thereof, whether
channel for sales of this merchandise
cured or u.b.eured,' provided for under
between the parties involved: and
Tariff Schedules of the United States
3. The related selling agent located in
Annotated (TSUSA} item numbers
the United States acted only as the
358.0210, 358.0290, 358.0610, 358.0890,
processor of sales-related
358.0800, 358.0900, 358.1100, 358.1400,
documentation and a communication
358.1600, 657.2520, 773.3510, and 773.3520 link with the unrelated U.S. buyers.
and currently classifiable under HI'S
Where all the above elements are met.
subheadings 3926.90.55, 3926.90.56,
we regard the routine selling functions
3926.90.57, 3926.90.59, 3926.90.60,
of.the exporter as ha\'ing been mer·ely
40~0.10.10, 4010.10.50, 4010.91.11,
relocat.ed geographically from the· ·
4010.91.15, 4010.91.19, 4010.91.50,
country of exportation to the United
4010.99.11, 4010.99.15, 4010.99.19,
States. where the sales agent performs
4010.99.50, 5910.00.10, 5910.00.90, and
them. Whether these functions are done
7326.20.00.
in the United States or abroad does not
The merchandise covered by this
change the substance of the transactions
investigation includes certain industrial
or the functions themselves.
belts for power transmission. These
In instances where merchandise is ·
include V-belts, synchronous belts,.
ordinarily diverted into the related U.S.
round belts and flat belts, in part or
selling agent's inventory', we regard this
wholly of rubber or plastic, ~nd
factor as an important distinction

of

because it is associated with a
materially difierent iype oi seiiing
·activity than the mere facilitation of a
transaction such as occurs on a direct
shipment to an unrelated U.S. purchaser.
In situations where the related party
places the merchandise Into inventory,
additional storage and financial carrying
costs are.commonty·incurred. We use
the inventory test because it can be
readily Understood and applied by
respondents who must respond to
Department queslionriaires in a short
period of time.
We calculated purchase price based
on the packed, c.i.f.. duty paid prices to
unrelated purchasers in the United
States. We made deductions from the
purchase price, where appropriate, for
foreign inland freight, U.S. and foreign
brokerage and handling charges, ocean
freight. marine insurance, U.S. duty, and
U.S. inland freight. pursuant to section
772(d)(2)(A} of the Act.
For those sales placed into inventory.
we based United States price on
exporter's sales price (ESP). in
accordance with section 772(c) of the
Act. since the first sale to an unrelated
customer was made· after importation.
We calculated ESP based on packed, exwarehouse or delivered, duty-paid
prices to unrelated purchasers in the
United States. We made deductions;
where appropriate, for foreign inland
freight, U.S. and foreign brokerage and
ha'ndling charges, ocean freight, marine .
insurance, U.S. duty, U.S. inland freight,
discounts, rebates, repacking.
commissions, credit expenses, and other
indirect selling expenses.
·
Foreign Market Value
We verified that home market sales of
MBS are less than five percent of its
third country sales and have, therefore.
selected Canada as the appropriate third
country, in accordance with § 353.S[c) of
our regulations.
Because MBS is a subsidiary of
Mitsuboshi Belting Ltd. of Japan. a
producer of such or similar belts.
petitioner requested that we invoke the
rule under section 773(d) of the Act for
calculating foreign market value for
certain multinational corporations. The
multinational provision allows foreign
market value to be determined by
reference to the foreign market value of
• "such or similar merchandise" sold by a
related party in a country other than the
country of exportation. Use of the
pro,·ision requires the Department to
determine that the following three
conditions are met:
(1) The production facilities in the
country of exportation are owned or
controlled by a corporation which also
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owns or controls facilities for the
production of such or similar
merchandise located in another country
or countries:
(2) Sales of such or similar
merchandise in the country of
exportation are nonexistent or
inadequate as a basis of comparison
with sales of the merchandise to the
United States:
(3) The foreign market value of such
or similar merchandise produced in one
or more facilities outside the country of
exportation is higher than the foreign
market value of such or similar
merchandise produced in facilities in the
country of exportation.
The first two conditions of section
773{d) are meL However, petitioner's ·
allegation with respect to section
773(d)(3) is deficient. Where JapanCanada price comparisons involved
identical merchandise, export prices to
Canada were found to be significantly
higher than Japanese home market
prices. Where price comparisons
involved non-identical merchandise, it
was not apparent to the Department
from information submitted by the
petitioner that the price comparisons
were based on.."similar" merchandise.
For these reasons, we did not initiate the
multinational provision.
As stated above, it was determined
that Singapore's home market was not
viable for comparison purposes.
Therefore, in accordance with section
773(a) of the Act, we calculated foreign
market value based on delivered,
packed, third country (Canada) prices to
unrelated purchasers. We made
deductions, where appropriate, for
.
Singapore and Canadian inland freight.
. Singapore and Canadian brokerage and
handling charges, ocean freight. marine
insurance, Canadian duty, discounts and
rebates.
For foreign market value compared
with U.S. purchase price we made
adjustments under § 325.15 of our
regulations for differences in
circumstances of sale for commissions
and credit expenses in the U.S. and
Canadian markets.
For foreign market value compared
with ESP, we deducted credit expenses
and commissions, in accordance with
§ 353.15(c). We also deducted indirect
selling expenses incurred on third
country sales up to the amount of
indirect selling expenses incurred on
sales in the U.S. market, in accordance
with § 353.15(c) of our regulations.
In order to adjust for differences in
packing between the two markets, we
deducted canadian packing costs from
foreign market value and added U.S.
packing costs.
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. belts from Singapore. Consequently, the
Currency Conversion
requirements of section 735(a)(3)(B)
For comparisons involving purchase
have not been met and critical
price transactions. we used the official
circumstances do not exist with respect
exchange rates in effect on the dates of
sale. in accordance with § 353.56(a)(1) of to imports of industrial belts from
·
Singapore..
our regulations. For comparisons
involving ESP transactions, we used the
Verification
official exchange rates in effect on the
We verified the information used in
dates of sale, in accordance with section
making our final determination in this
773(a)(1) of the Act. as amended by
investigation in accordance with section
section 615 of the Trade and Tariff Act
776(b) of the AcL We used standard
of 1984. All currency conversions were
verification procedures, including
·
made at the rates certified by the
examination
of
relevant
accounting
Federal Reserve Bank of New York.
records and original source documents
Critical Circumstances
provided by the respondents. ·
Petitioner alleges that "critical
Interested Party Comments
circumstances" exist with respect to
Comment 1: Petitioner asserts that the
imports of the subject merchandise from
Department discovered a signifiCant
Singapore. Section 735(a)(3) of the Act
number of discrepancies with the ·
provides that critical circumstances
respondent's third-country data or
exist if we determine that:
problems with the methodologies
[A)[i) there is a history of dumping in the
employed.
Therefore, the Department
United States or elsewhere of the class or
should not utilize respondent's
kind of merchandise which is the subject of
submission, but use best information
the investigation. or
available.
(ii) the person by whom. or for whose
account. the merchandise was imported knew
Respondent argues that there is no
or should have known that the exporter was
basis for disallowing corrections to data
selling the merchandise which is the subject
made during verification. Respondents ·
of the investigation at less than its fair value,
are required to prepare and submit
and
voluminous data in a very short period
(B) there have been massive imports of the
of time, so the existence of clerical ··
class or kind of merchandise which is the
subject of the investigation over a relatively
mistakes in the response can be
short period.
expected. Respondent argues that
petitioner's position. that no corrections
Pursuant to section 735(a)(3)(B). we
should be allowed at or subsequent to
generally consider the following factors
verification, would prevent the ·
in determining whether imports have
Department from making a fair value
.been massive over a relatively short
period of time: [1) The volume and value determination based on accurate
·
information.
of the imports: (2) seasonal trends (if
DOC Position: We agree with
applicable): and (3) the share oL
respondent. A careful review of past
domestic consumption accounted for by
antidumping cases, Antifriction
imports.
Because the Department's import data Bearings from the FRG (which has been
published in the Federal Register), Ligbtpertaining to the subject merchandise
Walled Welded Rectangular Ccrbon
are based on TSUSA basket categories,
Steel Tubing from Argentina (54 FR
for purposes of the final determination,
13913. April 6, 1939), Certain Granite
we used specific data on shipments of
Products _from Italy (53 FR 2na7, July 19,
the subject merchandise as the most
1988). and Tapered Roller Bearings and
appropriate basis for our determination
Parts Thereof. Finished or Unfinished,
of critical circiunstances. Furthermore,
from /taly(52 FR 24198, June 29, 1987)
we believe that company-specific
reveals that the facts involved in this
critical circumstances determina~ons
better fulfill the objective of the critical · case more closely resemble situations
where the Department used responses
circumstances provision of deterring
rather than rejecting them due to
·
companies from increasing importe
verification corrections and new
massively prior to the suspension of
submissions. The minor revisions found
liquidation. We asked MBS to supply
at verific.:ition did not substantially
monthly volume shipment data from
exceed the methodological problems
No,·ember 1937 to January 1909 in order
and mathematical errors commonly
for the Department to base the critical
found during other investigations in
circumstances determination on
which the Department used the response
company-specific data. We verified the
for purposes of the final determination.
information submitted by MBS. ·
Based on our analysis of respondent's
Furthermore, in both Ant1friction
shipment data, we do not find that there . Bearings from the FRG and Tapered
Roller Bearings and Parts Thereof.
have been massive imports of industrial
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.rf,--;ish'sd ch- U,;ff,;si,~cd, µ-c;,71 ltuly,
munufactured by Hsing Kwo in Taiwan · and sLj exported by Hsing Kwo to the
U.S. is irrelevant. Petitioner has not .
were "similar" merchandise to FHP
certain information contained in the.
supplied information establishing the
belts (31.. 41.. and SL) exported by Hsing
response could not be supported at
comparability of industrial belts ·
Kwo to the U.S. The Department,
verification. This is not the situation in
between different producers in different
therefore, should render a consistent
this case. All data has been
decision in this investigation by
satisfactorily verified using standard
. countries.
concluding MBS's 41., SL FHP sold in the
verification practices and techniques.
Comment 4: Petitioner argues that 19
Comment 2: Petitioner alleges that
U.S. and Canada are "similar" to the LA U.S.C.1677b(d) and the legislative
based on the company-specific data
and LB series sold by.MBL in Japan. In
history do not require the petitioner to
submitted by MBS. critical
.
rendering this decision, the Department
pro.duce information pertaining to
circumstances clearly exist with respect
must conclude that petitioner has
differences between the cost of
to imports of the subject merchandise
satisfied the requirements of 19 U.S.C.
merchandise sold in the country of
from Singapore. Petitioner further argues 1677b(d)(3) by establishing that MBL's
exportation and the merchandise sold
that it has obtained additional evidence
prices for belts sold in Japan were
.
outside the country of exportation.
significantly higher than the prices for
that MBL is increasing Its U.S. inventory
Petitioner states that such adjustments
levels of industrial belts. Hence, for
similar belts sold by MBS in Canada.
are discretionary and that, in fact, it has
Respondents argue th.at 3L. 41.. and SL
purposes of the final determination, the
never alleged that any adjustments
belts are not "similar" to the LA and LB
Department should render an
should be made. Accordingly, the lack of
series. Bando's SA and SB series are
affirmative critical circumstances
information with respect to price
similar to MBL's LA and LB series belts,
finding.
adjustments for differences in
and in fact compete ,in the same endRespondent argues that, contrary to
merchandise or cost of production data
petitioner's assertions, the facts of this
user market in Japan, i.e., agricultural
does not provide a sufficient basis for
case do not support an afiirmative ·
equipment. Furthermore, petitioner
the Department to refrain from invoking
stated in the related investigation of
determination regarding critical
the special statutory rule for
circumstances. Respondent argues that
industrial belts from Japan that SA and
multinational corporations. Petitioner
the Department should compare the six
SB belts produced in Japan by Bando
argues that if the Department believes
were not similar to the 3L, 4L and SL
month periods before and after the
that such adjustments are necessary,
series, and, therefore, the petitioner
petition was filed rather than applying
publicly available information can be
should be bound by its allegations.
the three-month periods advocated by
utilized.
DOC Position: The petitioner has not
petitioner in this case.
DOC Position: Within the context of
DOC Response: In examining whether satified the requirements of 19 U.S.C.
this proceeding, section 773(d)(3)
1677b(d)(3). In the petition a
critical circumstances exist, it has been
requires that the foreign market value of
the Department's policy in recent cases . concordance compares the models of
such or similar merchandise produced
to apply the principle of capturing
FHP belts sold in the U.S. by MBL and
by Mitsuboshi in Japan be higher than
shipment data up to the point of the
Bando with those sold by the same
.
the foreign market value of such or
preliminary determination. In this case,
companies in Japan. While, the petition
similar merchandise produced in
the preliminary determination was made indicates that the 4L and SL series belts
Singapore (and exported to Canada).
in February 1989: therefore, we have
sold by MBS in the U.S. and Canda are
This requirement is more than just a
compared the period between November in concordance with the SA and SB
simple price comparison. A difference
1987-June 1988 with the period between
belts of Bando and the LA and LB belts
between Japanese home market prices
July 1988-January 1989. See section on
of MBL sold in Japan, the Department
and export prices to Canada does not
made a preliminary determination that
Critical Circumstances.
a difference between the
Commeni 3. Petitioner argues that the
the Japan-Canada price comparison was imply
respective
foreign market values. If the
Department should have calculated
not based on "similar" merchandise.
price
differential
is wholly attributable
foreign market value using the special
Petitioner has failed to provide any new
rule for multinational corporations, 19
infonnation showing the LA/r:B series to to differences in merchandise, the.
foreign market values will be equal.
U.S.C. 1677b(d). Petitioner asserts that
be similar to the 4L/5L series of belts.
Similarly, equal prices do not in1ply
contrary to the Department's finding in
Specifically, petitioner has failed to
the preliminary determination, it has
explain its inconsistent allegation in the . equal foreign market values. Therefore,
a comparison of prices unadjusted for
provided sufficient price information to
investigation of Japanese industrial·
establish that the foreign market value
belts, that SA/SB belts are not similar to differences in merchandise does not
constitute sufficient support for an
of .MBS Singapore's belts sold in Canada 4L/5L belts. In addition, petitioner has
allegation made with· respect to
is lower than the foreign market value of failed to refute the claim made by
773(d)(3).
"such and similar" merchandise
respondent that SA/SB are dissimilar to
Comment 5: Petitioner argues that the
produced and sold by MBL Japan in
4L/5L belta. Therefore, the issue of
Department should not make any ·
Japan, as required by 19 U.S.C.
whether LA/LB and 4L/5L are similar
adjustments to third country prices with
1677b(d)(3). Specifically, petitioner
remains unresolved. It is the petitioner'·&
regard to transportation charges,
argues that the Japan-Canada price
obligation to provide the Department
because the reported per unit movement
comparison was based on "similar"
with a reasonable basis tO believe that
charges are average costs based on the.
merchandise. Petitioner states it has
the foreign market value of such or
incorrect allocation of expenses
shown that the LA and LB belts sold by
similar merchandise sold by MEL Lr1
l\IBL in Japan are "such or similar" to
Japan are higher than the foreign market incurred in a prior period. Petitioner
argues that in order for the agency to
the fractional horse power (FHP) belts
value of similar merchandise sold by
accept the reasonableness of
(3L, 41., and SL) exported by MBS
MBS in Canada. The fact that in the
Singapore to the United States and
case of industrial belts from Taiwan, the respondent's methodology, respondent
should be required to demonstrate: (1)
Canada. Petitioner further· argues that, in Department made differences in.
that once merchandise is sold (i.e.,
the case of industrial belts from Taiwan, merchandise adjustments between SM,
the Department preliminarily
SA. and SB belts manufactured by Hsing withdrawn from the U.S. subsidiary's
inventory), the subsidiary has no means.
determined that SM, SA, and SB belts
Kwo in Taiwan and FHP belts (3L, 4L,
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for trecking that particular merchandise
back to the point at which it was
received into inventory; and (2) that
documentary evidence exists which
. shows that expenses of the prior period
advocated by the respondent are the ·
expenses that are directly related to the
sales under consideration.
Respondent argues that whet
petitioner calls the use of "historical
data" is not "historical" at all
Respondent argues that in any
investigation of sales of fungible·
merchandise from an importer's
inventory, the use of co::ts incurred
outside the POI is necessary. Since the
importer, by definition. does not
· manufacture the merchandise but
imports it fro1'0 a foreign country, in
order to have the merchandise on hand
for sales from inventory, the importer
must have laid the merchandise into··
inventory at a date which preceded the
date of sale. In determining what costs
to use for expenses prior to the sale; the
question is, therefore, at what period
· was the merchandise which was sold
put into inventory. The best method for
determining this period is the use of
financial accounting records. An
examination of l\IBL Canada's end MBL
USA's financial records, performed by
the Department at verification, reveals
that the average turnover period for
merchandise put in inventory in both
countries is.es stated by the companies.
This methodology has been used
consistently on both sides of the .
calculations for out~of-invenfory sales in
both markets. Respondent argues that
the use of data from the period of
investigation for the calculation of
.movement expenses from Singapore to
the warehouse would not provide data
on the belts sold from inventory on
dates during that period. The transit
tini.e alone from Singapore to warehouse
is at least 8. month and may be as much·
as six weeks. The belts must then be
.added to inventory, where they are
treated as being completely fungible .
with other belts of the same description.
Such fungible merchandise is completely
different from television sets, large
machinery, or automobiles which have
serial numbers and may be sold and
inventoried on that basis. For
·
merchandise such as belts. there is
simply no alternative but the first-infirst-out method used here. Th.e
Department has accepted this
methodology before and accepted it in
the prelimfuaty determination in this
·case end verified it. At this point in the
investigatiori. the Department has given
respondents no indication that this
methodology is incorrect.
·
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·
DOC Position: We agree with
other sales at random and found that the
respondent Respondent has not used ·.
actual discounts on nine sales were
"historical" expenses related to past ·
reported correctly. The discounts on two
sales as a proxy for expenses related lo
sales were quite a bit higher then was .
sales during the POI, as is done when
reported in the response, and there was
estimating warranty expenses. Instead.
one sale on which no discount was
respondent has reasonably estimated ·
taken. although respondent reported ·
the expenses incurred on belts sold
giving a two percent discount. Because
during the POL Therefore. we are
the misreported discounts were
accepting respondent's claimed expense
relatively few in number and involved
for our final determination.
errors in both directions. we ere
Comment 7: Petitioner argues that any accepting respondent's claim for
discounts.
claim for a downward adjustment to
f9reign market value for freight-out
Comment 9: Petitioner states that the
expenses (freight from MBL Canada's
revised short-term borrowing rate
warehouse to the ultimate end-user)
submitted by MBL Canada et
should be rejected because the
verification constitutes "new
allocation is based on total inland
information" and should be utilized, if at
freight expenses. i.e., expenses which
all, only as "best information otherwise
nre attributable to merchandise outside
available." Moreover. the revised figure
· the scope of the investigation as well as
itself is based on data derived from the
to the sales under consideration.
period May 1987 to June 1988 and not
Petitioner asserts that such expenses
during the period of investigation.
cannot be tied directly to the
International Financial Statistics show
merchandise subject to investigation
that lending rates in Canad~ during the
end, therefore, there is no way to ensure POI were, on average, 10.003. In the
that the reported per pound freight
absence of period specific data, the
expenses are accurately reflective of the Department should utilize the IMF data
actual freight-out expenses on the
for its final determination.
subject merchandise.
DOC Response: We discgree. l/Je
DOC Position: We disagree. In most
verified that the revised iihort-t.erni
borrowing rate submitted is the actual
cases, when companies manufacture.
rate paid by MBL Canada. The revised
and/or sell more than one product.
rate submitted was only slightly
shipments are usually a mix of many
·products. Itis almost impossible for
different from the estimated rate
provided in the response.
· these comp~nies to segregate freight
Comment 10: Petitioner argues ·that
expenses of one product from freight
expenses of another product in the same the Department should disallow indirect
shipment. Thus. their accounting records selling expenses and inventory carrying
· costs for Canadian sales because MNBL
only reflect total freight expenses. We
Canada used expenses related to an
verified that this is true for MBS
Singapore, MBL USA. and MBL Canada. earlier period to calculate these ·
expenses for the POI and because MBL·
It is .our policy to allow allocations
provided revised data. which is "new
based on total expenses over total sales
information," at verification. .
in these cases.
Respondent argues that data
Furthermore, if we disallow the
adjustment for the Canadian market. we concerning ?-.IBL Canada's indirect
selling expenses were provided to the
would also have to disallow the
Deparlment and to petitioner's counsel
adjustment for the U.S. market. because
under Administrative Protective Order
the accounting records are kept exactly
on January 4, 1989, well in advance of
the same w~y in both countrie·s and the
verification. Under these facts,
calculation methodology used for U.S.
petitioner is completely wrong in ·
sales is the same as thatused for
Canadian sales. Petitioner.has not .
asserting that the information on MBL
argued that the adjustment in the U.S.
Canada's indirect selling expenses
should be disallowed.
submitted at verification amounts to
new information. On the contrary, the
Comment 8: Petitioner argues.that no
problems were called to the·
·
deduction from foreign market value for
Department's attention and the
cash discounts should be permitted.
corrected information was presented et
because verification shows that in
the time most appropriate for its
several instances MBS incorrectly
. reported that the customer took early
consider a ti on.
payment discounts even when the
DOC Respqnse: We agree with
customer did not do so·.
.
reiipondenL We verified that the revised
information submitted at vertification
DOC Position: We checked all sales
was correcL
made to one customer and found that .
respondent correctly reported the
. Comment 11: Petitioner alleges that
discount given. We also checked iwelve
MBS did not provide movement charges
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rel!~ted to U,S, !!!!le!! !!n !!. t?!!.nsaction-:
'specific \>asis. MBS incorrectly .
calculated these expenses based on
aggregate expenses. Furthermore, MBS
made incorrect assertions with respect
to ocean freight and marine insurance.
Moreover, certain charges were reported
in the wrong currencies, a fact which .
undennines the ove.rall credibility of
MBS's responses. .
. DOC Position: We disagree. We have
verified all information regarding
movement charges used in this
determination. See also DOC response
to Comment 7.
1
Comment 12: Petitioner claims that
?l.:IBS reported per unit duty expenses on
U.S. and Canadian sales using an
incorrect methodology. As best
information available, the DOC should
apply the ad valorem duty rate listed in
the TSUSA schedules to the imputed
entered customs value, which would be
Ute gross price less any U.S. movement
charges.
.
·
·
DOC Position: In the original
responses, both MBL USA and l\.IBL
Canada calculated duty expenses based
on weight. At vertification, we checked
customs entry forms and requested that
the two companies recalculale their duty
expenses based on entry value for each
product. They have done so and
provided us with costoms documents
upon whicl:i these calculations were
based. We have used these recalculated
expenses for our final determination.
Commenf13: Petitioner argues that
~1BS did not report per unit packing
· expenses on transadion-epecific
charges and that respondent incorrectly
aggregated the packing expenses and
derived a POI average. Petitioner argues
that the Department should apply the
·highest shipment-specific unit charge to
all tJ.S. purchase price sales.
DOC Position: We disagree: We
verified that MBS accurately reported
Canadian and U.S. packing costs.
Comment 14: Petitioner asserts that,
. for plirposes of the final determination,
the Department should apply the
discount discovered at verification to
the appropriate ESP transactions.
DOC Position: We have done so.
Comment 15: Petitioner claims that the
Department should apply the cash
discountgiven to several ESP customers
which was.discovered during
verification to all U.S. purchase price
sales as well, since it is unclear from the
verification report whether such·
expenses are exclusively related to ESP
transactions.
DOC Position: We disagree. We found
no indication at verification in ·
Singapore that the cash discount given
by MBL USA to its customers was given
by MBS to its direct sale· customers.
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Comment !B: Petitioner !!rgue~·Lli!!t
since the information given for
commissions paid to the commision ··
agent on direct sales made through MBL
USA is not verified, the Department
should use as best information available
the highest rate reported in MBS's
response.
DOC Response: We disagree. The
statute does not require that we verify.
all information provided. Since we
verified that the commissions paid by
MBS on Canadian purchase price sales
were accurate, there is no reason for us
to believe that the reported commissions
paid by MBS on U.S. purchase price
sales are incorrect.
. Comment 17: Petitioner asserts that
the tl'.ansportatio'° expense.s from MBS
to MBL USA are not an accurate
reflection of the actual expenses
incurred on a transaction-specific basis,
because they are based on the
derivation of an average costs which
have no direct.relationship to the sales
under consideration. Furthermore. MBS
,used an aggregate figure which included
expenses for automotive as well as .
industrial belts.
DOC Position: We disagree. See DOC
Position on Comment 7 ..
Comment 18: Petitioner argues that all
packing expenses on U.S. EPS sales
prices should be recalculated· on the
basis ~f financial statement figures ..
Furthermore, petitioner argues that since.
the verification team did not verify
MBS's claim that only a certain
percentage of its warehouse workers'
time is spent packing the subject
merchandise, the entire portion of those
. workers' wages and benefits should be
included in the U.S. packing expenses
claim.
DOC Position: The packing expenses
on U.S. ESP sales have been
·recalculated on the basis of the financial
statement.
We disagree with ·petitioner's
argument that, because we did not
verify the percentage of time the
warehouse workers spent on packing,
we should include the entire portion of ·
those workers' wages and benefits in .
the U.S. packing claim. Respondent used
the exact same percentage to calculate
Canadian packing expenses. At
verification in Canada, we visited the ·
warehouse and checked the duty
. summary to show the variety of tasks
performed by warehouse personnel and
determined that forty percent was a
reasonable estimate of the time spent by
warehouse labor on packing. Because
.the same tasks are performed by
warehouse personnel in the U.S .. the
· forty percent is also a reasonable
estimate for the U.S. market.
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Comment 19; Petitioner asserts that·
during verification MBS provided no
source documentation demonstrating·
that the pre-sale. technical service·
expenses were included in the reported
U.S. indirect selling expenses. Because
the Department cannot ensure that such
expenses have, in fact, been reported, it
should increase foreign market value by
the amount of U.S. technical service
expenses but make no deduction for any
technical expenses incurred in the home
market.
DOC Position: We disagree. The
travel expenses related to pre-sale
technical service expenses ere included
in the travel and promotions expense
reported in the responce. At verification .
we found no other technical service
travel expenses in MBL USA's records.
Comment 20: Petitioner claims that,
even though respondent reported that
during the. period of inves tiga ti on no
warranty expenses were incurred. there
is frequently a substantial lag time
between the sale of a product and any
warranty claims made by the customer.
Petitioner claims that MBS should have
submitted warranty expenses related to
sales cf the products in each of the five
years preceding the period of
investigation. Since MDS did not do so.
the Departemnt should µse. as best
information available, the hfghest ·
warranty claim reported by respondents
in the other antidumping duty
investigations involving industrial belts.
DOC Position: l\.ffiS failed to report
historical warranty expenses incurred
on merchandise sold to either market.
The Department. therefore, utilized the
best information available. The
Department. therefore, utilized the best
. information available. In considering the
information available to us, we noted
that MBL Canada has an express
warranty of freedom from defects in
material and workmanship, but incurred
no warranty expenses during the POI.
MBL USA also has an express warranty
that the Three Star brand belts conform
to or exceed the RMA standards, but did
not incur any \\:arranty expenses during
the POI. Furthermore, MBS sell~
identical merchandise in the Canadian
and U.S. markets. Therefore. we have
assumed that warranty expenses were
. basically the same for both markets, and
we did not make an adjustment for
warranty expenses to either foreign
market value or United States price.
Comment 22: Petitioner argues that in
Consumer Products Dfrision, SCM Corp.
v. Silver Reed America, 753 F.2d 1033 9th
Fed. Cir. 1985), the Federal Circuit
approved the ESP offset on the basis of
agency discretion. The court affirmed
that primarily and in general deductions
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should be limited to direct selling
expenses. The ESP offset,
fundamentally, is an exception. Thus. It
is clear that when the amount of the
offset exceeds the amount deducted
from U.S. price, the general rule
identified by the Court (i.e .. that
adjustments be limited to directly
related expenses) is thwarted. Given
that exporter's sales price is a unit price,
it is clear that the offset also should be
on a per unit basis. MBL's theory of
aggregate expenses would undermine
that purpose of the offset and run afoul
of the general rule limiting deductions to
directly related expenses.
Petitioner further argues that the
Dep6.rtment has consistently applied the
ESP offset cap on a sale-by-sale basis
and that respondent has failed to
provide a sufficient justification for the
proposed radical departiire from the
Department's well-established policy. In
addition, a cap based on per unit
expenses alleviates the administrative
burden of closely scrutinizing alleged
indirect selling expenses. Petitioner
further argues that the respondent has
misconstrued the Department's
regula lion and agency practice with
respect to the commisison offset.
Petitioner claims that the commission
offset is also applied on a per unit basis.
Respondent claims that the
Department should apply the ESP cap on
the aggregate amount of indirect selling
expenses in the United States and
Canada and not on a sale-by-sale,
product-by-product basis, because the
Department's regulation provides that
the offset be made "for all actual selling
expenses in the home market up to the
amount of selling expenses incurred in
the United States market." Respondent
claims that the Department's
determinations in Color Television
Receivers from Korea, 49 FR 7628, and
Television Receiving Sets, Monochrome
and Color, from Japan, 46 FR 30163 Uune
5, 1981) show that on occasion the
Department hss applied the ESP offset
cap on an aggregate basis. Respondent
argues that the ESP offset cap should be
treated in the same manner as the
commission offset:
DOC Position: We agree with
petitioner that it has been the
Department's policy to calculate the ESP
offset on a per unit basis. As we said in
Certain Internal Combustion, Industrial
Forklift Trucks from Japan, 53 FR 12552:
Capping on an aggregate basis would
not reflect the individual circumstances of each sale, and may lead to
adjustments distarted by the
comparative size of each market. Thus,
we continue to use our standard policy
of capping home market indirect selling
expenses on a sale-by-sale basis, as

described in the Department's 1985
Adjustment Study.
_
Comment 23: Respondent argues that
the manner in which the Department
applied the ESP cap in the preliminary
determination amounts to double ESP capping.,
Petitioner argues that, contrary to the
respondent's assertion, t.'1e Department
has not utilized a two-step ESP cap
procedure in this proceeding. Instead,
consistent with agency practice, the
Department capped the third country
market indirect selling expenses on a
sale-by-sale basis.
DOC Position: In the preliminary
determination, we used our standard
procedure and capped the third country
market indirect selling expenses on a
sale-by-sale basis. This did not amount
to double ESP capping ..
Comment 24: Petitioner asserts that in
its scope of investigation at the
preliminary determination, the
Department listed only four HTS
subheadings. Petitioner requests that the
Department list eighteen HTS
subheadings in its final determination.
DOC Position: We agree. The petition
included nine TSUSA item numbers and
four HTS subheadings that petitioner
believed would correspond to the
TSUSA numbers when the HTS system
became effective.
The HTS went into effect on January.
1, 1989. Based on a concordance
between TSUSA item numbers and HTS .·
subheadings listed in a January 1989
USITC publication, "The Continuity of
Import and Export Trade Statistics After·
Implementation of the Harmonized
Commodity Description and Coding ·
System," petitioner requested that the
Department expand the four HTS
subheadings listed in our preliminary to
18 subheadings. We asked for comments
from the interested parties in this
investigation concerning industrial belts
covered by the 18 HTS subheadings.
In our preliminary determination as
now, we note that the written
description of the products covered by
the investigation is disposilive. The HTS
numbers are provided for convenience
and customs purposes as to the scope of
the product coverage. We do not \'iew
providing additional HTS subheadings
as broadening the scope of this
investigation.

Continuation of Suspension of
Liquidation
In accordance ,-.·ith section 733(d)(l)
of the Act, we are directing the U.S.
Customs Service to continue to S:!Spend
liquidation of all entries of industrial
belts from Singapore, as defined in the
"Scope of Investigation" section of this
notic~. that are entered, or withdrawn
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from we-rehouse. for consumption. on or
a·fter January .26, 1989, the date of
publication of the preliminary
detennination in the Federal Register.
The U.S. Customs Se!'Vice shall continue
to require a cash deposit or posting of
bond equal to the estiplated amounts by
which the foreign market value of the
merchandise subject to this
investigation exceeds the United States
price. lis shov..-n below. This suspension
of liquidation will remain in effect until
further notice.
The weighted-average margins are as
follows:

Manufacturer /producer I exporter

Weighted·
average
mwg1n
percer.:age

Mitsut:oshl Belting (Singapore) Pie. _
Ltd.................................:................... .
All others .. ~.......................~ .....; ....:........

31-73
31.73

ITC Notification

In accordance with section 735(d) of the Act. we have notified the ITC of our
determination. In addition, we are
making available to the ITC all
nonprivileged and nonproprietary
information relating to this
investigation. We will allow the ITC
ac;cess to all privileged and bu:;iness
proprietnry infonnation in om' files,
provided the ITC confirms that it will
not disclose such information, either
publicly or under administrative
protective order. without the written .
consent of the Assistant Secretary for
Import Administration.
-If the ITC determines that material
injur~', or threat of material injury, does
not ex.ist, the proceeding will be
terminated and all securities posted as a
result of the suspension of liquidation
will be refunded or cancelled. However,
if the ITC determines that material
injnry does exist, the Department will
issue an antidumping duty order
directing Customs officials to assess
antidumping duties on industrial belts from Singapore entered, or withdrawn
from warehouse, for consumption, on or
after the effective date of the suspensior
of liquidation, equal to the amount by
which the foreign market value exceeds
the United States price.
- This determination is published
pursuant to section 735(d) of the Act (19
u.s.c. 16i3d(d)}.
Timothy N. Bergan,
Acting Assistant Secretary: for Import
Administration.
April 11. 1989.
[FR Dec. 89-9256 Filed 4-17---09; 8:45_ am)
BILLING CODE

351~05-M
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Scope of Investigation

The United States has deveioped a
system of tariff classification based on
the international harmonized system a[
customs nomenclature. On January 1.
1989, the U.S. tariff schedules were fully
converted to the Harmolliz.ed Tariff
Schedule (HrS}. and all merchandise
AGENCY: Import Administration.
entered or withdrawn from warehouse
International Trade Administration,
for consumption on or after that date is
Department of Commerce.
r.ow classified solely according to the
ACTIC'N: Notice.
appropriate HTS item number(s). The
Department is providing both the
SUMMARY:.We determine that industrial
appropriate Tariff Schedules of the
belts and components and parts thereof,
United States Annotated (TSUSA) item
whether cured or uncured, (hereinafter
number(s) and the appropriate HfS item
referred to as industrial belts) from
nu.'tlber(s) with its product descriptions
Taiwan are being, or are likely to be,
for convenience and Customs purposes.
sold in the United States (U.S.) at less
The Department's written description of
than fair value. We have notified the
the products under investigation
U.S. International Trade Commission
remains dispositive as to the scope of
(ITC) of our determination and have
the products covered by L'"iis
directed the U.S. Customs Service to
investigation.
continue to suspend liquidation of all
The products covered by this
entries of industrial belts from Taiwan
investigation a.re industrial belts from
as described in the "Suspension of
Taiwan, currently provided for under
Liquidation" section of this notice. The
TSUSA item numbers 358.0210, 358.0290,
ITC will determine, within 45 dsys of the 358.0610, 358.069{), 358.0800. 358.0900.
date of publication of this notice,
3:;a1100, 35a1400, 358.lGOO. 657..2520.
wheth'er these imports are materially
i73.3510, and 773.3520 and currently
Injuring. or threaten material injury to, a
classifiable under HTS item numbers
U.S. industry. We also determine that
5910.00.10, 5910.00.90, 4010.10.10.
4010.10.50, 3926.90.55, 4010.91.11,
critical circumstances do not exist with
4010.99.11, 3926.90.56, 3926.90.59,
resp~ct to imports of industrial belts
4010.91.19. 401Q.99.19, 3926.90.57.
from Tai·.van.
4010.91.15. 4010.99.15, 7326.20.00.
E!"FECTIVE DATE: April 18, 1989.
3926.90.60. 4010.91.50 and 4010.99.50.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
The merchandise covered by this
Michael Ready or Joel Fischl, Office of
investigation includes certain industrial
A.ntidurnping Investigations. Import
belts for power transmission. These
Administration, International Trade
include V-belts. synchronous belts,
Admir.istration, United States
round belts and flat belts. in part or
Department of Commerce, 14th Street
wholly of rubber or plastic. and
and Constitution Avenue, J\TW.,
containing textile fiber (includir.g glass
Washington, DC 20230; telephone: (202)
fiber) or steel wire, cord or strand, and
377-2613 or (202) 377-3003.
whether in endless (i.e., closed loop}
bells, or in belting in lengths or links.
tUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION:
This investii;ation excludes conveyor
Final Determination
belts and automotive belts as well as
front engine drive belts found on
We determine that industrial belts
equipment powered by internal
.
from Taiwan are being, or are likely to
combustion
engines,
including
trucks,
be, sold L'1 the United States at less than
tractors, buses, and lift trucks.
fair value, as provided in section 735 of
the Tariif Act of 1930, as amended (19
Period of Investigation .
U.S.C. 1673d) (the Act). TI1e estimated
The period of investigation is January
weighted-average margins are shown in
1. 1980 through June 30, 1988.
the "Suspension of Liquidation" section
Our investigation was limited to Hsing
of this notice.
Kwo Rubber r..·ffg. Co., Ltd. (Hsing Kwo),

Final Determination of Sales at Less
Than Fair Value: Industrial Betta and
Components and Parts Thereof,
Whether Cured or Uncured, From
Taiwan

Case History
Since our preliminary determination
(54 FR 5112. February 1, 1989), the
following events have occurred. A
public hearing was held on March 28,
1989. Petitioner filed a pre-hearing brief
on March 22, 1989, and a post-hearing
brief on March 31, 1989.
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Fair Value Comparisontt
To determine whether saies oiindustrial belts from Taiwan to the U.S.
were made at less lhan fair value. we
compared the United States price to the
foreign market value, pursuant to
sections 772 and 773 of the Act.
respectively.
United Slates Prico

In our preliminary determination we
calculated United States price usiD.g
e:Xporter's sales price methodology.
However, as a result of information
gathered at verification, we determined
that purchase price would be the
appropriate method. Virtually all of
Hsing Kwo's sales are made through a
related sales agent in the U.S. prior to
importation. The related sales agent.
Hsing Kwo USA (HKUSA). receives
orders and transmits them to Taiwan..
The manufacturer in Taiwan then packs
the merchandise for ea.ch order in
cartons stamped with shipping marks
identifying the ultimate customer. The
cartons are then packed into
international shipping containers (along
with cartons of V-belts destined for
other customers &swell as cartons of
merchandise not covered by this
investigation) which are shipped to
HKUSA. HKUSA unpacks the
containers and forwards the individual
cartons on tC> the ultimate purchasers.
For these sales, the Department has
determined that purchase price is the
appropriate basis for U.S. price based on
the follo"'ing elements:
1. The merchandise in question was
not introduced into the inventory of a
related selling agent;
z. This was the customary commercial
channel for sales of fais merchandise
between the parties involved; and
3. The related selling agent located in
the U.S. acted as a processor of salesrelated documentation, as a
communication link with the unrelated
u.s_ buyer, and as a freight forwarder.
Given this, we regard the routine
selling functions of the exporter as
merely having been relocated
geographically from the country of
exportation to the U.S., where the sales
agent performs them. Whether these
functions take place in the U.S. or
abroad does not change the substance of
the transactions or the functions
the producer responsible for the bulk of
themselves.
Taiwanese exports of this product to the
Because the balance of Hsing Kwo's
United States.
·
sales (exporter's sales price
Such or Similar Comparisons
transactions) was minimal, we have
disregarded them for purposes of this
For Hsing Kwo. pursuant to section
determination.
771(16)(C} of the Act. we established
We calculated purchase price based
one category of '.'such or similar"
on packed, f.o.b. seller's warehouse
merchandise: V-belts.
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prices to unrelated purchasers in the
U.S. We made deductions, where · cppropriate, for a harbor construction
tax. inland freight and brokerage in
Taiwan, ocean freight. marine
insurance, and merchandise processing
fees, harbor maintenance fees, customs
duty, customs brokerage, and inland
freight in the U.S. An addition was
made, pursuant to section 772(d)(l)(B) of
the Act, for import duties imposed by
the country of exportation which have
been rebated. or which have not been ·
collected by reason of the exportation of
the merchandise to the United States.
We also added the amount of value
added taxes which would have been
collected if the merchandise had not
been exported.
·
Minor revisions were made to certain
charges. Based on verified information.
brokerage, inland freight (for both
Taiwan and the U.S.), and ocean freight
\1iere recalculated on a per inch basis,
rather than value.-Allother cha~es,
which hnd been allocated based on U.S.
sales value were reallocated according
to the basis on which the}' were incurred
(e.g., c.i.f. Los Angeles, f.o.b. Taiwan
port). Forcign Market Value
We deterlllined L~ere were sufficient
s:iles in the home market to serve as the
basis for calculating foreign market
vah.ie. In accordance with section 773 of
the Act, we calculated foreign market
value based on packed, f.o.b. seller's
warehouse or delivered prices to
urir<?lated purchasers in Taiwan. We
mad!) deductions, where appropriate, for
inland freight.
-_
· We made adjustments, where
· applicable, for differences in the
.physical churacteristics of the
merchandise in acco:dance with
§ 353.16 of the regulations.
We-made adjustments under
§ 353.lS(a) of the Commerce' Regulations
for diiferenccs in circumstances of sale
for credit expenses where appropriate,
and \ve offset ·commissions paid in the
U.S. market with indirect selling
expenses incurred in the home market.
We made an upward adjustment to _
thr: tax~exclusive home market prices for
the value.added tax w.e computed for
U.S. price.
Dascd on verified information,
corrections were made to U.S. p~cking.
Certain other charges and corrections
were made usina vei-ified data.
Iniand freight ~vas recalculated on a_
- per-inch basis.
Unreported credit and commission
expenses on U.S. sales were included.
The home m:irket interest rate was
cor~cctcd. and difference in
merchandise adjustments which had
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better fulfill the objective of the critical
circumstances provision of deterring
specific companies that may try to
increase imports massively prior to the
Currency Conversion
suspension of liquidation.
As noted above. we are basing United
We have asked Hsing Kwo to supply
States price for all of our fair value
monthly volume shipment data in ord~r
comparisons on purchase price. Section
for the Department to base the critical
353.56(as)(1) of the Department of
·circumstances determination on
Commerce Regulations requires that in
company-specific data. We verified the
the case of purchase price transactions,
information submitted by Hsing Kwo.
the conversion of foreign currency into
Because the verified data submitted
U.S. dollars shall be made as of the date
by Hsing Kwo indicates that there have
of purchase or agreement to purchase. In not been massive imports over a
this instance, because Hsing Kwo
relatively short period, we find that the
apparently assumed that United States
requirements of section 735(a)(3)(B) are
price would be based on exporter's sales not satisfied for Hsing Kwo.
price, it provided only the date the
We examined recent antidumping
merchandise was "sold" (invoiced) by
duty cases and found that there are
Hsing Kwo's related selling agent in the
currently no findings of dumping in the
U.S.-not the date the goods were
United States or elsewhere of the
purchased (ordered) by the ultimate
subject merchandise by Hsing Kwo. It is
unrelated customer. Since the date of
our standard practice to impute
purchase was not supplied by Hsing
knowledge of dumping under section
Kwo, we have used as best information
735(a)(3)(A) of the Act when the
'
available, the highest exchange rate
estimated margins in our determinations
certified by the Federal Reserve Bank of
arc of such a magnitude that the
New York for the period of
importer should realize that dumping
investigation.
exists with regard to the subject
merchandise. Normally we consider
Critical Circumstances
estimated margins of :!~percent or
Ori June 30, 1988, petitioner alleged
greater to be sufficient [See, e.g., Final
that "critical circumstances" exist with
Determination of Sales at Less Than
respect to imports of the subject
Fair Value; Tapered Roller Bearings and
merchandise from Taiwan. Section
Parts Thereof, Finished or Unfinished,
735(a)(3)of the Act pro\-ides that critical from Italy (52 FR 24198, June 29, 1987).]
circumstances exist if we determined
However, in cases where the foreign that: ,
manufacturer sells in the U.S. through a
(A][i) there is a history of du.-nping in the
related company, we consider that
United States or elsewhere of the class cir
lower margins may be sufficient. [See,
kind of merchandise which is the subject of
e.g., Final Determination of Sales at Les:
the irtv,estigation: or
Than Fair Value; Certain Internal(ii) th_e person by whom, or for whose
acco\lllt, the merchandise was imported knew- Combustion, Industrial Forklift Turcks
from Japan (53 FR 12S52, April 15. 1988).
-or should have known that the exporter was
selling the merchandise which is the subject - Although Hsing Kwo sells in the U.S.
through a related company, their
of the _investigation at less than i!s fair V3luc:
margins are not sufficiently high to find
and
(BJ there have bt!en massive imports of t!ie
that the requirements of section
class or kind of merchandise which is the
735(a)(3)(A} are met. Therefore, we
subject of the investigation over e relatively
determine that critical ciicumstances d(
short period.
-not exist with respect to imporis of
We generally consider the following
industrial belts from Taiwan.
factors in determining whether imports
Verification
have been massive over a relatively
We verified the information used in short period of time: (1) The volume and
value of the imports; (2) seasonal trends
making our final determination in ·
(if applicable}; and (3} the share of
accordance with section 776(b) of the
domestic consumption accounted for by
Act. We used standard verification
imports.
procedures including examination of
Because the Department's import data
relevant accounting records 'and origin1
p~rtuining to the subject merchandise
documents of the respondent.
arc based on basket TSUSAcategories,
we requested specific data on shipments Interested Party Comments
of :he subject merchandise as the most
Comment 1: Petitioner contends that
appropriate basis for our determinations
the rote for all Taiwanese companies
of critical circumstances. Furthermore,
should be based on the best informatia
we believe that compan-y-specific
available due to "substantive
qitical circumstances determinations
deficiencies" in Hsing Kwo's response.

originally peen applied to three belt
types were applied to other belt types,
where appropriate.
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For further discussion of these
"deficiencies''. see ihe. "United State.a
Price" and "Foreign Market Value"
sections of this notice. as well aa
comments 2-4. and E>-10.
DOC Position: The Department
~sagrees. A careful review of past
antidumping cases. Ant.Jfrictian
Bearings from FRG (which has been
published in the Federal Register. Light.
Walled Welded Rectar1gular Carbon
Steel Tubing from Argentina f54 FR
13913. April 6, 1989). Certain Granite
Products .from Italy (53 FR 27187, July 19,
1D68), a?Jd Tapered RiJ!lcr Bearir:gs and
I'arts Thereof. Finished or Unfi:-1ishcd,
f."YJ:n l!aly (SZ FR :?4193, June 29, 1967),
r::veals that the facts involved in
li:dustrial Belts and Components and
Parts Thereof, Wnether Cured or
Vncured. from Taiwan more closely
resemble situations where the·
Department used responses, rather than
rejecting them due to verification
co1Tections and new submissions. The.
recalculations and re•1isior:s submitted
et verification did not substantially
exceed the methodological problems
End mathematical errors commonly
found during other investigations.
Futhermore. in both A."ltifriction
EDarings from FRG and Tapered Roller
Bearings and Parts Thereof. Finished or
i·nfinished. from Italy, there was.
u:werified response data. This is not the
&ituation in this case. All data has been
satisfactorily verified using standard
\'criiication practices and techniques.
Comment 2: Petitioner contends that
the Department's review of clerical
errors found in Hsing' I<wo's sales listing
at veri!ication v.·as one-sided. Petitioner
is particularly concerned with the
verification team's focus on transactions
"where there were high LTFV margins",
·but alieged lack of focua on negative
LTFV margins.
DOC Position: The Department
disag:ees. Petitioner erroneously
assumes that only errors benefidal to
Hsing Kwo were reviewed and
corrected. Th.is is not the case. Errors
that worked both in Hsing Kwo·s favor
Rnd cgainst Hsing Kwo were discovered
by the verification team. The
verification report states that "out.lier"
sales are "sales that were considerably
higher or lower than the norm", which
included sales that had both high and
low LTFV margins. A thorough
verificc.tion of 200 randomly chosen
sales were conducted, in addition to a
review of 62 "outlier'" sales. Petitioner"s
claim t!1at e:ror correction was one·
sided is not correct.
Comment 3: Petitioner contends that
because the Departmen! could not verify
the. occuracy of the reported dates of
sa!:!. '"i! is likely that I iK excluded
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relationships.. Petitioner seems to be
various sales that were actually made
reierring to a minor enar where Hsing
during the POL"
Kwo reported a m.in.isc:We number of ·
DOC Position: We disagree. While
Hsing Kwo reported home market sales
sales to two·related customers in the
on the basis of invoice date, rather then
home markeL During verification. these
purchase order date, the difference
sales were identified; Hsing Kwo was
between the two dates was not
asked to delete t.'lese from their
significanL Therefore. we have accepted
corrected tape. These sales were
home market sales reported an the basis
dropped from the riata base as
of invoice date. With respect to U.S.
requested.
sales, Hsing Kwo treated these as
Comment 8: Petitioner contends that
exporter's sales price sales and. hence.
bet:ause Hsing Kwo did not report
reported its sales based on the date that
packing ctists in the home market. the
the merchandise was invoiced to the
Department is precluded from making
unrelated U.S. customer. As discussed
an edju~~ent to foreign market value
above, we have deterIJlined that these
for home market packing for the
transactions are properly treated as
purpose~ of the final determination.
purchase price transactions. As a result,
. DOC Position: We ar,ree.
U.S. sales should have been reported
Commant 9: Petitioner contends that
based on the date of the purchase· order.
no deduction from foreip market \•elue
To compensate for this, we have applied
for inland freight shol!ld b:? allowed
the highest exchange rate iD effect
because respondents should not
during the period of investigation.
"construct a ouestionnaire response
Comment 4: Petitioner contend~ that
·materially different from the original
Li.e Department was unable to verify the
response"' du:ing verification.
volume and value of sales.
DOC Position: We disagree. We
DOC Positio:1: The DcparL~ent
determined at verificction t1at a
disagrees. The volume aLd value of
quantity-based methodology w:is
sales were thoroughly verified, and a
prefe:<lble to the v<llue-basd
minor mcthe:natical error m:ide by
methodology employed by Hsing Kwo to
respondent was corrected.
c<llc:ilate ir:.l:md freight expense. We
Comment 5: Petitioner argues that if
used verified do ta to recalcul<lte inland
the Department treats Hsir.g Kwo's
fr~ight.
United States sales as purchas.e price
Comment 10: Petitioner contends that
transactions, all ~elling expenses
difference in merchandise adjustment
L'lcurred by Hh-USA should be included
· corrections made during varification
in adjustments mnde pursuac.t to 19
should not be allowed.
U.S.C. 1577a(d)(Z) and 19 CTR 35J.15(a).
DOC PositioO: We disagree. We used
DOC Position: We have made a
verified data to recalculate these
circumstance of sale adjustment for all
adjustments~
differences in direct selli."lg expenses
Comment 11: Petitioner contends that
p:.irsuant to 19 CFR § 353.lS(a).
because Hsing Kv.·o was not able to
Furthermore, ·n1ovement expenses were
demonstrate clearly direct expenses,
deducted pursuant to 19 U.S.C.
that the Department·should not make
1677a(d){2).
adjustments tq foreign market value for
Comment 6: Petitioner contends that
these selling expenses if purchase price
Hsing Kwo incorrectly reported its U.S.
is used as the basis for United States
sales, resulting in "substar.tial revision
price.
.
and restatement" of all U.S. sales
DOC Position: We agree with re:;pecl
transactions. Additionally, because the.
to the expense categories' alluded to i.-1
corrections cannot be verified, it will be
pe.titioner'11 comment However, as
impossible for the Department to
noted above in the foreign m.arket v;;lue
determine Llie integrity of Lie response.
section of this notice. based upon
DOC Position: We dis'1gree. The
verified data, we did rnake.circamstance
revisions referred to by petitioner were
of sale adjustments for credit expenses.
simply separate reporting of previously
We ulso oUset U.S. commission .
·aggregated data. Moreover, the
expenses with indire::t selli:ig expecses
verification team retained copies of all
i:icurred in the home market
pertinent invoices, which enables the
Comment 12: Petitioner contends that
Department to c~cck Hsing Kwo's
Hsing Kwo c<!nnot reasonably advertise
corrections using verified information
for the purpose of making our finrl
its belts to customers of its original
de t ermina lion.
equipment manufacturer (0£..\{)
Comment 7: Petitioner contends thot
customers. Al:;o. petitioner contends
Hsina Kwo did not properly identify
that the Dr.pa:t'Ilent should release on
customer relationships prier to tl:e
advertisements outained during
preliminary determination.
V£>rifica ti on.
DOC Position: \Ve disasree. Hsing
DOC Position: \Ve o~rce that no
Kwo did properly idcntiiy customer
<hlvertising expense adjustment sho:ild
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be made with respect to Hsing Kwo's
duty drawback only on sales of belts
sales to OEM cuatomen. Because we
that have a polyester cord.
are unable to identify OEM aalea in
DOC Position; As all of the belts sold
Hsing Kwo'a sales listing. we have made to the U.S. by Hsing Kwo during the
no circumstance of aale adjustment for
period of investigation are of polyester
advertising expense. Instead, we
cord construction. we made an addition
included Hsing Kwo'a advertising
far duty drawback far all U.S. sales.
expense in the pool of indirect expenses
Comment 18: Petitioner argues that in.
used to offset commisalons paid on
calculating imputed U.S. credit expense,
certain U.S. sales. Also, the Department
the Departnient should use the longest
has released all samples of Hsing Kwo's period {104 days) between shipment and
advertising we collected to the
payment found at verification for any of
petitioner.
Hsing Kwo's U.S. sales.
Comment 13: Petitioner contends that
DOC Position: We disagree. We
the effective interest rate discovered at
calculated an average payment period
verification should be used to calculate
based on verified payment and sale
credit costs in the home market.
dates.
Additionally, because the Department
Comment 11: Petitioner contends that
verified payment dates to be inaccurate. an adjustment for technical service
these dstes should not be relied on and
expense incurred on U.S. sales is
required.
a credit adjustment should not be
DOC Position: We disagree. In its
allowed. If an adjustment is allowed, the
questionnaire response, Hsing Kwo
shortest verified payment date of nine
misinterpreted the term "technical ·
davs should be used.
service:• The technical service expenses
DOC Position: We agree that the
originally reported by Hsing Kwo with
eifective interest rate discovered at
respect to its U.S.sales were in fact
verification should be used to calculate
indirect expenses for which no
credit costs. Concerning the credit
adjustment is warranted when a
adjustment. based on verified payment
comparison involves purchase price
and sales dates. we calculated an
sales.
average time between shipment and
Comment 18: Petitioner contends that
payment which we used for the purpose
specific doC'.1ments collected at
of the final determination.
Comment 14: Petitioner argues that·
verification should be released under
Administrative Protective Order (APO).
pecking costs in the U.S. market should
DOC Position: We-have released to
be deducted from United States price.
petitioner, under APO. certain
Petitioner further argues that according
supplemen!al submissions collected
to the Department's verification report.
during verification that contained
Hsing Kwo underreported U.S. packing
information not previously on the .
costs and that consequently, if the
record. As to the verification exhibits, it
Department is uncertain of these costs,
is our policy not ~~ release a
the highest packing costs for any
respondent's supporting source
shipment should be used for all
shipments.
documents under an administrative
·
protective order when we have
DOC Position: Our methodology
. requested this additional information
requires that we make no deduction
· solely to further support a respondent's
from the United States sales price for
claim. Release of such documents can
U.S. packing expense, pursuant to
section 772(d). Rather, we add the U.S.
be damaging to the competitive position
of the respondenl If petitioners did not
packing expense in calculating foreign
market value, pursuant to section
agree with our position. the proper
i72(d)(1), while subtracting home market remedy was to appeal the refusal to
release verification exhibits under APO,
packing expense. As noted above in the
to the CIT while this investigation was
"Foreign Market Value" section of this·
in progre:;s 19 U.S ..C. 1677f(c)(2).
r.otice, the respondent did not report
Comment 19: Petitioner argues that
home market packing expense. and we
with respect to San Wu, a Taiwanese
he\'e made no deduction from foreign
market \'alue for the amount.
manufacture:- of the subject
With regard to the second part of
me::chandise to whom we did not
petitioner's comment, verification
present a questionnaire, and who
revealed t.llat U.S. p:ickir.g expense was
con!:equently has not participated in this
;,werstated, rather then underetnted in
investigation, the final determination
the questionnaire response. For
antidu.'T!ping margin should be bused
purposes of this final determination. we
upon "best information available"
ma?e the adjustment by using the
(company specific information from the
verified average U.S. packing expense.
petition) rather than the "nil other rate"
Comment 15: Petitioner argues that in
(the weighted average of the mari;in
calculating United States price, the
percentage the Department calculates
Department should make an addition for for all questionnaire respondents). In
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this case. since there is only one · .
questionnaire respondent, Hsing Kwo,
the "all other rate" is the same as the
margin percent88e calculated for Hsing
Kwo. Petitioner argues that only if the
margin percentage 1he Department
calculates for Hsing Kwo is higher than
the rate shown for San Wu in the
petition should the Department assign to
San Wu the all other (Hsing Kwo) rate.
Petitioner makes this argument que to
the affiliation of San Wu with
respondents in the companion
investigations involving this same
merchandise imported from Singapore
and Japan respectively, and with these
respondents' related U.S. importer.
Based on the results of our preliminary
determinations, petitioner anticipates
that the final determination margin
percentages calculated by the
Department for San Wu's affiliates in .
Singapore and Japan will be higher than .
the margin percentage the Department
calculates for Hsing KYt'.O in the Taiwan
investigation. and that consequently, the
related U.S. importer \\ill have an
incentive to shift its sources from Japan
or Sin:Japore to avoid any nntidumping
duty orders imposed on the subject
merchandise from those countries.
DOC Position: We disagree. The
Department's pclicy,'as stated in
§ 353.38 of the Regulations, is to
examine at least 60 percent of the
exports from any given country u."ldcr
investigation, ond to assign the "all
other" rate to those products not
investigated. The 60 percent minimum
was satisfied by Hsing Kwo's exports.
Exports of belts produced by San Wu in
Taiwan (assuming en antidumping duty
order with respect to Taiwan) would be
subject to a suspension of liquidation,
and the "all other" duty deposit rate
pending an annual review pursuant to
section 751. of the Act which would
establish antidumping duties due. which
may be more or less faan duties
deposited at entry of the merchandise.
Comment 20: Petitioner argues that
critical circumstances exist with respect
to imports of industrial belts from
Taiwan.
DOC Position: We disagree. See our
discussion of "Critical Circumstances"
above.
·
Comment 21: In a letter to the
Department dated April S, 1989,
petitioner makes certain allegations
regarding Hsing Kwo's U.S. sales data.
DOC Position: Petitioner's comments
are untimely, and improperly.
summarized in the public version. As
such, the De:Hlrtment c:innot consider
infonnation in the petitioner's Aprils.
1969 submission. Comments submitted
three working days before lhe final
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determination do not allow the.
Decartment adeauate time to nronerlv
analyze. or respond to, said corruii~nta.
Furthermore, the public version of the
above submission was improperly
prepared: petitioner deleted the entire·
second and third pP.ges of a three page
submission. Only pertinent business
proprietary info:mation should be
deleted or swnmar.zed from the ·public
version.
Comment 22: Petitioner asserts that in
its scope of investigation at the
preliminary determination, the
Department listed only four lITS subheadings. Petitioner requests that the
Department list eighteen HTS subheadings in its final determination.
DOC Position: We agree. The petition
included nine TSUSA item numbers and
four HTS sub-headings that petitioner
believed would correspond to the ·
TSUSA numbers when the HTS system
became effective:
·
The Harmonized Tariff Schedule went
into effect on January 1, 1989. Based on
a concordance between TSUSA item
numbers and HTS sub-headings listed in
a January 1989 USITC publication, "The
Continuity of Import and Export Trade
statistics After Implementation of the
Harmonized Commodity Description
and Coding System", petitioner
requested that the Department expand
the four HTS sub·headings listed in our
prelL'Ilinary determination to eighteen
sub-headings. We asked for comments
from the interested parties in this
investigation concerning industrial belts
covered by the eighteen HTS subheadings.
In our preliminary determinations, as
now, we note that the written
description of the products covered by
the investigation is dispositive. The tfTS
numbers are provided for convenience
and C'Jstoms purposes as to the· scope of
the product coverage. We do not view
proviciL-lg additional HTS sub-headings
as broadening the scope of this
investigation.
Continuation of Suspension of
Liquidation
We are directing the U.S. Cust.::ims
Sen·ice to continue to suspend
liquidation of all entries of industrial
belts from Taiwan, as defined in the
"Scope of Investigation" section of this
notice, that are entered, or withdrawn ·
from warehouse, for consumption, on or
after the date of publication of this
notice in the Federal Register. The U.S.
Customs Service shall continue to
require a cash deposit or posting of a
bond equal to the estL-nated amounts by
whicry the foreign market value of the
subject merchandise from Taiwan
exce:?ds the U.S. price as shown below.

This suspension of liquidation will .
~m~in in effect until further notice. The
weighted-average margins are as
follows:
Manufacturer/producet/exporter

Hsing Kwo

All

Weightedaverage
margin
percen1age

•

Otllera---·-·--·--·-

12.13
12.13

ITC Notification
In accordance with section 735(d) of ·
the Act, we have notified the ITC of our
determination. In addition, we are
making available to the ITC all
nonprivileged and nonproprietary
information relating to this
investigation. We will allow the ITC
access to all privileged and business
proprietary information in.our files,
provided the ITC confirms that it will
not disclose such information, either
publicly or under administrative
protective order, without the ..,..'Titten
consent of the Assistant Secretary for
Import Administration.
If the ITC determines that material
injury, or threat of material injury, docs
not exist. this proceeding will be
terminated and all securities posted as a
result of the suspension of liquidation
will be refunded .or cancelled. However,
if the ITC determines that such injury
does exist, the Department will issue an
antidwnping duty o~der directing
Customs officers to assess an
antidumping duty on industrial belts
from Taiwan .entered, or withdrawn
fro~ warehouse, for consumption after
the effective date of the suspension of·
liquidation, equal to the amount by
which the foreign market value exceeds
the U.S. price.
.
This determination is published
pursuant to section 735(d) of the Act (19
U.S.C. 1Gi3(d)).
Timothy N, Eergan,
Acting Assistant Secretary for Import
Administration.
[FR Doc. 89-9257 Filed 4-17-89; 8:45 am]
elLLIHQ COO!O
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Fir.al Determination cf Sale:; at Less
Than Fair Value: lnductrial B~lts and
Cornpon::nt:; and Parts Thereof,
V.:'hcthcr Cured or Uncured, Frcm the
United Klnocfom
Import Administration,
International Trade Administration,
Department of Commerce.
ACTIOtl: Notice.

AGENCY:

We determine that industrial
belts and components and parts thereof,
whether cured or uncured, (hereinafter
referred to as industrial belts) from the
United Kingdom (UK) are being. or are
likely to be, sold in the United States at
less than fair value. ·
We have notified the U.S;
International Trade Commission (ITC)
of our determination and have directed
the U.S. Customs Service to continue to
suspend liquidation of all entries of the
subject merchandise from the UK as
described in the "Continuation of
Suspension of Liquidation" section of
this notice. The ITC will determine, ·
within 45 days of the publication of this
notice, whether these imports materially
injure, or threaten material injury to, the
U.S. industry.

SUMMARY:

EFFECTIVE DATE:

April 18, 1989.

FOR FURTHl!R INFORMATION CONTACT:

Louis Apple, or Mary Jenkins, Office of
Antidumping Investigations. Import
Administration. International Trade
Administration, U.S. Department of
Commerce, 14th Street and Constitution
Avenue, NW., Washington, DC 20230,
telephone: (202) 377-1769, or 377-1756,
respectively.
•..
SUPPLErt.5'HTARY INFORMATIOrl:

Final Detennination
We determine that industrial belts
from the UK are being, or are likely to
be, sold in the United States at less than
fair value, as provided in section 735 of
the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended (19
U.S.C. 1673d(a) (the Act). The average
dumping margins are shown in the ·
"Suspension of Liquidation" section of
this notice. We also determine that
critical circumstances exist with respect
to imports from Arntz Belting Company,
Ltd. (Optibelt). We have determined that
critical circumstances do not exist with
respect to imports from J.H. Fenner &:
Company and all other exporters and
producers from the UK, as outlined in
the "Critical Circumstances" !!ection of
this notice.
Case History
Since our notice of preliminary
determination (54 FR 5106, February l,
1989), the following events have
occurred:
Verification of the questionnaire
responses provided by Fenner was
conducted in the UK and the United
States during February and March 1959
A public hearing was held on March
20, 1!.189. Petitioner. respondent. and
other interested parties have filed preand post-hearing briefs.
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products that were not subject to our
investigation. .
For Fenner. pursuant to section
Fenner took the total movement· ·
771(16)(C) of the Act. we established ·
charges f<>I' all products in each·
one category of "such or similar"
shipment of V-belts and allocated the· ·
merchandise; V-belta.
movement expenses for V-belts by value
Fair Value Comparisons
for total merchandise shipped. We have
not accepted Fenner'a allocation of
Fenner
these expenses by value because
shipping documents show that these
To determine whethe!' sales of
expenses are based on the weight of ·
industrial belts from the UK to the
each shipment. Because Fenner did not
United States were made at less than
calculate movement expenses based on
fair value, we compared the U.S. price
usir.g exporter's sales price with the
weight for the merchandise under
foreign market value pursuant to
investigation. we verified Fenner's
sections 772 and 773 of the Act.
actual movement expenses for V-belts
and all products included in the same
respectively.
shipment with V-belta. As best
Optibelt
information available (BIA). the total
actual verified movement expenses
To determine whether sales of
were allocated over the total shipments
industrial belts from the UK to the
of V-belts during the POI.
·
United States were made· at· less than
fair value, we compared the United
We made deductions for air freight,
States price to the foreign market value.
foreign inland freight and insurance,
brokerage and handling charges, U.S.
For our preliminary determination we
used best irJormation available as
Custom duty, U.S. inland freight and ·
required by section 776(c) of the Act. As
other processing fees. We deducted
best information available, we took the
indirect selling expenses in the home
market and indirect selling expenses in
highest margin contained in the petition
the United States, inventory carrying
for each of the product types for the POI
and calculated a simple average of those cost in the home market and inventory
carrying cost in the United States and·
figures to determine a margin for the
products under investigation. Since the
cost for the time merchandise was in
traruiit. We imputed inventory carrying
respondent, Optibelt failed to
participate in the investigation we are
cost based on Fenner's value of
merchandise, the number of days
using the same methodology for
merchandise was in·inventory and
calculating a margin for the final
Fenner's short-term borrowing rate. We
determinatioa
deducted credit expenses. We made
United States Price .
further deductions, where appropriate.
for U.S. commissions paid to Fenner
Fenner
:r
Manheim's sales representatives.
Fenner's U.S. sales are treated as
All movement charges. commissions.
exporter's sale price transactions (ESP)
and indirect selling expenses were
for the following reasons: Fenner
calculated as a percentage of sales price
Manheim. a Fenner U.S. subsidiary, is
to unrelated purchasers in the United
more than a mere facilitator of
States.
transactions between Fenner U.K. and
The total of the Indirect selling
U.S. customers. Fenner Manheim
·
expenses and commissions and
p-:.irchases the merchandise from Fenner
inventory carrying cost formed the cap
U.K. at a transfer price and resells the
for the allowable home market indirect
subject merchandise to its unrelated
selling expenses offset under § 353.15(c)
U.S. customers. Fenner Manheim · ·
of our regulations (see 19 CFR 315.15(c))
independently determines the price and
We added the amount of value added
other terms of sale to U.S. unrelated
tax which would have been collected if
customers based on market demand.
the merchandise had not been exported
Terms of sale to unrelated U.S.
customers
are
also
subject
to
change
Optibelt
Period of Investigation
without penalty prior to the date Fen..1er
. In accordance with section 772 of the
Manheim ships the merchandise and
The period of investigation (POI), is
Act, United States price was based on
in\'oices its U.S. customer.
January 1, 1988 through June 30, 1988.
thP. U.S. price information provided in
To calculate ESP in accordance with
O:ir investigation was limited to J.H.
the petition.
section 772(c) of the Act. we used the
Fenner. n voluntary respondent. Arntz
pecked, £.o.b. prices of industrial belts to Foreign Market Value
Belting Company, Ltd. (Optibelt), the
unrelated purchasers in the United
producer responsible for the bulk of the
Fenner
States.
United Kingdom e:r.ports of this product
to the United States, did not respond to
During the POI. some of Fenner's
In nccordanq1 with section 773(Rl of
the Department'11 questionnaire.
shipments of V-belts also included
the Act, we calculated foreign market

The United States baa developed a
system of tariff claaaification based on
the lntemational harmonized system of
customs nomenclature. On January 1,
1989. the U.S. tariff achedules were fully
converted to the Harmonized Tariff
Schedule (HI'S), and all merchandise
entered or withdrawn from warehouse
for consumption on or after that date is
now classified solely according to the
appropriate lfl'S item number(s). The
Department is providing both the
appropriate Tariff Schedules of the
United States Azznotated (TSUSAl item
number{s) and the appropriate I-ITS item
number(s) with its product descriptions
for convenience and Customs purposes.
1'he Department"s written description of .
the products under investigation
remains dispositive as to the scope of the products covered by this
investigation.
The products covered by this
investigation are industrial belts and
components and parts thereof, whether
cured or uncured, from the UK provided
·for under TSUSA item numbers 358.0210,
S5a.0290, 358.0610, 358.0690, 358.0800,
358.0900, 358.1100. 358.1400. 358.1600,
657.2520, 773.3510 and 773.3520, and
currently classifiable under I-ITS item
numbers 5910.00.10, 5910.00.90,
41)10.10.10. 4010.10.50, 3926.90.55,
3926.90.56, 3926.90.57, 3926.90.59,
3'.)26.90.60, 4010.91.11. 4010.91.15,
4010,91.19, 4010.91.50, 4010.99.11,
4010.~.lS. 4-010.00.19, 4010.99.50 and
7326.20.00.
The merchandise covered by this
investigation includes certain L,dustrial
belts for power transmission. These
include V-belts, synchronous belts,
rou.'ld belts and flat belts, in part or
wholly of rubber or plastic, and .
containing textile fiber (including glass
fiber) or steel wire, cord or strand, and
whether in endless (i.e., closed loop)
belts, or in belting in lengths or links.
This investigation excludes conveyor
belts and a-:.itomotive belts as well as
front engine drive belts found on ·
equipment powered by internal
combustion engines, including trucks,
tractors, buses, and lift trucks.

Such or Similar Comparisons

.
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value baaed on the packed, f.o.b. prices
to u.'lrelated et..letomere l'! the home ·.
market. To these prices we added the.
coat of U.S. packing. Fenner did not.
provide the coat of home market
packing. Therefore. no deduction was
made for home market packing coaL
We made deductions from the home
market price for discounts. We made
further deductions from the home
market price for credit expenses. We
deducted indirect selling expenses and
inventory costs incurred on home :
market sales up to the amount of
commissions and indirect selling
expenses incurred on sales in the U.S.
market, in accordance with section
353.15(c) of our regulations. We have
made an upward adjustment to the taxexclusive home market prices for the
value added tax we computed for U.S.
price. We have added export packing
cost to the fo;eign market value.
Optibelt
In accordance with section 773 of the
Act, foreign market value was based on
home market prices provided in the
petition.

Currency Conversion
We used the official exchange rates in
effect on the dates of sale, in accordance
with section 773(a)(l) of the Act. All
currency conversions were made at the
rates certified by the Federal Reserve
Bank of New York.
Critical Circumstances · .
On August 1, 1988, petitioner alleged
that "critical circumstances" exist with
respect to imports of the subject
merchandise from the UK. Section
735(a)(3) of the Act provides that critical
circumstances exist if we determine
that:
(A)(i) there is a rustory or dumping in the
United States or elsewhere or the class or
kind or merchandise which 11 the subject or
the investigation: or
(ii) the person b~· whom, or for whose
account. the merchandise was imported knew
or should have known that the exporters was
selling the merchandise which is the subject
or the investigation at less than its fair value;
a:id·
(BJ there have been messive imports or the
class or kind or merchandise which is the
subject or the investigation over a relativelY.
•short period.

Pursuant to section 735(a)(3), we
~enerally .c~nsider the following factors

detenmnmg whether imports have
been massive over a relatively short
period of time: (1) The volume and value
of the imports: (2) seasonal trends (if
applicable): and (3) the share of
?omestic consumption accounted for by
imports.

in
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Fenner
Because the Departmeni's import daia
pertaining to the subject merchandise
are based on basket TSUSA categories,
we requested specific data on shipments
of the subject merchandise as the most
appropriate basis fOr our determination
of critical circumstances. Furthermore,
we believe that a company-specific
critical circumstances detennination ·
better fulfills the critical circumstances
provisions'a objective of deterring a
company from increasing imports
massively prior to the suspension of
liquidation.
We asked Fenner to supply monthly
volume shipment data from November
1987 throt!gh January 1989 in order for
the Department to base the critical
circumstances determination on ·
company-specific data. We verified the
information submitted by Fenner.
Because the verified data submitted
by Fenner indicate that there have not
been massive imports over a relatively
short period, we find that the
requirements of section 73S(a)(3}(B) are
not satisfied for Fenner.
Op ti belt
Since the respondent, Optibelt, failed
to participate in the investigation, we
are determining that critical
circumstances for this respondent exist.
Based on best information available, we
are assuming that imports of industrial
belts have been massive over a
relatively short period of time. In
detennining whether there is a
knowledge of diunping, the Department
normally considers margins of 25
percent or more to impute knowledge of
dumping under section 735(a)(3)(A). (see
e.g. Final Detennination of Sales ot Less
Than Fair Value: Tapered Roller
·
Bearings and Parts thereof. Finished or
Unfinished, from Italy (52 FR 24198, June
29, 1987)). Therefore, in accordance with
section 735(a)(3)(A)(ii) and 735(a)(3)(B),
we determine that critical circumstances
exist with respect to Optibelt.
With respect to other firms covered by
the "All others''. rate, we have · ·
determined that imports of industrial
belts have not been massive over a
relatively short period of time. Since we
do not find that there have been massive
imports of industrial belts from other
firms included in the "All Other" rate,
we do not need to consider whether
there is a history of dumping or whether
importers of these products knew or
should have known that the
merchandise was being sold at less than
fair value.

I
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Verification·

A: provided L"! eect.ion 771'.1(b) of the
Act, we verified all information
provided by Fenner and used this
information in reaching the final
determination In this investigation. We
used standard verification procedures
including examination of relevant
accounting records and original source
documents provided by the respondent.
Interested Party Comments

Comment l: Petitioner asserts that. in
its scope of investigation at the
preliminary determination, the
Department listed only four HTS
subheadings. Petitioner requests that the
Department list all eighteen HTS
subheadings in its final determination.
DOC Position: We agree. The petition
includes nine TSUSA item numbers and
four HTS sub-headings that petitioner
believed would correspond to the
TSUSA numbers when the HTS system
become effective ..
The Harmonized Tariff Schedule went
into effect on January 1, 1989. Based on
a concordance between TSUSA item
nilmbers and HTS sub-headings listed in
a January 1989 USITC publication, The
Continuity of Import and E.-:port Trade
Statistics After implementation of the
Harmonized Commodity Description
and Coding System, petitioner requested
that the Department expand the four
HTS sub-headings listed in our
preliminary determination to eighteen
sub-headings. We asked fer comments
from the interested parties in this
investigation concerning industrial belts
covered by the eighteen HTS sub- .
headings.
·
In our preliminary determination, as
now, we note that the written
description of the products covered by
the investigation is dispostive. The HTS
numbers are provided for convenience
and customs purposes as to the scope of
the product coverage. Accordingly, we
do not view this es a broadening of the
scope of this investigation.
Comment 2: Petitioner argues that the
best information available (BIA)
dumping margin for Optibelt should be
the highest. margin found in the petition
since Optibelt failed to respond to the·
Department's questionnaire. Petitioner
notes that it provided extremely detailed
information in the petition with regard
to Optibelt. Petitioner also stated that
BTL, Ltd. a voluntary respondent who
also did not respond to the
questionnaire, should be £Ubject to the
"All other" rate.
DOC Position: The Department is
applying the same methodology used
inthe preliminary detenninetion to
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calculate the mafBini for the finol
determination. As beat information
available. we are taking the highest
margin contained in the petition for each
of the product types for the period of
investigation and then simple averaging
those figurers to determine the mlll'gina
for the product.a under investigation. We
agree with petitioner with regard to B11.
and they are included in the "All other''
rate.
Comment 3: Petitioner claims that
Fenner's response should be deemed
inadequate and should be rejected and
that the margin for Fenner should be
based on the highest margin found in the
petition.
Respondent claims that for purposes
of the final determination. the dumping
margin for Fenner should be based on
the information submitted by Fenner
and verified by the DepartmenL Thia
would include the original questionnaire
response and the suuple.naent responses.
DOC Positioii: A Careful review of
past antidumping cases. e.g.,
Antifriction Bearings from FR.G (issued
by the Department on March 24. 1989),

I
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verification should be considered for
purposes of the final determination.
Respondent argues that the changes
were minor and were limited to the ·
correction of information already on the
administrative record and therefore did
not amount to the submission of new
information. Respondent states that it is
the long established policy of the
Department to accept corrections to the
original response to conform to the . ·
information verified. Finally, respondent
strongly disagrees with the suggestion
by petitioner that Fenner adopted a
"wait and see" attitude before telling theDepartuient about discrepancies it
discovered prior to verification.
Respondent asserts it has always
cooperated fully with the Department in
this investigation.
DOC Position: Only revisions to
Fenner's response concerning indirect
selling expenses affect all sales in a
particular market. In that instance, the
correct indirect selling expenses were
submitted bv Fenner nt verification and
verified by the Department. Errors that
worked both for Fenner and against
Light-walled V.'elded Rectangular
Fenner were discovered during
Ca!'bcn Steel Tubing from Argentina (54 verification. These corrections were
FR 13913, April 6, 1989), and Tapered
\'erified and the corrections were '
Roller Bearings and Parts Thereof,
submitted to the Department.
Finished or Unfinished, from Italy (52
verification.
FR 2.U98, June 29, 1987), reveals that the
Comment 5: Petitioner claims Fenner
facts involved in this case more closely
h3s failed to adequately demonstrate
resemble situations where the
that any adjustments should be made to
Department used responses, rather than
foreign market value.. Petitioner states .
rejected them. due to verification
that since neither verification nor postcorrections and new submissions. The
. verification submissions should be used
recalculations and revisions submitted
to correct deficiencies in the:Je
at verification were typical minor
adjustments, the Qepartment should
methodological problems and
continue to disallow all adjustments
mathematical errors similar to those
claimed by Fenner.
commonly found durir..g other
DOC Position: We have accepted
investigations. This case difie:-s
corrections for minor deficiencies found
substantially fro:n both Antifriction
in Fenner'& home market sales response.
Bearings from the FRG and Tape.-ed
All adjustments relating to these
Roller Beari:1gs and Parts Thereof,
deficiencies have been verified by the .
Finished or Unfinished, from Italy,
Department. We have determined.that
where s~bmitted data were incorrect
Fenner has adequately demonstrated ·
and the Department was never provided the validity of the corrected information.
Comment 6: Petitioner states that in
accurate and verifiable data. In this
the event the Department uses Fenner's
case, all data have been satisfactorily
response, no deduction from foreign
V£:rified using standard verification ·
practices and techniques. ·
market value should be made for
Comme.1t 4: Petitioner states that in
discounts, or, if discounts are allowed,
many im1tances the revisio:is FcMer
the smallest discount should be applied
to all sales. Petitioner claims that
submitted during verification affect all
of the sales reported in a particulnr
corrected information on home market
market. Also, according to petitioncr,
discounts was submitted during and
most of the changes are quite
after verification and was revised to
substantial and favor the respondent. In
such a degree as to preclude its
addition. petitioner belie\·es that
inclusion in the final determination.
DOC Position: We disagree. Although
responde:it's revised response was not
timely. Petitioner claims that rejeciion·of Fennar's methodology used in reportinn0
gross price and discounts was
the response is especially appropriate
determined to be inadequate at
since Fenner is a voluntary respondent.
verification, during verification we
Respondent claims the corrections to
the response made by the Dcpartmen.t at found that net price was accurately
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reported on all home market sales;
Fenner has adequately explained its ·
methodology used in determining
adjustments for other discounts and
gross price. Based on Fenner's
explanation. the Department has
determined that the corrections to
Fenner's gross price and other discounts
are minor and that they do not warrant
omission of adjustments to foreign ..
market value.
·
Comment 7: Petitioner argues the
Department should disallow any
deduction from foreign market value for
home niarket credit exr;enses since
repondenl calculated these costs using
~tandard payment terms ra~er tl:ian ..
actual number of days between date of
sale and payment date. If revised ·
payment periods are usi?d by the·
Department. they should be used only
for the individual transactions actually ·
verified.
.
.
·
·
Respondent states µiat .for purposes of ·
the rmal determination. a credit expense
should be imputed to each non.cash sale. ·
based on the verifiP.d company,specific
interest rate duri.-ig the POI and an· .
average 45. day credit extension period
for outstanding payments. Respondent
claims the imputed ave.rage 45 day
credit period is a conservative estimate
of the actual average credit extension · .
period and that the use of an average · ·
collection period is consistent with past
Department practice.
DOC Position: The Department
prefers to have credit reported on a
transaction-by-transaction basis. ..
However. given the massive number of
transactions in the home market, we do
not consider a methodology based on
average credit days outstanding to be
unreasonable. We verified the number
·
of days credit W!lS outstanding for a
number of saies transactions and used
the lowest number of days for payment
· outstanding founc;i in these sales to
·
calculate credit expenses.
Comment 8: With regard to home ·
market indirect selling expenses.
petitioner claims the Department should ·
disallow this claim since respondent's .
revised data could not be verified.
Respondent argues that the
· Department should make appropriate .
deductions from foreign market value to
11::count for indirect selling expenses
incurred on home market sales.
Respondent claims revised indirect
selling expenses for the rm were
verified.
· ·
DOC Position: The Department .
· verified indirect selling expenses for all
sales of all products sold by Fenner in
the home market. The expenses verified
by the Dcpartmeht and reported in its
verificotion ~ep 0 r.t were used to . ·
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calculate Fenner'_s indirect selling
.expenses..
Comment 9: Petitioner argues that the
Department should disallow any
inventory cmrying co:.ta claimed on
home market sales. Petitioner believes it
would be improper to deduct any home
market warehousing or credit costa for
the period in warehouse because such
costs were not deducted from exporter's
sales price sales in the preliminary
determination.
DOC Position: For the final
determination the Department baa
deducted fr.om both sides inventory
carrying costs for exporter's sales price
transactions. We have also allowed·
inventory carryi.rig costs claimed on
home market sales.
Comme.il 10: Petitioner states that.
according to the U.S. verification report,
Fenner !ailed to report.all of ita U.S.
sales during the period of investigation.
Petitioner also believes that much of the
information originally submitted by
·Fenner was unfairly revised during the
U.S. verification. The revisions and
omissions require the use of best
i::i.formation available for the final
determination.
Respondent argues that_ the addition
of three additional belt models to the
U.S. and home market sales listings does
riot constitute an entirely new response.
Accordingly to respondent. an
inadvertent omission which is less than
five percent of total sales is not a
substantial deficiency, especially since
the Department was informed about the
omitted sales prior to st:irting
verification and the Depart.'tlenl verified
the corrected volume and value of sales.
DOC Position: Prior to starting
verification we were informed by
Fenner that sales relative to three
models bad been emitted from its
questionnaire response. Fenner was
forthright in informing us of these
omissions, and it cooperated in
p~oviding ail information relating 'to
sales of the omitted models. The
Department examined all of Fe:mer'a
transfer invoices for sales of the subject
merchandise to the United States during
the POI. We corifirmed that sales of the
three omitted models were included in
one shipment on one invoice that
contained a large number of different
pmducts t.iat were not subject lo ocr
investigation. We i:istructed Fer.ner to
submit a revised response including the
three omitted modt:ls and the verified
adju3tments associated with those
models. \\'e also instructed Fenner to
include in the submission other rcinor
corrections to its response that w~re
made during verification. We do not
con:;ider these corrections to be
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substantial enough to warrant rejecting
FP.nnp_r'a resnonee and usin2 BlA.
- -Coinment 11: Petitioner argues that 0

revised and new information on U.S. ·
movement and packing charges and U.S.
credit costs provided at verification
should have been submitted prior to
verification. Because it was not. it
should be rejected for purposes of the
final determination.
With regard to credit expense,
respondent claims that the verified
company interestrate during the period
of investigation should be used. For
purposes of movement _end packing
expenses, Fenner claims the revised
factors it provided, and the Departme:it
verified. should be used.
DOC Position: We are using verified
movement and packing expenses as
submitted in Fenner'& responses prior to
verification.
With resard to credit expense. the
Department has verified a short-term
borrowing rate fo~ Fenner during the
period of investigation. The interest rate
Fenner originlilly reported was based on
Fenner' a short-term borrowing rate
outside the pe:"iod of investigation.
Therefore. we are usi.n,,~ the revised
verified rate.
Comment 12: Petitioner claims that
since the reported U.S. commission rates
were found to be unreliable at
verification they should be rejected.
However, in the e·vent the Department
decides to deduct the commission rate
from the exporter's sales price sales. the .
highest reported rate should be \lSed.
DOC Positio:1: \Ve disagree. At
verification we determined that there
was one rr...inor discrepancy in Fenner' a
reported commission rate. We were able
to verify the correct rate. Therefore, we
are using Fenner's commission rate as
verified r.nd reported in its corrected
submission.
Comment 13: Petitioner claims
Fencer's U.S. selli.ag expenses are not
attributable to U.S. sales of the subject
merchandise during the period of
·investigation. Since no verified
information is a\·ailable, the Department
should reject Fenner's response in its
entirety and use BIA for the final
determina lion.
· DOC Petition: We are accepting
Fenner's allocation of U.S. selling
expenses. Our preference is for product·
specific expe·nses: however, given the
nu.-:iber of prnducls sold by Fenner and
the difficult;• of assigning specific
expenses to specific products, which
include products not subject to thP.
invesligi:ilion, we beli1.?ve it is re<lsonable
to accept allocations. We were able to
verify independently ihe amounts for
each category that were included in the
selling expense. We al:io verified that '

Fenner does not maintain records in
such a way as to enable it to report its
expenses for each separate class or kind
of merchandise.
Comment 14: If the Department
decides against using BIA. Penner's - ·
home market selling expenses should be
used as a reasonable proxy for non-U.S.
indirect selling expenses incurred on
U.S. sales.
DOC Position: We agree. To calculate
non-U.S. indirect selling expense. we
used as best information available a
ratio or total indirect selling expenses in
the home market to total sales mad~_ by
Fenner during the period or
investigation.
Comment 15: Petitioner states that
Fenner failed to report imputed
inventory costa on U.S. sales. For
·
purpos~s of the final determination, the
Department should use the information
on the record to calculate these imputed
costs on U.S. sales. Petitioner claims
that these coats should be calculated
from the time the merchandise lea\·es
the foreign p:-oducer to the time the
material is shipped from Fenner'a U.S.
subsidiary to the U.S. customer.
DOC Position: We have calculated
inventory car.ying.costs for United
States sales using the methodolosy
outlined by the petitioner.
Comment 18: Petitioner beli~·ec; the
Department should deterntine that
·
critical circumstances exist with regard
to all U.S. sales of the subject
merchandise from the U.K. Petitioner
argues that given the size or the dumping
margins and the absence of companyspecific data, en adverse determination
should be made.
Respondent claims that the~ was no
· substantial increase in export of the
subject merchandise during the five
months after the filing of the petition as
compared to exports in the five months
preceding the filing of the petition.
DOC Position: We have detennineu
that since Optibelt failed to participate
in the investigation. as best information
available, we are assuming that imports
of industrial belts from Optibelt have
been massive over a relatively short
period of time. Furthermore. we find that
the best information available margin of
74.16 p!:rcent imputes knowledge that
the importer knew or should have
known that lhe exporter wae selling the
merch:indise at less than its fair value.
With regard to other firms covered by
the "All others" rate. see the Critical
Cin:wnstances section of this
determination.
We have also determined that critical'
circumstances do not with regard to
imports from Fenner.· See also the
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Critical Circumstances section of this
determination.
Continuation of Suspension of
Liquidntion
We are directing the U.S. Customs
Service to continue to susi>end
liquidation of all entries of the subject
merchandise from the UK, as defined in
the "Scope of Investigations" section of
this notice, that are entered, or
withdrawn from warehouse, for
consumption on or after the date of
publication of this notice in the Federal
Register. Where we have found
nfiirmative critical circumstanclls in this
final dctennination. we are instructing
the U.S. Cusoms Service to suspend
liquidation of such entries that are
entered or withdrawn from warehouse,
. for consumption. on or after the date
which is 90 days prior to the dale of
publication of the notice of the
preliminary determinations in these
inve,tigations in the Federal Register.
The U.S. Customs Service shall require a
ca!;h deposit or posting of a bond equal
to the estimated amounts by which the
fcrei~n market value of the subject
merchandise from the UK exceeds the
United States price. ss shown below.
This suspension of liquidation will
remain in effect until further notice. The
margins are as follows:

Customs officials to assess antidumping
duties on industrial belts from the UK
er:tered or withdrawn from warehouse,
for conswt\plion. on or after the effective
date of the suspension of liquidation.
equal to the amount by which the
foreign market value exceeds the U.S.
price.
These determinations are published
pursuant to section 735(d) of the Act (H
u.s.c. 1673d(d)).
Tunothy N. Bergaa.

Acting Assistant Secretary for Import
Administration.
April 11. 1989. ·
[FR Doc. 89-9::58 Filed 4-17-39: 8:45 am)
BIWNG CODE H1G-0$.M

(A-428-802)

Flnal Determination of Sales at less
Than Fair Value: Industrial Belts and
Components and Parts Thereof,
Whether Cured or Uncured, From the
federal Republic cf Germany

Import Administration.
International Trade Administration,
· Department of Commerce;
. ACTION: Notice.
AGENCY:

We determine that industrial
belts and ·coir.ponents aod parts thereof,
whether cured or uncured, (herei.-iafter
referred to as industrial belts) from the
Feqeral Republic of Germany are being,
or are likely to be. sold in the United
States nt less than fair value. We also
determine that critical circumstances
exist v.;th respect to'imports of
industrial belts from the Federal
Republic ofGennany,
We have notified the U.S.
International Trade Commission (ITC)
of our determination and have directed
the U.S. Customs Service to continue to
suspend liquidation of nil entries of
ir.dustrial belts from the Federal
Republic of Gennany as described in the
"Continuation of Suspension of ·
Liquidation" section of this notice. The
ITC will determine, within 45 days of the
publication of this notice. whether these
imports materially injure, or threaten
material injury to the U.S. industry.
EFFECTIVE DATE: April 18, 19G9.

SUMMARY:
Man1.ot3c:urers/ prad:;cers/ exponers

J. H. Fenner & Co.---·-..- - Arntz Belling Co•• Ltd. (Oplib911)-••- •••
All 011\etS ................,..._ _ _ _ _ _ _

Margin
p~rcentage

6.80
74.16
. 73.85

ITC Notification
In accordance with section 735(d) of
the Act, we have notified the ITC of our
determinations. L-1 addition, we are
making available to the ITC all
nonprivileged and nonproprietary
information relating to this
investigation. We will aliow the ITC
access to all pri\·ileged and business
proprietary information in our files,
provided the ITC confirms that it will
not disclose such informotion. either
puhlicly or !tnder administrative
protective order. without the written
consent of the Assistant Secretary for
Import Administration.
If the ITC determines that material
injury. or threat of material injury, does
not exist with respect to subject
merchandise. this prcceeding will be
terminated and all securities posted as a
result of the suspension of liquidation
will be refunded or cancelled. However,
if the ITC dcterm:nes that such.injury
docs exist. the Department will issue nn
untidu:nping ch:ty order d!recting

FO~

FURTHER IHFOnMATION CONTACT:

Contact Louis Apple or Loe Nguyen,
Office of Antidumping Investigations.
Import Administration. International
Trade Administration, U.S. Department
of Commerce, 14th Street and
Constitution Avenue, NW., Wushington,
DC 20230; telephone: (202) 377-1769 or
[202) 3i7-3530.
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Final Determination
We determine that industrial belia ..
from the Federal Republic of Germany
are being, or are likely to be, sold in the
United States at less than fair vnlue, as.
provided in section 735 of the Tariff Act
of 1930, as amended (19 U.S.C. 1673d(a))
(the Act). The estimated margins are
shown in the "Continuation of
Suspension of Liquidation" section of
this notice. We also determine ·that
critical circumstances exist with respect
to industrial belts from the Federal
Republic of Germany.
Case History
On January 26, 1989, we made an
affirmative preliminary determination
(54 FR 5106, February l, 1989); We have
received a n~ber.of requests for
exclusion of merchandise from the scope
of this final determination (see comment
numbers 4 and'S).
Scope of Investigation
The United States has developed a
svstem of tariff classification based on
the international harmonized system of
customs nomenclature. On January 1.
19!19, the U.S. tariff schedules were fully
converted to the Harmonized Tariff
Schedvfe (HfS). as pro\'~ged for in
section '1201 et-seq. of the Omnibus
Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988.
All merchandise entered, or withdrawn
from warehouse, for consumption on or
after that date is now classified solely
·according to the appropriate ITTS subheadings. The HTS sub·headings are
provided for convenience and Customs
purposes. The written description
remains dispositive.
The prodµcts. covered by this
in\'estigation are industrial belts from
the Federal Republic of Germany
currently provided for under Tariff
SchP.dulcs of the United States
Annotated (TSUSA) item numbers
358.0210, 358.0290. 358.0610, 358.0690,
358.0800, 358.0900, 358.1100, 358.1400,
358.1600. 657.2520, 773.3510 and 773.3520;
and currently classifiable under
l Iarmonized Te.riff Schedule (ITTS) sub·
headings 3n6.90.55, 3926.90.56,
3!J2G.90.57, 39:::6.90.59, 3926.90.60.
4010.10.10, 4010.10.50, 4010.91.11,
4010.91.15, 4010.91.19, 4010.!Jl.50,
4010.99.11, 4010.99.15, 4010.99.19.
4010.9!J.50. 5910.00.10, 5910.00.90. and
7320.20.00.
The merchandise covered by this
inve~tigation includes cert;;in industrial
belts for power transmission. These
include V-belts, synchronous belts,
round belts and flat belts, in part or
wholly of rubber or plastic, and
.. containing textile fiber (including glass
fiber) or sir.el wire. cord or strand, and
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w.hether in endleaa (Le.. closed loop)
belts, or in beiting in iengths or links.
Thia investigation excludes conveyor
belts and automotive belts as well as
front engine drive belts found on
equipment powered by internal
combustion engines, including trucka,
tractors, buses, and lift trucks.
Period of Investigation
The period of investigation is January
1. 1988. through June 30. 1988.

Fair Value Comparisons
To detennine whether sales of
industrial belts from the Federal
Republic of Germany to the United
Staes were made at less than fair value,
we compared the United States price ta
the foreign market value. For our
preliaiinary determination. we used best
information available as required by
section 776(c) of the Act. As best
infonnation available, we took the
highest margin contained in the petition
for each of the product types for the
period of im·estigation and calculated a
simple average of those figures to .
detennine a margin for the products
under investigation. Since the
respondent, Optibelt, failed to
participate in the in.vestigation, we are
using the same methodology for
calculating a margin for the.final
determination.
United States Price •
United States price was based on the
U.S. price information provided in the
petition pursuant to section 772 of the
Act.
Foreign Market Value,
Foreign market value was based on
home market prices provided in the
petition pursuant to section 773 of the
Act.
Critical Circumstances
On June 30, 1988, petitioner alleged
that critical circumstances exist with
respect to imports of the subject
merchandise from the Federal Republic
of Germany. Section 735(a](3) of the Act
provides that critical circumstances
exist if we determine that
(A)(i) there is a history of dumping in the
United States or elsewhere of the class or
\ kind or merchandise which ia the subject or
the investigation: or
(ii) the person by whom, or for whose
accou.~l, the merchandise wa& imported knew
or should have k.'lown that the exporter was
selling the merchandise wl-jcb is the subject
c.f the in\"estigation at lees than ita (air value;
and
(0) thrre havP. been massive imports or the
class or kind o( merchandise which is the
e•Jbject of the inveetigatioa over 11 rcl.:llively
thort period.
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importer that the exporter was selling
the merchandise at less than fair value.
With regard to firms covered. by the
in determining whether imports have
"All Other" rate; see the "Critical
been massive over a relatively short
period of time: (1) The volume and value Circumstances" section of this
detennination.
of the imports: (2) seasonal trends (if
Co/1l/11ent 2: Petitioner argues that the
applicable); and (3) the share of
Department's final detennination should
domestic consumption accounted for by
imports.
be based on Llie highest less-than-fairvalne margin alleged in the petition.
Since the respondent. Optibelt. failed
DOC Position: The Department is
to participate in the investisation. we
applying the same methodology l!Sed in
are determining that critical
the preliminary determination to
circamstB!lces for this respondent exist
calculate the margins for the linal
based on best information available. As
determination. As best information
best infonnation available, we are
available, we are taking the highest
assuming that imports of industrial belts
margin contained in the petition for each
have been massive over a relatively
short period of time. In determining
of the product types for the period of
investigation and then calculating a
knowledge of dumping. the Department
simple average of those figure:i to
normally considers margins of 2531. or
determine the margin for the products
more sufficient to impute knowledge of
under investigation.
dumping under section 735(a)(3)(A) (see,
e.g., Final Determination of Sales at
Comment 3: Petitioner asst:rts that in
Less Than Fair Value: Tapered Roller
its scope of investigation at the
Bearings and Parts Thereof. Finished or
preliminary determination. the
Unfinished, from Italy (52 FR 24198, June Department listed only four HTS sub·
29, 1987)). Therefore, in accordance with hearings. Petitioner requests that the
sections 735(a)(3)(A)(ii) and 735(a)(3)(B),
Department list eighteen ITTS subwe determine that critical circumstances headings in its final determination.
exist with respect to OptibelL
DOC Position: We agree. The petition
included nine TSUSA item numbers antl
With respect to firms covered by the
four ITTS sub·heedings that petitioner
"All Other" rate, we have determined
believed would correspond to the
that imports of industrial belts have not
TSUSA numbers when the HTS system
been massive over a relatively short
became effective.
period of time and, therefore, that
The Harmonized Tariff Schedule went
critical circumstances do not exist.
into effect on January 1, 1989. Based on
Since we do not find that there have
a concordance between TSUSA item
been massive imports of industrial bells
numbers and ITTS sub-headings listed in
form firms included in the "All Other"
a January 1989 USITC publication. The
rate, we do not need to consider
Continuity of Import and Export Trade
whether there is a history of dumping or
Statistics After Implementation of the
whether importers of these products .
Harmonized Commodity Description
knew or should have known that the
and Coding System, petitioner requested
merchandise was being sold at less than
fair value.
·
that the Department expand the four
HTS sub-headings listed in our
Interested Party Co~ents
preliminary determination to eighteen
Comment 1: Petitioner argues that.
sub·he:?dings. We asked for comments
based on U.S. import statistics. IM 146
from the interested parties in this
data, the Department should find that
investigation concerning industrial belts
there have been massive imports of
covered by the eighteen ITTS sub·
industrial belts over a relatively short
headings.
period of time. Petitioner further asserts
In our preliminary determinations, as
that an antidumping margin of 253 or
now, we note that the written
more is sufficient to impute knowledge
description of the products covered by
to the importer that the exporter was
the investigation is dispositive. The HTS
selling the merchandise at less than fair
numbers are provided for convenience
value.
and customs purposes as to the scope of
DOC Position: Since the respondent,
the product coverage. We do not view
Optibelt, foiled to porticipate in the
providing additional HTS sub-headings
inv·estigation, as best information
ns broadening the scope of this
available, we are asguming that its
investigation.
imports of industrial belts from the
Comment 4: Sicgling America, Be!tir.g
Federal Republic of Germany have been
Industries Co., Dovey Corporation and
massive over a relatively short period of !RO Inc., importers, believe it is
time. Furthermore, we find thot the be!;t
innpproprinte to include nylon core,
informa:ion ovailablc margin or 100.GO~,;
rubber und leather flat belts, urethane
is sufficient to impute knowledge to the
steel timing belts, knit carcas belts
Pursuant to section 735(aJ(3). we

gcn~ally

c-uuaider the followb1g facto~
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~ated with neophrene, corrugator'
belta, and cog belta, imported from the
Federal Republic of Germany in the
scope of thia investigation. They reque1t
that these belt ce.tegoriea be excluded
from this investigation.
DOC Position: The information
received was inaufficient to determine
whether the merchandise ia properly
excluded from the acope of thia
investigation. In addition. the
information received from theae firms
orrived too late to be analyzed and
verified for this final determination. U
the final determination of the ITC resulta
in an antidumping duty order on this
merchandise, e.nd upon receipt of proper
documentation, the Department may
conduct a &cope ruling procedure
concerning the products imported by
these £irm1.
Comment 5: On March 8. 1989,
Continental AG submitted some
i:'lformation concerning 1ynchronou1
belts imported from the Federal
Republic of Germany.
DOC Position: We have notified
Continental AG that we will not be
using their submission in making a final
determination because the information
was not filed in time to be analyzed.
verified and used in this final
determination. (see also the DOC
Position concerning Comment 4).
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ITC Notil\cation
In accordance with section 735( d) of
the Act. we have notified the ITC of our
determination. In addition. we are
making available to the ITC all .
nonprivileged and nonproprietary
information relating to thi11
·
investigation. We will allow the ITC
acce19 to all privileged and business
proprietary information in our files,
confirms that lt will
provided the
not disclose such infonnation. either
publicly or under administrative
protective order, without the written
consent of the Assistant Se~etary for·
Import Administration. .
If the rrc detennines that material
injury, or L~eat of material injw;•, does
not exist with respect to any of the
products under investigation, the
proceeding will be terminated and all
aecu.-ities posted as a result of the
suspension of liquidation will be
refunded or cancelied. However, if the
ITC determine& that material injury does
exist. the Department will issue an
sntidumping duty order directing
Customs official• to assess antidumping
duties on industrial belts from the
Federal Republic of Germany entered. or
withdrawn from wearehouse. for
consumotion, on or dter the i!ffective
date of the suspem:ion of liquidation.
equal to the amount by which the
foreign market value exceads the United
States price.
·This determination is published
pursuan! to section 735(d) of the.Act (19
u.s.c. 1073J(d)).
.
.
. .

rrc
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Uquidatio~·· section of thia notice. If this

investigation proceeda normally, we will
make a fmal determination by June 22.
1989.
.
.
. .
. EFFECTMi DA'ff April 18, 1989.
FOR FUJITffER INFORPA.ATION CONTAc:T?

Mary Martin, John Cloninger, or Mary S.
Clapp, Office ofAntidump1ng
Investigation. Import Administration.
International Trade Administration, U.S.·
Department of Commerce. 14th St:ect ·
and CoMtitutioo Avenue NW.
·
Washington. DC 20230: telephone: (::02)
377-2830,377-:-8J30,or37i-396S.
. SUPP&,.lMENTAL INFOllMA1'1CN:

Preliminary DeiermiDAUma ·
We preliminarily detenn,ine that 12- • .
vol\ motoJ.OCyi:le bptteries arc being•. or . ·
are likely to be, 1old in the United Stale• .
at less than fair value, al provided in .
section 733 of the Tariff Act of 1930,.as
amended (19 U.S.C. 1673b) (th, Act). The estimated mal'l!ins are shown in the
"Suspenaion of Uquid4tion" ·section of
this notice.
··
·
'
Case Histoty

Since Cie notice of reinstitution of . .
antidumping duty irivestif!alion i53 FR ·
46903. Nov:imbcr 21. 19BSJ, ~e followir.s
events have occurred: On Nuvember :9,
19nR, the Department presented ·
antidumping duty questionnaires to.
Ztona Yee Industrial Co., Lt.d. (Ztong
Continuation of Suspension of
Yee), \-'vei Long Electric Industrial Co,.
Liquidation
Ltd. (Wei Long). and Cheng Kwang
We are directing the U,S. Customs
Storage Batter)' Co .• Ltd. (Cheng
.
Service to continue to auspend
Kwan~). Tbest. companies accounted for .
Tlmotby
N.
Borgu,
liquidation of all entriea of industrial
11 substantial portion of exports of the
Actins Assi1tant Secretary for Import
belts from the Federal Republic of
subject merchiindise from Taiwan to the
Admini$!ration.
'
:
·
Germany, as defined in the "Scope of
United States during the period of .
Investigation" section of this notice, that April 11, 1989.
. investii;ation. Responses to Section A
[FR Doc. 89-9259 Filed f-17-89: 8:45 ain)
arc entered. or withdrawn from
the qliestionnaire were due on
.
81WNQ CODI 211MIS-tl
warehouse, for consumption on or after
December 13, 1988, and responses to the· ·
the date which is 90 days prior to the
remaining sections were due·on ·
elate of publication of the preliminary
(A-583-501)
December 29, 1988.
cletermination in the Federal Renister.
At the request of the. reopondents.
The U.S. Customs Service shall ~ontinue
Pre!lmlnary Determlnctlon of Sales at
deadlines were extended to
response
to require a cash deposit or posting of a
Less Than Fair Value; 12·Volt
December 20, 19811 for Section A. and to · ·
bond equal to the estimated amounts by
Motorcycle Batteries From Taiwan
January 13, 1989 for isectiona B lind C of ·
which the foreign market value of the
the Q\.iestionnair•. Responses to sec:tion
ACENCY: Import Administration,
subject merchandise from the Federal
A were med on December 21, 1998, and
International Trcde Administration,
Republic of Germany exceeds the
to sections Band C otl ')anuaey 13. 1989
Commerce.
United States price as shown below.
by aH respondents, The Department ,
This i:uspension of liquidation will
ACTION: Notice.
· Issued deficiency letters on January 23.
remain in effect until further notice. Tlte
198!) nnd on February 21, 1989. ·
average of the highest margin for each of SUMMARY: We preliminarily determine
Supplemental responsea were received
the produc:t types.listed in the petition · that 12-volt motorcycle batteries from
Taiwan are being, or are likely to be, · . from the respondents prior to this
for the period cf investigation is as
sold in the United States at less than £air c!eterrnin:ition.
follows:
vnlua. We have notified the U.S.
· On December 30, 1988, the petitioner.
Iniemalional Trade Com.misi;ion (ITC)
requested that. the preliminary
·
Marpin
~~Mui •ClUf Ot / Pfoducor/ oxponor
of our determination and have directed · determination be postponed. a·n January
JX>rcen1a~e
the U.S. Ci;stoma Service to suspend · · 11, 1!109 in accordance with section
liquidation of all entries of 12-volt
.
73~(c)(1J(A) of the Act, we postponed ·
O~titlelt C~bon
100.60
motorcycle batteries from Taiwan as
All C:hers ..........•.....•::::::::::::::::::::::::::·
the pre!imin:iry determination to April 7,
100.60
described in the "Su11pension o(
1989 (54 FR.21!l7, January 1~. 1069).

to

.·..•
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Scope otlnvestigatioa
The United States has deveioped a
system of tariff classification based on
the international harmonized system of
Customs nomenclature. On January 1,
1989. the United States fully converted
to the Harmonized Tariff Schedule
(HTS) as provided for in sectioR 1201 et
seq. of the Omnibus Trade 11nd
Competitiveness Act of 1988. All
merchandise entered or withdra·wn from
warehouse for consumption on or after
this date will be classified solely
according to the appropriate HTS item
nu:nbe:-s. The HTS item nwnhers are
pro\•ided for convenience and Custo:na
purpost:s. The written description
I cm:iinS Cispositive.
The prcducts covered by this
in\'csligation a::e 12-volt motorcycle
.
Laneries. Motorcycle batteries ore lead·
acid storage batteries which are :-ated
f:om 2 to 32 ampere hours (10 hour r&te)
with voltage levels of either 6 or 12
volts. This i:wes tiga tion is limited to 12·
volt motorc..,.cle batteries. The batteries
ate :no.inly used as replacement
battrries for motorc)•clcs, but may, to a
very limited extent. be used in
snowmobiles, lawnmovers. and other
such equiµ:ne:it. Thry are currently
cl11ssifiable under IITS item nu:nbcr
6'i07.10.00.
l'criod of In~·cstigation .
The period of investigation is April 1,
1928. through September 30, 1988.
·

==
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would have been collected if the
mercha!"!di!!e had not been exnorted.
Ztong Yee incorrectly reported sales
to a related purchaser in the United
States as purchase price sales. On
March 28, 1989, the Department
requested that Ztong Yee supply
exporter's sales price information for
sales made to a related purchaser in the
United States, but we did not receive the
information in time to use it in this
prelirr.inary determination. Therefore,
for purposes of this preliminary
determination. and in accordance with
section 776(c) of the Act, we have used
Ztong Yee's calc\:lated rate for sales lo
unrelated purchasers. as the be11t
information available (BIA), for sales· to
lhe related purchaser.

B. Wei Long
We calculated purchase price based
on the packed, F.O.B. or C.l.F. price to
unrelated purchasers in the·United
· States. We made deductions. where ·
appropriate. fer foreign inland freisht, ,
ocean .freight. marine insurance.
brokerage and handling charges in
Taiwan, quantity discounts, port and
bank process:ng fees.
C. Ch:!ng_Kwcing.

We ci::lculated purchase price hased
on the packed, F.O.B. or C.I.F. prices to
unrelated purchasers in the United
S:ates. We made deductions, where
appropr:ate~ for foreign inland freight.
ocean freight, marine insurance.
brokE>rage and handling charges in
Taiwan. barik processing fees, port
charges, and inspection fees.

Fair Value Comparisons
To deter.r:.ine whether sales of 12-volt
motorcvcle batteries from Taiwan to the
U11ited ·St!ites were made at lcs:i than
Forei:;n Market Valuo
fair value, we cor:lpared the United · .
In accord<i..'lce with section 773(a)(l)
Stales pri::e to the foreign market value,
· of the A::t, we calculated foreign market
E!S specified in the United States p:ice
and foreign market value sections of this value based on home market or third
country sales. The calculation of.foreign
notice.
market value for each rE:spondent is
United States Price
detailed be:lo\-1•.
Since all sales u::ed in our :ina!ysia
A. Zlong Yee
w;:rc made directly to u!ue!atcd parties
For Ztong Yee, we determined there
prior to importation into the United
were su:ficient sales in :he home r.:nrkt:l
States. we based the Uni:ed St:;tes price
to serve as a ba:;is for calculating
on p'..lr::h:i~e rrice. in accordance with
forel;:in market value. We calculated
i;cction ii:?~b) of the Act. The
foreign market \'slue based on packed
c11lculat:on of Uni:ed Sta tee price for
F.0.B. and C.J.F. prices to unrel11tcd
rach respondent is detailed below.
purchasers in Taiwan. We ma<le
A. Ztong Yt'c
.deductions, where appropriate, for ·
We calculated purchsse price based
inland freight and rebates.
on tl:e packed, C.J.F. price to tmreln.tcd
\\'e made circumstance of sale
pt:rcha5ers _in the United Stele!!. We
odjµstments fo~ differences in credit
m:ide d~tlt:ct:ons, where appropriate, for pursuant to 19 CF~.353.15. We made an
foreign ml:ind frei~ht, ocean freight.
upward adjustment to lax-cxclu!:ivc
:nar:ne in~ur.::n::c. brukeru"e and
home market pri:::es for the value added
handlins in Taiwan, li<!nk processing
tox we computed for United Statr.s
fors. and ilUrt cha:igr.s.
price. In addition, we added
\'.'P. made add!tions for duty
commissions paid to ~clling oi:ents in
clr:iwb:ick and value-added taxes which
the United 5\atrs where :ipproprintc.

We allowed an offset for indirect selling
expenses in the home market (which ·
inCludes advertising, travel end
entertainment expenses, inventory ·
carryini; costs. warranty expenses and
inspection fees) up to the amount of the
commissions in the U.S. market iJl
accordance with 19 CFR 353.lS(c).
We made adjustments, where ...
applicable, for differences in the
physical characteristics of the
merchandise in accordance with 19 CFR.
353.16. Ztong Yee did not provide the
cost of packing, c!aimin~ packing costs
were the same for all markets.
Therdore. no adjustment was made for
packing. Ztong Yee, howe\'er, did report
that batteries sold in the home market
have ac!d packs. We treated the
additional cost of these acid packs as
part of the difference in merchandise
adjustments.
Ztong Yee claimed advertising as a
direct selling expense. However. its
claim was not adequately supported.
and we have treated advertising as an
indirect selling expense for purposes of
this determination.
8. Wei Long

Decause Wei Long·had no home
market sales during the period of
investigation, we used third country
sales to an unrelated Taiwanese trading
company and direct sales to a third
country for the purpose of determining
foreign market value in accordance with
section 773(a)(1)(B) of the Act. We
calculated foreign market value based
on the packed, F.O.B. price to the
unrelated trading company, and F.O.B.
or C.l.F. prices fo: the direct sales. We
made dec!uctions where appropriate for
brokerage and handling charges, foreign
inland freight, ocean freight, marine
insural"!cc. quantity discounts, and port
fees. V'.'e made circumsl11F1ce of sale
adjustments for differences in credit and
warranty expens~s pursuant to 19 CFR
353.15. We deducted third country
packing and added U.S. packing.
In addition, we added commissions .
incurred on U.S. sales to foreign market
value. However. Wei Long claimed an
offset to U.S. commissions of "indirect
selling expenses" incurred on sales to
the third country market. It did not,
howcvrr, include the requisite itemized
breakdown of the indirect expenses
ck1imed. Therefore, we have disallowed
these ex;>cnscs fo~ purposes of the
preliminury determination and ha\·e not
performed the offset. If the appropria le
infor:nntion is submitted and verified,
we will consider it for the finul
determination.
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C. ChengKwang

Because Cheng Kwang' a home market
sales during the period of investigation
were inadeq:iate for determining foreign
market value, we used third country
sales to unrelated Taiwanese trading
companies BJ\d direct aales to other
third countries in accordance with
section 773(a)(l)(B) of the Act. We
calculated foreign market value
comparisons based on the packed.
r.O.B. or C.I.F. prices. We made
deductions where appropriate for
brokerage and handling charges, foreign
inland qeight. ocean freight, marine
insurance, port usage fees, banking
cha;ges, and inspection charges.
We made a circumstance of sale
adjustment for differences in credit
expenses pursuant to 19 CFR 353.15. We
deducted third country packing and
added U.S. packing.
We made adjustments, where
applicable, for differences in the
physical characteristics of the
merchandise in accordance with
§ 353.18 of the Commerce Regulations.
Cheng Kwnng claimed an adjustment
to third country price for additional
cos.ts incurred on smaller production
lots. We disallowed this claim for the
preliminary determination. lf we are
::ble to verify the costs for differing
production lot! and their corresponding
relationship to selling price, we will
consider this claim fer the final
dctermin2 tic.ii.. .
Currency C~a\'ersioo
Since we calculated United States
price on a purchase price basis. we used
the official exchange rates in effect on
the date of sale, in accordance with
§ J53.56(a)(l) of the Commerce
Regulations. All currency conversions
were made at rates certified by the
Federal Reser\'c Bank of New York.
Verificiltion
We will \"erify the information used in
making our final determination in
<?ccordance with sei;tion 776(b) of the

t.ct.

·

SuspP.nsion of Liquidation
In accordance with section 733(d) of
the Act, we are directing the U.S.
Customs Sen·ice to suspend liquidation
cf all entries of 12-volt motorcycle .
batteries iro:-:1Taiwnn that are entered
or withdrawn from warehouse for
consumption on or after t,he date of
publication of this notice in the Federal
i{C'giste~. The U.S. Customs Service shall
require o cash deposit or posting of a
bond equal to the estimated amou.nts by
which the foreign market value of 12-
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volt motorcycle batteries from Taiwan
exceeds the United States price as
shown below. This suspension of
liquidation will remain in effect until
further notice. The margins are as
follow a:
Ma,.,ln
,,.,.,,.,,
..,. ...

Manufacturer /producer I exporter:
Ztong Yee ...--...........- ....·-·---·

28.06

Cheng Kwang ......_,, ___....._......All others ..._ ...... __ ,,. ____ ,_

6.95

Wei Long ..._ ......._.................-...-

3.97
1.00

ITC Notification
In accordance with section 733(0 of
the Act, we have notified the ITC of our
determination. In addition, we are
making available to the ITC all
nonprivileged and nonproprietary
information. relating to this
investigation. we·will allow the ITC
access to &ii privileged and business
proprietary information in our files,
provided the ITC confirms that it will
not disclose such information, either
publicly or under admini:;trative
protective order. without the written
consent of the Assistant Secretary for
lmoort Ad.':'linistration.
The ITC will determine whether these
i:nports are materially injuring. or
threaten material L'ljury to. a U.S.
industry before the later of 120 days
after t!ie date of this..detennination, or
45 days after the final determination, if
affirmative.
Public Comment
In accordance with 19 CFR 353 ..;7, if
requested, we will hold a public hearing
to afford interest'ed parties an
opportunity to com:nent on this
preliminary determination at 2:00 p.m.
on May 23, 1989, at the U.S. Department
of Commerce, Room 3708, 14th Street
and Co:istitution Avenue, NW.;
Washington, DC 20230. lndi\idua!s who
wizh to participate in the he~ring must
submit a request to the Assistant
Secretary for Import Administration,
Rcom B-099, at the above address
within ten days of the publication of this
notice. Requests should contain: (1) The
party"s name, address and telephone
number; (2) the number of participants;
(3) the reasons for attend.in~; and (4) a
list of the issues to be discussed.
In addition, prehearing brids in nt
least.ten copies· must be submitted lo the
Assistant Secrel<:.IJ' by II.lay 16, 1909.
Oral presentations will be limited to
issues raised in the briefs. A!l written
views should be filed in accordance
with 19 CFR 353.40, at the nbove
adc!ress. in at lens! ten copies. not less
th;;n 30 days before the date cf the final
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determination, ~~. if a heanng is hel~ .
within seven days after the hearing ·
transcript is available.
This determination is published
pursuant to section 733(f) of the Act (19
u.s.C.1673b{f)).
T'unothy N. Bergan.
Acting Assistant Secretary /or Import
Administration.

April 7, 1989.
[FR Doc. 89-9191 Filed 4-17-89; Uhm)
BIWNO COOE i51o-o&-ll

[C-508-802]

Final Affirmative Countervailing Duty
Determination: Industrial Belts and ' ·
Components and Parts Thereof,
Wh<ither Cured or Uncured, From
Israel
Import Administration,
International Trade Administrntion. ·
Com.-nerce.
ACTIOH: Notice.

AGENCY:

We determine that certain
benefits which constitute subsidies
within the meaning of the countervailing
duty law are being provided to
manufacturers. producers. or exporters
in Israel oi industrial belts and
components and parts thereof, whet.lier
cured or uncured (industrial belts), as
described in L\.ie "Scope of
ln\•estigation" section of this notice. The
estimated net subsidy is 15.42 percent
ad valorem. In addition, we determine
that critical circumstances do exist in
this case.
We have notified the United States
International Trade Commission (ITC)
of our determinntions. If the ITC
determines that imports of industrial
belts materfolly injure. or threaten
material injury to a U.S. industry, we
will direct the U.S. Customs Service to
resume suspension of liquidation of all
entries of industrial belts from Israel
that ore entered, or withdravm from
warehouse, for consumption on or after
the date of publication of our
countervailing duty order and to require
a cash deposit on entries of industrial
belts in on amo:int equal to the
e:;timated net Gubsidy.
EFFECTIVE DATE: April 18, 10139.

SUP.U.•ARY:

FOR FURTHER INFOR:~ATluU CONTI.CT:

Roy A. Malr.lrose, O;fice of
Co:rntcrvailing Investigations. l.!llporl
Administration, lntemJtional Trade
Administration, U.S. Departrne:ll of
Ccmmerce, 14th Street nnd Constitution
Avenue, N\t\'., Washington, DC :!0:!30;
telephone: (:!OZ) 377-51 H.
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Schedules (HI'S), as provided for in
section 1201. et seq. of the Omnibus
Trade and Compe-titiveness Act of 1988.
Based on our investigation. we
All merchandise entered. or withdrawn
determine that certain benefits which
constitute subsldiea within the meaning
from warehouse, for consumption on or
of section 701 of the Tariff Act of 1930,
after that date is now classified solely
as amended (the Act), are being
. according to the appropriate HTS subprovided to manufacturen, producers,
headings. The HTS sub-headings are
or exporters In Israel of industrial belts.
provided for convenience and Customs
For purposes of this investigation. the
purposes.
fo&lowing programs are found to confer
The products covered by this
subsidies:
Investigation are industrial belts and
• Encouragement of Capital Investment
components and parts thereof. whether
Law Grants .
cured or uncured, formerly provided for
• Exchange Rate Risk Insurance
under TSUSA item numbers 358.0210,
• Long-term Industrial Development
358.0290, 358.0610, 358.0690, 358.0800.
Loans
·
358.0900. 358.1100. 358.1400. 358.1600,
• Encouragement of Research and
657.2520, 773.3510, and 773.3520 and
Development Grants
currently classifiable under HTS item
We determine the estimated net
numbers 3926.9055, 3926.9056, 39:?6.9057,
subsidy to be 15.42 percent ad valorem
3926.9059, 3926.9060. 4010~1010.
for all manufacturers. producers. or
4010.1050, 4010.9111, 4010.91i5,
exporters in Israel of industrial belts.
4010.9119, 4010.9150. 4010.9911•.
Case History
4010.9915, 4010.9919, 4010.9950,
Since publication in the Federal
5910.0010, 5910.0090, and 7326.2000.
Register of the Preliminary Affirmative
The merchandise covered by this
Countervailing Duty Determination: ·
investigo.tion includes certain industrial
Industrial Belts and Components and
belts for power transmission. These
Parts Thereof. Whether Cured or
·include V-belts. synchronous belts,
Uncured, from Israel (53 Fr 48670,
round belts and flat belts. in part or
December 2. 1988) (Preliminary
wholly of rubber or plastic. and
Determination), the following events
cont1:ining textile fiber (including glass
have oi:cu.-red. We received requests for
fiber) or steel wire, cord or strand, and
a public hearing from petitioner on
whether in endless (i.e., closed lor.p)
December 7, 1988, and from respondents
belts, or in belting iii lengths or lir.ks.
on December 9, 1903. Ori December 9,
This investigation excludes conveyor
1988, petitioner filed il request for
alignment of the countervailing duty and belts and automotive belts as well as
antidwnping fmal determinations. This
front engine drive belts fou."ld on
postponement was approved under
equipment powered by internal
section 705 of t.'te Act and published ln
combustion eng\nes. including trucks,
the Federal Register on February 13,
tractors, buses. and lift trucks.
1989 (54 FR 6502).
Analysis of Progtams
On March 29, 1989, ln accordance
with Article s. paragraph 3 oi the
Because the Government of Israel
Agreement on Interpretation and
(GOl) and Magam United Rubber
Application of Articles VI, XVI, and
Industries Ltd. (Magamj withdrew their
XXIll of the General Agreement on
questioMaire responses, this
Tariffs and Trade (GATT Subsidies
determination is based on the best
Code), we notified U.S. Customs to
information available.
terminate the suspensio·n of liquidation.
For each program found to be
in ~~s inves!lgation as of April.1, 1989.
countervailable in prior col!lltervailing
Petitioner Withdrew its request for a
duty investigations invoh·ing Israel. we
public hearing on March 3, 1989, and
used as the best information available
respondents withdrew their requests on
the highest rate ever found for that
March a. 1989. We received written
program in previous countervailing duty
comments fro:n petitioner on March 16
determinations or administrative
nntl March 20, U!Sil, and from
reviews involving products from Israel.
~espondents on February 23 and March
.
-0.1989.
We did not conduct a verification, since
respondents withdrew their responses
Scope of lo\·cstigntion
from the record of the in\·estigation.
~ .The Unit~d. Sta tee hns d~\'eloped a
Based upon our analysis of the
"'}st.cm of tan ff classification b.:sed on
petition. written comments from
the mtcmJtional harmonized system of
petitioner and respondents and prior
~~~~oms no~enclatarc. On fanuary-1.
Israeli cases, we determine the
~· the U.S. t:iriff schedules were fully
following:
converted to the 1lormcmizcd Tariff

F"inal Determination · ·

I
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/. Programs Determined to Confer.
Subsidies
We determine that subsidies are being
provided to manufactures. producers. or
exporters in Israel of industrial belts
~nder the following programs:
A. The Encouragement of Capital
·
Investment Law (ECll.) Grants
The purpose of the ECIL is to attract
capial investment to Israel. In order to
be eligible to receive various benefits
under the ECil.. including investment
grants. drawback grants, capital grants,
accelerated depreciation. and reduced
tax rates. the applicant must obtain
"approved enterprise" status. (ECIL
interest subsidy payments and tax
programs are listed below under
"Programs Determined Not to Be Used".)
Approved enterprise status is obtained
after review of information submitted to
the Ministry of lndustr)' and Trade,
Investment Center Division.
Using our Final Affirmative
Countervailing Duty Determination:
Potassium Chloride from Israel (49 FR
35122. September 14. 1984) as the best
information available. we determine
that the provision of investment grants
under this program confers a subsidy on
exports of industrial belts from Israel
and that the estimaied net subsidy for
all producers and exporters of industrial
belts from Israel is 1.18 percent ad
1•alorem.
B. Exchange Rate Risk Insurance
The Exchange Rate Ri!k Insurance
Scheme (EIS). operated by the Israel
Foreign Trade Risk Insurance
Corporation Ltd. (IITRIC), is aimed at
insuring exporters against losses which
result when the rate of inflation exceeds
the rate·of devaluation and the New
Israeli Shekel (NIS) value of an
exporter's foreign currency receh·ables
does not rise enough to co\'er increases
in local co:its.
The EIS scheme is optional and open
to any exporter willing to pay premiums
to IITRIC. Compensation is based on a
comparison of the change in the rate of
devaluation of the NIS against.a basket
of foreign currencies with the c!'lange in
the consumer price index. If the rate of
inflation is greater than the rat!' of
devaluation, the exporter is
compensated by an amount equal to the
cifference between these two rntes
multiplied by the value-added or the
experts. If the rnte of clc\•aluation is
higher than :he change in the domestic
price index. however. the exporter must
compensate IrfRIC. The premiu:n is
calculnted for all participants ns a
pcrccntnsc of the value-added sales
value cf ex;io:·ts. IFTRIC chan&cs this
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percentage rate periodically but. at any
given time, it is the same for all
exporters.
In determining whether an export ·
insurance program provides a
countervailable benefit. we examine
whether the premiums and other charges
are adequate to cover the program's
long-term operating costs and losses. In
the last Israeli investigation. Final
Affirmative Countervailing Duty
Determination: Industrial Phosphoric
Acid from Israel (52 FR 25447, July 7,
1S87) (Phosphoric Acid), we found that
this program conferred a
countervailable benefit. Using our
determination in Phosphoric A=id as the
best information available. we
determine that this program confers an
export subsidy on exports of industrial
·
belts from Israel.
For the preliminary determination we
used the rate calculated for this program
in the Final Affirmative Countervailing
Duty Determination: Certain Fresh Cul
Flowers from Israel (52 FR 3316,
February 3. 1987) as the best information
available with respect to the amount of
the subsidy. For this determination, we
are using the rate calculated in
Preliminary Results of Cou."ltcrvailing
Duty Administrative Rei·iew: Fresh Cut
Roses from Israel (54 FR 10395, March
13, 1989}. since it is now the highest rate
found for this program in all previous
cou.itervailing duty detenninations and
administrative reviews. On this basis,
we determine that the estimated net
subsidy for all producers and exporters
of industrial belts in Israel is 9.18
percent ad i·a/orem.

C. Long-term Industrial Development
Loans
Prior to July 1985, approved
enterprises were eligible to receive longterm industrial development loans
funded by the GOI. In Phosphoric Acid,
we determined that loans under this
program are provided to a diverse
number of industries. However, the
interest rates charged on these loans
vary depending on the development
zone location of the borrower. The
!i'\ter'!st rates on loans to borrowers in
Development Zone A are lowest, while
those on loans to borrowers in the
Central Zone are highest.
In the absence of government and
company questionnaire responses and
vcriiied information, we assume, as the
best information available, that the
producers and exporters of industrial
belts in Israel are not located in the
Central Zone. Therefore. we determine
that this program confers a regional
subsidy on e'\ports of industrial belts
from lsrocl. Using the rate calculated in
t!le Finol Afjirmative Countervailing

15511

. domestic consumption accounted f9r by
Duty Determination: Oil Country
imports. 19 CFR 355.l6(f) (53 FR 52306,
Tubular Goods from Israel (52 FR 1651,
52350)-· . .
..
. :·
July 7, 1987) as the best information ·
In our preliminary determination of
available, we determine that the ·
estimated net subsidy for all producers · critical circumstances we used import
statistics for the basket TSUSA
and exporters of industrial·belts in ·
categories applicable to industrial belts
Israel is .5.0Z percent ad valorem.
. and determined that imports of the
D. EDcourasement of Rese~rch ~d
· . subject merchandise in the basket
Development Law (ERDL) Grants
TSUSA categories from Israelwere not
Petitioner alleges that research end
maSAive over a relatiyely short period,
development grants equal to 50 percent
For our final deterniination, however,· '
of approved project costs are available . · we decided not-to rely ori basket~
under ERD~ where such activity is
category import stat.istics. Instead, we
directed et export expansion. Using as·:
.are using an approach adopted in the
the best irJonnation available our
recent ·antidumping determinations on
determination in Phosphoric Acid, .we
.ailtifriction bearings. In these
· ·.
determine that this program confers a
.·determinations the Department assumed
subsidy on exports of industrial belts
massive imports when import statistics
from Israel and that the estimated net
were based on basket TSUSA categories
subsidy for all producers and exporters
and respondents did not supply
· of industrial belts in Israel is 0.04
information on· company-specific·
percent ad valorem.
' exports of the. subject _merchandise or
II. Programs Determined Not to be Used. the information supplied could not be .·
verified. See. for example. Final
Using as the best information
Determinations of Sales at Less .than·
available the non-use of the following
Fair Value: Antifriction Bearings {Other.
programs in previous investigations, we
tlian Tapered Roller Bearings) and Pa;ts
determine that the programs below were Thereof from the Federal Republic of
not used by manufacturers, producers,
Germany and Final Determinations of
or exporters in Israel of industrial belts
Sales at Less than Fair Value: ·
during the review period. For a full
Antifriction Bearings..(other than··
description of these programs, seP. the .
Tapered Roller Bearings} and Parts
Preliminary Determination.
Thereof from the United K.ingdom. The
Commerce Department made these. final·
A. Certain Benefits Under the ·
determinations on March Z4. 1969. ·
Encourogement of Capital Investment
In this investi;5ation we have ·
.
Law(ECIL)
circumstances which are similar to those
1. Accelerated Depreciation Under
in the antifriction bearings
Section 42
investigations. The import statistics are·
2. Direct Reduction of Co1porate Tax
based on ba.sket TSUSA categories a:nd
Under Section 41 '
respondents withdrew their responses.
3. Interest Subsidy Payments
Therefore, as best information available,·
we are assuming that imports from
B. labor Training Grants from the
Israel have been massive over a. ·
Ministry of Labor
·relatively short period of time.
c. Special Export Marketirig Financing
As described above. we have
from the Bank of Israel
determined; on the basis of the best
Critical Circumstances
information available. that the GOI
provides export subsidies on the
On June 30, HlBB. petitioner alleged
merchandise under investigation. Article·
that "critical circumstances" exist with
9 of the GAIT Subsidies Code prohibits
respect to imports of the subject
the use of export subsidies on nonmerchandlse from Israel. Section
705(a)(2) of the Act provides that critical primary products. However, Article 14.
pro\'ides an exception for developing
circumstances exist if we determine
countries. provided they do ·not use
that:
.
"export subsidies on their industrial
A. The alleged subsidy is inconsistent
products • • • in a manner which
with the Agreement, and
causes -serious prejudice to the trade or
B. There have been massive imports
production of nnother signatory"
of the class or kind of merchandise ·
(Article 14, pa~agraph 3). .
· . .
which is the subject of the investigation
For o develop.ing country like.Israel •. ·
over a rdatively short period. ·
then the Issue is whether we firid that
We generally consider the folio.wing·
fac:ors in determining whether imports··
e·xj:>ort subsidies are causihg ''serious · .
prejudice" -to·u.s. trade or production of.
have been massive over a relatiyely
short period of time: (1) The volume and · industrial belts. Under section
·
value of the imports; (2) seasonal trends
771(i)(c)(iii) of the Act. the ITC
(if applicable); and (3) the share of
·
evaluates nil relevant economic factors
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bearing on the state of the industry. .

incliii:ling actual iiiid poientiai cieciine in
output. sales, market share, profita. ·
prodw:tivity. return on investment. and .
capacity utilization. Thua. in making Us
·
preliminaey and final injury
dctezminatioaa. the ITC conaidera trade
and prod1LCticm in the United Sta tea. We
conclude that. in principle, terioUI
prejudice c:an exiat where material
injury to a U.S. industry occ;urs by
reason of importa benefiting from export
subsidiea.
Based upon the information in the
record and the
aHirmative
preliminary determination of August 14,
1988, we coiu:lude that acrious prejudice
existo within the meaning of Article 14,
paragraph 3. Therefore, we find that
Israel'• export subsidies on industrial
belts are inconsistent with the CATI
Subsidies Code.
For the reason• discuased above, we
fi."ld that critical circumstances eXict
within the meaning of section 70S(a)(2)
of the Act. If the ITC's final
determination should be negative, our
c;iticnl circumstance finding will
become moot in any event. under
section 705(a)(4J(A) of the Act, the ITC
must make its own affirmative
.
detennination of critical circumstances.

rrc·.

Comment•
Comment 1: Petitioner claims that the
Department shoald countervail all ·
suboidy programs found to be used in
prior Israeli easel at the highest rate
calculated for each program, including
programs subsequently found to have
been discontinued. In making its
determination on the basis of the best
i:lformntion available. the Department
must adversely infer that respondents
failed tiJ supply information on possible
new programs that may have been
c:-ea:ed to replace the discontinued
programs. The Department should use
the subsidy rates applicable to the
discontinued programs as the best
information available for the new
prosrams that may ha\·e been
established.
DOC Position: Since respondents
withdrew their responses from the
record in this investigation, the
Department made He final determL'lation
on the basis of the best information·
available, using as the best infonnation
its findings from p;ist cou.'ltervailing
cuty detenninations or administr;aive
re\'iews concerning products from Israel.
b utidition, to calculate ;i countervailing
duty rate io this investigation. t11e
Dcpartir.c:it used the highest ·
tountcrvailing duty rate previously
found in any final countervailing duty
dr:tcr.:i:~<.ition or adr.iinistrative review
fur each of the proi:r;ims.
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In ao doing. the Department hH . "
adversely tnf~d that Tespondent has
used each of the ongoing programs · .
previously found countervailable. and
that respondent bu realized from each
program a benefit equal to the highest
benefit found in any countervailing duty
determination or administrative review.
Petitioner has not provided any
evidence of '1ew programs that may
have been established to replace the
programs discontinued. Therefore, the
Department eees no reason to make
additional adverse inferences.
Comment 2: Petitioner claims that the
DP.partment should .recognize tbe
.
exiatance of il new program granting a
partial ruk guarantee for unsuccessful
export marketing activities and should
determine th~t this program is
counterv8.ilable. (Thia program was
briefly mentioned in tbe government
response, which. as noted above, was
subsequently withdrawn.) Petitioner
rµggests using the exhange rate risk
insurance ·1cheme a1 a proxy for
qua11tifrin8 the benefit of the program.
DOC Position: We disagree. Both the
GOI and Magam \\;thdrew their ·
responses from the record of this
investigation. Consequently, the
Department made its determination on
the basis of the best infonnation
avail;ible. As the best information
a\'ailable, the Department usecl the
conclusions reached in past Israeli
cases. The Department considers it
inappropriate to use a portion of the
withdrawn response concerning an
export market risk guarantee while
disregarding the remainder of the
responses. A1 set out in our response to
Comment 3,
have refused to consider
information from the withdrawn
response ~onceming respondent's
location within the Central Zone. It
would be i..,consistent and inappropriate
for the Department to pick and choose
information Crom the withdrawn ·
response. using infonnation unfavora.ble
to respondents but not using infonnalion
favorable to respondent. Furthermore,
we note that petitioner has not supplied
any substantive infonnation with
respect to this possible other program.
nor has it described how it might be
countervailablo.
Commer.t 3: Respondents maintain
that the Department failed to use the
best infonnalion available in its
preliminary determination for two of the
programs under investigation: ECIL
Grants and Long-Tenn lndustriul
Oe\·elo;:iment Loons. Respondents
indicate that benefits under thc::c
programs \'ary by zone ;ind that no
bencfit:i are received by firms located in
the Central Zone. Respondents state
that }.fagam is located in Central Zone

we
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and have aupplied a letter from the
Government of Israel attesting to thi1
statement. Respondents conclude that
the Department 1h011ld find that Magan.
has received no benefits tmder these
progrem1. since It i1 located in thl! · ·
Central Zone.·
· Petitioner claims that the Department
should not accept incomplete
information submitted by Magam
indicating that it may be within the
Central Zone and. therefore. may be
precluded from receiving preferential
interest rates nnder the ECll..
DOC Position: The CCI and Magam
chose to withdraw their questionnaire
responses in thia investigation.
Therefore. we were unable to verify any
of the information needed to make this
final determination~ Under the
provisions of the Act. we must verify all
information used in our final
determination. Because we were unable
to verify any ir.formaticn in this
investigation. it was necessary to make
this fi..nal determination on the basis of
the best information available.
· It would be contrary to the provisions
of the Act and Department practice to
use partial irJormation provided by
respondents in tbe absence of com;>letc
and accurate questionnaire responses
which were subject to \'erification. If the
Department were to follow EUcb a
practice, potential respondents would
have no reason to respond to the
Department's questionnaire and would,
instead, provide only information
favorable to their case. Ob\iously, this
would be an unacceptable result. See
Association Colombiana de
Exporladores de Flores v. United States,
Slip op. 89-3 (Ct. lnt'l Trade, January 6,
1989).

Comment 4: Respondents claim that
the Department should not make an ·
allinnative determination of critical
circumstances, since imports from Israel
account for a small percentage of U.S.
· consumption of the subject merchandise.
DOC Position: Because the
Department's import data on the subject
merchandise are based on basket
TSUSA categories, we would normally
look to resoondents for accurate date on
exports of ·the subject merch<>ndise to
the U.S.
In this case, however, respondents
have withdrawn their responses, thus
eliminating our usual altem:itive source
of import statistics. Therefore. as best
information available. we arc assuming
thut imports from Magam have been
massive over a relatively short period.
Since, in this case. there are also export
subsidies inconsistent with the
agreement, As cxplain~d in the critical
circumstances section of this
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determination. we have made an
affirmative determination of critical
circumstances. See our discussion of
this issue in the section of this notice on
critical circumstances.
Comment 5: Petitioner asserts that, in
the scope of investigation at the
preliminary determination, the
Department listed only four of the 18
HrS items corresponding to the nine
TSUSA numbers. Petitioner requests.
that the Department list all 18 numbers
in its final determination.
DOC Position: The 11cope of this
investigation has not changed since the
initiation. The petition included nine
TSUSA item numbers and four HfS subheadings that petitioner believed
corresponded to the TSUSA nu?:lbers.
The Harmonized Tariff Schedule went
into effect on January 1. 1989. Based on
a January 1989 ITC publication.
petitioner requested that the Department
expand the four HTS sub-headings to
eighteen sub-headings.
We consulted with the respondents in
each country subject to concurrent
countervailing and antidumping
· investigations involving industrial belts
and received no objections to the
petitioner's request.
In our preliminary, as now, we note
that the written description of the
products covered by the investigation is
dispositive. The HTS numbers are·
provided for convenience and customs
purposes as to the scope of the product .
coverage.
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Therefore. on March 29, 1989, we ·
pursuant to section 705(d) of the Act (19
u.s.c. 1671d(d));
.
instructed the U.S. Customs Service to
discontiniie the suspension of ·
. Timothy N. Bergan, .
liquidation on the subject merchandise
Actina Assistant Secretary for Import
entered on or after April 1. 1989. but to · . Administration.
continue the suspension of liquidation of April 7, 1989. ,
all entries. or withdrawals from
[FR Doc. 8~9296 Filed 4-17-89; 8:45 am]
warehouse, for consumption of the
BIWNO CODE 351o-o&-WI
subject merchandise entered between
December 2, 1988, and March 31, 1989•.
( C-580-802]
Since we are now making a final
affirmative determination of critical
Final Negative Countervailing Duty
circumstances, the suspension of
Determination: Industrial Belts and
liquidation becomes retroactive to
Components and Parts Thereof,
September 3, 1988, which is 90 days
Whether Cured or Uncured, From the
prior to the date on which liquidation
Republic of Korea
was first suspended. We shall instruct
the U.S. Customs Service also to
AGENCY: b1port Administration,
suspend liquidation on all unliquidated
International Trade Administration,
Commerce.
entries made between September 3,
1988, and December 1, 1988. If the ITC
ACTION: Notice.
issues a final affirmative injury
SUMMARY: We determine that de
determination, we will reinstate
minimis benefits which constitute
suspension of liquids tion under section
subsidies within the meaning of the U.S.
705 of the Act on the date of publication
countervailing duty law are being
of the countervailing duty order and
provided to manufacturers, producers,
again require a cash deposit on all
or exporters in Korea of industrial belts
entries ohhe subject merchandise in an
and components and parts thereof,
amount equal to 15.42 percent ad
whether cured or uncured (industrial
valorem.
belts), as described inthe "Scope of
Investigation" section of this notice. The
ITC Notifi.~tion
estimated net subsidy is 0.41 percent ad
valorem. Since this rate is de minimis,
ln accor,dance with"Section 705(d) of
our
final countervailing duty
the Act, we :will notify the ITC of our
determination is negative.
determination. In addition, we are
We have notified the United States
making available to the ITC all
International
Trade Commission (ITC)
Verification
nonprivileged and nonproprietary
of our determination.
information relating to this
As noted above, the questionnaire
EFFECTIVE DATE: April 18, 1989.
investigation. We Will allow the ITC
responses in this investigation were
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
access to all privileged an:i business
withdrawn. Therefore, we did not
Roy A. Malmrose, Office of
.
proprietary
information
in
our
files,
conduct a verification. In accordance
Countervailing Investigations, Import
with section i76(c) of the Act, we made
provided the ITC confirms that it will
Administration, International Trade
our final determination on the basis of
not disclose such information, either
Administration, U.S. Department of
· the best information available.
publicly or under an administrative
Commerce,
14th Street and Constitution
protective order. without the written
Suspension of Liquidation
Avenue, NW .. Washington, DC 20230;
consent of the Assistant S<:cretary for
telephone: (202) 377-5414.
In accordance with our preiiminary
Import Administration.
affinnative countervaiiing duty
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATIOH:
If the ITC determines that material
determination published on December 2,
injury, or the threat of material injury,
Final Determination
1968, we directed the U.S. Customs
be
does
not
exist,
this
proceeding
will
Service to suspend liquidation on the
Based on o.ur investigation, we
terminated and all estimated duties
products under investigation and to
determine that de minimis benefits
deposited or securities posted as a result which constitute subsidies within the
require a cash deposit or bond equal to
of the suspension of liquidation will be
the duty deposit rate. This final
meaning of section 701 of the Tariff Act
rcfu{lded or cancelled. If. however, the
counter-Yailing duty determination was
of 1930, as amended (the Act), are being
ITC determines that such injury does
extended to coincide with the
provided to manufacturers. producers or
exist, we will issue a countervailing
companion final antidumping
exporters in Korea of industrial belts.
dufy order, directing Customs officers to
determinations. pursuant to section GOB
For purposes of this investigation, the
assess countervailing duties on all
of the Trnde and Tariff Act of 1984
·
following programs are found· to confer
entries of industrial belts from Israel
(section 705(a)(1) of the Act). Under
subsidies:
entered, or withdrawn from warehouse,
Article 5. paragraph 3 of the GA TI
• Short-Term Export Financing
Subsidies Code, provisional measures
for conscmption, as described in the
• Export Tax Reserves .
cannot be imposed for more than 120
"Suspension of Liquidation" section of
• Duty Drawback on Non-Physically
days \\'ithout final affirmative
Inco:porated Items and Allowances for
this notice.
determina.tions of subsidy and injury.
This determination is pu~lishcd
Excc_ssive Loss and Wastage Rates
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We determine the estimated net
aubaidy to be 0.41 perc(!r1t ad v::J::.--a:::
!or all manufacturers, producers or
exporters in Korea of industrial belt1.
Since this rate ia de minimis, our firial
countervailing duty detennination is
negative.
·
Case mstory
. Since the last Federal Register
publication pertaining to this
investigation (Preliminary Affirmative
Countervailing Duty Determi.iation:
Jndustrial Belts and Components and
Parts Thereof. Whether Cured or
Uncured. from lhe &public of Korea (53
FR 48672. December z. 1986)
(Preliminary Determination)), the
following events have occurred. On
December 9. 1988, petitioner filed a
request for alignment of the
countervailing duty and antidumping
final determinations. This postponement
was appro\'e:l under section 705 of the
Act and published in the Federal
Register on February 13, 1989 (54 FR
6562).

.

.

We conducted verification in Korea
from January 23 through January 27,
1989, of the questionnoire responses of
the Government of Korea (GOK). Dongil

· Rubber Belt Co., Ltd. [Dongil), and
Taelim Moolsan Co.. Ltd. (Taelim
Moolsan), a trading company whose
exports to the United States are
purchased from Dongil. At the COK we
also verified information provided in the
GOK responses with respect to another
producer of industrial belts which
exports to the United States, Hankook
Belt Industry (Hankook)..All the
·
information submitted by the COK
concerning .was received prior to
verification.
Petitioner and respondents requested
a public hearing in this case which was
held on March 18. 1089. Both parties
filed pre-hearing briefs on March 13,
1!!69, and post·hearing briefs on March
23, 1989. On March 29, 1969, in
accordance with Article 5, paragraph 3
of the Agreement of Interpretation and
Application of Articles VI, XVI ond
XXm of the General Agreement on
Terifis and Trade (GAIT Subsidies
Code), we notified U.S. Customs lo
tenninate the suspension of liquidation
in this in\'est4;ation as of April 1. 1!)89.
Scope of Investigation
TI:e United States has dcvelooed a
srstl!m of taliif classification b~sed on
the international harmonized system of
customs r.omenclalure. On January 1.
1!Jll9. the U.S. tariff schedules were fully
con\'erted to the Harmonized Torti/
Schedule UITS), as pro,•ided for in·
section 1201 ct seq. of the Omnibus
Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988.
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All mercbandiae entered. or withdrawn
&;;;m Wiitehouse, ior consumption on or
after that date is now classified solely
according to the appropriate HTS subheadL"\31. The HTS sub·headings are
provided for convenience and customs
purposes. The Department's written
description of the products under
investigation remains disposltive as tD
the sc~pe of the product coverage.
The products covered by this
investigation are industrial belts and
components and parts thereof, whether
cured or lJllcured. formerly provided for
under TSUSA item numbers 358.0210,
358.0290. 358.0610, 358.0890. 358.0800.
358.0900. 358.1100, 358.1400. :!58.1600.
657.%5.20. 773.3510 and 773.35:?0: and

currently classifiable under HI'S sub·
headi.ruzs 3928.9055. 3926.9056, 3R2G.9057,
3926.9059. 3926.9060. 4010.1010,
4010.1050, 4010.9111, 4010.9115.
4010.9'119, 4010.9150; 4010.9911.o
4010.9915. 4010.9919, 4010.9950,
5910.0010, 5910.0090 and 7326.2000.

The merchandise covered by this
investigation includes certain industrial
belts for power transmission. The11e
include V-belts. synchronous belts.
round belts and flat belts. in part or
wholly of rubber or plastic. and
containin:; textile fiber (including glass
fiber) or i;teel wire, cord or strand. and
whether in endless (i.e .. closed loop)
belts. or in belting in lengths or links.
This investigation· excludes conveyor
belts and automotive belts as well as
front engine drive belts found on
eq'J.ipment powered by internal·
combustion engines, including trucks,
tractors. buses and lift trucks.
Analysis of Programs
As mentioned above, we received and
· were able to verify the questioMaire
respones of Dongil and Taelim. Another
producer, Han.kook. did not directly
respond to our questioMaire. However,
information with respect to Ha.'lkook,
which we were also able to verify, was
provided in the GOK response. This
information was received prior to
\'erification. A certain limited amount of
information pertaining to Hankook was
not provided by tho GOK and could not
be \•erified. For one program described
below (sP.e Section l.C.) where we did
not have verified information with
re!lpect to Han.kook. we used the best,
information available.
We calculated the country-wide
esti:r.ated net subisdy rate by weight
averr.g:..-:g L'ie respective company~pecific rates eccor<ling to the
·
respondent compenies' share of exports
of the subject merchl!ndise to the United
States. Because this rate is de minimis,
despite Hankook's le\'el of benefits, our
·final determination is ncgntivc. (Sec,
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Final Negative CounJDroiling Duty
Detenninotions: Standard Line Pipe.
Light-walled&ct.angular Tubing and
Heavy· Walled Rectangular Tubing from
Malaysia (53 FR 46904. November 21,
1988): 11ee also pr~amble di1CU11ion of
§ 355 ..ZO(d) of the Commerce

Department's .regulations published in
the Federal Register on December 27,
1988 (53 FR 5~} (to be codified at 19
CFR 355.38}, 1.vhich codifies existing.
practice.) For informational purposes, at
the end of the inclh.;dual program
descriptions below, we have included
company-specific rates.
For purposes of this final
detcnnination. the period for which we
are measuring l!Ubsidies ("the review
period") is calendar year 1907 which
corresponds to the fiscal year o! Dongil.
Based upon our analysis of the
petition. the responses to our
questionnaires. verification, and ¥.Titten
comments filed by petitioner and
respondents, we determine the
foll owing;
I. Progra!11s Delermi:ied to Con/er
Subsidies

We determine that subsidies are being
provided to manuf{lcturers. producers
and exports in Korea of industrial belts
under the following programs:
A. Short-Term Export Financing
The Short-Term Export Financing
Regulations provide the guidelines for
short-term export financing. Under these
regulations, export financing takes the
form of loans on bills related to export
sales transactions. Eligibility is based
upon presentation of export docwnents
or upon past export performance. Export
loans based on past perfonnance caMot
exceed 90 days.· while loans based on.
specific export documents cannot .
exceed 160 da)·s and are limited to the
terms of the applicable letter of credit.
During our review period. the rate of
interest charged on sbo:'t·term export
financing remained constant at ten
percent, the cr.iling established by the
Bank of Korea (BOK).
Short-tcnn export financing is
available in Korea to finance three types
of transai:tions: (1) Purchases of
imported materials. (2) purchase:i of
domestic material, and {3) production.
Each type of transaction carries with il a
"loan exchange ratio," This rnlio.
expressed in wen. determines th~
maximum won lea!) 11=nount per dollar .
value of the transaction. The ratio
varied between small· and mcdiu:nsizcd companies on the one hand, and .
lnrse-sized companies on the other. We
,·crificd.lhat the exchange ratios in
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effect during the review period were
reduced as of February 8, 1988.
The BOK also establishes rediscount
ratios that set the proportion of a short"tenn loan which the commercial bank
may rediscount through the central
bank. During the period of investigation.
the rediscount ratio for short-term
exi)ort fmancing was lowered from 60
percent to 40 percent for large-sized .
finn, and from 90 percent to 60 percent
for small- and medium-sized firms. The
rediscount ratio on domestic commercial
financing remained at 60 percent for
large-sized companies. Small- and
medium-sized firms are defined as
companies with fewer than 300
employees. We verified that both Dongil
and Hankook are classified as large
companies.
We verified that both Hankook and
Dongil received financing under this
program. Because only exporters are
eligible to use short-term export
.
financing, we determine these loans to
be countervailable to the extent that
they are provided on preferential tenns.
Moreover, we dP.tennine that the
·different red.iscourit ratios applicable to
financing for the large firms during the
review period resulted in the provisions
of export financing on preferential terms
for large firms. Tnis is because in
lending to large fir.:ns, commercial banks
h&d an incentive to channel more funds
to finance t.'iose firms' export
transactions and, L'ius, fewer funds to
finance their domestic transactions. This
is the same analysis we employed in
Certain Stainless Steel Cooking Ware
f ram the Republic of Korea: Final
Affirmative Countervailing Duty
De!e!'mi.iation (51 FR 42687, November
26, 1986) (Cookir.g Ware}. At
verification, we found that in September
1968, the BOK equalized the rediscount
. ratios.
To determine the extent to which
these loans are provided on preferential
terms, we used verified information
provided by the GOK to construct a·
weighted-average short-term interest
rate to represent what large firms pay to
fimmce domestic transactions. Because,
during the review period, commercial
bank3 had an incentive to direct their
lcia:ts to large firms for financing export
transactions rather than domestic
transactions. large firms would have
needed to seek alternative sources for
financing do:nestic sales.
The weighted-averzge interest rate we
have computed is a best estimate
1:1ea~-~re of the ?reference created by
the a1:fcrer:t reaisco•1nt ratios. It incutles
the interest rates on commercial bank
loans for domestic trar.sactions: the
i~su<:n~e of commercial paper: and
fmancmg from investment and finance

companies, merchant banking
companies, and mutual savings and
finance companies. We verified that
these sources constitute all the forms of
short-term commercial financing in
Korea. They differ from those used in
our Preliminary Determination in that
we have deleted mutual credit
cooperatives and included merchant
banking companies. We verified that the
fonner were used as a source of shortterm finance almost exclusively by
households and the latter were a source
for companies.
.
The GOK does not maintain detailed
statistical information concerning the
weighted-average or average interest
rate charged by commercial banks. The
BOK annual report only lists the interest
rate bands within which banks are
permitted to make loans Therefore. to
determine an average interest rate for
commercial banks in Korea, we used as ·
the best information available t.lie
results of a survey of Korean
commercial banks conducted by the
GOK. The survey provides the
percentage of short-term loans offered
by a number of Kor2an national and
local commercial banks at half-percent
intervals within the interest rate band
allowed by the DOK. Local commercial
banks are allowed to charge interest
rates up to one percent hisher than
national commercial b!lnks. We verifled
that local banks acco:unt for 9.1 percent
of all commercial bank loans, and
national banks. 90.9 percent. We then
weight average the national and local
commercial bank average interest rates
to deterrnine a. single weighted-average
commercial bank iriterest rate for the
review period of 11.15 percent. ·
The weights assigned to each of the
other sources of short-tenn domestic
credit (i.e., commercial paper. financing
from investment and finance companies,
merchant banki."'lg companies. and
mutual saving3 and finance companies)
were derived from the BOK Monthly
Bulletin. From the Monthly Bul/etin, we
determined the:amount of, and interest
rates charged on, short-term financing
from each of these sources.
t:s!ng the above data, we calculated a
weighted-average short-term interest
rate benchmark of 11.79.percent. We
compared this rate to the 10 percent
interest rate on export loans received by
Dor:gil and Hankook. (We verified that
Tael:m Moolsan did not receive eny
export loans during the period of
review.) To determine the benefit of the
preferential interest rate, we subtracted ·
the interest paid on the export loans at
10 percent from th.e interest the
companies would have paid if the loans
had been contracted at the benchmark ..
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Because the benefit was not
segregable by product or market. we
divided the benefit by the total exports
of the respective companies during the
review period. On this basis, we
calculated an estimated net subsidy of
0.14 percent ad valorem for Dongil and
0.17 percent ad valorem for Hankook.
The country-wide rate equals 0.14 ·
percent ad valorem...
B: Export Tax Reserves Under Articles
::2 and 23
Articles 22 and 23 of the Act
Concerning the Regulation oiTax
Reduction and Exemption permit
deductions from taxable income by
exporting firms for a nUinber of different
reserves covering export losses,
o\•erseas market development and price
fluctuation losses.
Under Article 2Z. a corporatic:'l may ·
establif:h a reserve amounting to the
lesser of one percent of foreign
exchange earnings or 50 percent of the
foreign exchange earnings component of
net income. It certain export losses
occur. they may be offset by the reser\·e
fund. Fol!o\ving the tax year in whicµ
the reserve amount wai: created. there is
a one-year grace period. After·the p-ace
period. amounts remaihing in the
reserve Liat have not been offset by
actual losses are returned to the taxable
income account in three equal annual'
installments.
·
Article 23, which governs overseas
market development funds. allows 11
corporation to esta.blish a reserve iur.d
amounting to one percent if its fotei~
exchange ecircings in the respective tax
year. Expenses incurred in development
overseas markets may be offoet from the
reserve fund. Funds remaining in tha
reserve after the tax year are treated as
under Article 22.
The balance in both reserve funds is
not subject to corporate tax. although all
moneys in the reserve funds. if not used
to offset losses, are eventually returned
to income and subject to corporate tax.·
We determine that these export
. reserves progrnms confer benefits which,
constitute export sub,sidies because they
provide a deferment. contingent upon
export perfonnc.nce. of direct taxes. We
verified that Dongil and Hankook, but
not Taelim Moolsan, -utilized the
provisio:ts under the export tax
reserves.
To measure the benefit i:onierrcJ by
the deferments, we followed the same
methodology previously use in CoaJ;ir.g
U1are and calculated the tax saving9 by
multiplying the amount mnintained in
the reserves by the companies' effective
t<:x rates.
·
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that the entire amount of duty drawback
ro:ceived by HiirJ\ook during the review
· Accordingly. to determine the benefit.
period wao excessive and therefore
.
the amount of the companie0' talt
constitutes mcountervailable oubsldy.
! Ba\'il\gS was multiplied by the average_
We were able to verify the amount of
, short·ten:n national and local
drawback received by Hankook on ita
commercial bank interest rate (11.159')
total exports of the subject merchandise.
'which we calculated under the section
However, we could not verify the value
above.
or Hankook'o total exports of the subject
On this basis; we calculated an
m~rchandise. Therefore, as the best
<!Stimated net subsidy of 0;13 percent ad
information available, we used the fixed
• \•alorem for Dongil and 0.00 percent ad
duty drawback rate of 22 won per dollar
· \•alorem for Hankook. The country-wide
or export value to calculate the
rate is 0.12 percent ad valorem.
estimated net subsidy.
We applied the rate of 22 won per
• C. Duty Drawback on Non-Physically
dollar
to Hankook's total exports or the
· Incorporated Items and Allowances for
subject merchandise to the United
' E..'tcessive Loss and Wastage Ratea
States as an estimate of the total
\\'e examined the Korean duty
am1Junt of duty drawback that Hr.nkook
dr:iwback system to determine whether
received on its shipments of the subject
the companies under investigation· were
merchandise to the United States. We
, recei\ing benefits from the allowance of
then converted this won value to a
, duty drawback on non-physicaJ!y
dcllar value using. as the best
incorporated items and on recoverable
information available, the highest
scrap. We verified that input usage rates dollar/won exchange rate in effect
are determined every four years for
during the review period. We allocated
producers of exported products. The
this amount over Hankook's total
sur.•ey upon which the GOK based its
ex;:iorts of the subject merchandise to
' input usage rates was based on an
the United States, a figure we had
audited sur,,.ey of Donsil's production
verified in dollars. The result of this
precess. Tables of these rates are used
calculation yields an estimated net
by Korean C\;stoms for duty drawback . subsidy of 2.78 percent ad va/orem for
purposes.
H:inkook. The country-wide rate is O.l!i
\\'e verified that recoverable scrap is
pe~cent ad valorem.
factored into the usage rates and that.
We 11lso considered using as thP. best
; therefore, for Dongil, the loss and waste
information available the highest
rates built into the input usege tables
estimatr:tl net subsidy found for this
are not excessive. Moreo\'er, we verified program in all previous Korcnn cases.
that Don~ does not have recoverable
However. the highest rate previously
scr:ip fro:n its production process. We
found for this prosram is smaller tho.n
eiso verified that Dongil did not receive
the rate calculated above. Therefore. we
any duty drawback on non-physically
used the methodology detailed above.
ir.co:-porated items. We were unable to
ll Programs Determined Not To Be
make these determinations for Hankook
Used
since we could not ccnduct a complete
on-side \'er.fication cf Hankook and its
We determir.e, based on verified
prcduction process.
infonnation. that the programs listed
We also \'£rifled that a fixed rate duty below were not used by rnanu!actu:-ers,
drawback system is used by the GOK
prcducers and exporters in Korea of
fer export shipments valued at less than
industrial belts during the review period.
S:!O.COO. The fixed rate duty drawback is
For a full tlescription of these programs.
calculated yearly on a product-specific
see our.Preliminary Determination.
ba5is. The GOK determines the rate, on
A. Unlimited Deduction of Over:.eas
, an industry-wide basis, based on the
Entertainment Expcm:cs
previous year's non-fixed rate duty
D. Loans lo Promising S;null and.
d:awback experience of a given product. Medium Enterprises
The rate applicable in the review period ·
C. Exemption from the Acquisition
was 22 won per dollar of export value.
Tax
Since we verified that Donsil has no
D. Tax Incentives for Businesses
recoverable scrap and that it has not
Moving to a Pro\'incinl Area
recei\'ed a:-:y duty dra\".'back on nonE. Free Export Zont- Program
p:iysicallr incorporated items. we
F. Export Credit Financing from the
ccte:-rr.i'.li! that Dongil receives no ·
F~xport-lr:iport Dank of Korea (KXMBl
s;;'osidy tL-:der this program.
G. Exp.:>rt Guarantees from the KXJ\m
. \\'e were unable to \'erify, however,
/II. Programs Determined To Jla1·e Been
:~at Hankook did not receive drawback
Terminated
C!"l r.on-physically incorporated items or
We determine, based on verified
O!"l recovc~:ible scrap. Therefore, as the
information, tliot the prosrmas listecj
b.:st inf:::-::1ation avaih1lil~. w~ assumed
8.,-..lo
na e\.."'.t-Oa~ '-•0ftCN1roAt ' · · - 1-,,.-o
6-..0WV uu uw."'• •- •'°'•W• - • • .... &Wg•-6&GG IUUAAD•
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below were terminated and that no

benefit& were CUi"Jerred on producer;
and exporters in Korea of industrial ·
belto during the review period. For a full
deocription of theme programs see our

Preliminary Detenninatian.
A. Special Depreciation Under Article
11 of the Act Concerning the Regulation
of Tax Reduction and Exemption
(ACTRE)
B. Tax Credit for lnvcsbnent for Key
Industries
C. Accelerated Depreciation Under
Article 25 of the Act Concerning the
Regulation of Tax Reduction and
Exemption
D. Tariff Re:iuctions on Plant and
Equipment
E. Export Tax Reserves Under Article
24

V. Program Determined To Not Exist
We determine that the following
program does not exist.

loans for Expansion or Construction
of Manufacturing Facilities
Interested Party Comments

Comment 1: Petitioner asserts that the
Department's use of a weighted average
of interest rates from \'arious types of
financial in&titutions as the benclunark
for the short-term cRport fL"lancing
program results in an miderestimation of
the full benefit. Specifically, petitioner
states that, regarding commmcrcial
banka. the Department incorrectly
included in the calculation of the
benchmark the rates on sources of funds
targeted by the government for
particular uses. Petitioner also asserts
that insofar as Dongil received short·
term loans from commercial banks
during the review period, it received
go\'emment-directed financing. In
addition. petitioner contends that
targeted funds are likely to be provided
to a specific enterprise or industry and
should not be considered by the
Department to be appropriate bases for
the benchmark rate. Petitioner also
s~gests that the Department should
adjust the benchmark calculation by
excluding the commercial lending rate
and including the curb market rate, i.e..
the rate charged by private money
lenders.
Respondents claim that Dongil's
sources of short-term export financing
are commi?rcial banks only, so the curb
market should not be included in the
benchmark rate.
DOC Position: Petitioner's allegation
that all commercial bank loans are
t:irgeted to specific enterprises or ·
industries was first raised in the March
13, 1!?39, pre-hearing brief, and is,
therefore, untimely and cannot b11

Federal Register
considered for purposes of this final
determination.
.
The curb market has not been
included in our calculation of the
benchmark for the following reasons: (a)
Information from verification and
through discussions with officials of t!ie
U.S. Treasury Department. the
International Monetary Fund. and the
World Bank indicates that the curb
market is a very marginal source of
funds in the Korean fmancial markets;
(b) these same sources indicate that the
curb market is not a viable source of
financing for any but the smallest
companies: and [c} we do not have
adequate information on interest rates
in the curb market.
Comment 2: Respondents assert that
the Department should use Dongil's
company-specific cost of comparable
short-term commercial bank financing
as the short-term interest rate
benchmark. Respondents argue that
because short-term interest rates in
Korea vary greatly depending on the
creditworthiness of individual .
borrowers, a country-wide average rate
would be higher since it includes less
creditworthy companies. Moreover,
:-espondents maintain that because
Dongil is the only exporter of the subject
merchandise and the Department
already has information concerning
Dongil's cost of alternative financing,
the calculation of a company-specific
rate would not be overly burdensome.
Petitioner claims that the Department
should follow its precedent and its
preference articulated in the Subsidies
Appendix attached to the notice of ColdRolled Cabon Steel Flat-Rolled Products
from Argentina: Final Affirmative
Countervailing Duty Determination and
Countervailing Duty Order (49 FR 18006,
April 26, 1984) and use the country-wide
short-term benchmark.
DOC Position: In order to administer
the countervailing duty law in im
administrably manageable way, it is
necessary for uniformity that we use a ·
country-wide benchmark for short-term
financing program·s instead of a
company-Specific benchmark. Sec, for
example. Final Affim1ative
Counteriailing Duty Determination and
Order: Welded Carbon Steel Pipe and
Tube Products from Argentina, (49 FR
37619, September 27, 19B8).
Comment 3: Respondents assi?rt that
the Department has verified the actual
distribution of commercial bar.k shorlterm ir:teresl rates in Korea through
survey results of Korean banks
sub:nitted by the GOK at verification.
They contend that the Department
should ensure that the collntry-wide
benchmark reflects this survey.
Furthermore. respondents argue that the
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information was timely since it was
submitted at verification and before the
Department's new regulations took
effect.
Petitioner claims that to the extent
that the Department may use
commercial bank rates in the benchmark
for the final determination. the
Department should maintain the rate
used in the preliminary determination.
Petitioner states that the information
regarding the interest rate distribution
within the regulated band may be
incomplete. Moreover, the information,
which was not submitted until
verification, was untimely.
DOC Position: Although we recognize
lt1at the Eurvey results provided by the
GOK may not be a precise reflection of
the country-wide weighted-average
short-term COIIllilercial bank interest
rate in Korea, we have decided to use
the results as the best information
available. We note that interest rate
information provided in the survey was
verified and that it is consistent with
information provided in the GOK annual
reports and monthly bulletins.
We find that the survey data is timely
because we specifically asked the
respondent for the data in our deficiency
questionnaire of December 15, !988. ln
any event. we agree with respondents
that the information was timely since
the new regulations were not in effect at
the time of verification. Furthermore. our
findings were in our verification report
and petit.i.oner had adequate time to
comment.
Commen.t 4: Respondents assert that
the short-tenn interest rate benchmark
ought to pe based exclusively on
commercial bank lending rates in the
final determination. Respondents state
that the Department used a weightedaverage basket of interest rates because
it determined that the h!gher rediscount
ratio for short-term commercial bank
export financing conferred a preference
on export financing relative to domestic
short-term commercial bank financing.
However. respondents assert that, as the
rediscount ratios for export and
domestic financing were equalized
before the preliminary determination,
there is no longer an incentive to prefer
export financing to domestic financing.
DOC Position: We agree wHh
respondents that the equalization of the
rediscount ratios constitutes a prosramwide change. However. it is the
Department's policy to !Ake into account
only those program-wide changes v:hich
ore measurable and verifiable. The
equalization of the rediscount ra:ios
took place in September 1980. The
interval since then represents too short
a time to rne<:sure adequately the effect
of that change on the lending practices
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of Korean commercial banks. Moreover,
we do not have the information to allow
us to calculate a commercial bank shortterm interest rate based on the period
since September 1988. Therefore. for the
purposes of this final detennination, we
are not taking this change into account
because the effects of the change cannot
be measured.
Comment 5: Respondents assert that
the Department should take into account
in the final determination another
program-wide change which occurred.
with respect to the short-term export
financing program. prior to the
preliminary determination. Specifically,
the Department should take into account
the information submitted during
verification that the GOK effectively
abolished the short-term export
financing program by allowing all
interest rates in the Korean economy to
vary according to market forces.
Petitioner claims that the Department
should not take into account the changes
in the program because the effects are
Sj)eculative and it is the Department's
policy to take into account only these
changes that are quantifiable and
\'erifiable.
DOC Position: It is the Department's
policy to take into account programwide changes which dt:cur prier to the
preliminary dete!'ID.i.nation and are both
measurable and verifiable. The effective
date for the liberalization of interest
rates in the Korean economy was
December 5, 1988, which.was after the
date of publication of the Preliminary
Determination. Therefore. this program·
wide change occurred too late to be
taken into account.
Comment 6: Respondents as5ert that
the Department should consider a.s a
program-wide change the reduction in
the loan exchange ratios in the shortterm export financing program.
According to respondents, the reduction
is measurable and was verified and thus
should be taken into account.
Petitioner claims that the Department,
by ascribing 1988 loan exchange ratios
onto Dongil's export borrowing in 1987
as proposed by respondents, would b~
indulging in speculation. The effect of
the change in the loan exchange ratios,
accbrding to petitioner, is neither
quantifiable nor verif:able. Hence, no
adjustment should be made for the
reduction in the loan exchunge ri!tios.
DOC Position: We agree with
petitioner. Although this particular
change occurred prior to our preliminary
c.letermination and we were able to
verify the change. we cannot measure
the effect of the change on the benefit
provided to Dongil under the program.
The review period for this investigation
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source. Respondents deny that there is a Hankook's exports. Respondenis ciaim
that the GOK supplied Hankook's total
national effective tax rate. Further, they
duty drawback amount on all exports .of
claim that the Department should use
the subject merchandise in response to
company-specific effective tax rates lD
the Department's quesUoM&ires.
·
calculating any beneftta received under
the export tax reserves programs.
Additionally, there are no non· .
DOC Position: We agree with
physically incorporated inputs in the
petitioner that .the effective tax rate
production of industrial belt• and Korea
used to calculate the benefit from the
eliminated its practice of permitting
export tax reserves programs should not drawback on non-physically ·
reflect the benefit from the programs.
incorporated items. Therefore, neither
We disagree, however, with the
Dongil nor Hankook received a
substitution of an wiverified tax rate
countervailable benefit from this
from an outside source. Instead, we
program.
recalculated Dongil's and Hankook's
DOC Position: We verified the total
respective effective tax rates by
amount of duty drawback received by
increasing their taxable income by the
Hankook on the subject merchandise.
amount of the reserves set aside under
Therefore. there is no justification for
the export tax reserves programs and
substituting Dongil's drawback amount
also increasing the amount of taxes that
for Hankook'a drawback amount.
the companies would have paid absent
However, because Hankook did not
their use of the tax reserves programs.
respond to our questionnaires and did
Comment 10: Respondents assert that
not pennit a complete on-site
the Department must distinguish
verification. as the best information
between "special exports" and "general
available. we have assumed that
exports" in the export tax reserves
Hankook's
drawback amount was
programs because the amount of export
excessive and calculated the estimated
income that can be contributed towards
net subsidy as described in Section I.C.
a reserve depends on the country to
Comment 12: Petitioner asserts that
which the goods have been exported.
Thus, respondents claim that, for Dongil, since Hankook's failure to respond to
the Department's questionnaires led the
the Department should calculate any
Department to the use of the best
subsidy margin by dividing the amount
of Dongil's reserves attributable to U.S.
information available for the
exports by Dongil'.s total U.S. exports.
preliminary detennination. the
Petitioner claims that the information
Department &hould continue to use best
segregating the tax benefit according to
information available for the final
tho destination of the exports was
detennination. Respondents argue that
provided for the first time at
information regarding Har.kook's export
verification. Therefore, under the new
data and program participation was
procedural regulations, the data
submitted in ~he GOK responses and
submitted was not timely and should not that the only new information submitted
be considered.
at verification related to the type of belt
DOC Position: The actual benefit
exported. Therefore. the Department
attributable to exports to the United
should not use best information
States is better measured by the amount available.
of the reserves attributable to the United
DOC Position: Prior to our preliminary
States and not to worldwide exports.
determination, we received incomplete
Respondents were able to segregate
information on Hankook from the GOK.
benefits attributable to exports to the
Therefore, for the purposes of the
United States at verification and we
were able to verify this information. The preliminary determination. some of the
information provided at verification was information we used for Hankook was
the best information available.
net a major change to respor.dent's
Subsequent to the preliminary
original submission, but rather was a
clarification to their ori~inal submission. determination, but prior to verification,
the GOK provided Hankook's export
We fully described the information
data and additional information on its
amount.
submitted by respondent in our
program participation. At verification
Comment 9: Petitioner states that
verification report. Consequently,
for the first time, Hankook claimed that
Doni;ll'1 e!fcc:Uve tax rate as reported in petitioner had adequate time to
the belts it exported to the United States
111 re5ponse lnr.ludes thq effcet!J of tha
comment. Finally, we note that the new
~ub~ldy benefit from the export tax
pr.ocedural regulations were not in effect were not covered by the scope of the
investigation. Since this was new
rODOrYOS l'fOlJl'llffil, TherefOrQ, UllC of thll 111 the time of verification and therefore,
information first su!Mnitted at
rule understates Oonsil'1 tax uvlngs
are not controlling.
verification we did not accept this
Comment U; Petitioner asserts that
resulting !:o:n their uao the export tax
lnrormntion. Moreover, discussions with
the appropriate cnlculallon of thQ r11to
ro1u:rvot p:osrams. A1 an altcmatlva
for Honkook ba11ed on the best
the ITC product experts suggested Iha\
orrccll\'e to~ rote, petitioner propo5es ca
Information ovoilnble would be IQ
"national" crtecllvo tax rato for Iorgo
lhc l.11~!111 produced by fiankook m11y ba
di1r·.1dc Donsll's tot;il drawback lJy
co:-poroitlor.s 01 reported In on outsido
within tho 11copo of the investi~allun.

is calendar year 1981. Consequently, we
do not have verifed information with
respect to Dongil'e 1988 sales, nor ite
level of borrowing lD 1988. Thus. any
calculation performed by the
.
Department would be too speculative.
Comment 1: Petitioner asserts that the
Department e1Ted in not finding Dongil'1
long·term loans countervailable lD the
preliminary determination. Petitioner
claims that long-term financing is
regulated by the GOK through various
financial institutions and loans received
from regulated sources are at interest
rates below the benchmark rate and aa
such are on preferential terms. Also,
petitioner maintains that approximately
SS percent of commercial loans are
directed loans and on this basis, as best
information available. the Department
should find the long-term loans of Dongil
to be provided to a specific enterprise or
industry.
DOC Position: Petitioner first raised
this argument in its pre-hearing brief.
It is untimely and caMot be
considered for purposes of this final
detennination because the argument
was raised after verification and,
conseq1Jently, we do not have the
information to evaluate the argument.
Comment 8: Petitioner asserts that
deductions from taxable income through
export tax reserves should be treated
solely as tax savings in the year
received and not as an interest-free
loan. Respondents claim that the export
tax reserves programs are tax deferrals
and the Department should follow its
longstanding practice of treating tax
deferrals as short·tenn interest-free
loans. Respondents argue that the actual
losses of a company in Korea may be
used to recuce ordinary income or to
reduce the export tax reserves, but not
both. Thus, the tax reserves programs do
not result in tax savings, it only creates
a tax deferral for a specific, limited
period of time.
DOC Position: We agree with
respondents. We find that the tax
reserves programs provide a tax
deferral. not tax savings. All money in
the resen·es, iC not used to offset losses,
is eventually added back to Income end
11ubject to tax. If used to ofCset losses, .
tho reserve 11 reduced by the loss
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We used the verified information to
!ompute Hankook's estimated net
subsidy with respect to the short-term·
export financing and export tax reserves
programs. For the duty drawback
program. however, we lacked verified
data on Hankook's total exports of the
subject merchandise to all markets. As
best information available, therefore, we
derived an estimate of the amount of
duty drawback received by Hankook on
its exports of the subject merchandise to
the United States. We made this .
calculation as described in Section I.C.
As mentioned above, the only new
information submitted at verification
related to the type of belt exported by
Hankook. We did not use this
information for purposes of this final
det~rrr.ination (see DOC Position on
Comment 15).
Comment 13: Petitioner asserts that
although Dongil did not benefit from the
accelerated depreciation program under
Article ZS of ACfRE during the review
period, it did use the program during the
review period and the benefit was
reported on its tax return filed in 1988.
As such. petitioner states, a separate
duty deposit rate should be established.
Respondents claim that there was no
program-wide change before the
I preliminary determination; that
participation in a program in one year
but not in another does not constitute a
change in the program: and that changes
in levels of participation by individual
companies are taken into account in an
administration review, not in the duty
deposit rate. Therefore, respondents
argue that a separate duty deposit rate
should not be established.
DOC Position: It is the Department's
practice to provide for a separate duty
desposit rate only to take into account
program-wide changes which occur
prior to the preliminary determination
and which are measurable and
verifiable. We do not consider
participation in a program in one year,
but not in another, to constitute a
program-wide change. The accelerated
depreciation provision under Article 25
was claimed by Dongil on its tax return
filed after the review period. According
to our standard practice, we use a cashflow analysis for determining when the
benefits of a co:.mtervailable tax
program are received. Under this
analysis, we consider lhe benefit from a
tax program to be received when the tax
return is filed. Therefore, we have
determined that Dongil did not benefit
from Article 25 during the review period.
Comment J.J: Petitioner asserts that
the Department's preliminary finding of.
critical c!rct:ms!ances should be upheld
in the finnl determination. Petitioner
states that a comparison of imports

ia,

three months prior to the filing of the .· . ·
petition to imports for three months after
that point demonstrates that there have·
been massive imports of the subject .
merchandise over a relatively short . ·
period of time. Respondents claim that ·
critical circumstances did not exist at •.
the time of the preliminary
determination and do not exist
presently. In fact, they state. Dongil's
exports of the subject merchandise have
declined since 1987. Therefore, the
Department should not find critical
circumstances in this case.
DOC Position: As we have found the
benefits in this investigation to be de
mir.imis, critical circumstances do not
exist (see Critical Circumstances
section below).
Com.'11ent 15: Respondents assert that
Hankook exports only hexagonal belts
used in riding lawnmowers to the United
States. They state ll'lat hexagonal belts
are not covered in the description of the
subject merchandise under investigation
end in fact are expressly excluded from
the scope of the investigation. Therefore,
Hankook should be excluded from the
final determination.
Petitioner claims that hexagonal belts
are within the scope of the investigation
and are covered in the general
description of the scope. Although
certain belts used in integral combustion
engines are excluded from the
investigation. hexagonal belts do not fall
into this category. Therefore, Hankook
is an exporter of subject merchandise
and should be included in the final
determination.
Doc Position: Discussions with
product experts at the ITC and
information submitted by petitioner
indicate that the belts exported by
Hankook are not used in the engine of
the lawmower, but rather to turn the
mowing blades. Given this fact,
hexagonal belts we considered as
industrial, not automotive. belts.
Furthermore, we note that Hankook did
not pennit a complete verification, and
did not provide until verification, the
information on the type of belt the
company exports. Therefore,
information regarding the type of belt
manufactured by Hankook was untimely
and not verified.
Comment 16: Petitioner asserts that, in
its scope of investigation at the
preliminary determination, L'le
Department listed only four of the 18
HTS items corresponding to the nine
TSIJSA numbers. Petitioner requests
that the Departr.ient list nll 10 HTS
numbers in its final determinntion. ·
DOC Position: The sr.ope of this
investigation has not changed since the
initialion. The petition included nine
TSUSA item numbers and, nt the time,
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four HTS sub-headings that petitioner·
believed would correspond to the· ·· .
TSUSA numbers when the HTS system
would become effective.
The Harmonized Tariff Schedule went
into effect on January 1. 1989. Based on
a concordance between TSUS.'\ item
numbers artd HTS sub-heading listed in
the January 1989 ITC publication ''The
Continuity of Import and Export Trade
Statistics After Implementation of the ·
Harmonuied Commodity Description
and Coding System", petitioner
requested that the Department expand
the four HTS.sub-headings and listed in
our preliminary determination to
eighteeen sub-headings. ·
We asked for comments froin the
interested parties in this investigation
concerning industrial belts covered by
the eighteen HTS sub-headings. We
have received no objections in this
particular determination.
In our preliminary determination. as
now, we note that the written
descriptions of the products covered by
the investigation is dispositive. The HTS
numbers are provided for convenience
and customs pu.rposes as to the scope of
the product coverage. Accordingly. we
do not view this as a broadening of the
scope of this investigati~n.
Critical Circwnstaoces
Petitioner alleges that "critical
circumstances" exist within the meaning
of section 703(e)(1) of the Act. with
respect to imports of industrial belts
from Korea. ln determining whether
critical circumstances exist, we must
examine whether there is a reasonable
basis to believe or suspect that (1) the
alleged subsidy is inconsistent with the .
GA TT Subsidies Code. and (Z) there
have been massive imports of the
subject merchandise over a relatively
short period. ·
Because we determine that the benefit
provided to manufacturers, producers,
or exporters of industrial belts in Korea
is de minimis, the final determination is
negative. Therefore, critical
circumstances do not exist.
Verification
In accordance with section 776(b) of
the Act, we verified the information
used in making our final d<!tcrmination.
As mentioned previously, when we
could not verify the information, we
used the best information available.
. During vcrificntion, we followed
standard verificalion procedures,
including meeting with government and
company officiab: inspecting documents
and ledgers; tracing iriformntion in the
response to source documents,
accounting ledgers, and financial
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ports thereof, whether cured !!!' !L'!C".L"ed · re!!pcn::e:: cf the Cuvw;rru-nent of
(industrial belts), aa described in the .
Singapore (GOS) and Mltsuboshi Belts
(Singapore) Pte. Ltd. (MBS).·
"Scope of Investigation" section of this
The
estimated
net
bounty
or
·
notice.
·
Petitioner and respondents requested
Suspension of liquidation·
..
grant ls 0.35 percent ad valorem. Since
a public hearing, which w·as held on
The estimated net subsidy rate for
this rate ls de minimis. our final
March 16, 1989. Pre-hearing briefs were
industrial belts is 0.41 percent ad
countervailing duty determinatio!J. lS
filed by petitioner and respondents on
valorem. Under section 355.7 of our .
negative.
March 15 and February 24. respectively.
regulations, an aggregate net subsidy of
Both parties filed post-hearing briefs on
EFFECTIVE DATE: April 18, 1989.
less than 0.5 percent ad valorem is
28, 1989.
March
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
considered de minimis.
Roy
A.
Malmrose,
Office
of
of
Investigation
Scope
Since the suspension of liquidation
Countervailing Investigations, Import
was discontinued on April 1; 1989, tZO
The United States has developed a
Administration, International Trade
days after our preliminary
system of tariff classification baaed on
Administration.
U.S.
Department
of
determination. there is no need to
the international harmonized system of
Commerce, 14th Street and Constitution
instruct the U.S. Customs Service to
customs nomenclature. On January l,
NW.,
Washington,
DC
.ZOZJO;
Avenue,
discontinue the suspension of .
1989.
t.'te C.S. tariff schedules were fully
liquidation. However, we are instructing telephone: (20.Z) 3ii-5414.
converted to the Harmonized Tariff
SUP?LEJAENTARY
INFORMATION:
the U.S. Customs Service to refund all
Schedule (HTS). as provided for in
Final Determination
estimated countervailing. duties
section 1201 et seq. of the Omnibus
Based
on
our
i..,vestigation,
we
deposited on all unliquidated entries. or
Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988.
de
minimis
determine
that
withdrawals from warehouse, for
All merchandise entered, or withdrawn
consumption of the subject merchandise countervailable benefits. within the
from warehouse. for consumption on or
of
section
701
of
the
Tariff
Act
meaning
entered between September 3, 1988, and
after that date is now classified solely .
of
1930,
as
amended
(the
Act),
ere
being
March 31, 1989.
according to the appropriate HTS subpro\'ided to Singaporean manufacturers,
headings. The HTS sub-heading are
ITC Notification
producers, or exporters of industrial
provided for convenience and Customs
belts. For purposes of this investigation.
In accordance with section 705(d) of
purposea.
The written description
the
following
program
is
found
to
confer
the Act. we will notify the ITC of our
remains dispositive.
bounties or grants:
determination. Since we have
The products covered by this
• Short-term loans provided under the
determined that only de minimis
im·estigation are industrial belts and
Monetary Authority of Singapore
COlµltervailing benefits are being
components and tiarts thereof, whether
Red..iscount Facility
provided to manufacturers, producer or
cured or uncured. currently provided for
Although we have determined this
exporters in Korea of industrial belts,
under TSUSA item numbers 358.0210
progrom
to
be
countervailable.
the
this investigation will be terminated
upon the publication of this notice in the respondent received de minimis benefits 358.0290 358.COlO 358.0690 35S.0000
358.0900 358.1100 358.1400 358.1600,
during the review period. Since the
Federal Register. Hence, the ITC is not
057.2520, 773.3510. and 773.3520 and
required to make a final injury
countervailable benefits Gre de minimis,
currently classifiable under HTS item
·
determination.
we determine that no benefits which
numbers 3920.9055, 3926.9056. 3926.9057,
This determination is published
constitute bounties or grants within the
392(j.9QS9, 3926.9060, 4010.1010,
pursuant to section 705(d) of L'ie Act (19
meaning of section 701 of the Act are
4010.1050, 4010.Slll. 4010.st15,
u.s.c. 16nd(d)).
being provided to Singaporean
4010.Sl19. 4010.9150. 4010.9911,
Timothy N. Bergan.
manufacturers, producers. or exporters
4010.9915, 4010.9919. 4010.9950,
of industrial belta. The review period
Acting Assista.:1t Secretary for Import
5910.0010, 5910.0090 and 7326.2000.
Administration.
·
corresponds to the resnondent
The merchandise covered by this
company's fiscal year: Aprill, 1987,
April 11. 1989.
investigation includes certain industrial
through March 31, 1938.
[FR Doc. 89-9260 Piled 4-17-89; 8:45 am)
belts for power transmission. These
BIL.UNG COOE S510.~M
Case History
include V-belts, synchronous belts,
roWld belts and flat belts, in part or
Since the last Federal Register
[C-55~803)
wholly of rubber or plastic. and
publication pertaining to this
containing textile fiber (including glass
investigation [Preliminary Negc.tive
Final Negative Countervalllng Duty
fiber) or steel wire. cord or strand, and
Countervailing Duty Determination:
Determln~tlon: Industrial Belts and
whether in endless (i.e., closed loop)
Industrial Belts and Components and
Comp!lnents and Parts Thereof,
belts, or in belting in lengths or linlcs.
Parts Thereof, Whether Cured or
\'lhether Cured or Uncured, From
This in\'estigation excludes conveyor
Uncured from Singapore 53 FR 48677,
Singapore
belts and automotive belts as well as
December z. 1988) Preliminary
front engine drive belts found on
Determination)), the followina events
AGENCY: Import Administration,
equipment powered by internal
have occurred. On Deci:mber 9. 1!J88,
International Trade Administration.
petitioner filed a requ:?st for alignment
combustion engines. including trucks.
Commerce.
of t}1e countervailing duty and
.
tractors, buses, and lift trucks .
.t.CTiOPt Notice.
antidumping final determinations. This
Analysis of Programs
postponement was approved Wlder
su11.:.!Ai1Y: We determine that de
section 705 of lhe Act ar.d published in
minimis benefits which constitute
For purposes of this final
determination, the period for which we
bounties or grants within the meaning of the Federal Register on Fcuruary 13,
1989 (s-i rn os62J.
are measuring bounties or grants ("the
the U.S. countervailing duty l:iw arc
We conducted verification in
review period") is April 1, 1987 to March
ueing pro\'ided to manufacturers,
s:ngapore, from January 31 throunh
producers, or exporters in Singapore of
31, 1!188, which corre~ponds to the fiscal
February Z. 10~9. of the questionnaire
year of the responc.Jent company.
industral belts and components unc.J

statement.: and collectin$! additional
informa~on that we deemed necessary·
for making out final determination.
··
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Based upon our analysis of the
petition, the responses to our
questionnaires, verification, and written
comments filed by the petitioner and
respondents, we determine the
following:

/. Program Determined to Confer
Bounties or Grants
We determine that bounties or grants
are being provided to manufacturers;
producers. or exporters in Singapore of
industrial belts under the. following
program
Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS)
Rediscount Facility
. Under the ~lAS Rediscounting
Scheme, the MAS rediscounts preexport and export bills of exchange. A
qualifying exporter applies for financing
from an approved bank. which then
discounts the exporter's bills at an
MAS-established discount rate plus a
maximum spread of 1.5 percent. The
bank subsequently rediscounts the bills
with the MAS. at the MAS discount rate.
The usual period for financing under this
progr&m is three months.
Because this program is available only
to exporters, we determine that it is
countervailable to the extent that it is
offered at preferential rates. To .
determine whether financing under this
program was made at preferential rates,
we compared the interest rates charged
on these loans to a short-term
benchmark. In deriving the short-term
benchmark, we followed the same
. methodology explained in our recent
Final Affirmative Countervailing Duty.· ·
Determinations and Countervailing
Duty Orders: Antifriction Bearings ·
(Other Than Tapered Ra/Jer Bearings)
. and parts Thereof from Singapore,
announced on March 23, 1989. Three
types of short-term financing were
available, exclusively in Singapore
dollars, during the review period:
overdrafts, short-term loans and
com.meri:ial bills. Because none of the
types of short-term fa1ancing was
predominant during the review period,
we used a weighted average of the rates
en these types of financing as our.
benchmark. Based on the comparison of
our short-term benchmark with the MAS
rates, we found that the rates on the
MAS rediscount facility were
preferential. Therefore, we determine
this program to be countervailable.
To calculate the benefit arising from
this program, we followed our shortterm loan methodology, which has been
applied consistently in our past
determinations and which is described
In more detail in the Subsidies Appendix
at:ached to the notice of Cold-Rolled
C:rbo11 Ste:?/ Flat-Rolled Products from

-15521

Argentina: Final Affirmative
Countervailing Duty Determination and
Countervailing Duty Order (49 FR 18006,
April 26, i9B4).
We compared the amount of interest
actually paid during the review to the
amount the company would have paid at
the benchmark rate. MBS utilized MAS
financing on a shipment-by-shipment
basis and was, therefore, able to
segregate MAS loans according to
product and export destination.
Therefore. we allocated the total benefit
attributable to U.S. sales of the subject
merchandise over export sales of the
subject merchandise to the United
States during the review period. The
estimated net bounty or grant under this
program is 0.35 percent ad v~lorem.

are no longer a predominant form of
short-term financing and they have no
reserve requirements, which petitioner.
argues is preferential.
Respondents argue that the
commercial bill rate is the appropriate
benchmark because the terms on
commercial bills are most comparable to
the financing terms on MAS loans.
Respondents refer to the commercial bill
benchmark used in Final Negative
Countervailing Duty Determinations:
Certain Textile Mil/ Products and
Apparel from Singapore, (50 FR 9840,
M3y 6, 1985) (Textiles) and statements
made by officials in Singapore quoting .
commercial bills as the most
comparable alternative to MAS
financing. Respondents also argue that
ovel'drafts and short-tenn money market
JI. Programs Determined Not.to be Used
loans should not be included in the
We determine, based on verified
benchmark because they are mainly
information. that the programs listed
used to finance non-commercial
below were not used by manufacturers,
transactions. In addition, respondents
producers, or exporters in Singapore of.
maintain that overdrafts are often
industrial belts during the review period. treated as unsecured long-term loans
For a fall description of these programs,
and are; therefore, an inappropriate
see our Preliminary Detenr.ination.
comparison to MAS loans.
DOC Position: Four types of shortA. Tax Incentives Under the EEIA
tenn financial instruments are available
The EELo\ offers tax incentives under
to exporters in Singapore: commercial·
the following provisions:
bills, overdrafts, short-term loans and
• Part II: Pioneer Industries
trust receipts. None the four types of
• Part IV: Expansion of Established
financing represented a predominant
Enterprises
·
fonn of short-tenn financing.
• Part VI: Production of Export
Commercial bills, although the
• Part VII: International Trade
alternative most comparable to MAS
Incentives
financing, represented less than &ix
• Part VID: Foreign Loans for
percent of total short-tenn financing
Productive Equipment
during the review period. Therefore, for
• Part IX: Royalties, Fees and
our benchmark. we used a weighted
Development Contributions
average of the three types of short-term
• Part X: Investment Allowances
financing
available exclusively in
. • Part XI: Warehousing and Servicing
Incentives
· Singapore dollars, namely, overdrafts,
short-tenn loans and commercial bills.
B. Double Deduction of Export
This weighted average best represents
Promotion Exoenses under the Income
the market cost to an exporter of
Tax Act (ITA): Sections 14B and 14C
financing short-term cash needs. Trust
C. Research and Development (R&D)
receipts were ncit included in oilr
Incentives: Section 19B and 14E of the
benchmark calculation because we did
ITA
not have adequate data on this type of
D. Research and Development
financing. In addition, some of the
Assistance Scheme (RDAS)
financing in this category may be given
E. Singapore Economic Development
in foreign currencies.
Board (EDB)
We disagree with petitioner that
Comments
commercial bills should not be included
in the benchmark calculation. They
Comment 1: Petitioner argues that the
represent an alternative fonn of
Department s:iould not use the three.financing and should, therefore, be
month rate on commercial bills as the
included in the weighted average ..
benchmark for the calculation of the
benefit from !viAS loans because it is not Petitioner has not explained how
representative of short-ter;n financing in
reserve requirements make the
·Singapore. Petitioner states that the
calculated rates on commercial bills
mere comparability of terms between
preferential given our reliance on
MAS loans and commercir.l bills
estimated spreads.
constitutes an insufficient basis for
We also disagree with respondents'
selectir.g commercial bills as the
assertion regarding overdrafts.
benchmark. Moreover, commerci;;l bills
Overdrafts are. by definition, a form of

of
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money market loans. A~ such. we
release a respondent's supporting source . Subsidy Code. and (2) there have been
included them in our benchmark·
documents under an administrative· .
massive imports of the subject
calculation.
protective order when we have
merchandise over a relatively short
Comment 2: Petitioner argues that the requested this additional information
period.
solely to further support respondents'
Department has not verified the use or
Because we determine that the benefit
claims. Release of such documents can
administration of Parts IX and X of the
provided to manufacturers, producers.
Economic Expansion Incentive Act
. be damaging to the.competitive position
or exporters of industrial belts in
(EEIA) and that the Department should
of the respondent If petitioners did not
Singapore is de minimis, the final
determine on the basis of best
agree with our position, the proper
determination is negative. Therefore,
remedy was to appeal the refusal to the
information available that the program.
critical circumstances do not.exist.
is contingent upon exporting and is a
release of verification exhibits under
APO to .the Court of International Trade
countervailable export program.
Petitioner argues that a portion of the
(CIT) while this investigation was in
Verification
Ribstar poly-V belts manufactured by
progress (19 U.S.C. 1677f(c)[2)). ·
In accordance with section 776(b) of
the respondent are industrial belts
Comment 4: Petitioner asserts that. in
the Act, we verified the information
within the scope of the investigation.
its scope of investigation at the
used in making our final determination.
preliminary determination, the
Because respondent stated in the
questionnaire response that benefits _
Department listed only four of the 18
During verification, we followed
claimed under these sections were for a - ; I-ITS items corresponding to tne nine
standard verification procedures,
product outside the scope of this·
TSUSA numbers. Petitioner requests
. including meeting with government and
investigation, petitioner argues that total that the Department list all 18 I-ITS
company officials, inspecting documents
benefits claimed under these sections of numbers in its final determination.
and ledgers. tracing inform a ti on in the
the EEIA should be considered as best
DOC Position: The scope of this
response to source documents,
investigation has not changed since the
information available and allocated
accoun~ ledgers, and financial
over the production of industrial belts.
initiation. The petition included nine
statements, and collecting additional
Respondents state that while the .
TSUSA item numbers and, at the time,
information deemed necessary for
parent company, which is located in
four I-ITS sub-headings that petitioner
making our final determinations.
Japan, manufactures industrial Ribstar
believed would correspond to the
TSUSA numbers when the I-ITS system
poly-V belts, the respondent company
ITC Notification
would become effective.
manufactures only automotive Ribstar
The Harmonized Tariff Schedule went
poly-V belts. Therefore, any benefits
Since SingalJore is not a "country
claimed under Parts IX and X of the
into effect on January 1, 1989. Based on
between
TSUSA
item
a
concordance
under
the Agreement" within the
EEIA are not within the scope of the
investigation. Furthermore, the benefits
numbers and HTS sub-headings listed in meaning of section 701(b) of the Act,
section 303 of the Act applies to these
that were claimed were for tax year
the January 1989 ITC publication "The
Continuity of Import and Export Trade
investigations. However, Singapore is a
hi
h
d
th
Statistics After Implementation of the
1988 w ·c is outsi e e period of
signatory to the General Agreement on
investigation.
DOC Position. We verified that the
Harmonized Commodity Description
Tariffs and Trade. At the time of the
and Coding System", petitioner
Ribstar poly-V belts manufactured by
preliminary determination, certain
requested that the Department expand
products included in the scope of these
?vffiS are automotive belts and not
the four I-ITS sub-headings listed in our
investigations (i.e .. those classified
preliminary determination to eighteen
industrial belts and that the benefits
under items 358.0610, 358.0690, 358.1400,
sub-headings.
under Parts IX and X of the EEIA were
· 657.2520. 773.3510 and 773.3520 of the
·
We asked for comments from the
claimed outside the period of
Tariff Schedules of rhe United States
investigation. Furthermore, the benefits · interested parties in this investigation.
Annotated) were nondutiable. However,
claimed under Part X of the EEIA did
concerning industrial belts covered by
on January 1, 1939, Singapore lost its
not pertain to the R&D incentives under
the eighteen.I-ITS sub-headings. we
Generalized System of Preference
investigation.
have received no objections in this
. Comment 3: Petitioner argues that .
particular determination.
status. Thus, all of the merchandise
In our preliminar/ determination, as
verification exhibits should be released
covered by this investigation is now ·
in their entirety based on the intent of
now, we note that the written
dutiable. Consequently. even if our final
the Omnibus Trade and ·
descriptions of the products covered by
determination had been affirmative, the
Competitiveness Act of 1988 (the Act of
the investigation is dispositive. The HTS U.S. lnternRtional Trade Commission
1908), the Court's determination that
numbers are provided for convenience
(ITC) would not have been required to
computer tapes may be released under
and customs purposes as to the scope of make a final injury determination in this'
an administrative protective order
the product coverage. Accordingly, we
proceeding.
(APO), and prior ITA practice of
do not view this as a broadening of the
releasing verification exhibits.
s_cope of this investigation.
This determination is published
Respondents argue that there is no
pursuant to section 705(d) of the Act (19 ~
basis for releasing business proprietary
Critlcal Circumstances
u.s.c. 1671d(c.I)).
verification exhibits. Respondents state
Petitioner alleges that "critical
that the section of the Act quoted by
circumstances" exist within the meaning Timothy N. Bergan.
petitioner contains no mention of
of section 703(e)(l) of the Act, with
Acting Assistant Secretary for Import
verification exhibits, nor does the
respect to imports of industrial belts
Administration.
legislative history of the 1988 Act.
from Singapore. In determining whether
April 11. 1969.
critical circumstances exist, we must
Respondents furthermore state that
(FR Doc. 89-9261Filed4-17--09; 8:45 om,
access to verification exhibits has been
examine whether there is a reasonable
limited to specific cases by the courts.
basis to believe or support that (1) the
BILLING CODE 351o-DS-M
1
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APPENDIX B
LIST OF WITNESSES APPEARING

AT THE

COMMISSION'S HEARING
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CALENDAR OF PUBLIC HEARINGS
Those listed below appeared as witnesses at· the United States
International Trade Conmission's hearing:
Subject

Industrial Belts from Israel, Italy,
Japan, Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan,
The United Kingdom, and West Germany

Inv. Nos.

701-TA-293 and 295 (Final)
and
731-TA-412 through 419 (Final)

Date and Time

...

April 27, 1989 - 9:30 a.m.

Sessions were held in connection with the investigation in the Main
Hearing Room 101 of the United States International Trade Commission. 500 E
Street, S.W. in Washington.
In support of the imposition of Countervailing/
Antidumping Duties:
Stewart and Stewart
Washington, o.c.
on behalf of
Gates Rubber Company, Denver Colorado
Donald E. Miller, President and Chief Operating
Officer, The Gates Rubber Company
Thomas J. Gibson, Executive Vice President,
Secretary and Chief Financial Officer,
The Gates Corporation
John M. Riess, Group Vice President,
Marketing, The Gates Rubber Company
Jerald D. Hoesel, Vice President/Controller,
The Gates Rubber Company
Durkee-Atwood Company, New Hope, Minneapolis
Richard W. Atwood, Chairman, Executive Corrmittee
-more-
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In support of the imposition of Countervailing/
Antidumoing Duties:
The Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company,
Akron Ohio
John L. Coyle, General Marketing Manager,
Industrial Products Division, Worldwide
W. Arleigh Hayes, Marketing Manageri Power
Transmission Products, Industrial Products
Division, The Goodyear Tire and Rubber
Company
Professor E. Woodrow Eckard, Jr., Associate
Professor of Business Economics, College
of Business and Administration and
Graduate School of Business Administration,
University of Colorado at Denver
Eugen~

L. Stewart

Terence P. Stewart

)
)--OF COUNSEL
)

In opposition to the imposition.of
Counterva~ling/Antidumping duties:
1st Panel
Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom
Washington, D.C.
on behalf of
Magam United Rubber Industries Ltd.
Dov Nardimon, Managing Director, Magam
United Rubber Industries Ltd.
Peter H. Batchelar, Sales Manager, Jason
Industri a1 Inc.
William E. Perry--OF COUNSEL
-more-
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In opposition to the imposition of
Countervailing/Antidumping duties:
Gibson, Dunn and Crutcher
Washington, D.C.
on behalf of
Banda Chemical Industries Limited
Banda American, Inc.
Allen Hanano, President of Banda American and Chairman
of Banda Manufacturing of America
Noriyuki Mori, Executive Vice President of Banda
Manufacturing of America
Eizo Nakawa, Manager, Power Transmission Belt Sales,
Banda Chemical Industries
Dick Browsky, Vice President, Sales, Banda American
Andrew R. Wechsler, Economist, Economists Incorporated
Pieter Van Leeuwen, Economist, Economists Incorporated
Joseph H. Price )
)--OF COUNSEL
C. Scott Talbot >
2nd Panel
Houkins, Sutter, Hamel and Park
Washington, D.C.
on behalf of
Nitta International, Inc., Duluth, Georgia
John E. Gilbert, President. Nitta
International. Inc.
Charles Elder, Manager Engineering/Techincal
Nitta International, Inc.
-more-
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In opposition to the imposition of
Countervailinq/Antidumoing duties:
Leonard S. Chace IV, Vice President,
Bamco Belting Products, Greenville,
South Carolina
Bruce Malashevich,· President, Economic Counsulting
Services, Inc.
Malcom R. Pfunder

)
) --OF COUNSEL
Henry Roemer McPhee )

Covington and Burling
Washington, D.C.
Wormser, Kiely, Alessandroni,
Hyde and Mccann . ·
New York," New York
on behalf of
Ernst Siegling and Siegling America, Inc.
John Pharr, President, Siegling America, Inc.
Bruce Malashevich, Economic Consulting Services
Harvey M. Applebaum)--OF COUNSEL
David R. Grace

)--OF COU.NSEL

Herzfeld and Rubin, P.C.
New York, N.Y.
on behalf of
Continental AG
Theodore Ness

)--OF COUNSEL

-more-
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In opposition to the imposition of
Countervailing/Antidumping duties:
J.E. Rhoads and Sons, Inc.
Newark, Delaware
John P. McGough, President, Rhoads and Sons, Inc.
Barnes, Richardson and Colburn
Washington, D.C.
on behalf of
Gaetano Mannino, Pirelli Industrial
Products Corporation, Erlanger, Kentucky
Matthew T. McGrath
Peter A. Martin

>

)--OF COUNSEL
)

Reid and Priest
Washington, D.C.
on behalf of
IRO Inc.
Andrea E. Migdal
Donald Zarin

)
)--OF COUNSEL
)

-end-
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APPENDIX c
INDUSTRIAL, AUTOMOTIVE, AND ALL POVER BELTS
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Table C-1
Industrial and automotive belts: U.S. shipments of domestic and imported
product and apparent U.S consumption, by products, 1986-88, JanuaryFebruary 1988, and January-February 1989
Item

1986

1987

1988

Jan. -Feb. - 1988
1989

Quantity (1.000 units)
Industrial belts:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. shipments of imports ..
Total, apparent U.S.
consumption ........... .
Automotive belts:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. shipments of imports ..
Total, apparent U.S.
consumption ........... .
Industrial and automotive
belts:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. shipments of imports. ·.
Total, apparent U.S.
consumption ........... .

75,413
7.435

78,123
11. 158

77' 572
13 770

13,394
2.600

13,104
1.810

82,848

89,281

91,342

15,994

14,914

115,887
5.745

97' 111
6.417

94,507
- 8 I 919

14, 726
1. 830

15,069
1.527

121, 632

103,528

103,426

16,556

16,596

191,300
13.180

175,234
17.575

172 '079
22.689

28,120
4.430

28,173
3.337

204.480

192.809

194.768

32.550

31. 510

I

Value (1.000 dollars)
Industrial belts:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. shipments of imports ..
Total, apparent U.S.
consumption ........... .
Automotive belts:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. shipments of imports ..
Total, apparent U.S.
consumption ........... .
Industrial and automotive
belts:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. shipments of imports ..
Total, apparent U.S.
consumption ........... .
Industrial belts:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. shipments of imports ..
Total, apparent U.S.
consumption ........... .

225,586
27.876

250' 725
36I119

255,666
45.104

42,310
7.526

43,143
6.570

253,462

286,844

300,770

49,836

49,713

242,474
10.420

238,742
11. 557

245,867
17.547

35,581
3.665

38,888
3. 771

252,894

250,299

263,414

39,246

42,659

468,060
38.296

489,467
47.676

501,533
62.651

77 '891
11!191

82,031
10.341

506.356
537.143
564.184
89.082
92.372
As a share of the quantity of apparent
U.S. consumption (percent)
91.0
9.0

87.5
12.5

84.9
15.1

83.7
16.3

87.9
12.1

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0
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Table C-1--Continued
Industrial and automotive belts: U.S. shipments of domestic and imported
product and apparent U.S consumption, by products, 1986-88, JanuaryFebruary 1988, and January-February 1989
Item
Automotive belts:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. shipments of imports ..
Total, apparent U.S.
consumption ........... .
Industrial and automotive
belts:
Producers' U.S. shipments ...
U.S. shipments of ·imports ..
Total, apparent U.S.
consumption ........... .
Industrial belts:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
u~s. shipments of imports ..
Total, appare~t U.S.
consumption ........... .
Automotive belts:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. shipments of imports ..
Total, apparent U.S.
co.nsumption ........... .
Industrial and automotive
belts:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. shipments of imports ..
Total, apparent U.S.
consumption ........... .

1986

Jan. -Feb. - 1988·
1988
1989
1987
As a share of the quantity of apparent
U.S. consumption (percent)

95.3
4.7

93.8
6.2

91.4
8.6

88.9
11. l

90.8
9.2

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

93.6
6.4

90.9
9.1

88.4
11.6

86.4
13.6

89.4
10.6

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
As a share of the value of apparent
U.S. consumption (percent)

100.0

89.0
11.0

87.4
12.6

85.0
15.0

84.9
15.1

86.8
13.2

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

95.9
4.1

95.4
4.6

93.3
6.7

90.7
9.3

91. 2
8.8

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

92.4
7.6

91.1
8.9

88.9
11.1

87.4
12.6

88.8
11.2

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Table C-2
Industrial and automotive belts: U.S. capacity, production, and capacity
utilization, by products, 1986-88, January-February 1988, and JanuaryFebruary 1989
Item

1987

1986

Jan. -Feb, - 1989
1988

1988

Quantity (1.000 pounds)
Average capacity:
Industrial belts .......... .
Automotive belts .......... .
Total ................... .
Production:
Industrial belts .......... .
Automotive belts .......... .
Total ................... .

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

Quantity (1,000 units)
Average capacity:
Industrial belts ...........
Automotive belts ...........

126,448
121, 063

129,504
120,422

131, 106
116,669

23,180
20,106

22,996
19,967

Total ....................
Production:
Industrial belts ...........
Automotive belts ...........

247,511

249,926

247' 775

43,286

42,963

81,250
122,952

80,364
105,781

86,018
104,045

15,217
17,217

14' 132
17,874

Total ....................

204,202

186,145

190,063

32,434

32,006

Capacity utilization 1/ (percent)
On the basis of pounds:
Industrial belts ...........
Automotive belts ...........
Average ..................
On the basis of units:
Industrial belts ...........
Automotive belts ...........

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

64.3
101.6

62.1
87.8

65.6
89.2

65.6
85.6

61. 5
89.5

Average ..................

82.5

74.5

76.7

74.9

74.5

1/ Capacity utilization rates are based on data for those firms that provided
figures for both capacity and production; therefore, ratios based on capacity
and production figures as presented may not reconcile.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Table C-3
Industrial and automotive' belts: Shipments of U.S. producers, by types and by
products, 1986-88, January-February 1988, and January-February 1989
Item

1986

1987

Jan. -Feb. - 1988
1989

·1988

Quantity (1. 000 pounds)
U.S. shipments: l/
Industrial belts .......... ;
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
Automotive belts ........... -------*-*-*---------------------------------------Total....................
***
***
***
***
***
Export shipments:
Industrial belts...........
***
***
***
***
***
Automotive be 1 ts . . . . .. . . . . . . -------*-*-*__. . ;. ___________________________________
__
***
***
***
***
Total....................
***
***
***
***
***
Total shipments:
Industrial belts...........
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
Automotive belts ........... ------~*-*-*---------------------------------------. ***
***
***
***
Total. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . ... -------*-*-*---------------------------------------Quantity (1.000 units)
U.S. shipments: l/
Industrial belts ..........
Automotive belts.~ ........
Total ...................
Export shipments:
Industrial beits ..........
Automotive belts ..........
Total ...................
Total shipments:
Industrial belts ..........
Automotive belts ..........
Total ...................

.
.
.

75,413
115.887
191,300

78,123
97 .111
175,234

77' 572
94.507
172,079

13,394
14. 726
28,120

13,104
15.069
28,173

.
.
.

3,870

5,036

6,679

830

1,796

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

.
.
.

79,283

83,159

84,251

14,224

14,900

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***.

Value (1.000 dollars)
U.S. shipments: l/
Industrial belts .......... .
Automotive belts .......... .
Total .................... .
Export shipments:
Industrial belts .......... .
Automotive belts .......... .
Total ................... .
Total shipments:
Industrial belts .......... .
Automotive belts .......... .
Total ................... .
See footnotes at end of table.

225,586
242.474
468,060

250, 725
238.742
489,467

255,666
245.867
501,533

42,310
35.581
77 '891

43,143
38.888
82,031

12,285

16,338

22,083

2,895

5,455

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

237,871

267,063

277 '749

45,205

48,598

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***
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Table C-3--Continued
Industrial and aut:cmoti,,re belts:

Sp.ipments of TJ . S.

prodt_~c~rs;

by types and by

products, 1986-88, January-February 1988, and January-February 1989
Item

1986

1987

1988

Jan. -Feb. - 1988
1989

.!/U.S. shipments consists of company transfers plus domestic shipments.
Computed from data supplied by firms providing figures for both quantity and
value.

Y

Source:

Compiled from data submJ,t.ted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
Trade Commission.

Internation~l
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Table C-4
Industrial and automotive belts: End-of-period inventories held by U.S.
producers, by products, 1986-88, January-February 1988, and January-February
1989
Item

1986

1987

Jan. -Feb. - 1988
1989

1988

End-of-period inventories Cl.000 pounds)
Industrial belts ............ .
Automotive belts ............ .
Total ................... .

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

End-of-period inventories (1.000 units)
Industrial belts ............ .
Automotive belts ............ .
Total ................... .

22,385
22.638
45.023

19,642
22 774
42.416
!

19' 811
20.989
40.800

20,395
23.964
44.359

18,973
22.438
41.411

Ratio to U.S. shipments (percent) 1/
On the basis of pounds:
Industrial belts ..........
Automotive belts ..........
Average .................
On the basis of units:
Industrial belts ..........
Automotive belts ... ·.......
Average ..... -............

.
.
.

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

.
.
.

30.8
19.5
23.9

26.0
23.5
24.6

26.4
22.2
24.1

25.8
27.l
26.5

24.6
24.8
24.7

Ratio to total shipments (percent) 1/
On the basis of pounds:
Industrial belts .......... .
Automotive belts .......... .
Average ........... .'.... ·..
On the basis of units:
Industrial belts .......... .
Automotive belts .......... .
Average ................. .

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

29.3

24.5

24.4

24.4

21. 6

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

1/ Ratios are based on data supplied by firms that reported both inventory and
shipments information.

Partial-year ratios are based on annualized shipments.

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Table C-5
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their operations producing
industrial and automotive belts, accounting years 1986-88 and interim periods
ended Feb. 28, 1988, and Feb. 28, 1989

Item

1986

1987

1988

Interim period
ended Feb. 28-1988
1989

Value (1.000 dollars)
Net sales:
Industrial belts ......... .
Automotive belts ......... .
Total power belts ...... .
Gross profit:
Industrial belts ......... .
Automotive belts ......... .
Total power belts ...... .
Operating income:
Industrial belts ......... .
Automotive belts ......... .
Total power belts ...... .

248,083
252 296
500,379

263,523
242 706
506,229

280,108
264 442
544,550

60,011

62,158

***
***

***
***

70,831
122 230
193,061

69,751
114 386
184,137

67,577
117 481
185,058

15,976

18,575

***
***

***
***

8,271
56.040
64 311

15,989
54,370
70 359

8,407
52.225
60 632

2,614

5,134

***
***

***
***

Share of net sales (percent)
Gross profit:
Industrial belts .........
Automotive belts .........
Total power belts ......
Operating income:
Industrial belts .........
Automotive belts .........
Total power belts ......

.
.
.

28.6
48.4
38 6

26.5
47.1
36 4

24.l
44.4
34 0

26.6

29.9

***
***

***
***

.
.
.

3.3
22.2
12.9

6.1
22.4
13.9

3 .0
19.7
11.1

4.4

8.3

***
***

***
***

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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Table C-6
Industrial and automotive belts: End-of-period inventories held by U.S.
importers, by products, 1986-88, January-February 1988, and JanuaryFebruary 1989
Item

. 1986

1987

Jan. -Feb. - 1988
1989

1988

End-of-period inventories (1.000 pounds)
Industrial belts ............ .
Automotive belts ............ .
Total ................... .

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
"***
***

End-of-period inventories Cl. 000 units)
Industrial belts ............ .
Automotive belts ............ .
Total ................... .

5,099
2.138
7.237

5,196
3.130
8.326

4,038
2.808
6.846

5,030
3.006
8 .936 .

3,076
2.923
5.999"

Ratio to imports (percent) 1/
On the basis of pounds:
Industrial belts .......... .
Automotive belts .......... .
Average ................. .
On the basis of units:
Industrial belts .......... .
Automotive belts .......... .
Average ................. .

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

75.l
50 1
65.5

54.6
59 8
56.5

40.9
59 9
47.2

53.0
46 3
50.3

75.5
43 8
55.2

1/ Ratios are based on data supplied by firms that reported both inventory and.·
imports information.

Partial-year ratios are based on annualized imports.

·Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Table C-7
Industrial and automotive belts: U.S. imports fer consumption, by products and
by sources, 1986-88, January-February 1988, and January-February 1989
Item

1987

1986

Jan. -Feb. - 1988
1989

1988

Quantity Cl.000 pounds) 1/
Industrial belts:
Israel ....... : ............ ;
Italy ..................... .
Japan ..................... .
Singapore ................. .
South Korea ............... .
Taiwan ................. , .. .
United Kingdom ............ '.
West Germany .............. .
Subtotal ................ .
All other sources ......... .
Total ................... .
Automotive belts:
Israel .. ; ................. .
Italy ..................... .
Japan ..................... .
Singapore ................. .
South Korea ............... .
Taiwan .................... .
United Kingdom ............ .
West Germany .............. .
Subtotal ................ .
All other sources ......... .
Total ................... .
Industrial and automotive
belts:
Israel .................... .
Italy ..................... .
Japan ..................... .
Singapore ................. .
South Korea ............... .
Taiwan .................... .
United Kingdom ............ .
West Germany .............. .
Subtotal. ............... .
All other sources ......... .
Total ................... .
See footnotes at end of table.

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
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Table C-7--Continued
Industrial and automotive belts: U.S. imports for consumption, by products and
by sources, 1986-88, January-February 1988, and January-February 1989
Item

1986

Jan.-Feb.-1988
1989

1988

1987

Quantity (1.000 units) 1/
Industrial belts:
Israel .................... .
Italy ...................... .
Japan ..................... .
Singapore ................. .
South Korea ............... .
.Taiwan~ ................... .
United Kingdom ............ .
West Germany .............. .
Subtotal ................ .
All other sources ......... .
Total ..... ·; .. ; .......... .
Automotive belts:
Israel ... _............._.... .
Italy._ ............. _.....•..
Japan .... ·..... , ........... .
Singapore: ................. .
South Korea .. ·............. .
Tai.wan.-.:· ..... ·....... .- ... _·:'..· .. .
Uni te_d Kingdom .. ·.......... .
. West Germany .............. .
Subtotal ................ .
All other sources ......... .
Total . ,.. : ..... _, : ..· ...·. , :.·. ·.
Industrial and automotive·
belts:
Israel ........... ·......... .
Italy ........... -~ ......... .
Japan ..... ;; .............. .
Singapore , • ~ .............. .
South Korea.· ....... : ...... .
Taiwan .................... .
United Kingdom ..... ; ...... .
West Germany .............. .
Subtotal ................ .
All other sources ......... .
Total .................. -. .
See footnotes at end of table.

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

.6,964

11,214

12,497

2,285

***
***
***
***
"***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***

***
***

5,837

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

12.801

6,977

***'
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

18.191

***

***
***
***
936

8,626

1,524

1,645

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

21.123

3.809

2.581
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Table C-7--Continued
Industrial and automotive belts: U.S. imports for consumption, by products and
by sources, 1986-88, January-February 1988, and January-February 1989
Item

1986

1987

Jan. - Feb . - 1988
1989

1988

C.i.f. duty-paid value Cl.000 dollars)
Industrial belts:
Israel .................... .
Italy ..................... .
Japan ..................... .
Singapore ................. .
South Korea ............... .
Taiwan .................... .
United Kingdom ............ .
West Germany .............. .
Subtotal ................ .
All other sources ......... .
Total ................... .
Automotive belts:
Israel .................... .
Italy ..................... .
Japan ....... ·.............. .
Singapore ................. .
South Korea ............... .
Taiwan .................... .
United Kingdom ............ .
West Germany .............. .
Subtotal ................ .
All other sources ......... .
Total ................... .
Industrial and automotive
belts:
Israel .................... .
Italy ...................... .
Japan ..................... .
Singapore ................. .
South Korea ............... .
Taiwan .................... .
United Kingdom ............ .
West Germany .............. .
Subtotal ................ .
All other sources ......... .
Total ................... .
See footnotes at end of table.

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

19,936

27' 377

29,613

5,345

2,831

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

10' 118

11, 381

16,662

3,312

3,526

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

30.054

38.758

46.275

8.657

6.357
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Table C-7--Continued
Industrial and automotive belts: U.S. imports for consumption, by products and
by sources, 1986-88, January-February 1988, and January-February 1989.
Item

Jan. -Feb, - 1988
1989

1988

1987

1986

Unit value (per pound) 2/
Industrial belts:
Israel .... , ............... .
Italy ..................... .
Japan ..................... .
Singapore ................. .
South Korea ............... .
Taiwan ...... ·.............. .
United Kingdom ............ .
West Germany .............. .
Average ................. .
All other sources ......... .
Average ................. .
Automotive belts:
Israel .................... .
Italy ..................... .
Japan ..................... .
Singapore ................. .
South Korea ............... .
Taiwan .................... .
United Kingdom ............ .
West Germany .............. .
Average ................. .
All other sources ......... .
Average ................. .
Industrial and automotive
belts:
Israel .................... .
Italy ..................... .
Japan ..................... .
Singapore ................. .
South Korea ............... .
Taiwan .................... .
United Kingdom ............ .
West Germany .............. .
Average ................. .
All other sources ......... .
Average ................. .
See footnotes at end of table.

$***·
***
***

***
***
***

$***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

$***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***

. ·***
***
***

.***

***

***

***

***

***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

$***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***

***

***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***

***
***

***

***

***

***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***·

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***

***
***

$***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***.

***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
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Table C-7--Continued
Industrial and automotive belts: U.S. imports for consumption, by products and
by sources, 1986-88, January-February 1988, and January-February 1989
Item

1986

1987

1988

Jan. -Feb. - 1988
1989

Unit value (per unit) 2/
Industrial belts:
Israel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$***
. $***
$***
$***
$***
Italy......................
***
***
***
***
***
Japan. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
***
***
***
***
***
Singapore..................
***
***
***
***
***
South Korea................
***
***
***
***
***
Taiwan.....................
***
***
***
***
***
United Kingdom.............
***
***
***
***
***
--west Germany-. : ...... -. -.- .. -... --------·--*-*-*..;.._-___. ;.*_*.;.;*____*.;. *.;. *;.;. . ___. ;.*. ;.*. ;.*,;._____*..;.*. ;.-. .;.*
Average. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .
***
***
***
***
***
All other sources..........
***
***
***
***
***
Average. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2. 08
1. 81
1. 77
1. 52
1. 95
Automotive belts:
Israel .................... .
***
***
***
***
***
Italy ..................... .
***
***
***
***
***
Japan ..................... .
***
***
***
***
***
Singapore ................. .
***
***
***
***
***
South Korea ............... .
***
***
***
***
***
Taiwan .................... .
***
***
***
***
***
United Kingdom ............ .
***
***
***
***
***
West Germany .............. .
***
***
***
***
***
Average ................. .
***
***
***
***
***
All other sources ......... .
***
***
***
***
***
3.32
Average ................. .
1. 97
2.07
2.20
2.27
Industrial and automotive
belts:
Israel .................... .
***
***
***
***
***
Italy ..................... .
***
***
***
***
***
Japan ..................... .
***
***
***
***
***..
Singapore ................. .
***
***
***
***
***
South Korea ............... .
***
***
***
***
***
Taiwan .................... .
***
***
***
***
***
United Kingdom ............ .
***
***
***
***
***
West Germany .............. .
***
***
***
***
***
Average ................. .
***
***
***
***
***
All other sources ......... .
***
***
***
***
***
Average ................. .
2.68
1. 89
1. 93
1.81
2.03
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Footnotes for table C-7.

1/ Quantity data for industrial belts are understated in both units and pounds,
and quantity data for automotive belts are understated in pounds because
several firms providing value data were unable to provide comparable quantity
data. For industrial belts, quantity data in units and pounds were provided by
firms accounting for 75 and 77 percent, respectively, of the reported value of
imports in 1988. For automotive belts, there is no understatement of units;
however, quantity data in pounds were provided by firms accounting for 74
percent of the reported value of such imports. The shares of value of imports
of industrial belts in 1988 for which comparable quantity data in units were
provided are as follows: Israel*** percent), Italy(*** percent), Japan
(***percent), Singapore(*** percent), South Korea(*** percent), Taiwan
(***percent), the United Kingdom(*** percent), West Germany (* * *
percent), all eight subject sources (75 percent), all other sources (75
percent), and all sources (75 percent). The shares of value of 1988 imports of
industrial belts for which comparable quantity data in pounds were provided are
as follows: Israel(*** percent), Italy(*** percent), Japan(***
percent), Singapore(*** percent), South Korea(*** percent), Taiwan(***
percent), the United Kingdom(*** percent), West Germany(*** percent), all
eight subject sources (72 percent)', all other sources (90 percent), and all
sources (77 percent). The shares of value of 1988 imports of automotive belts
for which comparable quantity data in pounds were provided are as follows:
Italy(*** percent), Japan(*** percent), Singapore(*** percent), South
Korea(*** percent), Taiwan(*** percent), the United Kingdom(***
percent), West Germany(*** percent), all eight subject sources (65 percent),
all other sources (81 percent), and all sources (69 percent).
'1../ Computed from data of firms providing data on both quantity and value of
imports.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Table C-8
Industrial and automotive belts: Market penetration of subject imports, by
products and by sources, 1986-88, January-February 1988, and JanuaryFebruary 1989
Item

1987

1986

Jan. -Feb. - 1988
1989

1988

Quantity (1.000 units)
Industrial belts:
Apparent U.S. consumption ..
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. shipments of imports:
Israel .................. .
Italy ................... .
Japan. , ............. , ... .
Singapore ............... .
South Korea ............. .
Taiwan .................. .
United Kingdom .......... .
West Germany ............ .
Subtotal .............. .
All other sources ....... .
Total ................. .
Automotive belts:
Apparent U.S. consumption ..
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. shipments of imports:
Israel ................... .
Italy ........ , ........ , . ,
Japan ................... .
Singapore ............... .
South Korea ............. .
Taiwan .................. .
United Kingdom .......... .
West Germany ............ .
Subtotal .............. .
All other sources ....... .
Total ................. .

77' 572

15,994
13,394

14,914
13,104

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

82,848
75 '413

89,281
78,123

91,342

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

7,435

11,158

13, 770

2,600

1,810

121,632
115' 887

103,528
97' 111

103,426
94,507

16,556
14, 726

16,596
15,069

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

5,745

6,417

8,919

1,830

1,527
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Tabie C-8--Continued
Industrial and automotive belts: Market penetration of subject imports, by
products and by sources, 1986-88, January-February 1988, and JanuaryFebruary 1989
Item

Jan. -Feb; - 1988.
1989

1987

1986

Quantity Cl. 000 units)
Industrial and automotive
belts:
Apparent U.S. consumption ..
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. shipments of imports:
Israel .................. .
Italy ................... .
Japan ................... .
Singapore ............... .
South Korea ............. .
Taiwan .................. .
United Kingdom .......... .
West Germany ............ .
Subtotal .............. .
All other sources ....... .
Total ................. .

204;480
191,300

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

13.180

192,809
175,234

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***·
***
***

17.575

194,768
172,079

32,550
28,120

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***

22.68.9

***
***
***
***.
***
***
***

4.430

31,510
28,173

***
***
***
***
***
***
·.
***.
***
***
***

3;337

Value Cl. 000 dollars)
Industrial belts:
~pparent U.S. consumption ..
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. shipments of imports:
Israel .................. .
Italy ................... .
Japan ................... .
Singapore ............... .
South Korea ............. .
Taiwan .................. .
United Kingdom .......... .
West Germany ............ .
Subtotal .............. .
All other sources ....... .
Total ................. .

253,462
2Z5,586

286,844
250,725

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

27,876

36' 119

. 300, 770
255,666

***
***
***
***
***
***
***.
***
***
***

45,104

49,836·
42,310

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
. ***
7,526

. 49 '713
. 43', 143'

***
***
***·.
***
***
. ***·
***
***.
'***
***

6', 570
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Table C-8--Continued
Industrial and automotive belts: Market penetration of subject imports, by
products and by sources, 1986-88, January-February 1988, and JanuaryFebruary 1989
Item

1987

1986

Jan. -Feb. - 1988
1989

1988

Value (1.000 dollars)
Automotive belts:
Apparent U.S. consumption ..
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. shipments of imports:
Is r ae 1 .................. .
Italy ................... .
Japan.
Singapore ............... .
South Korea ............. .
Taiwan .................. .
United Kingdom .......... .
West Germany ............ .
Subtotal .............. .
All other sources ....... .
Total ................. .
Industrial and automotive
belts:
Apparent U.S. consumption ..
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. shipments of imports:.
Is r ae 1 .................. .
Italy ................... .
Japan.
Singapore ............... .
South Korea ......... · .... .
Taiwan ...............' ... .
United Kingdom .......... .
West Germany ............ .
Subtotal .............. .
All other sources ....... .
Total ................. .
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

•••

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

252,894
242,474

250,299
238,742

263,414
245,867

39,246
35,581

42,659
38,888

***
***
***
-***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

10,420

11,557

17,547

3,665

3, 771

506,356
468,060

537,143
489,467

564,184
501,533

89,082
77' 891

92,372
82,031

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

38.296

47.676

62.651

11.191

10.341
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Table C-8--Continued
Industrial and automotive belts: Market penetration of subject imports, by
products and by sources, 1986-88, January-February 1988, and JanuaryFebruary 1989
Item
Industrial belts:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. shipments of imports:
Israel .................. .
Italy ................... .
Japan .................... .
Singapore ............... .
South Korea ............. .
Taiwan .................. .
United Kingdom .......... .
West Germany ............ .
Subtotal .............. .
All other sources ....... .
Total ................. .
Automotive belts:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. shipments of imports:
Israel .................. .
Italy ....... ~ ........... ·.
Japan ..... ·.......... ·.: .... .
Singapore ............... .
South Korea ............. .
Taiwan ................... .
United Kingdom .......... .
West Germany .............
Subtotal .............. .
All other sources ....... .
Total .........· ... : .... .

1986

Jan.-Feb.-1988
1989
1987
1988
As a ratio to the quantity of apparent
U.S. consumption (percent)

91.0

87.5

84.9

83.7

87.9

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

9.0

12.5

15.1

16.3

12.l

95.3

93.8

91.4

88.9

90.8

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
4.7

6.2

8.6

11.1

9.2
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Table C-8--Continued
Industrial and automo.tive belts: Market penetration of subject imports, by
products and by sources, 1986-88, January-February 1988, and JanuaryFebruary 1989
Item
Industrial and automotive
belts:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. shipments of imports
of industrial belts:
Israel .................. .
Italy ................... .
Japan .. : .......... : ..... .
Singapore ............... .
·South Korea ............. .
Taiwan ............ : ..... .
United Kingdom .......... .
West Germany ............ .
Subtotal .............. .
All other sources ....... .
Total ................. .
U.S. shipments of imports
of automotive belts ..... .
Industrial belts:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. shipments of imports:
Israel .................. .
Italy ................... .
Japan ................... .
Singapore ............... .
South Korea ............. .
Taiwan .................. .
United Kingdom .......... .
West Germany ............ .
Subtotal .............. .
All other sources ....... .
Total ................. .

1986

Jan. -Feb. -1988
1989
1987
1988
As a ratio to the quantity of apparent
U.S. consumption (percent)

93.6

***
***
*** ***
***
***
***
***
***
***
3.6

90.9

88.4

86.4

89.4

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

5.8

7.1

8.0

2.8
4.6
3 3
5.6
As a ratio to the value of apparent
U.S. consumption (percent)

5.7

4 8

89.0

87.4

85.0

84.9

86.8

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

11.0

12.6

15.0

15.l

13.2
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Table C-8--Continued
Industrial and automotive belts: M~rket penetration of subject imports, by
products and by sources, 1986-88, January-February 1988, and JanuaryFebruary 1989
Item
Automotive belts:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. shipments of imports:
Israel ................ ·.. .:·
Italy ............. ·....... .
Japan .................... ·.
Singapore ........ ~ .. , . ; ..
South Korea'. ............. .
Taiwan ..............· ....... .
United Kingdom~ ......... .
West Germany ..... , . : .... .
SUbtotal ........ : . • .... .
All other sources ........ .
Total ...... ·.......... ;.:
Industrial and automotive
belts:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. shipments of imports
of industrial belts:
Israel ........ ·........... .
Italy .... , ... ~ .......... ·.
·Japan ... ~· ................ ·.
Singapore ............... .
South Korea ... ; ....... ; ..
Taiwan ... ; .........· .......
United Ki~gdom .......... ~
West Germany ... : ........ .
Subtotal .... ·....... : .. .
All other sources ..... ~ ..
Total ................... .
U.S. shipments of imports
of automotive belts ..... .

1986
'

Jan.-Feb.-1988
1988
1987
1989
to
the
value
of
apparent
As a ratio
U.S. consumption (percent)

95.9

95.4

93.3

90.7

91. 2

***
***
***
***
***
***.
. ***
***
***
***

***
***
***·
***
·. ***.
***
***

***

***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

92.4

91.l

88;9

87.4

88.8

***

***
***
***
***
***•
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

·***
***
***
***
***
***
***
.***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

2.1

2.2

3.1

4.1

4.1

4 .. 1

***
***

***

5.5

tt*

4.6

6.7

***

6.7

8.0

9.3

8.4

·Source: Compiled from data submit~ed in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission~

8.8

7.1
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APPENDIX D
...IMPACT OF IMPORTS ON U. S . J?RODUCERS ' GROWTH, INVESTMENT, DEVELOPMENT
AND ~RODUCTiON EFFORTS, AND ABILITY TO RAISE CAPITAL

D-2

The Commission requested U.S. producers to describe and explain the actual
and potential negative effects, if any, of imports of iridustrial belts from the
eight countries on their firms' growth, investment, ·development and production
efforts, and ability to raise capital. Their responses are shown below:
Actual negative effects

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Anticipated negative effects

*

*

*

Influence of imports on capital investment

*

*

*

*
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APPENDIX E
ADDITIONAL FOREIGN INDUSTRY DATA FOR FIRMS TO WHICH COMMERCE'S
CRITICAL CIRCUMSTANCES DETERMINATIONS APPLY

E-2

As shown in table E-1, exports of industrial belts to the United States by
Magam (Israel) ***percent, based on pounds, during July-December 1988
compared with exports during January-June 1988; exports of industrial belts by
Pirelli (Italy) * * * percent, based on units, during July-December 1988
compared with exports during January-June 1988; exports of industrial belts to
the United States by Sando (Japan) * * * percent, based on units, during JulyDecember 1988 compared with exports during January-June 1988; exports of
industrial belts to the United States by Dongil (South Korea) * * * percent,
based on units, during July-November 1988 (five months) compared with exports
during January-May 1988 (five months); exports of industrial belts to the
United States by Optibelt (United Kingdom) * * * percent, based on units,
during July-December 1988 compared with exports during January-June 1988; and
exports of industrial belts to the United States by Optibelt (West Germany)
* * * percent, based on units, during July-December 1988 compared with exports
during January-June 1988.
Table E-1
Additional foreign industry data for firms to which Commerce's critical
circumstances determinations apply
'(

Period
Magam (Israel): 1/
1988:
January-June ........ .
July-December ....... .
Total ............ .
Pirelli (Italy): l/
1988:
January-June ......... .
July ................ .
August .............. .
September ........... .
October ............. .
November ............ .
December ............ .
Subtotal ......... .
Total ......... .
Sando (Japan): !!I
1988:
January-June ........ .
July-December ....... .
Total ............ .
See

foo~nuces

Industrial belts
Quantity ·
1 000 units

·value
1 000 dollars

*** y
*** 21
*** y

***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

at enri of table.
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Table E-1-Continued
Additional foreign industry data for firms to which
circumstances determinations apply

Period
Dongil (South Korea):
1988:
January ............. .
February ............ .
March ............... .
April ............... .
May ................. .
June ................ .
Subtotal ......... .
July ................ .
August .............. .
September ........... .
October ............. .
November ............ .
December ............ .
Subtotal .......... .
Total ........... .
Optibelt (United Kingdom):
1988:
January-June ........ .
July-December ....... .
Total ............ .
Optibelt (West Germany):
1988:
January-June ........ .
July-December ....... .
Total ............ .

Comme~ce's

critical

Industrial belts
Quantity
1 000 units

Value
1 000 dollars

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***·
***

l/ See briefs of counsel for Magam for discussion of critical circumstances
with respect to Magam.
'},./ 1 , 000 pounds .
l/ See briefs of counsel for Pirelli for discussion of critical circumstances
with respect to Pirelli.
!!./ See briefs of counsel for Bando for discussion of critical circumstances
with respect to Bando.
2/ Not available.
Source:

Compiled from data submitted in response to Commission. r.equest.

APPENDIX F
GATES TEST RESULTS WITH FOREIGN V-BELTS

F-·2

The Qa ..1 Aulalter Com1t1
999 South Broadway
P.O. Box 5887

Oenv•r.

COIOflOO
(31':\) 74•-1911

Update on
Foreign Belt Competitors

July, 198'

In order to makr gains in thr U.S. market. foreian V·bclt manufacturers arc makin1 rantastic claims ~oncernin1
1hcir bells' performance. However, user rePorts indica1e 1hesc claims are not substtndarld In 1ctu1l 111e!
Gates laboratory 1csu also proved man)· of these claims to be false.

Gares. 1he recoanized leader in V·belts• .:onducted a series of tension dcc-.ay and accelerated life tcm on a number
of roreian behs to determine their performance levels ~ comparing them to Gates Hi-Powe~ ll belts. These
tests wtrc performed in Gares test labs which are ac~nowled,ed to be the mou ex1en!iivc and ad~anced in the world
. in terms of technolo1y and capability. Figures A It B on attached sheet arapnically show the test results.
. Tt:!"SION DECAY TEST
. Wb11 ·We found: Forei1n b'elts siipped 200 1110 to JOOfio more than Gates belts.
.

.

Wu1. This Mnn• To User: .

• Increased maintenance costs (more auenlion must be gi'lcn to the forci1n belt drives).
• Increased cncru c:osts texceisive stretch causes 1re;uer ener1y comsumptionl .
.•
•

Jn~reascd belt rcpl~ement cosu (exceuive stretch causes belt to run out or take-up sooner
·ind must be repl~ed).

lncma~d

down time (due to need for unscheduled maintenance and replacement or belts).

LJfITEST ·

Wllaa W• found:· Forei1n behs lasted from 213 to 1/3 as iona as Gates belts .
. Wbat Thb Mtaal To liser: In &ddirion to the above disadvantages, it
.• Belt c:osu

~ould

mean~

triple! ·

Tht'c test results arc proof of the uate111cnt tnar Ga.res is "Not Just Another Bell:' Our Belt Demo Kit contains many devices i~ dcmonstme. the dtrrerence - and ·4·hy 01tes belts ou!perform com~ition.
Ad; ;.nur Gates reprnentali\·t 10 show tou the differences.

The ben~firs of the. ~tatures built ·i1uo Cates belt~ provide your .:uscomcn 3 iar greater value in 1erms of tona
M~ict life· ;and lllOrt perfurlll&ftCI per dollar spent than they can ac:hiC'\·e with any ;om~iti\·e belt.

Sincerely, ·

......

Af!I
Ralph

fl1~ra

Man111r, lndum1al Belt" "1arketina

80217
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